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ABSTfoiCT
The importance of Islamic law in the legal system of the
Indian sub-continent is beyond dispute.

The purpose of this

thesis is to review the developments which have taken place in
that law since independence and partition in 19^71 in the light
of both statute and case-law.
Chapter one is introductory and deals briefly with the
development of Islamic law up to partition.

Chapter two discusses

the conclusion of the contract of marriage and its proof, stipulations
in marriage contracts and irregular contracts;

chapter three is

concerned with the law relating to child marriages and polygamous
marriages;

chapter four deals with the two main incidents of the

marriage contract - dower and maintenance.
Chapter five discusses the husband's power to unilaterally
terminate the marriage by exercise of his right of talaq.
«

Problems

of delegated talaq whereby the husband grants the wife the right to
•__
end the marriage are also discussed.
Chapters six, seven, eight and nine are concerned with judicial
dissolution of the marriage at the instance of the wife.
Chapter six discusses the changes introduced into the traditional
law b^r the dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act 1939 as amended in
Pakistan by the Family Laws Ordinance 1961.

The West Pakistan Family

Courts Act 19Gk w lich established special courts to deal with inter
alia suits for the dissolution of marriages is then reviewed.

The

chapter then deals with divorce on the grounds of the husband*s
failure to m intain in accordance with the provisions of L.2 (ii) of

ii.
the 1939 Act*

Chapter seven is concerned with the law relating to

the exercise of the option of puberty.

Chapter eight discusses

suits for the dissolution of marriage brought under Section 2
clause (i), (iii), (iv), (v), (vi), (viii) and (ix).

Chapter nine

reviews recent judicial reform in Pakistan in the law relating to
khul*.
Chapter ten discusses the important problem of internal conflict
of laws in India and Pakistan*

iii
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chapter one

Introduction
The Islamic penetrati n of the Indian sub-continent began in
711 A•D. when Muljaiamad ibn casim conquered Sind.

However, the

continuous influence of Islam on the sub-continent dated from
the invasion of fldimud Chaznavi, which began in 1005 and led to
the establishment of Muslim dynasties.

In 1229 the Sultan of

Delhi, lletir.ish, was recognized as ouch by the Caliph in Baghdad.
The sultans, although they largely behaved like com anders of an
army of occupation, did set up an administrative system and when
the Moghul Empire was established in the sixteenth century by
Afcbor, the new administration was developed upon the already
existing pattern.

Under the Moghul Umpire Islamic law enjoyed a

period of dominance end its criminal law was applied even to the
Hindu majority.

The influence of English law upon the Islamic law

and the sowing of the seeds for the creation of what is now termed
Anglo-Muhamn. irn law began with the establishment of courts by the
.ast Indie Com any.

In 1068 the island of Bombay ^which had become

British territory on the marriage of Charles II to Catherine of
0.
Brn anz^f, was leased to the Company and a charter of the some year
empowered the Company to sot up a Court of Judicature on the island,
and such a court was established in l677»

Judicial functions had

already been exercised by the Company in Madras since 1654.

In

Bengal in 1694 the Company was also given the right to exercise
both civil and cri.dnol jurisdiction.

The jurisdiction of the court

thus set up by the Company was not recognized by the

nglish courts ^

which had condemned the Company in damages for what they described

as •meddling* with the affairs of deceased mglishmen.

This

alarmed the Company and in 1726 it secured the establishment
by Royal Charter of liayor's Courts m d Courts of Oyer and Terminer
in the Presidency towns of Bombay* Calcutta and Madras*

This

involved the introduction into these Presidency towns of the
existing Lnglish law, including statutes*

These courts were

forbidden to try actions between two Indians* unless both
parties had submitted to their jurisdiction, but in fact they
became extremely popular with Indian litigants, because of
the efficiency with which their judgements were executed*

In

1765 the Moghul nr ire had granted to the last India Company
the Diwani of Bengal* Bihar and Orissa and in 1772* under the
powers vested in it vide the Grant* the Company set up courts*
In 1772 Warrer. liastings issued his famous Regulations for the
Administration of Civil Justice* which provided that in the courts
situate outside Calcutta "in all suita regarding succession*
®t «inheritance, marriage* cpst# and other religious usage of instit
utions, the law of the Koran with respect to Moharamadans md
those of the Sittctr with respect to the Gent cos shall invariably
be adhered to*"

Ho separate courts were established to deal

with canes involving Islamic law and such cases were dealt
with by the ordin ry civil courcs in each of which a law officer*
the waulvii declared the rule of Islamic law applicable to the
facts found by the judge.

The maul vis came to exercise great

influence as the judges who were initially appointed were almost
completely ignorant of Islamic law.

The

roblem then arose of

which law was to bo applied when one litigant was Kuslim and the
other Hindu,

nd what law v*as to be applied to a case involving

neither family law nor religious usage*

Sir Elijah Impey, who

became Freed dent of the Sadar Diwani Adalat^ in 1780, advised
fcar'en Hastings to amend the Regulation so that cases not provided
for by it or by any other statute should be decided in accordance
with justice, equity and good conscience*

The ultimate codification

of the law was somewhat vaguely contemplated but this did not begin
until the mid nineteenth century*
The Regulation was reproduced with come variations in all parts
of India *nd either provided for or was interpreted to provide
that a custom which conflicted with Islamic or 2iindu law would over
ride the written texts of Islamic and Hindu law*
As the calibre of the judges appointed to the Courts of India
improved^ the influence of Ifeglish law increased*

In this respect

the role of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
Court of Appeal was significant*

as final

The maulvis were dispensed with

in 1865 and from that date the interpretation of Islamic law in rele
vant cases was entirely in the hands of a judiciary either British
or British trained*

Inevitably, as the same jud^e could in three

consecutive cases be called upon to apply Islamic law, Hindu law,
and English law, a fission to some extent occurred between bhe three
systems and the Islamic law of India developed into the phenomenon
of An/rlo-Muhananadan Law*

1*

A court of appeal consisting of the Governor in Council*

ouch statutes as were enacted were important and farreaching • The Evidence act?1872, although it was of general
application, may be said to have introduced the first statutory
reform in Islamic law#

Section 112 of the Act provides that a

child b o m during the continuance of a valid carriage or within
two hundred and ei^ity days after its termination, the mother
remaining unmarried, is conclusively presumed to be legitimate,
unless there was no access when he could have been begotten.
Traditional Islamic law on the other hand provides that a child
born less than six months from the marriage of its parents will
be iilegtimate, unless acknowledged as legitimate by its father,
and (in the Hanafi doctrine) that a child born within two years of
the termination of marriage will be legitimate.
Another Act of general application which nevertheless affected
Muslims in the matter of their personal law was the Child Marriage
Restraint Act, 1929, which introduced penal sanctions against
anyone who *performs, conducts or directs* any marriage where the
girl is below fourteen and the man below ei^iteen.

Islamic law,

on the other hand, laid down no minimum ages for marriage.
The first significant enactment of application only to Muslims
was the Muslim Personal Law(shariat) Application Act, 1937*

I’his

Act applied to all parts of British India, with the exception of
'h
the North West Frojartier Province, whose legislature hud enacted a

similar but more far-reaching law of its own two years previously.
The Act, which consisted of only six sections, aimed at restoring
the Islamic law to fill Muslims and abolishing customary law.

Section ?Jhf the Act provided that "Notwithstanding any custom
or usage to the contrary* in all questions (save questions relating
to agricultural lands) regarding intestate succecsionjspeci&l
property of females^including personal property inherited or
obtained under contract or gift^ or any other provision of Personal
law* marriage* dissolution of marriages including talak* ila*
Zrohar, lian, khula and ouboraat, maintenance* dower* guardian
ship* gifts, t^tits

nd trust properties and wakfs (other than

charities m d charitable institutions and charitable and religious
endowments) the rule of decision in cases where the parties are
Muslims shill be the Muslin Personal Law (Shariat)*H
In 1939 substantial changes were introduced into the Islamic
law by the enactment of the Dissolution of Muslim Iorriages Act*
The oven/helning majority of Muslims in the Indian sub-continent
are Hanafi3*

Indeed there is a presumption that a Muslim is a

HanafI in the sub-continent* and if he asserts that he is a nonHanafI.he must prove it*
•
*

The HanafI law denies a woman, whose
•
'

marriage has once been consummated* the right to obtain a dis
solution of her Etirriage*

Thus* wives in India* no matter how

badly their husbands treated them* were denied a judicial dis
solution of their marriage*

As a result the practise developed

of women* who found the continuation of curried life intolerable y
repudiating Islam and so terminating their airriagee automatically*
A Bill to ai;end the law regarding women* a ri ht to divorce was
first put before the central legislature in April 193b, but it
did not bee me law for some three years*

Finally* the Bill 1

with amendments ,^was enacted on 17 March 1939* &b the Dissolution
of Muslim Marriages Act, 1939*

^he statement of objects and

reasons published with the Act stated that there was no provision
in ’lanafl law to enable a waaan to obtain a decree of dissolution
of marriage from the courts, in cases where her husband failed to

maintain her, m^de her life miserable by deserting her or maltreating
her, and timt the absence of such provision has •entailed unspeak
able misery to innumerable Muslim women in British India* • However,
the statement continued, the KanafI jurists had clearly laid down
that in cases where the application of ilunafl law would cause hardship, it was permissible to apply the law of the other three Dunn!
schools,

cn this principle, the MalikI law could be applied, but >

as the courts would hesitate to apply KalikI law, legislation was
necessary to enforce the principle.

The Act then enumerate^#,

grounds loosely derived from the Malik! la^ under which a woman may
petition the court and ask for a decree of divorce.

The Act then

provided that, in future, the renunciation of Islam by a married
woman would not terminate her marriage.

2

/ fter Independence and Partition, the new state of India
introduced no further legislation aimed at reforming Islamic law.
The dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act was extended after independ
ent
ence, first to the whole of India excluding^Part 3 States, and in
1959 to the whole of Iniia}with the exception of Jammu and Kashmir,
which h/js its own Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act.

2.

Section *+•

Since 1951* Muslims in India have been able to exclude the
application of Muslim personal law both to themselves and their
descendants, by marrying or registering their marriage under the
Special Marriage

ct.

A marriage so solemnized must be monogamousf

anyone purporting to contract a second marriage

during the sub

sistence of the first will be guilty of bigamy and the second
marriages will be void; and a marriage under the Special Marriage
Act may be terminated only by a decree of the court#

Moreover

the estate of anyone^whose marriage is so solemnized, or registered,
and that of his descendants, will devolve on death in accordance
with the provision^ not of his personal law, but of the Indian
succession Act.

The Special Marriage Act is being utilized by

progressive Muslims, who do not feel that the Islamic law
as applied in India, is consonant wit]* the needs of modern society.
In Pakistan, on the other hand, modifications of the tradit
ional Islamic law have been made by statute.
In the early days of the new Repsblic, a Commission was set
up to look into reforms in marriage and family laws.

The Commission

consisted of seven members inc3.uding three women, and with Dr.
Khalifa as President and Kh lifa Abdur Hakim as Secretary.

Only

one memberr.of the Commission could be termed an expert in tradit
ional Islamic law.

Its terms of reference were **Do the existing

laws gov rning oarriape, divorce, maintenance and other ancillary
matters among Muslims, require modification in order to give women
their proper place in society?**

The Commission was aeked to report

cn the proper registration of marriages and divorces, the right to

divorce exercisable by either party through a court or by other
judicial means, maintenance and the eet blishntent of Special
Courts to deal expeditiously with cases affecting worsenfe rights*
Shortly after the first meeting of the Commission, the President
died and the former Chief Justice of Pakistanf Mian Abdul Rashid*
was appointed to replace him*
jjiglish and Urdu,

A Questionnaire was drawn up in

then tr nslated into Bengali, end published

in the national press*

Copies of the Questionnaire were sent to

anyone who requested one*

This procedure was completely different

from that adopted in the Muslim countries of the MidHe Fast*
When reforms were contempled in th se countries, draft Laws were
dra%/n up by bodies composed of *ulaial on the one hand and judges
and practising lawyers on the other*
Thus in Pakistan the procedure followed was more democratic
but less expert from the Islamic point of view*

For example, it

was considered necessary, in both Pakistan and the Piddle last,
to introduce legislation to ameliorate the position of orphaned
grand-children who, under traditional law, were debarred irom
inheriting from the estate of their grandparents by the presence
of an uncle*

In Pakistan t is problem was solved by introducing

a right of representation which, although it had the effect of
bringing orphaned grond-children into the scheme of inheritance,
also had the effect of throwing the whole complex system of success
ion out of bal nee*

In the Middle Hist, on the other hand, a some

what similar reform was achieved by means of a system of obligatory
bequests7which left the structure of the traditi nal law unchanged*

Another effect of the difference in apjjroach in Pakistan and
the Middle bast is that in Pakistan there has been no reconcil
iation between the modernists and the traditional >ulamat» whereas
in the Middle lust the tulamat were brought into the whole process
of devising the new laws, 30 they were not in a position to oijpose
them later*
Cnee the Commission in Pakistan had received the answers
to the questionnaire, it produced its report.

The Commission

began its Keport by stating that it acknowledged the Cturfan and
the Sunna as the bases of Islamic law*

However, it stated that

the Irophet hmself had rompgnized that only basic principles
could be laid down by these sources and had urged his companions
to exercise their ovai rational jud. ement, if the :vurfan and the
dunna did not

rovide any precise guidance in any particular situation*

Indeed, during the formative period of Islam, ijtihad (interpretstive
reasoning) had been widely used.

The stagnation of the Islamic law

in India was a result of the Mogul

invasions, and

_

j had

been extended by the British until the middle of the nineteenth
century*

3o inslims had been left behind in what the Commission

called ’the race of social, political, economic fc&d cultural
advancement”• The Commission thus felt that 1 ikistan must fa£€
the problems of reTurin in the Islamic law.

The starting point must

be the Qur*an itself and the bunna, which must be re-interpreted
in the light of modern conditions*

The doctrine/ of the early Imams

were not infallible and it was not necessary to accept the views
of any of them in their entirety.

The major problems which had to

10.
be solved were, in the opinion of th© Commission, the present
exploitation of women, not only by their husbands, but by their
parents and other male relatives.

The Commission found that

girls were being contracted in marriage without their consent and
being denied their dower.

Polygaqy was being practised contrary

to the injunctions of the uw*fan and for the wrong reasons.
Disputes frequently arose as to whether a marriage or divorce had
taken jlace, because of the lack of documentary evidence.

The

Commission then stated its recommendations, which included the
compulsory registration of marriages and divorcee, the restriction
of polygamy, the prohibition of child marriage, substantial re
forms in the law of talaq and an amendment of the Dissolution .of
Muslim Marriages \ct to enable a woman to obtain a divorce by
khul9 on the grounds of incompatibility of temperament.
The Report of the Commission was widely criticized by the
conservative elements in Pakistan, particularly by
tandoodi.

yed *bul Ala

The government was undeterred by the ctitics however,

and, when it enacted the Family Laws Ordiance, 19&1, it incorporated
many of the Commission*s recommendations.

The most significant

provision of the Ordinance is the one which mokes any talaq in
mamm

whatever form it is pronounced, revocable for a period of ninety
days.

The Ordinance did not incorporate the pro osal hr the

Comrdssion relating to incompatibility as a r^ound for divorce,
but the CU2^reme Court of Pakistan in the c se of Khurshid 3ibi v.
Muhammad 'min

3.

F.L.D.

3

created such a right.

S.C. 1967.

70

Three years after the

11.
enactment of the Ordinance, the government of West fakir*tan
parsed the Vest Fnkistan Family Courts Act. which provides for
the establishment of Family Courts to have exclusive jurisdiction
in matters of dissolution of marriage, dower, maintenance,
restitution of conjugal rights, custody of children and guardian
ship.
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the present state
of the Islamic law of marriage and divorce in India and Pakistan
in the light of current legislation and, more signific mtly,
current judicial interpretation*

Hie courts of the Indian sub

continent have inherited the common-law doctrine of stare decisis
and so the law must be ascertained from judicial decisions
and not from the statutes alone.
For many years the courts in the sub-continent held them
selves bound by th© dictum of the Judicial Committee in Agha Mahmood
Jaffer Bindanii^ v* Kulsoom Bibi

that "it would be wrong for the

courts to put their own construction on the Qurfan in opposition
to the express ruling of camaentators of great antiouity and high
authority".
This view was dissented from by >vn*mrul Haq J* in hie majority
5
judgement in Khurshid Jan v. Fasal Dad . where he stated - "It
would not be correct to lay it down as a positive rule of law
that the present-da; Courts in the country should have no power or

4.

9.

1897.

24

I.*.

196.

1964. i.-'ih. 558.

12.

authority to interpret the <ur’an in a way different from that
adopted by the earlier jurists and Imams*

The adoption of such

a view is likely to endanger the dynamic and universal character
of the religion and laws of Islam."
In Khurshid Bibi v* Mohammad Amin, as will be seen, the
dupreme Court availed itself of the right to reinterpret the
basic sources of the law and, rejecting the views of the classical
jurists, gave a new interpretation to the Qur'anic verse regarding
khul1, and introduced a new ground on which a wife might obtain a
dissolution of her marriage*
In India the courts hrve not, up to the present time, rejected
the doctrine of their Lord hips of the Privy Council, but as we
shall see, they have not held themselves rigidly bound to apply
the law as Laid down by jurists of the classical period of Islamic
law.

Many judges have shown themselves prepared to ixxke changes

in the traditional law in the name of justice and equity.

CHAFTLR

two

KARRIAGE
Marriage in Islamic law is a contract.

This doctrine of

the traditional law has been reiterated on innumfeable occasions
by judges in the Indian sub-continent.

It is a contract which is

concluded by an offer (lfiab) and an acceptance (qabul) made either
by the parties themselves or their representatives.
In Hanafi and Ithna Asharl law any sane adult, whether male
or female, may conclude his or her own marriage contract but,
according to the law of the other three Sunni schools and of the
Ismaili sect of the Shl#a, no woman may validly conclude her own
marriage contract.

The presence of a wall (marriage guardian) is

always necessary.

The offer and acceptance must take place within

the same majlis (meeting) and in the presence of two witnesses,
according to the doctrine of the Hanafls, Shafi*Is and Hanballs.
.
*
mm

^

m m

The Ithna Asharis and the Malikis do not require any witnesses
to the conclusion of the contract, provided^,according to Maliki
law, sufficient publicity is given to the marriage.
In Hanafi law the consent of an adult woman, virgin or other
wise is required to the marriage.

If the woman is a non-virgin she

must give her express consent to the marriage but in the case of
virgins, acceptance may be implied from conduct.

If the woman

remains silent on hearing the offer of marriage, this will be con
strued as acceptance, a5

also if she laughs or even if she cries

a little, for a few tears will be seen as a sign that she regrets
leaving her parents and not as a refusal of the offer of marriage.

14.
If both parties to the marriage consent in jest, the marriage
is nonetheless validly concluded.

The origin of this rule is

an hadlth from the Prophet that there are three things which are
%

effective whether done in jest or seriously - marriage, repudiation
and emmancipation.

^he HanafiSalso hold that consent obtained

under duress is effective and ^as has been pointed out by a modern
author, this rule to a great extent

robs

the doctrine that an

adult girl may not be compulsorily married by her guardian, of
much of its forced
The conclusion of the marriage contract
In India the traditional law still applies.

In Razia Banu

2
Nawab Ara B gum the court stated that marriage in Islamic law was
a civil contract and in order that it should be validly concluded,
the normal rules applicable to all contracts should be observed.
There must be a proposal by one party and an acceptance by the
other; and both

p a rties

must be present at the same meeting, either

personally or through their representatives.

Sunni law further

required the presence of two witnesses, but not the Shl’i law.
The court further stated that it was also normal to have^in add
ition to the two wintesses, two maulvis, one for the wife and one
for the husband, who would recite the femalae of proposal and
acceptance in the set form on behalf of the parties.

No religious

1.

Y. Lin^n^ de Beliefs ads t,Traite/ de Droit Musulman Cornere "
Livre II. p. 83.

2.

A.I.R.

1955.

N.U.C. (All.)
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ie.
ceremony was required and it was not necessary that any document
should be produced although often, particularly in the city of
Lucknow, a nikahnama and a mehrnama were executed^evidencing the
marriage and stating the amount to be fixed as dower.
Bachawat J. reviewed the law relating to the conclusion of a
marriage contract in Kazi Siddique Hossain v. Salima Khatoon^.
this case the plaintiff was suing for her prompt dower*

In

She

alleged that she was the lawful wife of the defendant and that the
prompt dower had not been paid to her at the marriage.

The lower

appellate court had found that the plaintiff had been married to
the defendant in 1948, that they had lived together and that a
child had been born to them.
Bachawat J. giving judgement in the High Court which heard the
second appeal, stated that the rules of Islamic law regarding the
conclusion of marriage contracts had been laid down by Wilson in
4
his Digest of Anglo-Muhammadan law and followed by the Calcutta
5
High Cpurt in Aklemannessa Bibi v. Mahomed Hatem and Sahabi Bibi v.
Kamaruddin^.

The principle was that the words of proposal and

acceptance must be uttered by the parties themselves or through
their agents, in each other*s presence and in that of two male or
one male and two female witnesses, who were required to be sane,
7
adult Muslims , and that the whole must be completed in one meeting.
3. 1957.

61.

C.V.N.

4. 6 iJd. Section 24
3.

(1904)

6. 1910.

I.L.R.
13.

187.
p.100.

31 Cal. 849.

C.W.N. 991.

7. In traditional law, if the wife is a kitabiya. one witness
may be one of her co-religionists.

16.
His Lordship stated that the marriage contract implied Tjab
(proposal) and qabul (acceptance).and that the lower appeal court
had found that there had been such a proposal and acceptance in
the presence of witnesses , at the same taajlis and that a vAlid and
legal marriage had been contracted between the plaintiff and the
defendant.
The defendant however alleged that there had been no acceptance
of the proposal and that there was no evidence on the record to
certify that there was such an acceptance.

The judge stated that

it was true that there was no categorical statement on the record
by

of the witnesses that the words of acceptance to the proposal

had been uttered, but at the same time, he continued, there was no
evidence that the defendant had not uttered such words.

From the

circumstantial evidence, in the absence of direct evidence, the
court was entitled to draw the inference that the defendant had in
g
fact uttered the words of acceptance.
The defendant had gone expressly to Nawapara to attend the
marriage majlis, the qacli had officiated and two witnesses had been
0

present.

The plaintiff*s vakil had informed the defendant of the

consent of the plaintiff, the dower was fixed and the defendant gave
the plaintiff a ring and earrings; four witnesses for the plaintiff
stated that the marriage had been solemnized and in the absence of
evidence to the contrary^it must be presumed that the marriage was
duly solemnized and the words of acceptance uttered.

8.

See Naresh Chandra v. Paresh Chandra, A.I.R. 1955*

S.C.63

V
17.
His Lordship then held that the essence of a marriage
contract was mutual consent and that the proposal and accept
ance need not be in any particular form.

The form, he held,

must be distinguished from the substance. He then quoted Ameer
9
Ali*s statement that consent could be given in express terms
or by implication, e.g. if the woman remained silent when marriage
was proposed to her, her consent would be presumed.

In the instant

case, he held, the proposal was sufficiently accepted by the fixing
and agreeing of the dower and the giving of the ring and ear-rings.
Dower, he stated, was an essential part of a marriage contract and
there could be no dower without a marriage and marital obligations
and privileges^.
He then cited Bashiranv. Mahammad Husain^

where the court

held that there had been sufficient offer and acceptance when
some witnesses testified that the woman had consented and others
had testified that she had agreed to the dower.
The defendant had relied on the decision in Aklemannessa Bibi v.
12
13
Mahomed Ha tern , Sahaba Bibi v. Karmaruddin
and Jo/tu Bibi
Mesal

9.

14

, but his Lordship held that these cases were distinguishable

In traditional Hanafi law even where consent is given either
expressly or impliedly, there must also be an actual pronounce
ment of acceptance (qabul) by thejlrife or someone acting on her
behalf. His Lordship appeared to have confused the two doctrines
of consent and acceptance.

10. Mahoromedan Law 5 Ed.

Vol. II, pp. 303* 307*

11. (1941) I.L.H.

16 Luck.

12. (1904) I.L.R.

31 Cal.

13. 1910.

13

613.
849

C.W.N. 991

14. (1936) I.L.R.

63 Cal.

413.

18.
from the instant case.

15
In Aklemaimessa Bibi v. Mahonad Ilatem

the court had remanded the case back to the court below to
determine upon evidence whether all the requirements of a valid
Maslaim marriage had been established.

In Sahabi Bibi v. Karmaruddin^

a suit for restitution of conjugal ri$its was dismissed.

The

court held that there was no valid contract of marriage, as the
wife had not been present at the marriage majlis. nor had she
been represented by a vakil and therefore there had been no lawful
acceptance by her on on her behalf.

No eonsummation had taken

place.
*n Jogu Bibi v. Hesal

17

, a charge of bigamy failed because a

previous marriage was not proved.

There was no proof either of

an offer or an acceptance, nor that dower had been fixed.
The defendant had then argued that the evidence on the record
did not establish that the plaintiff's second witness was her
duly appointed vakil. He argued, relying on Ghulam Kubra Bibi v.
nO
Nohamraad Shafi , that the presence of two witnesses was required
for the appointment of a vakil. However, his Lordship held that
the appointment of a vakil was not invalid because it was not made
in the presence of two witnesses.

Indeed, he continued, even the

act of a fazuli (person acting as vakil without authority) might be
ratified.

Accordingly he dismissed the appeal.

15.

(1904) I.L.R.

16.

(1910)

17.

(1956) I.L.R.

65

18.

A.I.R. 1940.

Pesh.

15

51. Cal. 849.

C.W.N.

991.
Cal.
2.

415.

19.
In Pakistan also the traditional rules regarding the con
clusion of a marriage contract still apply.

Abdulla J. stated
a
19
in Abdulla v. Rokeya Khatoon
that "The essential ofV'
valid Muslim marriage
is that there should be a prpposal made by or on behalf of one
of the parties of the marriage and an acceptance of the proposal
by or on behalf of the other in presence of and hearing of two
male or one male and two female witnesses who must be sane and
adult Muslims.

The proposal and acceptance must both be expressed

at one meeting."
But in accordance with Section 5 of the Muslim family Laws
Ordinance, 1961, all marriages solemnized under Muslim Law must
be registered.

The section reads:

"Section 5* (1) ^egi^tcation of marriages. Every marriage
solemnized under Muslim Law shall be registered in accordance with
the provisions of this Ordinance.
(2)

For the purpose of registration of marriages under this

Ordinance, the Union Council shall grant licences to one or more
persons, to be called Nikah Registrars, but in no case shall more
than one Nikah Registrar be licensed for any one Ward.
(3)

Every marriage not solemnized by the Nikah Registrar

shall, for the purpose of registration under this Ordinance, be
reported to him by the person who has solemnized such marriage.
(4)

Whoever contravenes the provisions of sub-section (3)

shall be punishable with simple imprisonment for a term which may

19.

F.L.D.

1969.

Dacca

47.

20.
extend to three months, or with fine which may extend to one
thousand rupees, or with both.
(5)

The form of nikahnama, the registers to be maintained

by Nikah Registrars, the records to be preserved by Union Councils,
the manner in which marriagesr-shall be registered and copies of
nikahnama shall be supplied to the parties, and the fees to be
charged thereof, shall be such as may be prescribed.
(6)

Any person may, on payment of the prescribed fee, if any,

inspect at the office of the Union Council the record preserved
under sub-section (5)» or obtain a copy of any entry therein."
Section 11 of the Ordinance provides that the Provincial
Government may make rules to carry into effect the purposes of the
Ordinance.

On 20 July 196l^under the power inferred by Section 11,

the governors of West and East Pakistan promulgated rules, known
respectively as the West Pakistan Muslim Family Lavs Rules and the
East Pakistan Muslim Family Laws Rules.
These rules provide for the appointment of Nikah Registrars.
20
According to the West Pakistan Rules :
"7* (1)

Any person competent to solemnize a marriage under

Muslim Law may apply to the Union Council for th^ferant of a licence
to act as Nikah Registrar under section 5.
(2)

If the Union Council, after making such inquiries as it

may consider necessary, is satisfied that the applicant is a fit
and proper person for the grant of a licence, it may, subject to

20.

Rule 7.

21.
the conditions specified therein, grant a licence to him in
Form I.
(3)

A licence granted under this rule shall be permanent

and shall be revocable only for the contravention of any of the
conditions of a licence granted under this rule.
(4)

If any person to whom a licence has been granted under

this rule contravenes any of the conditions of such licence, he
shall be punishable with simple imprisonment for a term which
may extend to one month, or with fine which ^ay extend to two
«

hundred rupees, or with both."
In traditional law^as we have seen^the marriage is concluded
by an offer and an acceptance in the presence of two witnesses.
No special ceremonial is required and it is not necessary that there
should be an officiant.

Presumably by 'any person competent to

solemnize a marriage* the rules mean any adult person^ who is able
to satisfy the Union Council that he has knowledge of the Islamic
law relating to nikah.

21

The last Pakistan Rules are more specific and provide
"7.

(1)

Any person, who is not below 25 years of age and who

possesses sufficient acquaintance with the Arabic language and the
Muslim Laws of Marriage and Divorce and who is of good character,
may apply in writing to the Union Council for the grant of a licence
to act as Nikah Registrar under section 5*

Every such application

shall be accompanied by two certificates, that he possesses sufficient

22.
acquaintance with the Arabic language and the Muslim Laws of
Marriage and Divorce* signed by two Muslim gentlemen of res
pectability and position and two certificates of good character
from persons of respectability and position, and shall contain
the following particulars:(a)

Name and usual signature of the applicant* date of
application and address in full-

(b)

Age of applicant-

(c)

Profession or present employment of the applicant with
present salary or pension* if any-

(d)

Father's name* profession and address-

(e)

Present family residence of the applicant-

(f)

Whether the applicant has a masonry house for office-

(g)

If previously employed under Government* details of
past service of the applicant; and if ever dismissed
from any post* particulars of the fact-

(h)

Names and addresses of the persons from whom certificates
are obtained and attached to the application-

(i)

Whether the applicant is acquainted with Arabic* Persian*
Urdu, Bengali or Lnglish-

And
(j)

Whether the applicant is acquainted with Muslim Laws
and holds any certificate from any Government or Private
Madrassah (stating its name).11

The Union Council must supply the duly appointed Nikah Registrar
with a bound register of nikahnamas in the following form, which

23.
is the same for both Provinces.
■

22

FORM II
(See Rules 8, 10, 11 and 12)
Form of Nikahnama as prescribed by Rule 8 of the
Muslim Family Laws Rules, 1961.

1.

Name of Ward *.*

Tahsil/Thana •••••

Town/Union •••

and District •••••

in which the marriage took place.
2.

Name of the bridgegroom and his father, with their respective

residences .....
3.

Age of brid^eroom •••••

4.

The names of the bride and her father, with their respective

residences •••••
3*

Whether the bride is a maiden, a widow or a divorcee •••••

6.

Age of the bride •••••

7*

Name of Vakil, if any appointed by the bride, father's name

and his residence:
8.

The name of the witnesses to the appointment of the bride's

Vakil with their fathers' names, their residence and their relat
ionship with the bride:

(1)
(2) ...
9.

Name of the Vakil, if any, appointed by the bridegroom, his

father's name and his residence. •••••

22.

Rule 8.

zk*

10*

The names of the witnesses to the appointment of the bride

groom* s Vakil* with their fathers* names and their residences:

(1)

.....

(2)
11.

“

Names of the witnesses to the marriage* their fathers* names

and their residences:

(1)

.....

(2) ...
12.

Date on which the marriage was contracted •••••

13*
l*f.

Amount of dower ....
How much of the dower is muCwajjal (prompt) and how much

mu*wa.j.ial (deferred) •••••
15.

Whether any portion of the dower was paid at the time of

marriage.
16.

If so* how much:

Whether

any property was given in lieu of

portion of the dower with specification of the same
the
uation agreed to between/parties:
17•

Special

conditions, if any •••••

18.

Whether

the husband has delegated the

the whole or
and its val-

power ofdivorce to the

wife* if so under what conditions: •••••
19»

Whether the husband*s right of divorce is in any way curtailed:

20.

Whether any document was drawn up at the time of marriage

relating to dower, maintenance etc.
brief: •••••

any

If so, contents thereof in

21. Whether the bridegroom has any existing wife, and, if so,
whether he has secured the permission of the Arbitration Council
under the Muslim Family Laws ordinance, 1951« to contract another
marriage: •••••
22m

Lumber and date of the communication conveying to the bridegroom

the permission of the /arbitration Council to contract another marriage:
25*

Name and address of the person by whom the marriage was
t

solemnized and his father: ....
2*u

Date of registration of marriage

25.

Registration fee paid:

Signature of the bridegroom
or his Vakil

Signature of the witness to
be appointed of bridegroom*s
Vakil

Signature of the bride:

Signature of the

Signature of the

Vakil of the bride

witness to be
appointed of the
bride*s Vakil:

Signatures of the witnesses
to the marriage

Signature of the person who
solemnized the marriage

(1) .....
(2)

•••••

Signature and seal of the Nikah
Registrar •••••

26.
The fee for the registration of a marraige under Section 5
of the Ordinance is Hs.2 to be paid by the husband or his rep
resentative to the Nikah Registrar, or where the dower exceeds
Rs. 2,000, a fee calculated at the rate of R1 for every Rs.1,000
■ *’ •■
23
of such dow r, subject to a maximum fee of Rs.20 . Y*'here the
dower consists of property other than money, the valuation for the
purpose of the fee shall be as settled by the parties to the
2k
marriage.
The Nikah Registrar retains 8($ of the fee and pays the
remaining 20% to the Union Council.

When the Nikah Registrar

himself solemnizes the marriage, he must fill in Form II in quad
ruplicate in the register.

The persons whose signatures are

25
required by Form II must then sign or affix their thumb-prints •
The Nikah Registrar then affixes his signature and seal to the
Form and keeps the original in the register

26

•

The duplicate and triplicate of thenikahnama are then
delivered to the bride and bridegroom onpayment of 30 paisa each,
and the fourth copy is sent to the UnionCouncil.

27

If any person who is required to sign the register refuses to
do so, he will be liable to a sentence of simple imprisonment not

23.

Rule 9 (1) Fast and

West P.F.L. Rules.

2*f.

Rule 9 (3) East and

West P.F.L. Rules

25.

The rules provide that if an illiterate person affixes his
thumb-print, his name shall be recorded by a person who must
then sign in his presence.

26.

Rule 10 (1)

27.

Rule 10 (2)

27.
exceeding one month, or to a fine not exceeding Rs.200, or to
both

•
In cases where the marriage is solemfcized in Pakistan by a

person other than the Nikah Registrar, that person should obtain
a Form II and duly complete it.
required should sign and then the person who solemnized the marriage
should sign the form and send it, together with the registration
fee, to the Nikah Registrar of the Ward where the marriage was

If a marriage is solemnized outside Pakistan by a person who
is a citizen of Pakistan, such person must ensure that a duly
completed Form II is delivered, together with appropriate fee, to
the Consular Officer of Pakistan in or for the country in which
the marriage was solemnized.

The form will then be sent to the

Nikah Registrar of the Ward where the husband is normally resident.
If the marriage is solemnized outside Pakistan by a person who is
not a citizen of Pakistan, the bridegroom, or the bride (if she
only is a citizen of Pakistan) must duly complete Form II.

30

In all cases where the Nikah Registrar himself has not solem
nized the marriage, he must, upon receipt of the completed Form II,
follow the same procedure as if he himself had solemnized the marriage.’
28*

Rule 10 (3) See F.L.O. S.ll(2) which provides that penal sanctions
may be imposed for breach of any rule.

29.

Rule 11*

30.

Rule 12.

31.

Rule 13.

28.
Despite these complex rules relating to the registration of
marriages, failure to register a marriage in accordance with the
provisions of the Ordinance will not invalidate the marriage,
however, an unregistered marriage will be extremely difficult to
prove if a dispute arises.
Proof of Marriage
In traditional law a marriage may be proved by direct evidence,
where two witnesses, whose testimony is admissible in a Sharl*a
court, give evidence that they were present at the conclusion of
the contract.

32

Failing direct evidence, a marriage can be proved

by indirect evidence, for example by proof of long cohabitation
as husband and vdfe or where the man acknowledges the woman as his
wife.

V

In such cases presumption of marriage arises, and it is for

the person denying the fact of the marriage to rebut^ the preBumption.
In India there has been no departure from the traditional
pattern, and a marriage may still be proved by direct evidence or
by indirect evidence of prolonged cohabitation or acknowledgement,
although of course witnesses of the type required by a Shari*a
court are not necessary.
In Ala gir v* State

33

, it was argued that m

order to prove a

marriage evidenced by no document, the actual words used at the

32.

Unlike the witnesses whose presence is required by the majority
of the bunni schools for the validity of contracts, witnesses
who are called upon to prove a marriage must be adult, sane,
male Muslims of the highest moral probity.

33.

A.I.R.

1937.

Pat.

285.

29.
nikSh must be proved.

The court however rejected this argument*

o

holding that it vjould not be possible to give the exact words that
were used at the time of the conclusion of the contract in every
case, especially where the alleged marriage had taken place a
number of years ago (in the instant case it was some twelve years).
In the ins ant case, the name of the person who had performed the
nikah was given but it was not possible to examine him,as he was
»
dead. However, some witnesses who were present at the marriage
were produced and they deposed that the marriage had in fact taken
place and that the qadl wrote out the contract of marriage on a
c

piece ox paper.

The court said that the facts of each case must

be taken into consideration.

There was sufficient evidence to

establish that there had been a marriage.

To hold otherwise, the

court said, would mean that, if the mullah could not be produced
and if the witnesses to the contract could not be found, it would
be impossible to prove a marriage and "such a state of affairs was
never contemplated by law or society"•
The law regarding the proof of marriage was reviewed by
34
Tyabji C.J. in Ilalik Jiandkhan v. Province of oind •

In this

case the plaintiff was seeking a declaration that he was the legit
imate son of one bafarkhan, who was the paternal uncle of Malik
Bulukhan, son of Dodakhan (the second Bulakhan), a first class
jagirdar, holding extensive Jagir lands in the districts of Dodu,
\
Karachi and Hyderabad, uhen he died in 1959*

3b.

A.I.E.

19^8.

Sind. 130.

30.
On the death of the second Bulalchan, the plaintiff claimed
the jaghir as the son of Lafarkhan, there being no other lineal
descendant, of the first grantee.

Although it was admitted that

he was in fact the son of Safarkhan and a woman named Hurraat, it
was contended that he was not legitimate.

Accordingly, an inquiry

was held by the Collector under the Pensions Act, 1871.

The

finding of the Collector was that the plaintiff was not the legit
imate son of bafarkhan and that Hurmat was not legally married to
Safarkhan.
On appeal, the Revenue Commissioner reversed the findings of
the Collector, and held that the plaintiff was legitimate.

The

government of bind appealed against that decision and the matter
was referred to the Revenue Tribunal, which passed an order to the
effect that the plaintiff had not clearly established his legitimacy
and, setting aside the order of the Revenue Commissioner, confirmed
the order of the Collector.

The order stated, however, that if the

plaintiff could establish his legitimate birth in a court of law,
in proceedings to which the government was made a party, the jaghir
should be restored to him.

In consequence of this order, the

plaintiff filed a suit in the High Court where the case was heard
by Tyabji C.J.
His Lordship examined the decision of Kania J . in npshanbai v.
35
bulenan iia.ji Ahmed bmar
in which the earlier case-law had been
reviewed.

35.

A.I.R.

He cited the head-note to the case, which stated that

19^.

Bom. 213

Islamic law required no particular ceremony for marriage and the
question whether there was a marriage or not was one of fact.

The

fact could be proved by direct evidence,such as that of witnesses
who had been present at the time the nikahnaraa was produced
or it could be proved by indirect evidence, which could raise
the presumption of marriage.

Such a presumption did not arise merely

from cohabitation for some years.

It must be proved that the man

had treated the woman as his wife and had recognized her as such,
not ’’merely casually but with the intention and knowledge of giving
her status as a wife”.
it was necessary that the
timate son.

If acknowledgement of a son was relied upon,

acknowledgement

must have been of a legi

The mere acknowledgement of paternity was not sufficient

to raise a presumption of legitimacy or marriage.
If it was proved that there was no marriage, no amount of acknow
ledgement could make presumption override the fact.
Thus Tyabji C.J. held, relying on the earlier case, that it
was only when by reason of time or circumstances, the validity of
a marriage was being impeached, that the question of acknowledgement
arose.

If the plaintiff led such evidence of acknowledgement by a

man of a woman as his wife, or a child as his legitimate child, in
the absence of proof by the defendant, the presumption of marriage
would hold good and the plaintiff could be considered to have dis
charged the burden of proof.
In the instant case, however, his Lordship held that the plaintiff
had failed to prove the marriage of Safarkhan with Hurmat.

The ffcliks of bulakhan and members of their family, stated
Tyabji C.J.^lived at Thano Bulkkhan, within what was called the
Haweli.

tafarkhan iiad eloped with Hurmt, who was

servant at the Haweli.

orking as a

Alia elopement caused great offence to

the Lalik and members of the family and so oafarkhan lived away
from Thano Bula Khan for some years and during this period two
children were born to B^farkhan find Humat but they did not survive
infancy.

When B&farkhan returned with humnt to Thano Bula Khan

he did not live in the Haweli, a fact which Tynbji C*J. found
significant, but lived in a hut with hurmat none distance away.
The Plaintiff was born at Thano Bula Khan in 1877 and later
Hurraat g ve birth to another son, who died in 1926 or 1927*

^he

only evidence, stated his Lordship, that Salarkhan and liurmat
had married, was that of one witness which his Lordship rejected
as wholly false,

from the facts he held that there was no other

evidence of marriage and found against the plaintiff.
In Razia Begum v. ^ahebzadi /nwar Beguai*^ , the court held
t3iat the marriage in dispute hid been jroved

by an acknowledgement.

Hie court st ted that a marriage, which could not be established by
direct proof, could be proved by prolonged and continuous cohabit
ation as husband and

ife, or by the fact that the man acknowledge^

the paternity of a child born to the woman, provided that all the
3?
conditions of a valid acknowledgement had been fulfilled or by the
36.
37*

A.I.R.

1958. A.F.

195*

In traditional Law, the acknowledgement of the paternity of a
child boro tc a woman does not raise a presumption of marriage
between the acknowledger and the mother of the child.

33.
fact that the man acknowledged the woman as his wife,
n Mst* Khatoon v, Kst. BhPadi^

the court also held that a

marriage could be proved by an acknowledgement.

In this case the

man had acknowledged the woman as his wife in his will, and the
court held that, as there was no evidence to show that marriage
between the two was impossible and in the absence of proof to
the contrary, the woman was the legal wife of the testator.
Prolonged cohabitation as husband and wife also raises a
presumption of v lid marriage, even in the absence of acknowledgement.
In hohanm id ,.min and Others v. Vakil Ahmad and Others'^. the
lav/ relating to proof of marriage was reviewed by the Supreme Court
of India,

This appeal arose from a declaration that a deed of

settlement was invalid and to establish the claim of certain
infants to inherit as the legal heirs of one Hajji Abdur Rahman
deceased,
the plaintiffs alleged that Hajji Abdur Rahman died survived
by three sons (plaintiffs 1, 2 and 3)$ a daughter (plaintiff *0,
and a wife (plaintiff 3)* a. son

(defendant 6) and a daughter

(defendant 7) by a predeceased wife, and nephews and neices (defen
dants 1—4),

1hey illeged that after the death of Hajji, defendant

1, the chairman of the lown Area and defendant 3* an old associate,
started a rumour that plaintiffs 1-^4 v/ere not the legitimate children
of the Hajji and that plaintiff 3 was not his wife.

As a result of

these rumours, the defendants effectively stopped all sources of

38.

A,I.H.

1935.

N.U.C. (Raj)

39.

A.I.R.

1932.

S.C.

338.

1131.

3^.
income to the estate of the Bajji.

The plaintiffs alleged that,

under these circumstances, a so-called deed of family settlement
was executed by and between the parties on 8.^,19*K). embodying
an agreement as to the distribution of the estate*
The appeal before the Supreme Court arose from an action by
the plaintiffs to have this deed declared invalid and to establish
their claim to their legitimate shares of Hajji*s estate.

They were

unable to produce any document evidencing the marriage between
plaintiff 5 and Hajji but they pleaded that the marriage wa3 proved
by the fact that Hajji and plaintiff 5 had lived together for 23-2*f
years and plaintiffs 1-k had been born of the union.
The trial court had attached no importance to the question of
the burden of proof or to 0 fl| presumption and lad found against
the plaintiffs.
The High Court hud held that, if the trial court had consid
ered the question of onus of proof correctly, it would have found
that the marriage was proved and given a decision in favour of the
plaintiffs.

The decision of the High Court was upheld by the

Supreme Court.
The court held, citing Khajah Hidayat Oollah v. Kai Jan Khanua

I|0

that a presumption of lawful marriage would arise where there was
prolonged and continued cohabitation as husband and wife, and where
there was no insurmountable obstacle to such marriage, as for example
where the parties were related to each other within the prohibited

AO.

(l8Mf)

3.

Moo. Ind. App. 293 (P.O.) at 317

degrees or where the woman was the undivorced wife of another
man.

The court then cited two other Privy Council decisions,

Abdul Rasack v. Aga Mahomed Jaffer

41

and Ghazanfar Ali Khan v.

42
Kaniz Patima, whic 1 H i d down that such a presumption of lawful
marriage would not arise sif the conduct of the parties was in
compatible with the relationship of husband and wife or if the
woman was an admitted prostitute, before she was brought to the
man's house.
The court then held that, if no such obstacles as had been
cited in the earlier cases* existed to the marriage of the parties
concerned and ’’the man and woman had cohabited with each other
continuously and for a prolonged period, the presumption of legal
marriage would arise and it would be sufficient to establish that
there was a lawful marriage between them”. The court found that
plaintiff 3 nnd Hajji had lived together for some 2J-24 years, openly
and to the knowledge of their friends.

Plaintiffs 1-4 had been

born to them in the family home and all relatives (including defend
ant 1) had treated plaintiff 5
the children of Hajji.

the wife and jjlaintiffs 1-4 as

This, the court held, was sufficient evidence

to establish that there had been a lawful and valid marriage between
plaintiff 3 and Hajji and accordingly,
plaintiffs.

41.

(1894)

Ind. App. (21)

42.

(1910)
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judgement was given for the

36.
In Pakistan also the courts have held that a marriage,
which cannot be proved by direct evidence, may be proved by what
the court in Bibi Amu v. Mst. Asi

a£3 termed

•presum tive proof*•

This case was concerned with the distribution of an estate on death.
The court held that, as there had been a continued cohabitation
of the alleged parents of the claimant, and as the father had
acknowledged the child as his, there was presumptive evidence of
marriage between the parents of the claimant and presumptive
evidence of the legitimacy of their offspring.
The case was decided before the enactment of the Family Laws
Ordinance of 1961.

The Ordinance, as we have seen^ requires the

registration of all marriages solemnized according to Islamic law.
The Ordinance does not provide however that failure to register
the marriage will invalidate it.

If the intention of the Legislature

had been to make an unregistered marriage void, it would have stated
so clearly for this would, of course, have amounted to a radical
change in the traditional Islamic law.

Thus the decision of Abdulla

J. in the recent case of Abdulla v. Rakeya Khatoon and Another

44

must be considered dubious.
In this case Abdulla had instituted a suit for restitution of
conjugal rights and for a permanent injunction restraining

Rokeya

Khatoon, the first defendant, from marrying any other person.

The

second defendant in the case was the mother of Rokeya Khatoon.

He

43.

F.L.D.

1938.
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alleged that there had been a cordial relationship between
their two families and that he met the first defendant and they
fell in love.

lie claimed that he hud proposed marriage towards

the end of 1962 but that the family of the defendant would not
agree.

Thereupon, he alleged, the mother of the first defendant

and others of her maternal relatives had proposed that the marriage
should take place at the residence of one of the maternal relatives.
Accordingly on 23.7.63. there had been a marriage between himself
and Rokeya Khatoon in accordance with Islamic law at the residence
of Hamid Sahib (plaintiff's witness 3) in the presence of wit
nesses.

The marriage had been solemnized by Abdul Quader (plain

tiff's witness 2).

The dower was fixed at Rs.200 and monthly

maintenance of Rs.55 was agreed upon, and the defendant was given
clothes and ornaments valued at Rs.900.

It was alleged that no

Kabinnama had been drawn up on the instruction of the second defend
ant.

However, thereafter Rokeya Khatoon swore an affidavit before

a Magistrate of the First Class stating that she had married
Abdulla.

This affidavit was produced in evidence.

The plaintiff

and first defendant had then lived together as husband and wife in
the house of the second defendant.

The second defendant later

quarrelled over money with the plaintiff and forbade him to visit
the first defendant.

There was an attempt at reconciliation in a

shalish, during which Rokeya Khatoon admitted that Abdullah was her
husband but stated that she would not agree to live with him again,
on, the plaintiff alleged, her mother's advice.

The plaintiff

further alleged that the second defendant was an avaricious person

who was anxious to make money by marrying her daughter to another
man.
The defendant's case was that there had been no marriage.

It

was admitted that the plaintiff often visited the house of Rokeya
Khatoon*s mother but, it was alleged, merely as a family friend.
They claimed that the first defendant was a college student and so
there could be no question of marriage.

They had been left suffic

ient property for their maintenance by the father of Rokeya Khatoon
and they were not in need of financial assistance.

It was further

alleged that the first defendant had been admitted to Dacca Medical
College Hospital, suffering from typhoid and had remained there
from 9.7.63• to 17.7*63. After leaving the hospital she had a
relapse and had been confined to bed at home until the end of July.
The jmmnif, at first instance, found that the marriage between
Abdulla and Rokeya Khatoon had been established and decreed the
suit.

The defendants then appealed to the Subordinate Judge, who

reversed the munsif*s decision and held that an analysis of the
evidence showed that the plaintiff had failed to establish the
solemnization of the alleged marriage with the first defendant.
An appeal was made by the plaintiff to the High Court where
Abdulla J. gave judgement.
His Lordship allowed counsel for Abdulla to place before him
it was
the relevant evidence as/argued that the Subordinate Judge had
misread the evidence adduced in the case.

The Judge in the court

below had analysed the evidence and had concluded that no valid
marriage had been established.

He had concluded his judgement thus

39.
"Having in view the discrepant statements ofthe P.Ws as
regards Ukil and witnesses to the marriage and also as regards
the saree given by the plaintiff and also having in view the
positive statement of P.W.3 that none except P.W.3 himself,
Bulbul, Salara, Dr. Khan and the Holla were present in the marriage,
it seems to me in the circumstances of the case and nature of the
contention with reference to the previous points of the plaintiff
and defendant No.l and in absence of specific evidence to the
effect that the defendant No.l was asked as to whether she was
agreeable to the said marriage and she replied in the affirmative;
that the plaintiff seems to have procured some witnesses to say
tilings in support of his claim from amongst his friends."
Abdulla J. stated that he had himself examined the evidence
and that he agreed with the subordinate Judge that "there is no
evidence that defendant No.l was asked as to whether she was agreei
able to the said marriage and that she replied in the affirmative."
His Lordsh p then looked at the evidence of the plaintiffs wit
nesses in turn, beginning with that of the plaintiff himself.
stated:-

He

"The plaintiff's evidence on this point is "we were

married on 23.7.1963. at the residence of Mr. Ha^id according to
Muslim law in presence of Bulbul Bahi alias F. I. M. Hohsin, Hamid
Saheb, Balam Baheb and other friends.
Kazi Abdul Kader solemnized the marriage.
and v/itnesses.
as maintenance.

There were vakils

Dower was settled at Rs.2C0 and Rs.35 was fixed
I gave her ornaments worth about Rs.300.

I gave her clothes etc. worth Rs.400."

Besides

40.
He has not testified that defendant No.l gave her consent
specifically to the marriage.

P.W.2 who celebrated the marriage

states that "Parties to marriage gave their consent and on the
consent in my presence I solemnized the marriage."

Here also we

find the absence of any categorical statement that defendant No.l
herself stated anything signifying her willingness to the marriage.
P.W.3 in whose house the marriage is alleged to have taken place
stated "Plaintiff married defendant No.l on 25th July 1963
presence.
I was Ukil.

Abdul Kader who is Mollah, solemnized the marriage.
There were witnesses in the marriage.

and Dr. Khan were witnesses.
Law."

®y

Bulbul, Salam

It was solemnized according to Muslim

He does not say anything about consent of defendant No.l"
His Lordship then stated that, in view of what he called "this

absence of the essential element of the Muslim marriage, namely the
consent of the bride", he could not see how the court below could
be said to have erred in finding that the plaintiff had failed to
establish that a valid marriage had taken place.
Having found that the first defendant had failed to consent to
the marriage, he then found that she had also failed to propose the
marriage.

He stated that, according to the plaintiff's evidence,

Rokeya Khatoon had herself proposed that they should marry.

But his

Lordship held that there was no evidence that defendant No.l had
made a proposal of marriage at the alleged ceremony on 25.7.63*
The plaintiff gave evidence that, when the first defendant
proposed marriage, he suggested that he should consult his mother.
Accordingly, his Lordship held, there had been no acceptance by the

41.
plaintiff to the defendant’s alleged proposal.

Ib?oposal and

acceptance must, stated his Lordship, take place at the same
meeting but he held that in the instant case, there was no evidence
of who proposed marriage and who accepted.

He therefore found

that the essential factors of a marriage, namely proposal and
acceptance, were absent and therefore there was no valid marriage,
even if he accepted the plaintiff’s evidence that some sort of
ceremony took place on 25*7.634
Finally his Lordship turned to what, it is submitted, was
the crux of his judgement, the absence of registration in accord
ance with the Family Laws Ordinance.

He cited Section 5 iu full

and then continued: "This section makes it absolutely necessary
that the marriage solemnized under the Muslim law shall be registered.
The solemnization of marriage if validly effected might not be
affected for non-registration of the marriage.

But the non-regist

ration of the marriage causes a doubt on the solemnization of the
marriage itself.

The law provides for punishment for non-registration

of marriage solemnized by a person other than the Nikah Registrar.
In this case there is no evidence that the marriage was registered.
The marriage took place after the Ordinance came into force and
this non-registration clearly shows that there was no valid solem
nization which is stated in the affidavit alleged to have been made
by defendant No.l before the learned Magistrate (Exh.5* ) But this

affidavit is an unilateral document and it does not reveal that a
proposal was made by one and it was accepted by the other in presence
of two witnesses as prescribed by the Muslim law.

It is true that

42.
there is evidence of intimacy and very close intimacy but this
alone cannot establish the marriage.

There are c^ses where marriage

is presumed from prolonged and continued cohabitation.

But accord

ing to the plaintiff's own case theduration of cohabitation is only
for period less than a year and one cannot draw the presumption
as to a valid marriage even if the entire evidence of the plaintiff
on this point i3 acceptable.

In these circumstances for the

reasons stated above and for the reason stated by the learned Sub
ordinate Judge I hold that there was no valid marriage between the
plaintiff and the defendant No.l.”
The judgement of Abdulla J. cannot be supported on the facts.
The plaintiff was able to produce not only witnesses who swore that
they were present at the solemnization of the alleged marriage,

but

also the qadl who had officiated at the ceremony. Moreover the
J
first defendant had sworn an affidavit that a marriage had taken
place between herself and the plaintiff.
ation had taken place was established.

The fact that cohabit
As the parties lived to

gether as husband and wife for a period of nearly a year, this did

not amount to 'prolonged and continuous * cohabitation, but it was not an incon
siderable period of time, and further this cohabitation appeared to
be open and had taken place at the house of thejaother of the first
defendant.

It is submitted that in the context of social life in

Pakistan this would be extremely persuasive evidence of marriage.
Abdulla J. chose to base his judgment cn a question of fact
rather than law.

He avoided stating that, as Lection 5 of the

Ordinance nude the registration of all marriage s solemnized in accord
ance with I lamiclaw compulsory, the court could

not recognize an

unregistered marriage.

Instead he attacked the evidence of the

plaintiff’s witnesses; Abdulla J. reviewed the evidence presented
before the subordinate Ju ge, examining the evidence of each
witness in turn, and holding that not one of them had stated that
the first defendant had specifically consented to the conclusion
of the marriage.

He therefore held that she had in fact not con

sented to the alleged marriage taking place, despite the evidence
of the plaintiff’s witnesses 2 and 3 who stated in general terms
that she had indeed consented and despite her own sworn affidavit.
Abdulla J. accepted the statement of the Subordinate Judge that
the plaintiff appeared to have persuaded his friends to give
appropriate evidence on his behalf.

However if this were so, it

would appear to have been a simple matter to add a little ii&oss
to the evidence and get the witnesses to state the specific terms
in which the defendant had given her consent.
Also, his Lordship ap, ears

to have devoted his examination

of the evidence only to that given on behalf of the plaintiff.

If

the first defendant had indeed been confined to her bed with a
relapse of typhoid fever as she alleged, so that by implication she
would have been unable to attend a marriage ceremony, surely the
evidence of a medical practitioner would have been on the record.
After reviewing the evidence his Lordship then turned to the
question of registration.

It is submitted that the evidence pro

duced before the court clearly showed that a mrirriage was solemnized
between Abdulla and Kokeya Khatoon.

There were no possible grounds

for the r> v rsal of the decision of the munsif at first instance on

44.
on these questions of fact by the Subordinate Judge and by Abdulla J.
This being so his Lordship was wrong to hold as he did that "this
non-registration clearly shows that there was no valid solemnization".
The intention of the Ordinance was not to make an unregistered
marriage invalid or to make registration the only method of proviig
solemnization of marriage.

If other substantial evidence is pro

duced of solemnization the marriage will be proved and valid even
in the absence of registration.

The only sanctions imposed by the

Ordinance for failure to register a marriage are penal.
There is no reason to expect that this case will be followed
as it was decided

primarily

on the facts.

One can only hope

that Abdulla J.’s wrong interpretation of the law will not commend
itself to his learned brethren.
Stipulations in Marriage Contracts: Ante-nuptial and Post-nuptial
According to traditional Islamic law, stipulations included in
marriage contracts fall into three categories, those which invalidate
the whole contract, those which are themselves valid and enforceable
and those which are themselves void but leave the contract valid.
The Sunni schools and the Ismaill sect of the Shl’a place in the
first category stipulations which attempt to impose a time-limit on
a
the marriage. Such/stipulation is regarded as being contrary to the
h
very essence of marriage, which the law regards as being a life-long
union, and therefore it is not only itself void but it vitiates the
whole contract.

There is a variant Sunni view which regards the marriage

as valid and the limitation as void.

The Ithna Ashari sect of the Shi’s

however regard such stipulations as valid.
institution of mut'a as temporary marriage.

This sect recognizes the
Hut*a is however not

45.
nikah with a time-limit.
#

but its incidents differ.

It is concluded in the same manner,
A mut’a wife is not under a duty to

obey her husband and he accordingly is under no duty to maintain
her.

If either party dies during the existence of the mut’a the

survivor will not inherit.
by talaq.

The union of mut’a is not dissolved

Instead either party may terminate the contract at

any time but^if the husband chooses to end the relationship?he may
not reclaim from his wife any of the money (u.jra) he paid to her
at the time of the conclusion of the contract.

Cn the other hand,

if the wife terminates the union, she must repay to her husband
a proportionate amount of the ujra)

'hen the union ends ,Nthe

woman is required to observe an idda. The idda of mut’a , however,
is for forty days, or if the woman is pregant until the birth of
the child, and not three mentrual cycles as is the case if a nikah
being terminated by divorce, or four months ten days if nikah is
4

terminated by death.
Although a man may have only four wives by nikah at one time,
he may have any number of wives by mut’a. However, any child born
°T

a Eiut’a

union is legitimate.

Mut’a is contracted only rarely by the Ithna ’Asharis of the
sub-continent, although it is still valid and regarded as creating
the relationship of marriage.

Thus the High Court of Allahabad

45
held in Razia Banu v. Nawab Ara Begum
that as long as a mut’a
marriage lasted it created a legitimate relationship between the
two parties and any children born of it would be legitimate.

45.
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The second category of stipulations, taose which are
valid and enforceable, covers agreements which merely reinforce
the normal effects of marriage*

Thus,

an agreement fixing the

amount of dower or the amount of maintenance to be paid to the
wife, are both valid and enforceable*

Stipulations of this type

appear frequently in marriage contracts i>n the sub-continent.
Regarding the third category of stipulations^a difference
of opinion exists between the Hanballand the other Sunni schools
and the various sects of the Shi’a . The majority of Muslim
jurists hold that the incidents of the marriage contract have
been prescribed by God and are therefore not susceptible to
change at the whim of the parties.

Thus they regard any stipul

ation, which attempts to vary or modify a normal incident of
marriage, as void; and applying the doctrine of severance, they
expunge it from the contract, which then rerains valid.

The

Hahbalis on the other hand, relying on the Quranic injunction,
46
”0 you who believe, abide by your contracts”,
maintain that
any stipulation, which is not itself forbidden, or which is not
expressly contrary to or inconsistent with the contract of marriage,
will be valid.

However, such a sti ulation is not enforcebale in

the sense that, if the husband threatens to break it, the wife may
obtain an injunction to restrain him.

Her remedy in such a sit

uation is to apply to the qadi, who will grant her a dissolution.

46.

Sura 5

v.l.

Thus

a stipulation in the marriage contract that the husband

will not take a second wife is void according to the Hanafi
s

school and the other non-Hanbali schools and sects*
4

According

to the majority doctrine a man has the right to take four wives
at any one time.

The right is a normal incident of marriage and

may not be varied*

The Hanbalis however hold that such a stipul9

ation is not itself forbidden, for the law merely allows a man
to have up to four wive ; it does not require him to do so.

Nor s

it contrary to or inconsistent with the contract of marriage.
Accordingly^ the IlanbalTs regard it as valid; and if the husband,
in contravention of the stipulation, marries a second wife, his
first wife will have a right to have her marriage dissolved.
Modern reformers in many parts of the Arab world have adopted
the Hanbali law on this point and recent legislation in Jordan,
Iraq, Syria and Morroco allows wives to insert stipulations in
their marriage contracts, which are to their advantage• Primarily,
of course, such stipulations are employed to prevent husbands
taking second wives.
In the Indian sub-continent, however, the courts had, mucfc
earlier, held that such stipulations in marriage contracts were
valid.

This was not a conscious adoption of the Hanbali
doctrine.
#

Instead the courts repeatedly stated that a Muslim marriage is a
civil contract and accordingly they held that any stipulation which
does not contravene the provisions of the Contract Act, 1872, will
be valid.

The relevant section of the Contract ^ct is o.23 which

provides tiiat the consideration or object of an agreement is unlawful

kS.

if it is forbidden by law* or would defeat the provisions of
qny law or is fraudulent or involves or implies injury to the
person or property of another or the court regards it as immoral
or opposed to public policy; any agreement of which the object
or consideration is unlawful is void*
Mahammad Amin v. Aimna Bibi

If*7

Thus Addison J* stated in

that "marriage under Muslim law

is a civil contract and the parties can contract in any way they
care within certain limits*"
The usual practice in India and Pakistan is to link a stipul
ation with a delegated power to the wife to divorce herself.

Thus,

for example, the husband may stipulate that he will not take a
second wife, but if he does so in contravention of the agreement,
the wife will have the right to terminate the marriage*
ations of this type are discussed in Chapter 5

Stipul

on Talaq.
•

A stipulation may also take the form of a conditional talaq*
Thus the husband may stipulate that he will not take a second wife,
but if he does so, the marriage will be automatically dissolved.
Although traditional law imposes no suchrestriction^the courts
have held that a stipulation linked to a delegated power of divorce
is valid only if it is in conformity with the Contract Act.

On the

other hand, stipulations which take the form of a conditional talaq
are not subject to ,uc restrictions.

Indeed t o subject a*w con

ditional talaq to the restrictions of reasonableness and public
policy, as laid down by the Contract Act, would be an anomaly, as

V?.

A.I.H.

1931.

Lah. 13^.
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Islamic law vests the power of talaq in the hands of the husband
and he may use it at his will*
V

11113 same argument could* of course*

,|k
•
—
be applied to a power of talaq delegated by the husband to his
wife* but the courts of the sub-continent have chosen to disregard it*
The great majority of the recent iases involving stipulations
in India and Pakistan have been concerned with a power delegated
to the wife to divorce herself and wilfe be discussed in the
chapter dealing with Uilaq*
We will now briefly examine the typ^of stipulation which
the courts have in the past regarded as valid, and those which have
been regarded as void*

The early cases* which laid down the law

regarding the validity of agreements in marriage contracts* are
still cited today by the courts of both India and Pakistn.
In Sadiqa Begum v* Ata Ullah

i+8
, Coldstream J. held that a

deed executed by a husband declaring that* if he took a second
wife
wife* his first/could either divorce him and receive her dower* or
live separately from him and his new wife and receive a monthly
allowance of Rs*75» was perfectly valid.

Such an agreement* he

stated* was permitted by Islamic law and it could not be said to
be opposed to public policy*

He continued, ?,I am unable to see

anything •monstrous* or mad in the deed*which in my opinion was a
reasonable one for a husband to execute in favour of a wife* who
looks for treatment such as emancipated Indian women naturally con
sider they have a right to in^sist upon".

48*

A.I.R.

1933.

Lah* 883.

In this case, in fact*

(
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the wife had chosen to exercise the delegated power of divorce
and her husband had then pleaded that the stipulations in the
contract were invalid, because he had signed the document under
coercion.

The court held* however, that although there was no

doubt that the husband had executed the deed^because he wished to
get his wife to come back to him after a quarrel* there had been
no coercion; the mere fact that one party to an agreement had a
very strong motive for executing it did not raise a presumption
that he had been unduly influenced.

f
i+ 9

In Muhammad Muin-ud-Din v. Jamal Fatima

the court held that

an agreement by the husband to pay his wife a certain amount as
maintenance in case of future dissention between them was good
and enforceable.

In this case the husband had signed an ante

nuptial agreement* which provided that either he or his father
would pay to the wife a monthly allowance of Rs.15 for her life
in case discord arose between them* and certain property was hypotheated to secure payment of the allowance.

When the two spouses

began quarrelling* the wife left and went to live with her father
and the husband subsequently divorced her.

The wife then sued for

the allowance and the husband pleaded that the agreement was invalid
and unenforceable* relying on the decision in Bai Fatma v. Ali Mahomed
Aiyub

50

• The court held* however* that the earlier case was dis

tinguishable, because there the husband, who had a wife living*

<♦9.

(1921).

63. I.C.

50.

(1915), I.L.H.

37.

883.
Bom. 280»

wanted to tike a second wife and so entered into an agreement with
the first wife that he would pay her a certain amount as mainten

ance ^if any disagreement arose between them*

The court had held

that the agreement was opposed to public policy, because it en
couraged a separation between a husband and wife.

In the instant

case, the court agreed, the agreement had been executed before the
marriage and it was designed to restrain the prospective husband

from ill-treating his wife or capriciously turning her out of the
house and to ensure for her a suitable amount of maintenance ^if
she were to suffer such treatment*

Accordingly the court held

that the agreement did not contravene the provisions of 5.23 of
the Contract Act, 1872, and that it in no way encouraged or

facilitated a future separation between the spouses*

The court

held that the contract subsisted until the wife died or was
herself in breach of contract, and that as long as the right to
maintenance existed, the agreement could not be treated as devoid
of consideration or opposed to public policy.
Turning now to agreements which have been held to be void, the

court in Bai Patina v* Ali M hacied Aiyub, as we taw above, held
tliat a post-nuptial agreement.made by a man contemplating a second
marriage,to the effect that his first wife should receive a certain
f

\

sum as maintenance, if she lived separately from him in case dis
agreement arose, was void.

The court took the view that this

agreement was op osed to public policy, because it encouraged a
future separation between a husband and wife.

52.
In Meherally Iioora.i v. biykerkhanoobai

51

the court held

that the sti ulation agreed upon by the parties was void as

being contrary to public policy as it contemplated future sep
aration.

The husband and wife, after a seven month period of

quarrelling, had entered into an agreement, which provided
firstly that the husband would rent a house of the wife's choice
and live with her there,apart from his mother and other relatives.
The first part of the agreement then provided that 11if for any
reason whatsoever, you cannot live with me as aforesaid, you are
at liberty to live separately from me, and if you so live separ
ately, I should give you every month Ks.20.

The husband then

agreed that, if he failed to rent a house, he would be bound to
pay his wife

s.20suntil such time as he found a house.

The

agreement contained a further provision whereby the husband stip
ulated "If you cannot manage to live with me, you may live
separately, during which time I shall give you the sum of Bs.20
aforesaid per month."

The agreement contained four other provis

ions but when the action came before the court, the court addressed
itself only to the two which have been quoted.

Batchelor J. stated

that he would first examine the agreement on the light of the rele
vant principles of inglish law and then decide whether the principles
should be applied to Luslims.

The agreement, he stated, had been

impugned as contemplating future separatLon.

He cited Lord Davey's

52
dictum in Jansen v. Lriefanfei Consolidated Lines Ltd. ’ that
51.

1905.
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53.
"public policy is always sin unsafe and treacherous ground for
legal decisions" and that of Lord Jessel i a Printing and
Nuirierical Registering Co, v. Simpson

that the rule of public

policy must not be arbitrarily extended .and there should be the
fullest possible freedom of contract*

His Lordship agreed with

the dictum of his learned brethren but, he said, the ^inciple
of public policy had remained in the law and was embodied in the
Contract net and therefore must be enforced in suitable cases.
He continued, "I think that the principle upon which the 3.aw looks
askance at agreements contemplating future separation of husband
and wife is a principle which if not quod semper* quoad ubique*
quoad ab omnibus is at least a thoroughly fixed and intelligible
principle having its foundation in the welfare of society and the
permanence of the marriage tie.”

He held that an agreement such

as the one in the instant case was clearly b id under Lnglish ?Law*
If it was void in anglish law, his Lordship asked "is there any

reason to suppose that the case is otherwise under Mohammedan law?
There is none that I can discover or that has been shown to me*"
His Lordship held that public policy restrained agreements
of this nature cud the principle of public policy did not rest on
"variable expediency" but "upon what must ever be to the interests
of civilized society." fliis being so, his Lordship held, the burden
of proof was cast upon the party who affirmed that Islamic law
differed in this respect from Lnglish law.

53.
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The defendant, he

5*u
continued, had produced no authority.

The defendant had argued

that under certain circumstances, the husband could transfer to
his wife the power to divorce herself, but Batchelor J. held
that this argument was irrelevant.

"It is one thing" he held," to

facilitate an out-and-out divorce, setting free both parties; it
is quite another thing to countenance an indefinite separation

between the parties, who yet remain so bound to each other that the
wife would be debarred from re-marrying.”
The courts have also held that agreements that the wife
should live with her parents are void.

In Abdul Pirojkhan Habab v.

3h
hussenbi' the husband had entered into an agreement that the

wife should live with her mother and brother.
this agreement was void*

The court held that

This case was cited in Imam ,.li Patwari v*

55
Arfatunnessa
where an agreement had been executed at thetime
of the marriage that the husband should live with the wife as a
56
khanadamad
at her father’s house and that if he failed to do so,
the wife would be free to divorce him after one year had elapsed
from the date of the breach of contract.

Mollick and Stephen J*J*

held, citing Wilson*s Anglo-Mphammadan Law and the decision in
Abdul Piroj Khan v. HussePbi

57

that there was good authority for

holding that a condition that the wife should be free to live with
her parents, was void.
5**.
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lit. "house son-in-law."
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Most of the cases which have come before the courts of

India and Pakistan have been concerned with a delegated power of
divorce dependent upon a condition and are reviewed in Chapter 5 on
Talaq.

Briefly it can be stated here that there has been no

change from the law laid down by the judges of British India*
Thus in Buffatan Bibi and Another v. Sheikh Abdul Salim

58

the

High court of Calcutta held that an ante-nuptial agreement, pro

viding tl t the wife could live apart from her husband in case
of disagreement, was valid. The court distinguished an ante
nuptial from a post-nuptial agreement.
The High Court of A.ssam in Mirjm Ali v. Maimuna Bibi

59

, also

accepted an ante-nuptial agreement that the v/ife could go to live
with her father in c se of discord between herself and her husband
as valid*
In Tahczz ad Hussain Sikdar v. Hossneara Begum and Others
it was held that an agreement conferring the right

60

of divorce upon

the wife, in case her husband did not pay her dower on demand, was
also valid and not opposed to public policy*
A recent case in which a stipulation was held void was Jani v.
6l
Koharxiad Khan • In this case the husband had agreed to live with
his wife in the house of his father-in-law as a Khanadamad, not to
com it "an act of deceit" or be guilty of disobedience to his father-

^o.
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1950.
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56.
in-law.

In the event of the breach of any of these conditions,

the agreement jrovided that the wife could dissolve the marriage.
The court held that the stipulations were void^as they were
"unwholesome and not conducive to the best spirit underlying
marriage”.
A recent case involving stipulations,which came before the
Lahore High Court, was not, contrary to the general rule, concerned
with a delegated power of divorce.

62

Irshad Begum and Others

This case, Muhammad Zaman v.

arose from a suit for restitution of

conjugal rights and^on second appeal,

the Lahore High Court reviewed

the earlier case law on stipulations whereby the husband provided
that in certai

circumstances the wife could live apart from him.

The case illustrates the confused state of the law on this point.
One year after their marriage, Muhammad Zaman executed an agreement
in favour of his wife, Irshad Begum, that if he took a second wife
she would be entitled to receive maintenance in an separate house
and even if she went to live in her parents* house>he would still
be liable to pay her maintenance.
The appeal arose from a suit for restitution of conjugal rights
instituted by Muhananad Zaman and an application for an injunction
against the three other defendants to restrain them from preventing
Irshad Begum coming to him.

Irshad Begum pleaded that her husband

had not paid her prompt dower, that he had ill-treated her and that
his suit for restitution of conjugal rights was a counter-blast to

62.
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1967.

Lah.
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her application under S.488 of the Criminal Procedure Code for
maintenance for herself and her daughter.
The trial court found that the prompt dower had not in
fact been paid b t decided the case on the fact that the plaintiff
had unconditionally undertaken”not to take a second wife and in
case he does so to allow the defendant to live with her parents”.
Accordingly the court dismissed the husband's suit.

The first

appeal court upheld this decision.
The husband then appealed to the High Court where he argued
that the courts below had acted contrary to the law^as they had
relied on an agreement which was void as being in restraint of
marriage and providing for husband and wife to live separately.
Such agreements, it was argued, were opposed to public policy and
to Section 23 of the Contract Act.

The husband relied on the

decision in Bai Fatma v. Ali Mahomed Aiyub

63

, which held that an

agreement by hnsband and wife to live separately was bad, both in
English and Islamic law.

The court had stated that "there should

be no difficulty in applying to Muhammadans the English rule that
any agreement such as this, which provides for and encourages, future
separation between the spouses, must be pronounced void as being
against public policy.”
64
He next cited Fatima Bibi v. Nur Muhammad , in which the Lahore
High Court followed the Bombay decision and held that an agreement by
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(1913)
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88.
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a husband that his wife should live with her parents was invalid
and could not be used by her to resist a suit for restitution of
conjugal rights.
Fazle Ghani J. however pointed out that the decisions of the
«
65
Bombay Court had been dissented from in Mansur v. Azizul • In
this case, when the husband took a second wife, he executed an
agreement to pay his first wife maintenance in a separate house.
The wife then sued for maintenance and the husband resisted her
suit on the grounds that he was not liable as she was not living
with him.

The court dissented from the Bombj^y decision, holding

that "if a Muharnmedan marries a second wife and finds that the first
wife cannot pull on well with the second wife and he does not or
cannot provide a separate apartment or habitation for her exclusive
use, and for the sake of preservation of family peace executes an
agreement in her favour, giving her maintenance even if she does
not reside in the same house with him and his second wife, that
agreement is not in our opinionagainst
The court then went on to add

publicpolicy."

that theBombay

decision was

66

dissented from also in Muhammad Ali Akbar v. Fatima Begum

, where

a judge of the Lahore court had stated "with all due deference
to the judges (of the Bombay Court), I do not see why a stipulation
by a husband to make an allowance to his wife in case of separation
should be deemed to offend against the rules of public policy."

65. A.I.R.

1928.
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66. A.I.R.
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303.
660.
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Fazle Ghani J. then stated that, with the utmost respect
for the learned judges ,who had decided the two cases of the
Bombay and Lahore High Courts, which had been cited by the
husband, he was unable to accept the proposition th t an agreement

made by a husband with his v ife. allowing her to live away

from him in case of disagreement when he took a second vdfe,
could in any way be termed opposed to public policy, either under
Muslim law or within the meaning of Section 23 of the Contract Act.
His Lordship continued "taking into account the preponderance of
judicial dicta on the subject, I am of the opinion that, if a
Muslim marries a second wife and finds that his first wife cannot
get on well with her and he does not or cannot provide separate
and exclusive habitation for her and therefore executes an agree
ment giving her a right of maintenance ^even if she does not live
with him and his second wife and lives in the house of her parents,
the agreement is not in any way opposed to public policy."
The Bombay and Lahore High Courts, he said, appeared to have
overlooked the decision of the Privy Council in Nawab Khwaja
67
Muhammad Khan v. Husaini Begum
where their Lordships held that,
where the father of the husband entered into an agreement with the
father of the wife to pay her a fixed allowance and no condition
was imposed that the allowance should be paid only when the wife
was living with her husband, the wife would be entitled to the
allowance, even if she refused to live with her husband.

67.

(1910) 37

I.A.

152.

60.
His Lordship further cited oabed Khan v. Bilaturmissa Bibi

68

where in a suit for restitution of conjugal rights, a Divisional
Bench held that a stipulation that the wife should leave her
husband*s house, if he ill-treated her, was not opposed to
Kuslim Law,
69
Finally, his Lordship cited Bakina Faruq v. ohamshad Khan
where the Judicial Commissioner of Peshawar held that a Muslim
husband could validly stipulate that he would not remove his wife
from her parents* house.

His Lordship then turned his attention

to the second point caused by the husband, that if the agreement
were held to be valid, he toas still entitled to a decree for rest
itution of conjugal rights, as the most that the wife was entitled
to was to enforce her right to maintenance in a separate house.
The existence of such an agreement or the failure of the husband to
fulfil his obligations under it were no defence to a suit for
restitution of conjugal rights.
ment.

His Lordship rejected this argu

He stated that no doubt a wife had a duty to follow her

husband wherever he desired to go, but such an obligation was not
an absolute one, and the law recognized circumstances which could
justify her refusal to live with him.

68. 1920.
69. A.I.R.
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, as for example, when he

888.

Pesh.

195.

The traditional law also recognises that in some circumstan
ces a woman is entitled to refuse to continue to cohabit with
her husband, for example if he beats her beyond the limit per
mitted by the law, or demands that she live in a place which
is not safe for her person.

ill-treats her, deserts her or directs her or connives §t her
leaving his house as had happened in the instant case*
Accordingly his Lordship dismissed the appeal*

Irregular Marriage Contracts
Marriage contracts in Islamic law may be valid (sahifr) ab
* * initio or valid subject to ratification by the parties (mavnuf)
or invalid*

It is this last category with which we are concerned

in this section*

The problem of classification of invalid marriages

is one of the most difficult and complex in Islamic law*

differ

ences of opinion exist not only between the different schools but
also within each school.

The Hanafi law is no exception to this

rule and we find within the school many conflicting opinions*
Abu Hanlfa himself regarded a marriage contract in which the
essential elements of offer and acceptance by competent parties
were lacking as batil (void).

On the other hand, contracts in

*

which these essential elements were present, but which were pro
hibited

between

the particularparties, although they were good

in essence,

were vitiated in an•extraneous* element and were

fasid* The

Imam held that anything which could fulfilthe essent

ial

of a contract was aproper subject of that contract.

ur ose

Applying this principle to marriage he held that as procreation
was the essential purpose of marriage any human male and female
were the proper subjects for the contract.

Applying his doctrine

logically, therefore, he reached the conclusion that a marriage
concluded bet een even a brother and sister in full knowledge of
the fact of their relationship, was good in essence; and that any

marriage which was good in essence although vitiated in an
extraneous element was fasid (irregular), and once consummated
would give rise to the right to dower, the duty to observe the
*idda on separation, and the legitimacy of any children born of
the union.

Further, neither party would incur the penalty (which

could be death) for zina (unlawful sexual relations).

Of course,

despite these effects the union was not lawful and the parties must
either cure the defect, where possible, or separate.

The union

created none of the rights peculiar to a valid marriage such as
maintenance, the^duty of the wife to obey the husband, or mutual
inheritance rights.
Abu Yusuf and al-Shaybani (the Two Companions) did not alto
gether accept Abu Hanlfa*s arguments regarding invalid marriage
*

contracts.

They held that as the lawfulness of the union was the

legal effect of marriage, nothing could be a proper subject for a
contract which could not bear its legal consequences, and therefore
if the woman was prevented by some permanent impediment from being
the lawful subject of the contract, the contract was vitiated in
its essence.

They made no distinction betwean batil and fasid

contracts of marriage, holding that marriage contracts were either
valid or invalid.

However, they held that some invalid contracts

raised a shubha (semblance)

71

while others did not.

To contracts

where a shubha existed they gave the sijem) effects as Abu Hanlfa
gave to what he termed *fasid* contracts, i.e. no penalty for zina*,

71. Semblance tc a valid contract

63.
dowert legitimacy of children* 1idda. The doctrine of 'semblance*
covered contracts where the impediment between the parties was of
a temporary nature, i.e. marriage with another man's wife or a
woman in the 'idda.; marriage vath a fifth wife by a man who had
already

four wives living; marriage with a man's own triply

repudiated wife; marriage with his wife's sister* marriage without
witnesses etc.
When the impediment was of a permanent nature because the
parties were prohibited to each other because of relationship
by blood, fosterage or affinity, no 'semblance' arose however*
unless the parties were unaware of the existence of the impediment*
i.e. if they had acted in bona fides.
Later Hanafi jurists tended to follow the Two Companions,
although they restricted the doctrihe of shubha and held that it

could not exist where the impediment^although temporary ?was one
which the parties themselves could not remove.

Modem Hanafis

have reverted to the terminology of Abu Hanlfa and speak of invalid

contracts as being either batil or fasid, but in their application
they follow the doctrine of the Two Companions and the mediaeval
Hanafis and thus describe contracts where a shubha was raised as
fasid. "Thus under the category of batil they include not only
would-be contracts of marriage concluded by persons not legally
competent to do so, or in which some essential element of agree
ment is lacking, but also contracts concluded between parties who
know their 'marriage' to be illegal either by reason of some perpet
ual bar (such as kindred, affinity or fosterage) or else by reason

6m

of a bar whioh though not necessarily permanent is not in their
own poser to fWfcPve (e.g* marriage with another can's wife* with
a woman still observing her 'idda period of retirement after a

marriage with another Ban, or the remarriage of a man with his own
triply divorced wife without on intervening marriage)*

Such

•marriages', even when consummated, have no legal effect as to
dower, 'idda or paternity of issue*

In effect therefore these

modern jurists follow the views of the Two Companions as to the
legal results of a contract concluded between parties who know
themselves to be within the prohibited degrees, together with the
expansion of those views to oover certain other cases of grave
prohibition advocated by some of the medieval commentators*
"Ail other instances of marriage forbidden by the Lawgiver, such
as the marriage of a man with a sister of his present wife, with a
fifth wife when he already has four, with & slave wife when he
already has a free wife, with a pagan woman whatever her status, or
without the prescribed witnesses, are olassed by these modem
jurists as irregular (fasid), for in these oases it is in the power
of one or other of the parties to regularise the position (e*g* by

the husband divorcing either the other sister, the slave wife, or
one of the other four; by the pagan wife accepting a Scriptural
religion;

or by the parties procuring the neocssaiy witnesses)*

They must be compelled therefore either to &ot accordingly or to

separate but if they separate after consummation the wife's right
to dower and obligation to observe the 'idda period is established,
as is also the paternity of any issue in the husband - while there

65.
«*>

is no question of any liability to the punishment for gina* In
addition cases of Internarriage of those within the prohibited
degrees or of carriage with anotiier’s wife without knowledge of
the facts are assimilated in treatment to this irregular
(fasid)
—*
OMMMMlr

The other Sunni schools also apply the doctrine of shubha to
certain invalid contracts of marriage in order to avoid the appli
cation of the hodd penalty for unlawful sexual intercourse
Shubha may be of three kinds* First there is shubhatai-mahall
which arises where there is a divergence of opinion among the

schools or jurists regarding the impediment to the marriage*

Shubhat

al«oahall therefore covers marriage without witnesses, tend as the
a&likis do not oonsider witnesses necessary for the validity of the
marriage
narriage/during the pilgrimage and qfolflhag as these arc recognised
as valid by the Hanafis, and even marriage with a fifth wife as
some early jurists considered that a man was permitted to have nine
(or even eighteen) wives at one time*^

mmm m * (or sees f*>x

«■seen

applies where all the schools arc agreed upon the impediment but
where the parties to the invalid contract had acted in good faith,
72* J*N.L* Anderson, Invalid and Void Marriages in Hanafi Law,
B.S.O.A.S*, Vol* XIII, pt* 2, 1950.
73* These were the Jtefldls or KharijX* who translated the *99 in the
Quranic verse as •and* not 'or*, and thus held that a man
could mariy two mmmmm
and throeand four wives, naking a total of
w

nine#

^
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either because they were unaware of the existence of the impedi
ment or of the law relating to it.

This type ox shubha therefore

would apply to a case of a marriage contracted by a foster-brother
and sister who were unaware of their relationship.
Only Abu lianlfa himself recognized the final type of shubha,
shubhat al-'aid. According to the Imam, this type of shubha covered
all contracts

concluded by an offer and acceptance of parties

competent to conclude the contract perse, irrespective of whether
the parties were debarred^or not^from intermarriage.
Impediments to marriage must now be examined in more detail.
The Qur'an states "You are forbidden to marry your mothers, your
75
daughters ' , your sisters, your maternal and paternal aunts and
the daughters of your brother and of your sisters.”

Although the

prohibition is addressed to males it is of course reciprocal and
equally applies to women.

All sc ools and sects have interpreted

the verse to mean that any assendant relative, i.e. grandmother,
grandfather, is forbidden as is any grandchild, how low soever, or
any great aunt or uncle how high soever.
Foster relationship
law.

also createsa bar to marriage in Islamic

The Qur'an itself merely prohibits

his foster-mother and her daughters.

the marriage of a man with

The jurists, however, extended

7^.

Sura k verse 23«

75*

The^f>rity view is^that 'daughters* also include illegitimate
daughters. The Bhaf'is however hold that it does not and that
therefore a man may marry his illegitimate child, although such
a practice is classed as 'reprehensible'.

the bar of fosterage and virtually equated it with that of blood
relationship.

Thus not only may a man not marry the woman who

suckled him and her daughter, he may not marry the mother or grand
mother of his wet nursei his daughter by fosterage, i.e. his wife’s
foster-child and her descendants; his foster sisters and their
descendants; the paternal and maternal aunts of his foster-mother.
The jurists also extended the bar of fosterage and virtually
equated it with that of affinity.

Thus a man is forbidden to

marry the wrfes of his son by fosterage, i.e. the wives of those
his wife has suckled and the wives of his foster-father, i.e. the
husband of his wet-nurse) and their ascendants and descendants.

He

m y not marry his wife’s foster-mother nor her ascendants or des
cendants.

A marriage is even prohibited between two persons who

had a different wet-nurse, if each of these women was the wife of
the same man.
In classical law, in order to raise the bar of fosterage, the
suckling must have been during the first two years of the infant’s
life.

However, -provided the child was under two years, even one

act of suckling will raise the bar according to Hanafi and Kaliki
law, although the dhafi’is and Hanbalis require five sucklings.
The last of the permanent impediments to marriage is affinity
(musahara).

Thus a men is forbidden to marry the wives of his

ascendants (father or grandfather low high soever) the v/ives of his
descendants (his sons, daughters, grandchildren, how low soever);
the ascendants of his wife and her descendants, i.e. her children
by another marria|

provided only in thislnstance that he has

consummated the marriage with his wife.

The bar is of course,

68.

reciprocal and women may not marry the nules within the same
sphere of relationship.
Thus according to developed doctrine a marriage contracted
between two persons who are ;jrohibited to each other because of
the presence of a permanent bar by blood, fosterage or affinity,
is batil i.e. void and without any legal effect, unless the parties
were unaware of the existence of the impediment ,w dch is not unlikely
in cases of relationships by fosterage, when their good faith will
make the marriage fasid. Upon becoming aware of the bar, the
parties must immediately separate, but if consummation has
occurred the wife must observe an ’idda period.

In Hanafi law

76
the prompt or stipulated dower, whichever is less, must be paid
and any child born of the union will be legitimate provided that
the uisann should acknowledge the c ild as his.
Also batil are marriage contracts when the bar between the
parties,although temporary,is one which theythemselves cannot
remove, provided that the parties were aware of the bar.
parties had contracted
fasid , a not batil.
n1
.

in good faith,

If the

the marriage would be

Thus if a man knowingly marries a woman who

is the wife of another man, the marriage will be void, or if he
marries a woman knowing that she is still observing the ’idda
following the termination of a previous marriage whether by death
or divorce, the marriage will be batil. The ’idda is a period of
11
— —
77
waiting imposed by the Qur’an itself,' on women whose marriage
76.

In the other schools the sti ulated dower is due.

77.

Sura 2 verse 228 and Sura 65 verse 1.
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has terminated by divorce or the death of their husband.

The ’idda

may be considered as one of the rights which accrue to husbands on
marriage as its primary purx>ose is to establish whether the woman is
pregnant or not with his child.

The ’idda following divorce also serves

the purpose of giving the husband a time to reconsider his action for,
provided he did not pronounce a triple repudiation, he may revoke his
divorce while the ’idda remains unexpired,

however, as its primary

purpose is to establish paternity, if a woman is divorced before con
summation, no ’idda is incumbent on her.

If the husband dies before

consummation however, the widow is required to observe the ’idda of
death as this is a sign of mourning.
The duration of the ’idda following divorce is three menstrual
cycles unless the woman is pregnant in which case the ’idda expires
t

when the child is delivered.

The ’idda foilowing death is four months

ten days unless, according to the classical law, the widow is pregnant
in which case the ’idda terminates when the child is delivered, even
if delivery occurs before the expiry of four mont s ten days.

In the

sub-continent of India, however, the courts have consistently held
that a pregnant widow must observe an ’idda of four months ten days or
rp Q

until the delivery of the child, whichever period is the longer.

5
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The final impediment in this category is the triple repudiation.
A man may not re-marry a woman whom he has triply repudiated unless
she has in the meantime contracted a marriage with another man which has
been consuromated and terminated and the ’idda following it observed.
The last category of invalid marriages are those which according
78.

Jhandhu v. ausain bibi (1923) I.1.2* k Lah. 192.
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to developed Hanafi doctrine are fasid whether the parties were in
good faith or not.

In such cases the imp diraent is temporary and

removable by the parties.

Thus a marriage concluded without wit

nesses is fasid according to hanafi law although, provided there
was sufficient publicity otherwise, it will be perfectly valid
in Mali id. law.

Marriage by a Muslim with a pagan woman is also

fasid because of course the woman may convert to Islam (or to
Christianity or Judaism) and the bar would then be removed.

A Muslim

woman may not contract a valid marriage with a non-Muslim man, and
if she purported to do so, the law would regard it as void.
A man who already has four wives may not validly contract in
marriage a fifth woman.

If he purports to do so, the marriage will be

fasid.
May a man contract a marriage with a fifth woman while one of
his four wives is observing her ’idda?

If the wife is in the ’idda

f llowing a revocable repudiation, all the scho Is are agreed that
her husband must wait until the expiry of this period before he may
validly contract a marriage with another woman.

The reason for this

is that when a repudiation is recoverable the marriage ties are not
completely severed until the ’idda is terminated, since it is always
possible for the husband to revoke the repudiation and recall his wife,
even against her will, without the need for a fresh marriage contract.
If, on the other hand, the wife is observing the ’idda following an
irrevocable divorce, either by a triple, third or final repudiation,
a divorce by mutual consent (either kfaul* or mutaara’a) or a judicial
dissolution, the marriage ties ore completely broken and it is not
possible for the husb nd to recall his wife.

Nevertheless, the

ilanafis and the Hanbolis hold that a man must wait until the 'idda

71*
is ended before he may contract a marri ige with a fifth woman*
They argue that although revocation is not possible during the
"idda the husband must still fulfil certain obligations towards
his wife - providing her with maintenance in hanafi law and at
if

least shelter in Iianaball law*

But the Kalikls and £hafifIs hold

6

that, since an irrevocable repudiation terminates a marriage ab
solutely, the husband may marry again while his wife is observing
the "idda, although of course he must not forget his obligations
towards his repudiated wife*
A man may not validly conclude a contract of marriage with a
woman who is related to an existing wife within the prohibited
degrees^since it is unlawful to have two wives who, if one had been
a male, would have been forbidden to marry each other.

A mqnv

therefore, may not vai&§Py be married to two women who are, e*g*
sisters or mother and daughter by blood or fosterage*

The only

difference on this point between the schools and sects is that while
the Sunnis hold that an aunt and niece may not be the wives of the
same man concurrently, the Ithna "Ashari sect permits such a com
bination, provided that the aunt (if she is the first wife) gives
her consent.
These are the impediments to marriage recognized by the Hanafi
school*

In addition, the other three Sunni schools hold that a

marriage concluded by a woman herself without a guardian is irregular*
They also regard a marriage concluded by a pilgrim to Mecca in the
state of ihram as invalid.

The lialikis alone hold that a person in

death sickness may not conclude a valid contract of marriage*

The impediments to marriage recognized by the traditional
Hanafi lav/ are still recognized today in India and Pakistan*

How

ever the impediment of the triple talaq has for practical purposes
ceased to exist in Pakistan*

Section 7 sub-section 6 of the Family

Laws Ordinance provides that ’'nothing shall debar a wife whose
marriage has been terminated by talaq effective under this section
•

from re-marrying the same husband, without an intervening marriage
with a third person, unless such termination is for the third time
so effective*" It is extremely unlikely that a man would in fact
divorce the same woman three times in accordance with the provisions
79
of the Ordinance* '
As has been stated above, in non-Hanafi
law a marriage is
%
invalid if it is concluded by the woman herself.

This doctrine

however v/as not applied by the Kerala High Court in the case of a
—
•
Shafi *1 girl*

do a

In Kummali *vbu Bukker and Others v* Haraklcar

suit was instituted to get a declaration that the marriage was
invalid.

The parties were Shafi*Is and the lower appellate court

held that the marriage was invalid because the bride*s father had
not given his consent.

The court relied on the decisions in Ilasan

Si
82
Kutti v. JainabhaOJ" and Mohammad Ibrahim v. Gularn Ahmad “• In
Hasan Kutti*s case the Madras court had held that a marriage where
the wife had not consented was invalid.

79*

See Chapter
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In this case the question
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Ker. 277, 1970 K*L.T.
Mad. 1283.

(186*0 1 Bombay H.Ct. hep. 236.

132.
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of the father*s consent was not considered.

In Kohammad Ibrahim’s

case the husband was seeking damages because his wife was being
kept from him.

The wife was originally a ohafi’I but as she had

become a Hanafi on marriage* the court held that Shafi*i law was
irrelevant.

However* in its judgement the court made the observation^

which was of course obiter, that a Shafi*1 girl cannot marry without
her father’s consent either before or after puberty.
The High Court stated that the question whether a father’s
consent was necessary for the validity of the marriage of a Shafi*1
girl was discu sed by Raghavan J. of the Kerala bench in V. ■asm v.
Ethiyumoa^' . His Lordship stated that in the case of a virgin Shafi*!
girl the father or }>aternal grandfather must act as guardian, but the
authority of the gunrian ceased when the girl herself became compet
ent to contract herself in marriage.

He then held that a Shafi*! girl

became competent to contract herself in marriage at puberty.
This decision was, the Court held in the instant case, supported
by other authorities and the court cited Baillies Digest of Moohommedan
Law and Ameer Ali’s Mahommedan Lav/.

Ameer Ali, the court stated, had

noted that a Hanafi girl could contract herself in marriage at puberty
and

Ithough a different rule applied, there was no ’authoritative

s; yii.
. of the Prophet to support it*.
The court then held that as marriage among Muslims was a contract
find the contracting parties were the husband and wife, the consent
required for the validity of the marriage in Shafi*! law was that of

83.

(1967)

w.UT.
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the wife and not her father or grandfather or any other person
who might act as

vail at the time of the marriage.

The function

of a v:alT was merely to communicate the consent of the wife to
the celebrant

of the marriage and the husband.

In this casef

as the wife had consented, the court held that the marriage was
valid.
, ,

In chahza.da Begum v. Abdul Hamid

8*f

the marriage between the

appellant and the respondent was concluded in 19^2 when the
appellant was over twenty two years of age.

The respondent had

married two wives previously and one of these wives was still
alive.

He had had seven children by his first two wives, and gave

his age as forty two years at the time of his marriage to the
appellant.
The wife instituted a suit to have the marriage declared
invalid on the ground fir t that it had been concluded without the
publicity required by iiuslim law, and secondly on the ground that
it was a marriage of non-equals because the respondent was mich
older than she was and because he was the father of several children
and had been married twice before.

Considering the question of pub

licity the court stated that there was no doubt that the Irophet
had ordained that marriages should be publicly proclaimed and quoted
a hadlth to the effect that the demarcation between the lawful and
unlawful in marriage was a proclamation and the beating of drums.
However, t e judge stated,

G«u

P.L.D.

1950.

Lah.

I do not ihnd in these ahadis (ahadith)

50J>.

any reference to the quantum of publicity required to validate
a marriage*

All t’iat we can say therefore is that publicity

would be desirable for marriage and a public proclamation by
leans of a beating of drums may even be preferable, but it does
not seem to follow th t if no drums are beaten or public* pro
clamation is made the marriage will become void".

In the instant

case, he held, although the wife*s parents Iiad not been told of
the marriagejit was not secret,

x/ven if no witnesses hid been

present, the court held, the marriage would have been irregular
and not void.

There was only one case, the court stated, on this

85
point, that of Bashirvnriissa and Another v. Bunvad *<-li and another ^
where it was held that a marriage without witnesses was not illegal
(sic) but irregular and the irregularity would be cured by consumm
ation of the marriage.

In the instant case, the court held, two

witnesses had been present and so the marriage could not be described
as invalid in any sense.

This being the case, the court was not

called upon to decide whether it supported the decision in Bashirunnissa's case^xr not.

This case was, it is submitted, contrary to

Hanafi lawyjhich holds that a marriage concluded

ithout witnesses

is fasid and a fa id contract cannot be ratified by consummation.
The court then turned its attention to irregularity as a result of
uiissalliance.

In Hanafi law if an adult girl contracts herself in
e

*

marriage to a aun who is not her equal in various attribute* such
as religion, lineage, wealth and profession, her Ouordian has the

85.

(1919)

50
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76.
right to ask the court to set the marriage aside.

Unless the

guardian asks the court to annul the marriage, the marriage will
subsist and be perfectly valid.
view.

This is the dominant Hanafi
u

There is however another view which holds that such a

marriage is fasid.
The Lahore court however found that in the instant case there
had been no misalliance, and so it did not have to decide whether it
would regard a marriage as invalid if there was no equality between
the parties.

The court held that disparity of age between the bride

and bridegroom, and the fact that the latter had had other wives
and children, was not evidence of misalliance.
*n Iffcikbar Nazir Ahmad and Others v. Ghulam Kibria and Others

86

the court had to decide the status of a marriage contracted with a
fifth wife, and held, in accordance with Hanafi
doctrine, that it
•%
was fasid not batil.

The dispute arose over the distribution of the

estate of Raja Ghulam Rasul who had married, as the trial court
found, seven women during his lifetime.

The trial court had found

that he had married R.B., now deceased, Khurshid Begum (defendant
no.8) and Mehr-un-Nissa (defendant No.9) while he already had four
wives living.

The court of first instance held that these marriages

were irregular and the women could not inherit from the estate
although their sons (defendants No.l and No.2) could.
The High Court first considered the case of Khurshid Begum and
reached the conclusion that her marriage with the deceased was unproved.
The court held that the evidence of her witnesses did not prove that

86. P.L.D. 1968.

Lah.

98?.
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a marriage had been contracted and that therefore even her long
cohabitation with the deceased and his acknowledgement of the marriage
was not sufficient to raise a presumption of marriage in her favour#
The court then considered the case of the deceased wife R.B.
nd held that she had been married to Raja Ghulam Rasul when he
already had four other wives living and that it was from this
marriage that she had given birth to the first defendant#

The

court found that Mehr-un-Nissa had been married to the deceased.
At the time of this marriage, the deceased had divorced R#B# and she
was therefore his fifth wife.
ant during this marriage.

She gave birth to the second defend

The question before the High Court was

therefore whether the marriage of R.B.(deceased)and Mehr-u*fc-Nissa
with the deceased, being at a time when he had four other wives,
were valid and whether the first and second defendants were affil
iated to the deceased and his legal heirs.
The Court stated that the law permitted a man to have only
four wives and therefore marriage with a fifth wife was unlawful#
The Hanafis, too, divided marriage into three categories: v$lid
(sahih). void (batil) and irregular (fasid).

The court held that

if the defect in the marriage was of *a radical and vital nature*
this could make the contract void ab initio (batil), but if the
defect was "not fatal to its existence” the marriage would be
irregular and some of the consequences of a valid contract would
flow from it#

78.
The judge then proceeded to give a somewhat confused account
of the Hanafi
law on this point as ho saw it.
c

He concluded his

judgement by stating that although marriage with a fifth wife
in the presence of four existing wives was prohibited, the pro
hibition was ’relative and temporary* and sprang from what he des
cribed as an "accidental circumstance, the other four wives".

Thus

the contract being *unlawful for this reason* and not •inherently
unlawful*, was fasid and not batil.

The wife of a fasid marriage

did not inherit, the court held, but the children of such a union
were entitled to inherit.

Accordingly Mehr-ur-Nissa could not

succeed to the estate of Raja Ghulam Rasul but her child, the
second defendant, would inherit as the legitimate son of the deceased.
The court cited Khurshaid and Another v. Abdul Hamid Khan
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where

a Divisional Bench of the Chief Court of the Punjab had held that
marriage with a fifth wife in the presence of four other wives was
invalid but not void and the children of such a union were legitimate
and entitled to succeed as heirs.
Some years previously the same High Court had had to decide
the status of a marriage contracted while the wife was sitll in
the *idda period following divorce.

In Ghulam Muhammad v. Mst. Shah

88
Jira Khanam, Shah Jira Khanam had married one F.£. the brother of
Ghulam Muhammad in March 1950.

She was divorced by him on 23rd May

1954 and married Ghulam Muhammad eight days later, on 31st May 1954.
Ghulam Muhammad alleged that she had been taken away by her step87.

(1908)

88. P.L.D.

43

P.R. 43 (No.16)

1939.

Lah. 1014.
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brother after they had lived together for only four days and
petititoned the court for a decree of restitution of conjugal
rights.
Shah Jira Khanam alleged in her defence that she had never
been married to the defendant, but the court held that a marriage
had been performed and consummation had taken place.

However, the

court held that^as the marriage was contr :cted during the wife*6
JkUlda, it waa therefore irregular.

The question it had to decide

was whether irregularity of a marriage performed during the ,idda
was a good defence to a suit for restitution of conjugal rights.
The court first cited Mst. Bakh Bibi v. Qaim Din and Others

89

where

it kas held that it was a good defence to a suit for restitution
of conjugal rights to show that the marriage was irregular because
it had been contracted while the wife was in the *idda period.

The

90
court then cited Ilahia v. Imam Din and Another
where Rattigan J. >
91
relying on Mst. Bibi v. Empress .had held that a marriage contracted
by a widow during her *idda was unlawful and absolutely void^f the
man she had so married had knowledge of the fact that the fidda was
unexpired.

In that case it was held impossible that he did not know.

Similarly in the instant case it was impossible to hold that the
second husband, also the brother of the first husband, was unaware
of the fact that the woman was still in the 1idda.

89.

A.I.R.

1934.
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The court then quoted the remarks of Beckett J. in list. Ruro
v.

92
Singh and Others' that there might be some doubt on the

point whether a raarriage celebrated in the *idda should be regarded
as void or merely irregular, although the practice in the Punjab
appeared to have been to treat them as devoid of all legal effect
•so far as the parties themselves were concerned*•
however, the court did not feel it necessary to decide this
#•*
point and stated that even an irregular marriage could not acquire
validity merely because no formal order of dissolution had been made,
and could be repudiated by the parties at any time before or after
consummation*

The only effects of such a marriage were, the court

held, that the wife could claim her dower and any children born of
it would be legitimate*
The court then held, citing Jhandu v. Hst* Hussain Bibi
irregularity of the marriage was a
for restitution of conjugal rights.

.

93

^that

good defence to a suit

Before such an action lay, the

court held, there oust have been a marriage, valid according to
Muslim personal law.
A recent unreported case was decided by the Family Court of baim
Ahud in Pakistan

.

1he question before the court was whether the

marriage concluded between a Muslim girl and a man who was a member

92.

A.I.R*

1935*

Lah.

23.

93*

(1923) I.L*R*Lah# 192* In this case the court held that a
marriage contracted by a widow in her *idda was void.

9^.

Mst* Khatoon Amut ul-Havi v. Haki;n Nazir Ahmad, reported in
Kashriq, 11 August 1970.

81.
of the Ahmadi sect was valid or not.

The judge held that the

Ahmadls were not Muslims because they denied that Muhammad was the Seal
•

*

of the Prophets.

*

As a Muslim girl may not validly marry a non-

Muslim, he decllred the marriage to be invalid.
Whether future Pakistani courts will follow this decision
is uncertain.

In the Indian case of Shihabuddin Imbichi Koya
9ka
-------------------Thangal v. Ahammad Koya, Krishna Iyer, J. held that an AhmadI was
a Muslim.

This case was concerned not with the invalidity of a

marriage contract m t with a criminal prosecution for bigamy.
The woman who appeared as first accused pleaded that^when she
contracted a second marriage,her first marriage had been automat
ically dissolved by the conversion of her husband to the Ahmadi
sect.

His Lordship however held that the basic tenet of Islam

was the oneness of God and as the Ahmadls accepted this they were
Muslims.

He continued "Catholicity and liberal views are often

the anathema of the orthodox but the court is concerned only with
civil rights and status and the impact of religion as affecting
such status.

In so doing, it cannot get entangled in theological

meshes but has to go by the essential test of the basic identity
of a religious community organised as a Church or a Faith.

The

bond of union consists in the identity of its very core and
constitute its distinctive existence.

Looking at the issue devoid

of sentiment and passion and in the cold light of the law it has to
be held that the Ahmadiya sect is of Islam and not alien.”
It is unlikely that the Hanafi doctrine which recognizes that
9^a.

1971.

K.L.T.

69.
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a marriage consented to under duress is valid will be applied by the
Indian courts.

In such a case the court would in all probability

hold that the marriage would be voidable at the option of the party
who had been subjected to the duress.

The marriage would therefore

be inawquf •suspended* on consent or ratification, which would no doubt
be presumed if consummation took place with the woman*s consent.
During its investigations, the Commission on Marriage and Family
Laws was approached by a large number of womens* organisations who de
manded that a government official should be present at the time of
every nikah to satisfy himself that both parties had freely consented
to the marriage.

The Commission recommended that a standard nikah

form should be drawn up and entries should be made therein relating
to the consent of the bride and bridegroom who should themselves sign
the nikahnama and affix their thumb impressions to it.

The Commission

in its report stated that it was conscious of the fact that the mach
inery it had proposed might not be adequate but it hoped that with
the spread of education even women in rural areas would refuse to sign
if they had not given their consent willingly.
As we have seen, the recommendations of the Committee in this
respect were adopted and a standard nikahnama requiring the signature
of both parties was prescribed.
The courts have held that a marriage brought about fraudulently
is voidable.

95

liani Ahan^
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(1937)

The high Court of Nagpur stated in Haji nhmad v. Abdul

a

that contracts of marriage were ^berrimae fidei and all

I.L.R. 299.

defects must be disclosed,

accordingly the courts have held that
qfi
a marriage ^wben the v/ife’s illness v/as concealed7 or when the
97
wife was pregnant at the time ^ were

voidable.

Thus in the recent case of Abdul Rahimankutty v. Aysha Beevi^
the High Court of Kerala held that a marriage contracted by a woman
who was pregnant by another man and who concealed the fact from her
husband was invalid.
tenance under

This case arose from an application for main*

8 of the Criminal Procedure Code, made by the first

respondent on behalf of the second respondent, her infant child,
against the revision petitioner#

Her case was that she had been an

unmarried woman working as a domestic servant in the home of the
respondent.

Sexual intercourse took place between them and she

became pregnant.

The respondent then arranged for her to marry

plaintiff’s witness No#6.

>»ithin four days of the marriage her husband

discovered that she was pregnant and drove her out.

When the child

was born, the petitioner refused to maintain the child and the first
respondent then filed an application for maintenance under S.*f88.
The petitioner denied the paternity of the child.

He argued that as

the child was born within two hundred and eighty days after the dis*
solution of the marriage of the respondent, and her husband, the courts
below should have drawn the presumption that the husband was the father
of the child in accord nee with >.112 of the Evidence Act 1872.
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The respondent admitted that the child was b o m within four
months of the termination of her marriage but she argued that the
provisions of the Evidence Act did not apply^as the marriage she had
contracted was void as she had fraudulently concealed the fact of
99
She cited Abdul Latif Khan v. Niyaz Ahmad Khan
in

her pregnancy.

sujjport of her contention.

In this case the wife had died before

the marriage was consummated and her father and brother demanded the
dower.

The court dismissed their suit holding that^as the fact of her

serious illness had been fraudulently concealed and as there had been
no ratification by consummation, the contract of marriage was invalid.

100

This case was distinguished from Kulsmabi v. Abdul Kadir
This was a suit by a wife for her dower.

•

Ghe hod given birth to a

child within five mentis of marriage and her husband had turned her
out.

The husband denied liability for the dower, holding that the

marriage was invalid because of the concealed pregnancy.

This defence

was not accepted and the earlier case distinguished as consummation
had taken place while it had not in the earlier case.
Joseph J. then stated that.under HanafI law)if a man married a
woman with whom he had unlawful intercourse and frho was pregnant, the
marriage was lawful.

If the woman was pregnant *by whoredom* she

could marry according to Abu ilanlfa and al Shaybani but not according
to the view of Abu Yusuf.
could not marry.

In Shl*i law, he stated, a pregnant woman

If a woman married while pregnant the marriage would

be void because she v/oulci be deemed to be still in the 1idda of a first

99.
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31. All.

100.
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45.
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Bombay

151.

marriage.

If this view was accepted, the judge held, the marriage

of the respondent to her husband was void and it could not be made
valid by consummation.

His Lordshi- cited Ameer \lifs statement
n
that ’where consent to a contract of marriage has been obtained by
force or fr aid, such a marri ge is invalid unless ratified after

the coercion has ceased or the duress has been removed or when the
consenting party, being undeceived, has continued the assent*.
The evidence in the instant case was that as soon as the
husband discovered the pregnancy he had thrown the respondent out.
Thus v/hen the fraud became known, he ceased to be a consenting
party.
The question to be decided, stated his Lordship, was whether
the marriage was a valid one so that the provisions of 3.112 of
the Evidence \ct would be attracted.

He stated ’I am inclined to

take the view that there is no valid marriage in this case so as to
attract the presumption under S. 112 of the evidence Act.11
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CHAPTER 3
CHILD MARRIAGES AND POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGES
Child Marriages

In traditional Islamic law no minimum age is

laid down for marriage.

The guardian of an infant can contract

his ward in marriage without the ward*s consent.

One of the first

problems facing reformers is to restrict child marriages.

Most

countries in the Muslim world have now introduced legislation
laying down minimum ages for marriages.

Reform in this sphere

was brought about in India in 1929* when the Child Marriage Restraint
Act was enacted.

The Act"*- as amended in 19^9 in India provides

that^whoever performs, conducts or directs any child marriage
shall be punishable with simple imprisonment,which may extend to
three months and shall also be liable to fine,unless he proves
that he had reason to believe that the marriage was not a child
marriage.

In Pakistan the punishment for this offence is simple

imprisonment which may extend to one month, or with a fine which
may extend to Rs. 1*000 or with both.

Section 2 of the Act defines

•child marriape* as 'a marriage in which either of the contracting
parties is a child*.

The same section defines fchild* as *a male

person under 1& and a female under 15 (previously l*t)~*.

In Pakistan

S.12 of the Family Laws Ordinance amended S.2 of the Act and sub
stituted 16 for l*f.

0.3 of the Act further provided th t a male

over the age of eighteen and below 21 who contracts a child marriage
shall be punishable with simple imprisonment which may extend to 15

1. Sec.5*
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days or with fine which may extend to Rs.1,000 or both.

In

Pakistan S.3 has been repealed by S. 12(2) of the Muslim Family Laws
Ordinance.

Section 4 of the Act as applied in India provides

that a male above twenty one years of age^who contracts a child
marriage^shall be punishable with imprisonment which may extend
to three months and shall also be liable to fine of Rs.1,000.
Section 4 of the Act^as applied in Pakistan^provides that a
male above eighteen years of age who contracts a child marriage
shall be punishable with simple imprisonment wl ich may extend to
one month or with a fine which may extend to Rs.1,000 or with both.

k

Section 12 of the Act provides th t the court may issue an
injunction prohibiting a marriage in contravention of the Act.
The Act, like some of its Middle hastera counterparts, has not,
however, declared a child marriage invalid.

The marriage remains

perfectly good in law, although penal sanctions will be incurred
by the bridegroom if he is over age, the celebrant

of the marriage

and the marriage guardian of the infant.
The majority view of the Commission on Marriage and Family
Laws, which v/as set up by the government of Pakistan in 1955,
recommended that child marriage should be prevented by enacting
that no man below IS and no woman under 16 should enter into a con
tract of marriage.

The Commission stated in its report that it felt

2.

Substituted for the original section 3 by act. Xlllof 19^9*

3.

Substituted for the original lection 4 by Act XLI of 19^9*

4.

Section 4-s amended by Section 12(3) of the Muslim family Laws

Ordinance.
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that such legislation would be in *perfect conformity with the
injunctions of the Holy (ur'an and Sunna*.
Maulana Shtishamul H a h o w e v e r , disagreed with his colleagues
and stated that the age of puberty should be presented as the
'ultimate* limit.

Maulana Syed Abul Ala Maudoodi, in reply to

the Questionnaire sent by the Commission to

rominent mambers of

the Islamic community and members of the general public, replied
that 'no law is needed to curb child marriage*.

He stated that

he felt that fixing the age for marriage at 18 for malesand 16 for
females was 'absolutely uncalled for'.

Physical puberty was

attained far below these ages and the Maulana felt that fixing
such limits could 'be taken to mean only one thing - that we
are opposed only to the establishment of marital relationships be
tween boys and girls of less than the legally prescribed minimum
ages, while we would have no objection to their establishing nonoarital relationships.'

He stated that in tils opinion the growth

of education would result in a development of the 'consciousness
and understanding of the people, and this would then lead to a
decrease in the proportion of child marriage.

He did not however

state whether once chilc^ marriage decreases because of the growth
in education, non-narital sex relationships will also tend to

5*

A leading Pakistani alia and the loam of the Jacob Lines
Mosque, Karachi.

increase* 6
Unfortunately however the recommendations of the commission

were not implemented and the Pamily Laws Ordinance merely amended
the existing Child carriage Restraint Act by substituting the age
of 16 for

for the girl and retaining 18 for husbands in the

relevant section (see above)*

Thus child marriages still remained

perfectly valid in law after the enactment of the Ordinance*
It should be pointed out that(in accordance with art.375
of the renal Codes of India and Pakistan* it is rape for a man
to have sexual intercourse with his wife if she is below a certain age.
>
*
. .
6a
which is fifteen in India and thirteen in Pakistan*
A minor may not vaLidly contract his or her ovi marriages
the guardian must always act on his or her behalf*

6*

Maulana Amin Ahsan Islahi also criticized the Commission1s
recommendations regarding child marriage in MA Critique
of the Modernist Approach to the Family Law of Islamft* In
his view the greatest evil which would follow the laying
down of minimum ages for marriage would be that some thing
permitted by the Shari*a would be declared prohibited under
the law of the land and marriage between parties under age
would be declared null and void and their offspring illeg
itimate* He also felt that such a law would *accelerate
the already owlft pace of moral degredation of the nation.
The atmosphere of schools, colleges and hostels would become
more polluted. Crime and prostitution would increase, un
natural and health destroying ways of sexual satisfaction
would become connon. Corruption would mount high and abduction
and fornication would assume menacing proportions* •
If such a law were enacted, he stated, it would *amount to a
virtual vote of condemnation on our part against the Holy
Prophet and is topmost companions*, for, as the Maulana
pointed out, the Prophet had married 'Aisha when she was under
sixteen*

6a. The original Act said 10 years. This was raised to 13 by the
I.P.C. (Amendment) Act 1925 and to 15 by Sec.5 Amending .Act
XLII of 19^9 in India.
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In Allah I'iwaya v. Kammon Mai

7

the court held that a marriage

concluded by a girl who was below puberty at the time was invalid.
In t is case Kammon Mai sought to get a declaration from the court
that she was not the lawful wife of Allah Diwaya or, in the alter
native, she sought a dissolution of the marriage.

She alleged

that she had been abducted in 1993 by Allah Diwaya, who had had
intercourse with her.

dhe further alleged that her thumb impression

had been obtained on certain documents.

She denied that any marriage

had taken place and, in the alternative, that if a marriage had
taken place, she had been below puberty at the time and she had
g
repudiated it by the exercise of the option of puberty.
The
defendant alleged in reply that she had in fact attained puberty
at the time of the marriage and that she had consented to the
marriage and its consummation.
The issues framed by the court were two - was the plaintiff
the lawful wedded

ife of the defendant and if so, could she exer

cise her option of puberty.
The trial court had found the marriage proved but held that
Kammon Hai mad exercised her option of puberty.

The District Judge

had reversed the first finding of the court of first instance, and
held that, as Kammon Mai was a minor at the time (although she had
consented to the marriage), the contract was void as it had been
entered into during her minority.

7.

P.L.D.

1957.

8. ^ce Chapter 7.
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On further appeal, to the High Court, Changez J* cited
riassages from the works of Mulle and aBeer Ali, including an
extract from the Fatawa. Alamgiri referred to by Ameer Ali*

This

extract read "among the conditions which ore requisites for the
validity of the contract of marriage are understanding, puberty,
freedom in the contracting parties, with this difference that
while the first ‘requisite is essentially necesr>ary for the
validity of marri ige, a marriage cannot be contracted by a majnun
or a boy without understanding, the other two conditions are
required only to give operation to the contract, as a marriage
contracted by a minor possessed of understanding is dependent for
its operation on the consent of the gu rdian**
His Lordship then quoted a passage from the Rodd al-Kukhtar
to the effect that when a minor girl, who has no relation to act

as her wall, contrac s herself in marriage, and where there is no
qadl to grant permission, the marriage is not void but will take
effect on her attaining puberty and ratifying the contract*
ihie principle to be deduced from these authorities, stated
his Lordship, was that a girl below puberty but possessed of dis
cretion and understanding could enter into a contract of marriage,
but it would be dependent for its operation on the consent of her
guardian or, in the absence of a guardian, on her ratifying the

contract at majority*
9
He then cited Lunshi v* Met. Alam Bibi' in which the court

9*
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1932.

Lah.

280.
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held that a marriage concluded by a minor below puberty was not
void but, at the most, invalid.

In this case, the judge had

remanded the case to ascertain if the girl had, in fact, ratified
the contract at puberty.

Changes J. said that he differed from

the view of the law expressed by the judges in the earlier case.
They had relied, he stated, on passages which dealtl$with a minor
girl possessed of no kinsmen and where there was no qadl ayailable.
He had examined the relevant texts of the Patawa and the Kidayor
and had found there no authority for the statement that a minor
possessed of understanding could enter into a contract of marriage.
He continued 11the words 1rushd* ’understanding* and ’discretion*
used in the texts signify more than mere capacity to comprehend.
In my opinion they mean to have the capacity cf understanding the
implications and legal effects of a contract of marriage.

It

stands to reason that ... a minor below puberty cannot really
comprehend the legal effects of a contract of marriage.**

He went

on “does f-hxslim law lay down that a minor above the age of seven
years is really capable of understanding the implications of such
a contract?

The understanding in the contr cting parties is, of

course, the essential sine qua non of the capacity to enter into
a valid contract of marriage, but the understanding referred to
above appears to me to be the understanding of a mature person ,
capable of fully understanding the legal implications of their act,
and not the underslanding of a child, who knows how to count, one
two, three**.

His ^-ordship then held that, in the absence of any
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injunction in the „ur’an on the subject or any direction from
the Sunna, it was difficult to accept the proposition that a minor
below puberty could be said to comprehend the l^gal effects of a
marriage contract and was therefore competent to enter into such
a contract,

accordingly he held that the marriage of Kammon Mai,

entered into while sue was below puberty, v/as no marriage in the
eyes of the law and was void*
Turning now to cases decided in parts of the sub-continent
which are now part of India, a similar problem faced the High
Court of Jammu and Kashmir in the case of Khatji v. Lehman V a ni^.
Khat$i instituted a suit for the cancellation of her marriage to
Rehman

ani on the grounds that, as it was contracted during her

minority by an unauthorised person, it wars void.

Rehman Wani

alleged in reply that the marriage was valid as Khatji’s father had
contracted the marriage.

The trial court had held that the plaintiff

v/as not a minor at the ti e of the marriage and that she had not
been contracted in marriage by her f ther, although he v/as alive at
the ti.:ie, and that therefore the marriage was not binding upon her.
Cn appeal, the Senior Subordinate Judge found that the marriage
had been performed witn the consent of the plaintiff’s father and
therefore it was v did and further that she could not repudiate it
at puberty.^

10.

A.I.JR.

1952.

J h K.

^3*

11.

The Dissolution of Muslim Marriages .,ct does not apply in
Jamrru and Kashmir.

9^.
The plaintiff then appealed to the high Court ^where she
alleged that her marriage was void
cluded it herself.

initio?as she h d con

Lhe further argued that,even if her father

had agreed, this did not make the marriage valid, as she had
repudiated it at puberty.

She relied on the decision in <3aygun

12

Nessa oibi v. liahammad ,.la Biswas

where the Calcutta High Court

held that where a girl who was below puberty but had reached the
age of understanding, had contracted herself in marriage with the
approval of her father, the marriage was not a nullity but was
subject to the option of puberty*
Razir C.J. held however that the facts in the earlier case
differed from those in the case before him.

In the Calcutta

case the father was not present when the marriage was concluded
and he did not act as guardian, because he was afraid of being
prosecuted under the Child Marriage Restraint Act.

The court

had held that when a girl, who had attained the age of understand
ing , contracted herself in marriage, the marriage was not void,
but the girl could exercise the option of puberty and repudiate
it.

In the instunt c se, on the other hand, the father was found

to have been present at the time of the marriage and had given
his consent.
The Chief Justice then examined the plaintiff’s contention
that the consent of the father was not sufficient to validate the
marriage, as the father should have contracted the marriage himself.

12.

1936.

C 1. 71.
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It was true* his Lordship stated, that a Muslim girl or boy below
the age of puberty was not competent to contract a marriage.
However, he continued, if the girl or boy had reached the age
of discretion and entered into the contract through a guardian
other tlian her father or father*s father, she could exercise her
option at puberty and either ratify or repudiate the marriage.
If however the father had contracted the marriage, this option was
not open to her.

It was clear, he continued, that understanding

was a sine qua non of the capacity to enter into a marriage con
tract and even if a boy or girl had reached puberty but wqs devoid
of understanding, he or she could not conclude a valid marriage
under any circumstances.

If, on the other hand, the girl or boy

had attained discretion but not puberty, the law seemed to be that
the marriage v/as not v lid, unless the leg 1 guardian had consented
to it.

If in such a case the guardian was the father, the minor

could not exercise the option of puberty.

His Lordship then held

that as five witnesses in the instant case had testified that the
father v/as present when the marriage was concluded, and had affixed
his thumb-impression to the nikahnama, it was clear that the father
had consented to the carriage as the gu rdian of the plaintiff.
Accordingly he held the marriage was valid, an I that the plaintiff
could not repudiate it at puberty.
In the case of Batoolan and Others v. Zahoor 3hah Roshan Shah^
the high Court of Madhya Bharat held that, when a minor was given

13.

A.I.R.

1952.

Mad. Bh. 30
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in marriage by a person who was not her legal guardian, the
marriage v/as invalid.

‘The girl h^d been given in marriage, when

she was thirteen or fourteen years old, by a man who was not her
guardian according to Muslim law.

In fact he was a total stranger

to the girl who hud taken pity on her and brought her up in the
absence of her parents*

The court held that, although a contract

of marriage could be concluded by an agent, the girl in the instant
case was a minor and therefore was incapable of appointing an agent.
Accordingly the girl had been contracted in marriage by a person
who had no authority to do so and a marriage contracted by an
Presumably
unauthorised intermediary v/as •void*• /the court meant •irregular1
and not •void* as it then held that subsequent ratification could
cure the defect.

A 'void* marriage may never be validated by

subsequent ratification.

In the instant case there was no evidence

of this and indeed the girl had attempted to repudiate the marriage.
More recently the court of Allahabad in ..yub Hasan v. hst.
lif
Akhtari and Others
had to decide what was the effect of a marriage
concluded by a person other than the legal guardian of a minor.
The husband instituted a suit for restitution of conjugal rights,
alleging that he had curried his wife, Akhtari, in 19^9 during her
minority and that since the marriage she had been cohabiting with
him.

akhtari denied that she had ever been married

Ayub Hasan

and also denied that the alleged marriage had been consummated.
The courts below had found that Akhtari had been married not by her

Ik.

A.I.K.

1963.

All. 525*
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brother, who was her legal guardian, but by her uncle.

Attempts

had been maae to prove that the uncle contracted the marriage in
the presence of, and with the consent of, the brother, but the two
lower courts found against this contention,
instance, had

ihe munsif at first

declared the marriage void but the civil judge ,

dn first appeal, although he held that the marriage was not valid,
did not decide if it v/as void or merely irregular*

He had held

that, in either case, there would be no decree for restitution of
conjugal rights*

Ho issue had been framed in the two lower courts

regarding the consummation of the marriage and accordingly there
v/as no finding on this point*
Singh J. in the high Court stated that the marriage of a minor,
to be valid, must be concluded by the guardian #recognized as
such for the purposes of marriage1• If the marriage was contracted
by a remoter relation, when a nearer one was avail hie, it must have
been with the guardian*s consent or be ratified by him subsequently/
15
This was the decision in Chiragh Bibi v. Ghulara barwar , stated his
Lordship,

fhe question before the court was, he said, whether

Akhtari*s marriage was valid (sahih) irregular (fasid) or void (batil)*
«

.

>

......

*

Clearly it could net be valid, as she was not given in marriage by
her guardian or by the remoter relation with his consent*

The law

allowed, his Lordship continued, a remoter relative to act in certain
circumstances, but these circumstances were such as to render the
remoter relative the de facto guardian of the infant, as for example

15.

(1921) 6o.I*c*'i53.
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when the guardian was absent or unavailable because of illness
and so on*

A remoter relative could also act with the consent

of the guardian.

However, he held, where the guardian himself

was net only available but even present, ti.e question of the
remoter relative acting as a de facto guardian could not possibly
arise*

his Lordship continued !,to my mind, therefore, where a

remoter relative gives a

minor girl in marriage without the

consent of the nearer relative, who is recognized under the law as
the guardian for the purpose of marriage, or where the marriage
is not subsequently ratified by him and circumstances indicate
that the guardian was available for the purpose of the minor*s
marriage, the contract of marriage entered into by the remoter
relative is batil or void and of no effect”, lie then added thatf
even if the contract were recognized as fasid, it would not be
validated by consummation as an irregular marriage had no legal
effects before or after consummation; it did not bind the parties,
although certain consequences flowed from it as the children would
be legitimate and the wife might get her dower.

There could be no

inheritance and the wife would be under no duty to obey her husband*
This decision lias, it is submitted, created an unfortunate
precedent*

Let us consider a hypothetical case,

A girl is con

tracted in marriage by a relative other than her legal guardian*
At puberty, h. ving no objections to the marriage, she allows
consumnition to take place and subsequently a child is born.

The

child will be illegitimate as, according to the rules laid down in
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Ayub Hasan v. Mt. Akhtari and Others^, the marriage of its
parents was void*

It would have been preferable if the Allahabad

Court had followed the Madhya Bharat court in Batoolan and Others
17
v. Zahoor Shah Roshan Shah
and held the validity of the marriage
to be dependent on the consent of the minor at puberty*

Polygamous Harris es
Polygamy, one of the pillars of a patriarchal society, has
always been considered a fundamental right of a Muslim husband
sanctioned by the Qur’an itself.

Before the coming of Islam

polygamy was widely practised by the Arabs of the Jahillya.
Marriage, like all other matters of personal status, was governed
by the tribal customary law, and this law permitted unlimited
polygamy.

But the Qur’an at the advent of Islam reformed the

existing law by restricting the number of wives a man might have
concur ently to four, plus, it must be added, any number of slave
girls.

—
—
l8
The verse on polygamy occurs in Sura al-Nisa’
and reads

as follows :
"And if you fear that
then marry from thewomen
four.

you cannot dealjustly

withorphans,

who seemgood to you,two

or three or

But if you fear that you cannot deal equitably, then only

one or those whom your right hand possesses.

This i s better that you

do not do injustice (or, that you may not be overburdened with children)."
16.

A.I.R.
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Thus it can be seen that while the Qur’an authorises a man to
marry up to four women, it does so only on condition that he cam
deal equitably with them all.

Unfortunately, as we shall see,

this restriction was construed as a matter for a man’s own conscience,
not as establishing a condition precedent for a polygamous marriage.
The schools and sects are unanimous in agreeing that it is not ne
cessary for a man to obtain any sort of permission before he marries
a second or subsequent wife; his right to marry polygamously is
absolute, and he is legally free to exercise it at will^provided he
does not exceed the maximum number at any one time.

It should be

added that the Ithna ’Asharl sect of the Shi *a also allows a man
to have, in addition to four permanent wives, any number of ’temp
orary’ wives.
Although the law does not require an intending polygamist to
obtain permission from the court, once a man has married polygamously
the law concerns itself with the rights of his several wives.

It

is true that the Qur’an itself acknowledges that it is impossible
for a man to treat several wives equally in all respects, however
much he wishes to do so.

So it has been argued by some radical

thinkers that this verse in effect forbids polygamy.
that the Qur’an, by permitting

They insist

olygamy only ihere there is no fear

of inequality of treatment between wives and by stating, in another
- 19
verse in the same Sura , that it is i possible to treat several
women equally, was in effect making polygamy subject to a condition

19.

Sura k verse 229*
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which was impossible of fulfilment; so only monogamy was in fact
permissible in Islam.

This view was adopted by the Tunisian re

formers when the Law of Personal Status, which forbade polygamy,
was promulgated in that country.
The prev lent opinion, however, was that the Quran must not
be interpreted in such a way as to contradict itself, and that the
second verse referred only to the fact that a man cannot control
the degree of affection in which he holds his vari us wives.

But

despite the fact that he loves one wife less than another, he must
not neglect her - he must give her a separate dwelling, and share
his nights equally with her and his other wives.

Thus the tradit

ional law gives only a limited effect to the principle of equal
treatment•
Perhaps one of the most important of the rights of co-wives is
the right of each to a separate dwelling.

A husband is required to

provide each of his several wives with a dwelling which is sound
structurally and situated in a location which is safe for her person,
separate from the houses or apartments of her co-wives and free
from all other members of her husband*s family with the exception
of very young children from a previous marriage.

A wife whose

husband offers her accommodation which falls short of this may
refuse to begin cohabitation until he provides her with a dwelling
which satisfies the requirements of the Shari*a.

Such a refusal

will not be considered disobedience, so the husband will be obliged
by law to maintain his wife during this period.

Kqually, a wife
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whose husband introduces a co-wife into her apartment,will be
entitled to leave the matrimonial home; and this will not be con
strued as desertion, so the husband will be required to maintain
his wife until he provides her with separate accommodation.
The schools and sects differ amongst themselves however, on
the question of whether or not co-wives are entitled to equal amounts
of maintenance.

The Hanafi's calculate the quantum of maintenance

by taking the mean between the husband* s financial capability and
the wife's previous standard of living.

In the case of co-wives ,

each wife is equally entitled to receive nafaqa, but the standard
of living of each wife will of course affect the amount she will
rec ive.

20

The Hanballs and the Malikis take the same view but the
Shafi*is calculate the amount of maintenance by reference solely to
the husband's financial capacity and accordingly grant equal main
tenance to all co-wives.

The Ithna 'Asharis, on the other hand,

calculate the quantum of maintenance exclusively by reference to
the wife's standard of living, and therefore co-wives from different
levels of society will naturally be entitled to vrirying amounts of
maintenance.
As part of his duty to treat co-wives equally, a husband must
spend an equal amount of time with each wife.

This right of wives

to share their husband*s companionship is dealt with at length in
the traditional texts and is known as qasn (partition).

20.

Y. Heron. L*obligation alimentaire en droit hanafite. Thesis
Paris, 1969.
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The texts speak of the husband's duty to divide his nights
equally between his several wives.

This is doubtless because during

the day a man may usually be expected to be pursuing his occupation.
Nevertheless, a man is not free to allocate his spare time during
the day to any wife he pleases, and he may only visit a wife out
of turn when it is necessary.

If he fails to comply with this rule,

he must pay compensation to the wife whose turn it is.
The wives* right is to his companionship only.
right to sexual relations.

21

It is not a

This equal division of nights may be

upset only when the husband takes a new wife.

In such a case, if

the new wife is a virgin, he must spend seven consecutive nights
with her and, if she is not a virgin, three; and he is under no duty
to make up these nights to his other wives.

In Ithna 'Ashari law

temporary wives do not share in this partition.
In modem times polygamy is decreasing.

This is due not only

to restrictions which the law has in some instances placed upon its
practice, but to economic conditions, which make it difficult for
a man to support two or more households, and also, more significantly,
to the spread of education, which has made women less willing to
accept a polygamous marriage and husbands less inclined to think
such an arrangement desirable.
Despite eloquent pleaseby such eminent Islamic scholars as the

22 , it has become increasingly evident that poly-

Rector of Al-Azhar
21.

al-3hlrazi. Kitab al-tanbih. (trad. Bousquet) Alger, p.28-29*

22.

Y. Linant de Bellefonds, 'A xstovpa d'un livre recent du recteur
d* al-Azhar', Orient, No. 19 p.JL.
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gamy is a practice unsuited to the twentieth century.

As President

Bourguiba stated at the time of the enactment of the Tunisian re
forms, there are certain institutions such as slavery and polygamy
which made sense in earlier times but which are offensive to
people's conscience today.

Indeed, from the earliest days of

Islamic jurisprudence, monogamy has had its advocates, particularly
aoong Shafi'i jurists.

The reformers of the contemporary Muslim world

began to tackle the problem of polygamy in different ways.
In some countries a husband is required to obtain the permission
of the court before taking a second or subsequent wife.

This is the

position at the present time in Syria, Iraq, Itan, Pakistan and Sing
apore.

But polygamy has so far been prohibited only in Turkey and

Cyprus (where the Shari'a has been abandoned altogether in favour of
a

code of Western inspiration), in the Shi'a Imarai Ismaali community

in East Africa and in Tunisia.
~*r

Thus, leaving aside the ohl'i Imand

t

Ismaili sect, it is Tunisia alone which, while not abandoning in any
sense the Shari'a, has taken the radical step of abolishing polygamy.
, 23
In India so far no legislation has been introduced
prohibiting
or restricting polygamy for Muslims, and Muslims may still marry

23*

Recently a private member's bill was unsuccessfully moved in
the Rajya Sabha (Upper House) by Sri Rama Reddy, a member of
the opposition party, seeking to prevent bigamous marriages
in all communities. Contrary to expectations the bill was
discussed in an almost empty house. The effect of the bill
was merely to focus attention on the issue of polygamy, as
without government support it could not become law. Report
in Overseas Hindustan Times. 31st July, 1971-

second or subsequent wives without obtaining permission from the
court.

The only method by which in India a Muslim woman may ensure

that her husband will never take a second wife during her lifetime
is to insist upon her marriage being registered under the Special
Marricige ,ct* 195^*

Once a marriage* whether concluded under the

Muslim law or otherwise* is so registered* it must of necessity
remain monogamous* and, if the husband purports to conclude a
second marriage* he will be guilty of bigamy and the second marriage
will be void.
Another solution* although infinitely less satisfactory* is

for the wife to persuade her husband to insert a stipulation in the
marriage contract providing that* if he tiakes a second wife* she
will be free to repudiate herself.
been recognized as valid.

Stipulations of this kind have

2k

A woman whose husband takes a second wife may also in suitable
circumstances petition for divorce under S.2 (viii) of the Dis
solution of Muslim 1-arriages Act, if she can prove that her husband
has failed to accord her equal treatment with her co-wife or wives.

25

Although polygamy among Muslims is still recognized as valid
under the law* the attitude of the Indian government towards it is
perhaps illustrated by various regulations which aim at restricting
polygamy among certain sections of the population.

Thus no govern

ment employee may contract a second marriage, while his first
m rriage is still in existence, witaout the prior permission of the

2k. See Chapter

25.

See Chapter 8.
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and Chapter 5*
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government.

Nor may a female employee marry any person who has

a wife already living without first obtaining the permission of
the government.

Failure to observe these conditions will result

in disciplinary action being taken against the offender.

26

The attitude of the more enlightened members of the judiciary
is illustrated by the decision of Dhavan J. in the famous case of
Itv/c-ri v.

sghari

27

• His Lordship reviewed the law regarding poly

gamy and held that in India the institution of polggaray was •toler
ated but not encouraged*.

The appeal arose from an action by a

husband seeking a decree of restitution of conjugal rights against
his first wife, who had refused to live with him after he took a
second wife.

Counsel for the husband had contended that,under

Islamic law .taking a second wife could not be construed as cruelty
to the first wife.

Dhawan J. rejected this argument and observed

that the test of cruelty in India was more or less that adopted by
the English courts, i.e. whether it would cause such bodily or
mental pain as to endanger the wife*s safety or health.

Under

present social conditions, his Lordship held, the taking of a second
vd.fe must be regarded as an insult to the first wife, which was
likely to cause her mental suffering and consequently affect her
health.

Since, therefore, a husband must be presumed to intend the

natural consequences of his action, so the talcing of a second wife
in the absence of a "weighty a^d convincing" explanation, raised a

26.

See *,11 Indian Service (Conduct) Rules, Rule 18.
Civil oervices (Conduct) Rules, Rule 18.

27.
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presumption of cruelty to the first; so his Lordship held, it
would be unequitable for the court to compel her to continue to
live with him.
There has also been a considerable amount of case-law involving
applications for maintenance under Section 488 of the Criminal
Irocedure Code in polygamous marriages.

These decisions were

reviewed by Krishna Iyer J . in Shahulameedu v. Subaida Beevi

28•

The husband and wife had four children and the wife alleged that
her husband had not maintained her.

She accordingly made an

application for a maintenance under S.438 of the Criminal Procedure
Code and an order was duly made.

The husband then made an offer to

maintain her if she livod with him.
second wife, and she refused.

He had in the meantime taken a

According to the proviso to S.488 if a husband

offers to maintain his 'wife if she lives with him and she refuses
despite the offer, the court may consider her grounds for refusal
and, if satisfied that there were no just grounds, absolve the hus
band from the payment of maintenance.

The proviso then states

that, if the husband has taken a second wife or kept a mistress, this
should be considered a just ground for the wife*s refusal.

The

question to be decided by the court, stated Krishna Iyer J. was
whether in proceedings under S.488 the refusal of a wife to live
with her husband who had taken a second v/ife was a just one in the
case of a Musiin, whose personal law permitted a man to have up to
four wives.

28.

1970.

His Lordship then ;rodeeded to review the earlier

r.L.T,

k
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case-law, beginning with Syed Ahmad v. Naghath Prveen Taj Begum ,
where the court ordered the petitioner to pay separate maintenance
to his wife on the sole ground that he had taken a second wife*

The plea that he had been compelled to do so by the conduct of his
first wife and her parents was held not to be open to him in law*

His Lordship then cited Badruddin v* Aisha Begum' , where the
husband had pleaded that, by having four xcive-s, he was only doing
”ai aci^urauont to his religion11 and had quoted Art.25 of the
Consitution of India^

in his support*

Oak J. however stated

that he could not accept the husband*s contention*

It might be,

he st .ted, that a !!uslim is permitted to h^ve four wives but, he
continued **I do not think having core than one wife is a part of
religion*"

So his Lordship held that any legislation to the effect

that a man might not have more than one wife did not amount to an
interference with the freedom of conscience or the right to profess
or practice a religion.

Therefore he did not consider that a

provision of the law in favour of monogamy involved any violation
of Art.25 of the Constitution*
some conflict

tween J.488 Ctv

Oak J* then observed that there was
L'.C. and the l.usli

personal law,

but he stated "the code applies to all of India and so obviously
it applies to Muslims too*’1 He then held that if a Muslim husband
had contracted a marriage with another wife, this should be a just

29. A.I.E.

1953.

Mys.

50. A.I.J.

1957.

500.

128.

51. Art. 251 (1) Subject to public order, moralityand health •••
all persons are equally entitled ... freely t8 profess,
practise and ropagate religions...
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ground for the first wife#s refus .1 to live with him.

He contin

ued "the civil court may not accept the principle laid down in
S.438 but a criminal court, dealing vdth an application for
maintenance, is bound to follow its provisions".
Krishna Iyer J. agreed with the views expressed by Oaks J.
and briefly cited two further cases in support, i.ohamed Haneefa v.
Mariam Bi

32

in which Krishnaswarai Reddy J. held that there was no

basis for the contention that 3.488 did not apply to Muslims, and
the ruling of the Supreme Court in Nanak Chand v. 3ri Chandira
Kishc^e Agarwala

33

that ^>.488 applied to all persons of whatever

religion.
Two cases had been cited in support of the petitioner.

The

34
first, Abdulla Khan v. Cliandni Bi
Krishna Iyer J. dismissed on
the groun s that the judge had misunderstood the effect of the
Repealing and Amendment Act, 1952.

Ht. Anwarbi

35

The second case, The State v.

he held was distinguishable and did not go far enough

to support the petitioner.
Krishna Iyer J. then stated that Art 44 of the Constitution of
India (one of the directive

rinciples not enforceable by a Court)

directed that the State should endeavour to have a uniform civil
code applicable to the entire community.

He held that S.488 of the

Criminal Procedure Code had created a uniform law and that it would

32.
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"be improper for an Indian Court to exclude any section of the comm
unity born and bred up on Indian earth from the benefits of that
law, imj orting religious privilege of a somewhat obscurantist order.
I have no doubt that it behoves the Courts in India to enforce Section
488 (3) of the ^ode of Criminal Procedure in favour of Indian women,
Hindu, Muslim or other.

I will be failing in ay duty if I accede to

the argument of the petitioner that Muslim women should be denied
the advantage of p-ra.2 of the proviso to Section 488 (3)«H

Hie

Lordship then proceeded to attack the institution of polygamy itself,
which he described as "the rather unholy practice of a conjugal
quadrangle* • Even in the last century, he stated, the great jurist
Ameer Ali had said - "The conviction is gradually forcing itself on
all sides, in all Moslem communities, that polygamy is as much
opposed to Islamic laws as it is to the general progress of civil
ised society and true culture.

In consequence of this conviction

a large and growing section of Islamists regard the practice of
polygamy as positively unlawful."

Regarding the relevant verses in

the Qur'an, his Lords ip stated that they had to be understood in
•the perspective of prevalent unrestricted polygamy and in the con36
text of the battle
in which roost males perish ed , leaving many
females and orphans."

The Prox>het himself, he continued, recognized

the di ficulty of treating two or more wives equally and had directed

that anyone who feared such a difficulty should marry only one wife.

36. His Lordship was referring to the battle of Uhud after which
it is alleged the verse on polygamy (Sura 4 v.3) was revealed.
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"In short," he stated, "the Koran enjoined monogamy upon Muslims
and departure therefrom as an exception."

This it was in the true

spirit of the Qur'an that many Muslim countries had either prohib
ited or restricted polygamy.

He continued "keen perception of the

new frontiers of Indian law hinted at in art.44 of the Constitution
is now necessary on the part of Parliament and the Judicature."
After this review of polygamy his Lordship said "it would thus
appear that the cornerstone of the contention absolving Muslim
husbands from the coils of the second para of the proviso to Section
488 (3) of the Crl. P.C. that the Muslim law confers the religious
privilege of keeping four wives is perhaps

a

mere misconception.

In this view, there is hardly any doubt that neither the reliance
on Art. 25 of the Constitution nor the refuge under the sanctions
of the Koran can save a Muslim husband from meeting his statutory
obligations under Sec. 488 of the Crl.P.C."
Krishna Iyer J. concluded his judgement by observing that even

if an action in the civil court by a wife who refused to live with
• her husband after he took a second wife might fail, the Criminal
court was3 "bound to order maintenance in her favour".
Thus, although polygamy in Jndia has not been restricted by

legislation, it has been restricted by judicial interpretation.
If Itwari v. .sfehari

37

is followed, no decree for restitution of

conjugal rights will lie against a wife who leaves her husband
because he has taken a second wife.
,-r

37.

-

A.I.R.

I960.

All.
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Also, although a civil court
--

-

-

- -

T

-

1

---

might refuse to grant maintenance to a wife who leaves her
husband because he has married another woman, there is consider
able judicial authority for holding that a criminal court should
not refuse an application under 3.488 C£. P.C. made by a wife in
such circumstances.
V

In Pakistan restrictions have been imposed upon the practice

of polygamy by the Family Laws Ordinance which adopted, in principle,
the recommendations of the Commission on Marriage and Family Laws.
The majority view was that a man who wished to contract a second
marriage, while his first marriage was still subsisting, should be
required to obtain the prior consent of the court.

The court should

grant permission only if satisfied that some valid ground existed for
the second marriage, such as, for example, the insanity of the first
wife or the fact that she was suffering from an incurable disease or
if there were other exceptional circumstances.
satisfy itself that the husband

The court should

was not asking permission merely

because he wished to marry a prettier or a younger woman.

If the

court was satisfied that good grounds existed it should then ascertain
whether, in the matter of maintenance ’and other treatment’, no
injustice would be done to the first wife.

The court should take

into account the wishes of the first wife and if she insisted upon
living separately ^the court should refuse to allow the second marriage
to take place until adequate arrangements had been made by the husband
to provide suitable accomodation for the first wife.

The court

should also have the power to order an adequate part of the husband’s
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salary to be paid directly to the first wife and her children or,
in the case of husbands who did not have a fixed salary, that they
should xrovide some guxrantee to the court for the prompt payment
of suitable maintenance to the first wife and her children*
The only member of the commission to dissent from this
recommendation was Maulana Ehtishamul Kaq.
Maudoodi, in his reply to the Questionnaire circulated by the
Commission, stated that it would be wrong to require the husband to
obtain permission before taking a second wife as the Shorl’a did not
distinguish between a first and second, a third or a fourth marriage*
Accordingly he stated that if a first marriage did not need the
permission of the court nor should the second*

Juch a proposition,

he considered, militated ’against the bisic concept of Islam*• Such
arguments however were not accepted by the government of Pakistan
and when the Family Laws Ordinance was enacted in 1961 it contained
provisionsrestrieting the practice of polygamy*

The recommendations

of the Commission, however, although they were accepted in principle,
were not adopted in detail.

Section 6 of the family Laws Ordinance

provides:
"6. Polygamy.- (1)

No man, during the subsistence of an exist

ing marriage, shall, except with the previous permission in writing
of the

Arbitration Council, contract another marriage, nor shall any

such marriage contracted vdthout such permi sion be registered under
this Ordinance.
(2)

An application for permission under subsection (1) shall be

submitted to the Chairman in the prescribed manner, together with
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the prescribed fee, and shall state the reasons for the proposed
marriage, and whether the consent of the existing wife or wives has
been obtained thereto.

(3)

tn receipt of the application under subsection (2), the

Chairman shall ask the applicant and his existing wife or wives each
to nominate a representative, and the arbitration Council so constit
uted may, if satisfied that the proposed marriage is necessary and just,
grant, subject to such conditions, if any, as may be deemed fit, the
permission applied for.
(4)

In deciding the application the Arbitration Council shall

record its reasons for the decision, and any party may, in the prescribed
manner, within the frescribed period, and on payment of the prescribed
fee, prefer an application for revision, in the case of lyest Pakistan,
to the Collector, and, in the case of East Pakistan, to the SubDivisional Officer concerned and his decision shall be final and shall
not be called in question in any Court.
i
(5)

Any man who contracts another marriage without the permission

of the arbitration Council shall(a)

pay i mediately the entire amount of dower, waejbhbbeproffipt

or deferred, due to the existing wife or wives, which amount, if not
so paid, shall be recoverable as arrears of land revenue; and
(b)

on conviction upon complaint be punishable with simple

imprisonment which may extend to one year, or with fine which may
extend to five thousand rupees, or with both."
The East and Vest Pakistan F mily Laws Ordinance Rules
1961
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provide that in considering whether another carriage is just and
necessary during the continuation of an existing marriage, the
.arbitration Council may *without prejudice tc its general powers
to consider what is just and necessary' have regard to circumstances
such as 'sterility, physical infirmity, physical unfitness for
the conjugal relation, wilful avoidance of a decree for restitution
itfl
of conjugal rights, or insanity on the part of an existing wife.*
The circumstances mentioned in the Rules are clearly not intended
to be exhaustive but they do provide guidelines for the Arbitration
Council when it is deciding whether permission should be granted for
a polygamous marriage.

Thus the difficulty of Iraqi courts whan

attempting to interpret Section k of the law of Personal Ctatus is
avoided.

The Iraqi law states that marriage vdth more than one wife

is not permitted without the permission of the court, and such per
mission will be given only on the following three conditions: that
the husband is financially able to support more than one wife; that
some •lawful benefit is involved1; and that the husband is regarded
by the court as callable of according two or more wives equal treat
ment.

The Statute provides no guidance as to what is meant by

•lawful benefit' and the qadls themselves have admitted that the
*
section places them in a difficult position which is perhaps made
worse by the fact that the Court of Appeal lias held that it has no
jurisdicti n to entertain an appeal in cases where a qadl has granted
or withheld his permission for a second marriage. 39
38. Rule
59

. Shari'a

Court of Cassation (Ja'fari) Decision 6o6,* 1966.
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The rules provide that all applications to contract a subsequent
marriage must be in writing and must state whether the consent of the
existing wife or wives has been obtained.

The application must also

state bri fly the grounds upon which the new marriage is alleged to
be just and n cessury.

It must be signed by the applicant and accifO

ompanied by a fee of Rs.100.

If either party wishes to appeal against the decision of the
Arbitration Council under Section 6 (A) of the Ordinance, an appli
cation must be preferred within thirty days of the decision and
accompanied by a fee of As.2.

hi

The application must be in writing

setting out the grounds in which the applicant seeks to have the
decision set aside.

b-2

As soon as possible after the ivrbitration Council lias given
itsdecision

underSection 6, the record of the proceedings must

forwarded by theChairman to theOffice

be

of the UnionCouncil, where

i
it shall be kept for a period of five years.

Rule 21 provides that "No Court shall take cognizance of any
offence under the Ordinance or these rules, save in a complaint in
writing by the Union Council, stating the facts constituting the
/j/|
offence". In i.uhaiaied Islam v. the Itate ' the lhairiaun of the Union
Council of oarband sent an application to thecontrolling authority under
Section G of the Family Laws Ordin.ince alleging that Kuhaamed Islam

40.

Rule 15.

41.

Rule16 (1)

42.

Rule16 (2)

43.

Rule 17.

44.

P.L.D.

1967.

Pesh. 201.

had married another wife and was therefore liable to punishment
under the Ordinance.

It was pleaded on behalf of lluhanmad Islam

that there was no complaint before the court under the contemplation
of the law governing the case and therefore the court had no juris
diction.

It was alleged that a complaint made by the Chairman of

the Union Council to the controlling authority is not in accordance
with the Rules which provide for the making of such complaints.

If •

the intention of the legislature had been to allow the Chairman to
make a complaint, the word 'Chairman 'would have been used and not
’Union Council.1 As Rule 21 of the family Laws Rules expressly stated
'Union Council' it was clear that the legislature had expressly
excluded any unilateral action by the Chairman.
It was argued on behalf of the dtate that 'complaint* was
not defined by the Ordinance and therefore it was necessary to fall
back on the definition given in Section 3 of the Criminal Procedure
Code that 'complaint means any allegation made orally or in writing
to a magistrate with a view to him taking action under this Code,
that some person whether known or unknown, has committed an offence
but it does not include a report of a police officer'.

The State

argued that unless the Rules specifically excluded the application of
the Criminal Procedures Code, the definition in the Code was appli
cable and the complaint was in order.

A corporate body must act

through its chief executive and the Chairman being the executive head
of the Union Council was competent to make a' complaint for or on
behalf of the Union Council.
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Khatt .ck J. held that enactments regulating procedure in courts
seemed usually tc be imper tive and not merely directive.

It

was therefore clear that 'Chairman' and 'Union Council' were not
synonomous and were different entities.

However, he continued,

'Union Council' includes the Chairman, but 'Chairman' does not
incluae the Union Council.

It followed, he held, that the method

prescribed by the Rules made under the Ordinance for making com
plaints had to be followed 'in letter and spirit' and the instant
case contravened both,

his juordship therefore sent the case back to

the magistrate to ascertain if the Union Council had taken any decision
before the Chairman made the complaint.
A polygamous marriage contracted in contravention of the provisions
of Section 6 of the Ordinance is nonetheless valid,although penal
sanctions will be incurred by the husband if a complaint is made by
the Union Council to the controlling authority.
This was held by the Lahore high Court in Huhamaad aslam v.
Ghulara Kuhammad Tasleem

• * father pleaded in defence to an action

for detinue that the marriage of his daughter was invalid because
at the time it was contracted the husband was already married.

He

contended that under the family Laws Ordinance such a marriage was
prohibited without the permission of an Arbitration Council.

The

court held however that the effect of Lection 6 of the Ordinance was
merely to penalise the person who contracted ^ uarriage in contravention
of the provisions but not to invalidate the second marriage.

P.L.D.

1971.

Lah. 139.
i

In
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reaching its conclusion the court relied on an obiter dictum by
Habjarm £ • in

2*6

li '.•iwaz cotrdezi v. ''rV.n? Ld Vnreuf.

•

\ wife whose husband

contravenes Section 6 by taking a second or subsequent wife, is
not without remedy.

The husband must pay to her immediately the

entire amount of the dower whether prompt or deferred, which is
still outstanding#

If he refuses to pay on demand, the amount

will, as we have seen, be collected as arrears of land revenue.
ThAs the duty of enforcing the payment of the dower will fall not
upon the magistrates court, but upon the Collector in West Pakistan
or the Divisional officer in last Pakistan, who will be entitled to
exercise his powers of coercion on a husband who persists in his
refusal to

ay.

The effect of this

revision is to expedite the '

collection of dower from reluctant husbands by avoiding lengthy
court proceeding-,.
A wifeNwhose husband marries polygamously without the permission
of the Arbitration Council,is also entitled to seek a dissolution of
her marriage on this ground in accordance with Section 13 of the
Family laws Crdinance which amends the Dissolution of Muslim Carriages
Act 193S^Section 2.
If the wife does not want a dissolution but refuses to live with
her husband, it is' cle r that no decree for restitution of conjugal
rights will lie against her.

She would also in all probability be awarded

separ te miinten nee by the court.

hS.

P.L.D.

1963.

S.C. 31

120,
It is possible however that the husband will be granted per
mission to take a subsequent wife even though his first wife objects.
The Ordinance does not arovide, as does the Iranian Family Protection
Act 1967

47

1 that even when the husband has been granted permission

to marry a second

ife, the first wife may obtain a dissolution on this

;round.if she has not given her consent.
in Pakistan is without a remedy.

wife in a c

situation

She may not obtain a dissolution on

this ground, she may not claim her dower and clearly she would not be
awarded separate maintenance by the court^if she refused to live with
her husband.

The courts of Pakistan do not take the view that the

taking of a second wife is ipso facto evidence of cruelty to the
first wife.

As Sharif A.C.J. stated in Resham Bibi v. Muhammad Shafi

48

"the mere fact that the husband has taken a second wife would not be
sufficient to prove cruelty towards the first wife^because Muslim
law allows a husband to have four wives at one time.
A wife whose husband had obtained the permission of the Arbitration
Council to take a second wife would therefore be without a remedy*
unless she was able to show at some future date that he was not accord
ing her equal treatment with the second wife.

In such case she could

seek a dissolution on the grounds of cruelty in accordance with the
^revisions of the dissolution of Muslim Marri ges Act 1939*
(viii)(6)

47.

Art.

48.

F.L.D. 1967.

49.

£a • ch ipter

.J. I K. 32.
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Sec.2

C11AFT13 k
iX&KR AND MAINTENANCE

The two ]rincipal effects of marriage in Islamic law are the
duty imposed upon the husband to pay dower to the wife, and the
duty of the husband to maintain his wife as long as she submits
herself to his control*
Dover
The iiur,an^ commands "give women their dower*"

In iianafi law

the marriage contract is v lid, whether it stipulates dower or not*
If the dower is not stipulated, or indeed if the contract

expressly

states that there shall be no dower, the wife is entitled to the
mahr al-mithl - #the dower of equivalence or the proper dower, as
it is usually termed, in English.

The proper do’er is calculated

with reference not only to the dower received by other female members
of the uife*s family - sisters, cousins, aunts - but also to her
personal attributes, beauty, age, virginity , and so on.

The Malikls

alone re ard a marriage contract which does not stipulate dower, or
2
which expressly stipulates that no dower shall be payable, as invalid. '
According to this school, the parties may terminate the contract
before consummation, but once consummation lias occurred, the invalid
ity in expunged and the wife becomes entitled to her •proper* dover*
In traditional Iianafi law the minimum dower which may be stipulated
#
3
is ten dirhams, but in Mohammad Shahabuidin v. Mst* Umator Rasool ,

1*

Sura k

verse *f.

2.

Ibn Rushd.j Didayn Vol. I, ]*13.

3.

A.I.R.

I960. P at* 511*
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the High Court of latna declared tluit this mininua was now obsolete.
In the cane the wife was clAaming h r dower of lis.*+0,000 and one
gold paohSr which she alleged her deceased husband had agreed to pay
at the time of their marriage in 1910. hhe alleged that, after the
death of her husband, she had claimed her dower but the defendants
(heirs of the deceased) had refused to jay it.

The defendants

alleged that the dower had been fixed at Rs.500, not R b .**0,000, and
one gold cihar and that this amount had been [4id.

The High Court

held that it wan the usual practice to fix the amount of dower in the
contract of marriage.

There was no minimum or maximum 11 it to the

dower and although the Ilanafls liad fixed the minimum dower at ten
dirhams, and the Malikls at an even smaller amount**, this minimum
was now obsolete and the amount of dower paid dependend entirely on
other con iderations such as’the circumstances of the husband and the
w i f e t h e necessity of the device to prevent the husband arbitrarily
exercising the power of divorce, the position of the paternal relatives
of the wife, her intellectual attainments and personal attraction and
qualifications, the wealth of the husband, the condition of society
surrounding her (the wife) and the desire of aelf-glorification and
vanity on the part of the parties.

Thus the court held that in India

among the upper middle class the amount of dower ranged from **,000
Rupees to **0,000 Rupees, among the lower classes the dower varied
from Rs.50 to ks.**00, w ile in a princely family the dower could
cnsist of several lakhs. Indeed, the court continued, excesses in

*+• Three dirhams.

f

.
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the amount of dower hud become so o pressive that in 1876 the Oudh
Laws Act wac passed*

oecticcn 5 of which empowered the civil courts

to fix a reasonable amount of dower ^where the amount stipulated
in the contract was excessive* having regard to the husband* s means*
In

uch contingencies the whole sura stipulated in the contract was

not to be auanded* but only an amount which the court considered
re sonable with reference to the husband* e means and the status of
the wife*
The court then cited the earlier case of Nu.jumoodeen Ahmed v*
Beekee Iiooseinee

where the court observed that as uower wfu* a

consideration paid by the husband for the marriage* it should be
calculated by the position of the wife*

Vihen there was no written

contract* the court held* and a dispute arose over the amount of
dower agreed upon* the proper dower should be taken as a standard*
The court held that* in the instant case* the dower was fixed at
Hs**»0*000 and one gold nahar and this amount should be paid*
In the lakietani case* Kasir Ahmad Khan v* Mst* Aomat Jehar
Begum

the wife brought a suit against her husband for a declaration

that she was the ownac of 280 kanals on the basis of a dower deed exe
cuted in h r favour and registered*
The court held t lat according to the

7

rinciple of al-oumfat

^
.\

the real douer was fixed between the parties jriv ttely (or even in

3*

(1S65) **• auth. W.K.

6* i *L*w

19^7.

110.

fresh* 328*

7. **A -aum*at ••• means literally a public announcement of something
with the object of self-glorificaticn". per Khan J* at p*335*
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some cases publicly) and a second dower was fixed for an inflated
amount purely for the enhancement of the prestige of the family of
the husband*

In such cases, it was never the intention of the parties

to enforce the second dower, the dower agreed upon privately was
that which was intended to be paid.
In the instant case, the defendant could not allege that any
dower which could be said to be real dower had been fixed in private
prior to the agreement of dower incorporated in the dower deed*

All

he could state was that he had been informed by hie relatives
who had negotiated the marriage on his behalf with the plaintiffs
father that 70 j.oribs of land should be the dower and he had agreed
after having been assured by his relatives that this dower would
never be demanded*
The court observed that the dower deed in question was executed
long before marriage while a private agreement according to al-sum’at
proceeded the marriage, and a proclamation of enhanced dower for
prestige took place at the time of the marriage*

In the instant

case, the court held that the dower in the agreement must be the
ienuine dower*

The doctrine of traditional law io that the parties themselves
may sti ulate in the marriage contract when the dower shall be paid,
either on the conclusion of the contract or at any other time, or a
proportion on t e conclusion of the contract and the rest when the
marriage terminates by death or divorce*
ifically state when the dower shall be
the absence of a loc 1

If the parties do not spec

aid, the JSmnafis hold that in
*

custom to the contrary, half is due when the
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contract is concluded, but payment of the other half is deferred
tutil the marriage ends*
This doctrine of traditional law was upheld by the Lahore
■Jk
high Court in Kasir ud-din bhah v. Bt* Amatul Bughni Begum •
The court stated that where it was not expressly stipulated in the
kabinnama whether the payment of the dower was to be prompt or
deferred, the •custom or usage1 of the wife's family at of the
locality would in the first instance determine what portion of the
dower was to be prompt, and what to be deferred*

In the absence of

proof of any custom, a presumption would be raised that half of the
dower stipulated was prompt and half was deferred*

This rresum tion

however could be rebutted by either party and the proportion increased
or decreased according to the circumstances of the case*

The court

held that in considering such circuont nces, both the status of the
vdfe and the amount of the dower were relevant*
Ir Pakistan however, since the enactment of the Family Laws
Ordinance, 1961, the presumption is that all dower shall be payable
on demand*

Section 10 provides that "where no details about the mode

of payment of dower are specified in the kabinnaaa, or the marriage
contract, the entire amount of the dower shall be presumed to be
payable on demand*"

In this section the legislature put into law

the recommendation of the ^omission on Karriage and Family Laws*
The le islature did not, however, adopt the further r* commendation that
the husb 2nd should be required to pay the aahr fixed by the contract
however high it might be*

8* A.I.K.

19^*

Lah* 135
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In West Pakistan, the West Pakistan Lowry (Prohibition on
Display) Act

967)makes it a criminal offence punishable vdth

icirtrisonraent of up to one
to

ar or a fine of up to Rs.5,000 or both

intentionally display or exhibit

dowry or any present in the

form of cash, ornaments, clothes or other articles, made at the
9
time of or immediately before or after marriage •"
Despite its
title the important provisions of the Act are those which ensure .that
the wife shall receive her dower.
The Act provides that all property (riven as dower shall vest
in the wife.

When the dowry and other presents are received by any

person other than the wife, it must be transferred to her within one
year of the marriage)if the dowry vias received prior to the marriage.
If it vus received at the tine of the marriage or after, it must be
transferred to the wife within one year from its receipt.

Any

person who fails to comply with the provisionsof the Act is liable
wo unishiaent of up to one year1© imprisonment or a fine of Rs.5«000
or both.

If the wife dies before receiving the dower, her heirs will

inherit it.
In Shahbono B e m m v. Iftikhar Kuhammad Khan^ the court consid
ered the question of the relinquishment of the dower debt.

The wife

was claiming her dower of Rs.50,000 which had been fixed at the time
of her marriage to the defendant.

The husband resisted her suit by

replying that she had relinquished her dower in a letter produced in
evidence which stated "We pledge to live as loving and devoted husband

9t

Section

10. P.L.R.

1957#

(K r.)
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and wife hereafter and I forego the aeherM. The letter was signed
•Lhahban® Xftlkhar and witnessed by two persons whose signatures
were illegible.

Lari J. held that the burden of proving that the

dower debt had been relinquished was on the defendant•

He observed

that the relationship between the two parties hud not been good.
The wife had become aware that her husband was considering marrying
a second wife and she was anxious and wanted to mintain h r husband's
affection.

Accordingly he held that the writing she had executed in

ouch circumstances did not amount to an eff ective release.

He con

tinued fit may not have been extracted by physical force but it was
definitely obtained through undue influence, which a woman in the
position of the plaintiff could hardly resist* •

His Lordship cited

tho decision of the Bombay High Court in Kaonualya Hadamiya v.
Haiimunniaa Hafizulla^ .

In this case* the wife had agreed at her

husband's funeral to forego her dower and the court held that in
such a case her free consent must be established.

The court stated

that she had been jrompted by other people and had not acted as a
free agent,

^he was not in a position at the time to exercise a free

and independent judgment.
His Lordship stated that he agreed with the views expressed by
the

Bombay Bench and continued 'when a wife feels that the only way

to win or retain the affection of her husband is to remit the dower
amount, she cannot but act in the way thevplaintiff did, but she is not
a free agent ... and it would be iniquitous to hold that a woman who
remits dower in such circumstances is bound by it."
11.

A.I.R.

Bom. 128.
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If the husband refuses to pay to the vrife the prompt portion
of tho dower on demand, she may refuse to consunzaate the marriage
and this refusal wiJl not be deemed disobedience so as to deprive her
of the riyht to aauintenance.

However, according to tho dominant

iianafi opinion, once the mrriage is consummated the wifo may not
refuse to cohabit with her husband on the grounds that he lias refused
to pay the dower an demand.

If she does refuse in ouch circumstances

she will be held to be naghiza (disobedient)

nd will forfeit her

right to maintenance.

Abu ilanifa alone of the iianafi jurists did
the
not subscribe to this opinion. He held that whether/marriage was
consummated or not was irrelevant and the wife was justified in

refusing to cohabit until her husband complied vdth her request to
pay the prompt dower.
The fact that Abu ilanifa. had disagreed with, among others, the
.
Two Comronioms, Abu Yusuf and al-Lhaybanl, on this important

12

was discussed by Kaikaus J. in Kst. Rahii, Jan v. Muhammad

issue

. This

appeal arose from a petition by the wife for a dissolution of her
marriage on the grounds of failure to maintain.
in

The husband pleaded

is defense that he had been under no duty to maintain his wife

as she had refused to live with hit*;.

The question to be decided,

stated the court, was whether a wife was justified in refusing to
cohabit with her husband on the grounds that her prompt dower had not
been paid.
between

12.

There were differences on this point, stated his Lordship,

bu ilanifa and the Two Companions.

r.L.D. 1955. lah. 122.

She Chapter

The question was which

6

p. 2^5.
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view should prevail.

His Lordship reviewed the earlier judicial

decisions on the question beginning with that of the Full Bench of
ix
the Allahabad High Court in Abdul Kadir v. Halima • In this case
the wife had pleaded her husband's failure to pay her prompt dower as
a defence to his suit for a decree of restitution of conjugal rights.
The husband was gr nted his decree but the court held that although
the marriage was consummated, the decree was conditional upon his
paying the prompt dower.

This decision was followed in Madras,

Calcutta, Bombay and the 1unjab Chief Cotrt.

It was dissented frnm

by the courts of Gudh and Bhopal and criticized by Ameer ill.

KaikuasJ •

then discussed the jud eraent of Mahmud J. in the Allahabad case in
detail.

He stated that although, in that case, the decree for

restitution of conjugal righto was made conditional upon the payment
of the prompt dower, some observations in the judger.ent had been
quoted in support of the proposition that after consummation the
wife loses the right to refuse cohabitation on the grounds of nonpajanent of doi;er.

Mahmud J. in his judgement, stated Kaikaus, had

observed firstly that the trial court had found that no demand had
been made for the dower before the 3uit for restitution was filed.
He held that in a Muslim marriage contract the rights and liabilities
of each party come into existence simultaneously and one could not
be considered as a condition precedent for another.

Thirdly he had

observed that the view of the Two Companions had been followed in
preference to that of the Inam and had stated "according to the

15.

(1886)

I.L.H.

3

All. 1**9.
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ordinary rules of interpreting Muslim law I adopt the o inion
of tho Two Comp^anions to repres nt a majority of tliree masters."
He had then added that therefore alter the consummation of the
marriage, non-payment of the dower could not be pleaded as a defence
in an action for restitution of conjugal rights, although of course
the wife could claim her dower in a separate action. Mahmud J. had
the
then equated/marriage contract with a contract of sale and had

described the right of a wife to refuse cohabitation because of non
payment of dower as a kind of vendor’s lien.

The right would termin

ate on consummation as* after delivery of the goods, the vendor’s lien
also ceased to exist.
However, stated Kaikaus J, despite recording a finding that a
wife could not^after consumrntion ^lead non-payment of dower as a
defence to a suit for restitution of conjugal ri^its, Mahmud J* had not

passed an unconditional decree but only one conditional upon the
payment of dower.

Clearly, stated his Lordship, Mahmud J.’e decision

regarding the wife’3 ri$it to refuse herself becau e of failure to
pay the do\ver was obiter, as he had found that in fact the wife had
made no demand for payment before the suit.

K&ikaus J. did not

consider that 11 hrnud J., although he hid found in favour of the view
of the Two Companions* had applied their view.

His Lordship consid

ered that in directing that the husband was entitled to his decree
only after the payment of the dower, he was really recognizing that

the wife h d a right to obtain her dower before resuming cohabitation
even after conmumi&.ition.

131.
r^ahnud J.*s decision had been much criticized, Kaikaus J.
pointed out, zrnd he cited the decision* in Hat* Rasulan and Zahuran

Xif
15
v. Mirga Kazimullah Begun , Wajid Ali Khhn v. Eakhawat All Khhn •
and Anis Befflua v. Kuhanaad Istafa Wall K h a n ^ in which the courts
had disagreed with Hahzoud J.*s statements regarding the opinion to
be followed when Abu Hanifa and the Two Companions differed, and
t
with the analogy he had drawn with contracts of sale.

But in Anis

Begum*e case the court had stated that^even though Mahmud* J.*s observa
tion was obiter and

founded on too close an analogy with sale and a

misconceived rule of interpretation of Muslim law, und although tenets
could be quoted to support views opposite to those expressed by him}
in the effect of consummation on the wife*o right of refusal of co
habitation O! the grounds of failure to pay the i^rompt dower on
demand, nevertheless it would be dangerous to go back upon a long
course of decisions which had accepted his dictum, throughout India with
the exception of Oudh, and thereby unsettle the law by not adhering
to the principle of stare decisis.
Kaikaus J. then stated that he himself held that no fixed rule
was to be adopted where there was a disagreement between Abu Ilanifa and
t

the Two Companions.

He considered that the classicaltextssupported

the view that the wife was entitledto refuse herself evenafter

summation.

con

Mis Lordship then stated **I do not find any principle of

justice or reason by which the right of the wife to refuse the perform14.

There is no reference given for this case in this judvenent, nor
is it r ferred to in the other two cases, cited.

15.

(1912)

15.

K6.

(1933)

I .L.R.

O.C.

127.

55 *U. 7'»3.
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ance of marital obligati* ns on account of non-payment of prompt dower
may come to an end by her once having surrendered herself."

He

continued "I would hold even after consummation a wife retains the
right to r fuse the performance of mrital obligations until the
prompt dower is paid.”
His lordship then posed the question whether the wife would be
entitled to this protection only if she expressly refused the
performance of marital obligations because of failure to pay the
prompt dower.

It was true* lie stated, that unless the wife demanded

the prompt dower, the husb nd would be entitled to conjugal rights*
but if she hid m de a demand and the dower was not paid* her refusal
to cohabit would be justified even though this were not assigned as
her reason for refusal.

The husband, being in default, would not be

entitled to the exercise of conjugal rights and therefore the failure

of the wife to live with him would not be a wrong.
17
■’our years later K&ikaun J. in Pahilan v. Ganml H a h reversed
the decision of the trial court and of the first court of appeal that
non-payment of dower was not a ground upon which a wife could refuse

to live with her husband, once the marriage had been consummated.

Re

l8
upheld his previous decision in Rahim Jan v. Muhammad , and stated
that the fact that the wife had allowed consummation to occur created
no estoppel « preventing her from at any future time refusing rest
itution of conjugal rights unless the prompt portion of tho dower
has been paid.”

17.
IS.

• iB» 1 '59* hah. V?0 . £ee Chapter
I.L.D. 1955.

Lah.

122.

fe.

p# *2,1*

.
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19
In Nur-ud-s/in «hinad v. Hasuda Kiianara Rahman J • expreased
the same view, stating that a wife could refuse herself to her
husband until the prompt dower was paid and she could exercise the

right even when re riding with her husband.

‘’Indeed**, stated his

Lordship, ,,all authorities on Muslim law are unanimous (sic) on the
point that the right to maintenance cannot be defeated if the wife

has demanded her protapt dower and it has not been paid to her.**
A contrary view was expressed however in the Indian case of Kabia
fthatoon v. Hofeimmad Mukhtnr Ahmad^ y.

The wife pleaded that she was

entitled to refuse to live with her husband because he had not paid
her the prompt dower.

The court hoi ever held that such a right was

possessed by the wife only as lonjr: *© the marriage remained unconsunnated.

21
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court held that a condition in the marriage contract that a wife
should have a delegated power of divorce if the husband failed to pay
the prompt dower on demand was reasonable and not opposed to public
policy.
The onus of proving that dower had been paid is
alleges that he has paid it.
a air Khan

whore tli* husband

This was held in Hu Ikhan Bibi
had instituted a suit for

of conjugal rights against the wife.
19.

I.L.D. 1957.

Dacca 242.

20. a.i.k.

i960,

oi. 545.

21.

r.L.i).

1967.

; icca

22.

F.L.D.

1999.

La)!.

421.
710.

on the one who

She wife

resisted

v. Muhammad

reotituti n
the

suit onthe

13**.
grounds, inter alia, that bar husband had. not paid her dower on
demand,

The court held that the fact of payment was within the know

ledge of the person who had made it and the burden of proof is on him
to show that he has in fact paid the dower*

The case was then sent

back to the trial c^urt to determine whether the husband had paid
the dower*
A wife who lias demanded her dower and been refused, must institute
proceedin' s within three years, otherwise her claim will be barred
in Pakistan ny Art. 103 of the Tirst Schedule, Limitation Act 1908, and
in Ixidia by either tho residual Article 113 or Article 53 of the
Limitation Act 19&3* which app ies to breach of ccsitract.

This was

23
laid down by the >ucca Court in Nur-ud-Oin Ahm-id v* Kasuda Khanmo •
In this case tlie wife was petitioning far the dissolution of her
marriage and the recovery of her dower*

The trial court had awarded

her a decree of divorce on the grounds of failure to maintain, but
had held that her claim for the prompt portion of the dower was statute
barred although it ordered the husband to pay the deferred dower*

In

e^irlier proceeding3 brought by the husband for restitution of conjugal
rights, the wife had pleaded failure to pay the prompt dosar as a
defence.

The trial court in the instant case held that this constit

uted a demand for the prompt dower and the husband's consequent failure
to com ly with an order by the court constituted a refusal and since
this had taken place three years before the institution of the instant
suit, it was barred by Art. 10J> of the 1st ,chedule,Limit tion iCt, 1908*

23.

P.L.L.

1957.

biicca 2k2

155.
The judgement supported the earlier decision in Muhammad Tag! Khan
2**

v * * a ro tt° ° B e . r a u r . **

The court held in ohahbana Bergir.i v. Iftikh^r Mofasusnad Khan2^
that a wife who iA dairying her dower may institute the suit in the
court of the district where she is residing*

The court held it was

not necessary that the hush-atd should be residing within the juris
diction of the court in order to confer jurisdiction on the court*
The duty was on a debtor to find his creditor, as the High Court of
Calcutta declared in -&?* Tualiroan £ibi v. ^bdul Latif Mia*

J'here-

fore when no place of payment was specified expressly or by i plication
the debtor must seek out his creditor and the only limitation was that
the creditor must be within the realm.
The wife*s ri^it to the whole of the dower is confirmed by the
consiua.i-i.ti.Qn of the marriage or the death of her husband*

If the

husband dies before the marriage is consuranated the wife is entitled
to tue stipulated dower or, in cases whore no dower is fixed by the
dontract, to the proper dower*

If the wife is divorced before con-

euiiSfciting the wife is however entitled to half the stipulated dcmer.
If no dower id fixed in the contract, the wife will receive only a
isut'a or gift of consolation.

In ija&afl law, if there ha3 boon a

khalua aaldha or *valid retirement*, the wife becomes entitled to
* • • '•1
the whole of the dower.

Thore is held tc huvo been a khalwa ./here

the parties were alone together in such circumstances that there was
nothing to prevent intercourse taking place.
2k.

1941.

A.L.J.

118.

25.

I.L.k.

1957.

(a«r.)

26.

A.I.R.

1936.

Cal*

?48.
97.

If the marriage contract

• 136.
is held to be fiksl.l, the wife ie entitled to the stimulated dower,
or the proper dower, 'whichever is less, in Haaafi law, once coosuon*
ation has taken place.

But in the case of a faald contract, a khalwa

does not confirm the dover*
27
In Mohaftmad Hainan v. N a i m sultan" the nigh Court of Pesiiawar
i'eaiftrmed the traditi onal law and held that a wife, whose husband
t

died before consummation of txie marriage, was entitled to the whole
of the dower*

Iven if the wife abandons Islam ,she is entitled to

the whole of her dower, provided consummation has taken place*

In

aarwar far rUaan v. Jawahar Khan*' the husbidid had agreed at the time
of the marriage contract to pay his wife a dower of Rs*25,000 and five
gold dinars* The wife, subsequent to the marriage, converted to
Hinduism and or* the same day married a second husband*

Her first

husband then instituted a suit for restitution of conjugal rights,
which she resisted on the grounds first that her husband had divorced
her and secondly that her change of religion had terminated the union*
The court held that the marriage was terminated by the conversion of
the wife to Hinduism, because the dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act
was not, at the relevant date, operative in the territory where the
parties resided*

The court then had to decide whether the wife was

entitled to her dower*

The husband argued that the deferred dower

become payable only on death or divorce, and not when the carriage was
dissolved by the wife’s change of religion*

27.

I-.L.D.

28.

196»f.

1952.

esfc. 6?.

Alldh. V'.R.

60.

.Hatyunarayana Raju J.
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29
relying on Muhammad Ibrahim v. Ife Ma
held that, if consummation
had t iken }-lace}she was entitled to the whole dower, even if the
marriage was dissolved by operation of law on the wife's change of
religion.

The hi? band had argued that the Rangoon decisi n vas

based upon a m^sxmderstanding of Islamic law and had further submitted
that a Muslim womanNwho becomes a convert to mother faith in order
to terminate her marriage,should not be allowed to benefit by her own
wrong.

Indeed, his lordship stated, he himself vias unable to under

stand the reason for the rule,which allowed a wife who renounced her
religion, perhaps out of oblique motives, to obtain a decree against
her former husband for dov/er.
However, he stated, the authorities were uniform and 1 ft him
no option i n ti e natter#

therefore ha was not in a position to hold

that ^by reason of her lack of bona fides>she was disentitled to recover
the dower*

Howeve , he continued, now that the operation of the

Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act had been extended to Hyderabad?such a
situation night not arise in future.
This decision is in perfect accordance with the traditional
~SG
Ran&fi doctrine. •
Finally it : a U

be noted that in

m, under the provisions

of the Family Laws Ordinance, a husband who takes a second wife without
obtaining the prior permission of an »rbitr .tion Council jisuot pay to
his existing wife or wives the entire amount of dower, whether proopt
or deferred.^
29.

A.I.R.

1939.

Kang.

30.

Fa^awa Vol.l p.361;

31.

Sec. 6 (5) (a).

23*
Hidaya, Vol.l, p.328.
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the Sbafi’Ts calculate tie amount of maintenance by reference
solely tc the husband’s financial capability#

The Ithna ’Asharl

sect of the shl'a on the other hand calculate the quantum of maint
enance exclusively by re arence to the .ife’s standard of living.
32
In Khnrshid Unnissa Begum v. Abdul Basith the High Court of
111dras stated tliat the rate of maintenance depended on the status
and income of the husband, the members of his family he liad to
maintain, the minimum expenses required by the wife to be maintained
ica manner suitable to her st tus*

In the instant case the wife was

a lunatic and the court added a further factor to determine the rate

of maintenance, the extra expenditure involved by the insanity of the
wife* • Thus the Calcutta court adopted the traditional IlanafI law
with the exception that it allowed medical expenses for the lunatic
wife which traditional law wou d have denied*
In Ilanafi law if a husband has several wives;«ach wife is equally
entitled to receive maintenance pro parte, but the standard if living
of each wife will of course affect the amount she will receive*

33

The duty to maintain a wife aocanences as soon as die submits
herself to her husband’s control.
during the minority of the

Thus where the marriage is contracted

ife the husband is under no duty to maintain

her until she is able to begin cohabitation.

If a wife married during

her minority declarer herself willing and able to begin cohabiting but
her husband neglects to take her to his house, he is nevertheless

32.
yS*

A . I.E.

1935.

Heron*

H.U.H. (Mad.)

36?!.

I’obligation alinentaire en droit hanafite. Thesis,

Paris, 19^9*

under a duty to maintain her.

The duty to maintain persists through

out the R^rriaye ^unless the wife forfeits her riht by becoming dis
obedient (naahiaa) and removing herself from her husband's control*
-vn such a case, as the duty to maintain is reciprocal end dependent
on the wife's obedience, the husband's obligation terminates tntil
tho wife abandons her disobedience and once more submits herself to
her husband's control.

If the wife refuses to submit herself to her

husband for some lawful reason,she is not nashiga and does not lose
her right,

fliere is considerable judicial aut' ority, as has been

noted, in support of the view that a wife who refuses to cohabit
with her husband because he has refused to pay the prompt dower on
demand is not guilty of disobedience and is therefore still

entitled

to maintenance.
If the husband is himself a adnor^he is nevertheless under an
obligation to maintain his wife}provided she is of an age when
intercourse would be possible*

35

In India a wife ^whose husband fails to maintain her without
good cause .Buy ue hi. in the civil court for maintenance*

Alter

natively she majf apply for an order of maintenance in accordance with
the provisions laid down by .>*433 of the Criminal procedure

Code, 1903*

Jan v. Eiuhapiad P*L*1>. 1953* hah* 122•
■hiIan v.
ah i.L.D. 195# - Lab* 470#
i^ur-iid- /in hand v. hasuua Khaiium. i *L 1* 1957* Dacca 242*
but see .abis Khatoon v. Hahambietd Mukhtar Ahaari. .I.K. 1966*

an. p4o*
33*
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"483*

(1) If any person having sufficient means neglects or refuse©

to maintain his wife or as legitimate or illegitimate child unable
to maintain itself, the

istrict Magistrate, a .residency Magistrate,

a Sub-i ivisional Magistrate or a Magistrate of the first class may,
upon proof of such neglect or refusal, order such person to moke a
monthly allowance fcr the acaintenanco of his wife or such child, at
such monthly rate, not exceeding (one hundred) rupees in the whole, aa
such Magistrate thinks fit, and to pay the same to such person as
the Magistrate from time to time directs*
(2)

:.uch allowance shall be payable from the date of the order, 4ar

if so ordered from the date of the application for maintenance*
(3)

If any person ao ordered fails without sufficient cause to comply

with the order, any

irate may, fcr every breach of the order,

issue a warrant for levying the amount due in manner hereinbefore
provided for levying fines, and may sentence such person, for the
whole or any part of each month's allowance remaining unpaid after
the execution of the warrant, to imprisonment for a term which may
extend to one month or until payment if sooner made:
Provided tint, if such person offers to maintain his wife on
condition of her living with him, and she refuses to live with him,
such Magistra te may consider any grounds of refusal stated by her, and
may make an order under this section notwitlusUuuling such offor, if he
is satisfied that there is just ground for so doing;
Provided, further, th t no warrant shall be issued for the recovery
of any amount due under this section unless application be unde to the

142.
Court to levy such amount within a period of one year from the
date on which it became due.
(4)

No wife shall be entitled to receivfv an allowance from her

husband under this section^if she is living in adultery, or if, without
any sufficient roascn, she refuses to live with her husband, or if
they ore living separately by mutual consent.
(5)

On proof that any wile in whose favour an order has been made

un .cr tiiis section is living in adultuery, or that without sufficient
reason she refuses to live with her husband, or that they are living
separately by mutual consent, the Ua istrate aliall cancel the order.
(6)

All evidence tinder this Chapter shill be taken in the presence of

the husband or father, as the case may be, or, when liis personal
attendance is dispensed with, in the presence of his pleader, and shall
be recorded in the manner prescribed in the case of summons cases:
Provided that if the Magistrate is satisfied that he is wilfully
avoiding service, or wilfully neglects to attend the Court, the Mag
istrate may proceed to hear and determine the case ex parto. Any
orders so made may be set aside for goou cause shown on application
mads within three rjonths from the date thereof.
(7)

The court in dealing with applications under this section shall
•4 - -

have power to make such order as
(3)

to costs as may be just.

Proceedings unier this section

in any district where he resides
.... ,

may be takenagainst any parson

or is, or where he last resided with
v, , . /.

of the illegitimate ol ild.

In India t o r afore under this baction, a wife may be awarded a

1A3.
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nonthly naintenace not exceeding Rs.500#
In traditional law a wife is never jur,lifted in leaving the
a&trinonial hose .solely on the grounds that her hndbflttd has t ken a
second wife#

However, in accordance with the irovieo to Section **88

37
sub-section 3
of the Code of Criminal Procedures, a wife who
refuses to live with her husband bee use he has taken a second wife,
or a mistress, may still claim maintenance from him#

It was held in

B&druddin v. ,ieha Bleguo^® and Shahulameedu v. £ubaida Bcevi^ that
the code includin g tfc

iso applied to all citizens of India }

including 1uslims#

Thus if a wife brings her claim for maintenance
•y”"
under 3#**88 C#r.C# he^claim cannot be defeated to the grounds that
she left her husband when he contracted a subsequent aarriaye#

The

position would however be different,if the wife brought her claim for
maintenance before a civil court#

In such a case the court would hove

to apply the Islamic law and thus her claim would be defeated if it
was shown that she had loft the matrimonial home solely on account
of her husband's /subsequent marriage*

In order for her claim to

succeed rhe would have to prove that after the second nvrriage her
husband failed to accord her equal treatment with his new wife after
the second marriage*
In Pakistan the Family Laws Ordinance provides a new procedure
by which a wife may claim maintenance#

Action 9 of the Ordinance

36#

Rs*500 was substituted for Rg #100 by Code of Criminal Procedure
(Amendment) Act 1935#

37•

as amended by

3&.

(1937)

39.

(1970).
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ct# IX of 19**9.
11. L.J. 3CCf

K.L.T#
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Imaintenance*- (1)

If any husband fails to maintain his wife

adequately, or where there are more wives than one, fails to maintain
them equitably, the wife, or all or any of the wives, may^in addition
to seeking any other legal remedy available apply to the Chairman ^who
shall constitute an Arbitration Council to determine the natter, and
the Arbitration Council may issue a certificate specifying the amount
which shall be paid as maintenance by the husband.
(2)

A husband or wife nay, in the prescribed manner, within the pre

scribed period, and on payment of the prescribed fee, prefer an appli
cation for revision of the certificate, in the case of West Pakistan
to the Collector, and in the ease of hast Pakistan to the Sub-Divisional
Officer concerned and his decision shall be final and shall not be
called in question in any Court*
(3)

Any amount payable under subsection (1) or (2), if not paid in

due time, shall be recoverable as arrears of land revenue*”
i>ardar Mohammad v* Naaina Eibi
pretation of £>ection 9*

was concerned with the inter

Ihe petitioner had married the respondent

in 1957 and they had lived together far one and a quarter years,
during which time a daughter was born to then*

The respondent then

alleged that the petitioner took her to Gujerat and left her with her
parents find had never bothered with her since*

In 1962 she applied

to the Chairman of the Union Council Committee,under G*9 Family Laws
Ordinance, claiming her doi er and a monthly allowance of Ks*80 in

Mu

P*L.D*

1966. Lah. 703

I*f5.
addition to clothes, jewellery, furniture, which was given as dower
at the time of the marriage*
An Arbitration Council was constituted without a repre entative
of the petitioner,against whom ex parte proceedings were taken and
the respondent’s prayer for maintenance was allowed*

The order

granting maintenance was unsuccessfully challenged by the petitioner
before the Collector*

On Appeal to the High Court, the husband

argued that^as the wife had alleged that be had totally neglected
her and refused to maintain her, Section 9 which dealt only with
cases of inadequate maintenance, could not be invoked*
hi; self and Haq J) rejected this argument.
used in Section

Cheema J, (for

He stated '"The expression

r.P*C* is *neglect5or refusesto maintain* his wife,

whereas section 9 of the Muslim family Laws Ordinance says 'fails to
maintain his wife adequately*• The two expressions are differently
worded and might seemingly have different connotations, but on a close
examination, the difference between the two is reduced to nothingness*”
He continued "Although the expression used in Lection 9 of the Muslim
Family Laws Ordinance mentions only the failure on the part of the
husband to maintain his wife adequately, a case of total absence of
maintenance or refusal to maintain cannot be excluded from the purview
of this Lection.”

A case of total re usal to maintain would, he held,

be a still worse form of inadequate maintenance.

He stated that the

word 'adequately* had been employed merely to emphasise that mainten
ance should bo proper and reasonable and that an inadequate maintenance
i ht be considered no maintenance at all.

It was a well-established

146.
principle of statutory interpretation that the interpretation should
be beneficent and 'one which should advance the object of the
legislation m d not the one which should lead to its frustration* •
The object of the legislature in enacting the provision

was to

provide a simple, cheaper and more expedient remedy to neglected
wives than the one already available to them under *5*468 Cr.l .C.
A wife in Pakistan any stilly if she so chooses, institute a claim for
maintenance under £5*488 Cr*j *C«

The Code in Pakistan is unamended ,

and the maximum maintenance which can be awarded is ks*100 per month.
Inlike an Indian wife, a Pakistani wife feill not be entitled to
maintenance under S.488 Cr*P*C.,if she ha® left her husband merely
because he has taken a second wife.

It would appear from the decision

45
in Door flaaan v. oaidaao
that following the enactment of the West
Pakistan Family Courts Act 1964, Section 20 of which provides
"Government may invest any Judge of a Family Court with powers of a
magistrate first class to make orders for maintenance under S.488 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure1' that the jurisdiction of the criminal
courts in Lest Pakistan to pass maintenance orders ho® been ousted.
Faizullah Khan J. held that it was manifest from the provisions of the
West Pakistan Family Courts Act that exclusive jurisdiction had been
conferred on the Family Courts 'to hear, try and adjudicate on the si x
matters listed in the schedule to the Act, including maintenance' •
Although 'maintenance* teas not defined in the Act, it was abundantly
clear, held his Lordship, that it included orders for mainten nee

45.

F.L.D. 1967*

Pesh. > 3

1^7.
under S#**88 Cr#P#C#

He continued*”it is a well-established principle

of law that where a special tribunal is created, then by necessity
implication the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts is excluded even
in the absence of the express /ords ousting the jurisdiction of the
ordinary courts’1#
According to .Uanafi law arrears of maintenance cannot be claimed
unless there is a specific agreement in the marriage contract fixing
the level of maintenance or unless the wife has obtained a court
order for maintenance or authority from the court to borrow on her
husband’s credit#

The reason for t is doctrine is that the #Hanafls

regard maintenance as (in ]jart) a gift and in HanafI law a gift is
completed onl, when delivery has taken place#
The difference between the Hanafls and the other dunnl schools
regarding the question is that the other schools regard maintenance
as *iwad al-ihtibas’(consideration far the husband’s control over his
wife) with no gratuitious element at all, while the Hanafis regard it
as jaza* al-ihtibas (reward for the husband’s control over his wife),
but as also including an element which they term sila (which may be
translated ’relation, connection, link, tie, bond, present, gift,
grant - i#e# something which binds husband and wife together^. They
do not regard it as a mere gift, but as cotabining an element of strict
liability with one of a raore voluntary and special nature, on the
basis no doubt that many husbands would give more than their strict
liability, and that it includes an expression of affection, etc#

1**8.
Even if there is a

tipulatian fixing the amount of maintenance in

the marriage contract or a court order, arrears of maintenance may
be recovered only if the wife remains

obedient to her husband*

Arrears

are also cancelled by the death of either ;arty (in one view) or
if the husband diiwrces the wife*

Only if the wife has been autl or-

ised by the court to borrow on her husband's creditvbecause her
husband has left her without maintenance, and without leaving
property which could be used to provide her with maintenance, are
arrears a true debt extinguishable only by payment or proper release*
If maintenance is given to the v/ife in advmce moreover, then, since
maintenance is held to be a gift, it cannot be recovered by the
husband,if he divorces his wife or she becomes disobedient*

This

is because a gift between one spouse and the other which is com
pleted by delivery of possession is irrevocable*
The other schools of OunnI law however, as we have seen, do not
regard maintenance as a gift from the husband to the wife, but as a
debt and they recognize the right of the v/ife to sue for arrears*
The traditional lianafi doctrine has been applied by the courts
in India*

In lioosa aeathi v. 1ariyakutty

**6

her husband for inter alia past maintenance.

the divorced wife sued
The trial court gave

judgement in her favour and this was upheld by the first appellate
court*

On further appeal the husband argued that a wife was not

entitled to past oainten mce under Islamic law*

1*6. A.I.B* 195^*

Trav* Co* *02.

The lower appellate

1**9•
court where t :is point was also argued ^had held tliat the Shari*I
school allowed the wife to claim arrears and as there had been no
evidence to show whether the parties were governed by ^hafi •I or Hana.fi
law, the decree of the trial court could not be overturned* However
the high Court upheld Akhbarally v* ilahoaedally

and a wealth of

judicial authority which had held that a3 the majority of Muslims
in India were Honaflc, the court presumed that Auslims were .ianafls
•
*
unless the contrary was proved*

In the instant case there was no

evidence tliat the parties ware not iianafls and therefore the court
had to presume that lianafl law applied to them*
The court then held, following the decision in Abdul I-utteh v*
Labunnessa Khatun

**8

**
that a Hanafi wife was not entitled to claim past

maintenance*
**9
In hohacrad Ali v* Fareedunnissa Boguni
the court repeated the
doctrine that, although it was true that a husband was required to
L
maintain his vdfe as long as she obeyed him, neverittjless the wife was
not entitled to past maintenance unless the claim was based on a
specific agreement*

The court again cited the decision of the Calcutta

high Court in ^bdul rutteh*s case*
In Pakistan however the Lahore High Court in Javdar Muhammad v*
Nasima Bibi^ ceclinod to follow the traditional Hanafi law and
allowed a claim for past maintenance.

47.

A.I.R. 1932.Bom. 356.

48.

I.L.R. 6 Cttl. 651(1881)

49.

A.I.R. 1970. A.l. 298.

50.

P.L.D. 1966. Lain 703*

Cheema J., far himself and

^ '
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giving judgement stated that it was clear that the husbandfs

duty to maintain his wife began with the performance of mrital
obligations.

But* he stated, the authorities seemed to lay down in

unmistakable terms that, in the absence of an agreement between the
spouses or a decree of the court, the wife was not entitled to a
decree ior vast maintenance.
The argument was, he continued, that the wife had somehow
managed to got along without maintenance - or, in other words, a
person who did not promptly sees a legal remedy, or had managed to
do without it, might be afforded relief only when he sought it and
not for an earlier pe riod of time*

fhe argument that favoured the

forfeiture of maintenance seemed to be based on the assumption that
maintenances was a feratuity,"paid by way of charity1', which could not
be claimed os of right.

"In all humility and with utmost respect,

we find it difficult to endorse this view11, stated his Lordship, "as
the concensus of opinion ^as shown from the authorities cited earlier^
seems to be that maintenance for a wife is a bounden duty of the
husband, irrespective of his minority, illness, imprisonment or the
ricimess of the wife",

he continued: "It is thus difficult to say

it is in the n ture of an ex gratia payment wliich cannot be claimed for
a past period Of time."

He held that the mere fact that a neglected

wife had been hesitant in coming to court could not in fairness be so
construed as to deprive her of her right of maintenance from the day
when the cause of action occurred to her*

"The court has thus the

jurisdiction', he held, "to grant such maintenance subject of course
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to considerations of limitation and the relevant circumstances in each
case crnd v/e hold accordingly •”
The wife*3 right to maintenance persists during the subsistence
of the marriage ^ndf if the marriage is terminated by divorce* for
the period of the fidda. A widow, however* who is observing the
•idda of death is not entitled to maintenance from her husb ndfe
estate*

In Hanafi Law a divorced wife is entitled to maintenance for
»

the •idtla period whether the divorce was revocable or irrevocable.
Other schools of law accept that a wife must be maintained during the
•idda following a revoc ble talaq because clearly
1 1" 1

^

in such a case the

husband continues to exercise control over his wife for he can revoke
the talaq and take her back without her consent.

If the divorce is

irrevocable however ->the non-Hanafls held that the marriage tie is
completely severed and the wife can only claim maintenance^ if she is
pregnant.

But the Hanafls take the view that, as the *idda period

is a right of the husband* to determine his paternity of a child of
which his wife might be pregnant, he must maintain her during the
•idda following an irrevocable talaq.
i
The traditional Hanafi

doctrine on t is point has been applied

by the courts of both India and Pakistan which have consistently
recognised the right of a wife to be maintained during the •idda
following divorce, whether the divorce was revocable or irrevocable.
There is a conflict of judicial opinion in India however on the
question whether a divorced wife m y file an application under S.488
Cr.P.C. for maintenance for the *idda.

In Mohammad bhamsuddin v.
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Koor Jahan Begaar*^ the wife unsuccessfully filed an application for
ruaintenance five days after her husband had divorced her.

The

husband argued that, us the jurisdiction of the court under 5.**88
depended on proof or admission of marriage and its continuance at the

tiue of the filing of the application, the court had no jurisdiction
to order maintenonce*

The question to be determined, held the €ourt,

was whether the marriage tie was totally severed as soon as a talaq
JLmmmmmmm

was pronounced,

ihe court cited the earlier decision of Abdul Khader v.

52
vzeega Beer Nwhere the high Court of Madras held that divorce took
effect from the date the wife hoard of it, and her right to maintenance
continued until then.

However, tho court stated, the Hanafi law did

not require the presence of the wife to validate the divorce and there
appeared to be no authority for this proposition.
The further question to be decided was whether the liability of
a husband to maintain his wife ceased on divorce.

It was no doubt

the sine qua non of tho jurisdiction of the laagistrate under S.**88
that there should be proof of marriage.

However the fact of marriage

must be determined by the personal law of the parties and in the
instant case Muslim law would apply.

Therefore, the court held, it must

establish if any incident of marriage ?e s p e c i a l l y vdth regard to the
maintenance of a divorced wife ^continued after divorce.
appeared to be that suei an incident did persist.

The answer

The wife did not

become a free agent ^md was not competent to contract another marriage

51.
52.

A.I.R.

1955.
19Vf.

Hyd. Ikk
Mad. 227.
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until three months had expired^if the marriage was ended in divorcef
or four months ten diys if the marriage was ended by de th.

The court

held tiuit because of this incapacity to remarry during the >idoa% the
wife was given the right to maintenance for this period.

Therefore,

the court held, on principle when the factum of marriage was left
for determination in accordance with the personal law of the parties,
this incident of that law should also be taken into account.

The

court held that the lower court was wrong in refusing the wife mainten
ance for her *idda and set the order of the lower court aside.
53
in naad ujri v. i.ot. Begua
which was decided in the same year,
the court held that a wife v/ho was aware that she was already divorced j
was not co petent to file an app ication under

of the Criminal

Procedure Code.
In this case the wife hid put in an application for maintenance
under

against her hush nd^alleging thatjlshe was his wife and

the mother of his ten c hildren,

bhe later admitted that slie had heard

that her husband had divorced her but she alleged that 3even if he had
done so^she could claim mainten nce^as she was old and could neither
remarry nor earn her own living.
ceeding s under

The husband pleaded that the pro

could not continue as he had divorced is vdfe.

At first instance the Tehsilder magistrate had held^ despite the fact

.

that the talaq was invaid and in the llternative that even if the
divorce were effective, the husband was bound to maintain his wife
bee .use of her age and inability to marry or earn a living.
accordingly granted her maintenance.

53.

A.I.u. 1955. J. and h. 1.

He had

15k.
The lower appellate court had reversed the order 3as it found
the divorce valid hut had allowed the wife miutenance for the
*idda.
The high Court, consisting of vazir C.J • and ahahmiri J. (who
delivered the judgement) expressed strong disapproval of the decision
of the magistrate.

The court held that the wife was fully aware that

she had been divorced when she put in her application under d.488
and accordingly she was not competent to file an application under the
section demanding maintenance from a person who was no longer her
husband,

“however,” stated Jhahniri. J •, who delivered the jud ement

of the court, **I am not expressing any opinion on the question whether
the non-applicant in such circumstances cannot claim maintenance for
the period of Iddat in a civil suit to be instituted by her strictly
in accordance with the principles of huslira Law.

But this question

cannot be entertained in an application filed under d.488 Cr.P.C.
when the non-applicant is no more the wife of the applicant”.
This decision was followed in Areekhal

bdurahim Muaaliyar v.

5k
,
heliyaparanbath .iyissu'' ^v;hen the court held that a wife who knew she

was divorced could not claim maintenance for the »idda under S.488
Cr.P.O.^although she might be entitled to do co in a civil suit.

The

court stated obiter that if the v/ife was unaware of the divorce her
petition might be vaaid.

In Takistan a wife is, of course, entitled

to maintenance during the ninety day period which inevitably follows

5b.

A.I.H. 19^2.

Ker. 23k.

any notice of talaq" ^

or judicial dissolution

given to the

Chairman of the Union Council.
The question of the venue for a maintenance claio was dis57
cussed in Mohauaoed Ibrahim v* Jalthooo Bivi /iiaaol ^where the court
held that the court of the locality where the wife was residing when
she came to hear of the divorce had jurisdiction to entertain a
claim for ^dda maintenance and that it was not necessary for her to
go before the court of the locality where the divorce was effected*
In hanafl law a wife whose husband fails to maintain her may not
obtain a judicial dissolution on t is ground*

According to the law

of the other three schools, however, a wife in such a situation may
go before the qadl and ask for a dissolution of her marriage*

fhe

traditional HanafX law in this matter has now bees abandoned in the
*

sub-continent and, unaer the provisions of the dissolution of Muslim
i'iarriages *ct b*2 (ii)^a wife whose husband neglects her or fails to
maintain her may obtain a judicial dissolution*

58

Sections 7 and 3 family lavs Ordinance 1961*
56*

21(2) (3) ^ost Pakistan family Courts Vet, ISkA*

57.

A.I.R* 1951-

5»3•
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CHAPTER 5
TALAQ

Traditional Law
The most common method by which marriages are dissolved
in India and Pakistan is by the husband exercising his right
of talaq.

Iven today women in the sub-continent, despite the

changing economic pattern, find their security only in marriage
and it is therefore in extreme cases only that they resort to
seeking divorce.

Divorce of wives by husbands is however very

prevalent; but, as such divorces are extra-judicial, there is
not a great deal of case-law concerning the®.
Islamic law grants to the husband the right unilaterally
to terminate the marriage at will without showing cause and
without having recourse to a court of law.

The dissolution is

effected by unilateral repudiation (talaq)

and all that the

Sunni law requires is that the husband should be adult and sane ,
when he gives expression to the formula
orally or in writing.

of repudiation, whether

Provided he pronounces the repudiation with

knowledge of what he is doing, the law does not require that he
should also have had the intention of repudiating his wife.

Thus

all the schools of Sunni law, relying on an alleged h dlth from
the Prophet, re ard a talaq pronounced in jest as effective.
The ilanifi school takes the most extreme view of all, and also
e

accepts as valid a talaq pronounced while the husband is drunk
and even under duress.

None of the Sunni schools re ard the

presence of the wife or of witnesses essential to the validity
of the talaq, although of course witnesses with the quality of
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1
adaler will be necessary to prove the talaq if it is disputed#
■

»

According to DunnI law, a talaq may either be in accordance
.
with the Dunna (when it is known as talaq al-Sunna), or it may
not (in which case it is called talaq al-bida - that is irregular
talaq or the talaq of innovation)#
The Iian ifi jurists divide talaq al- unna into two categories ahsan (best) and h.san (good)#

A repudiation in the ahsan form

takes place when the husband pronounces a single repudiation
during a period of tuhr - that is when the wife is in the period
between two menstruations and when intercourse lias not taken place
since the last menstruation#
Immediately on the pronouncement of talaq the wife will
#
enter upon the *idda period, which will last for three menstrual
*

cycles, ort if the wife is pregnant, until delivery of the child#
If the wife has not yet begun to menstruate, or if she has reached
the menopause, she must observe an *idda of three months#

Until

the >idda is terminated the husband is free to revoke his
repudiation and take back his wife#

No particular formality is

attached to revocation of talaq, and it may be made expressly by
the husband declaring that he has revoked the talaq or implied
by the husband1s conduct such as resuming cohabitation , and even,
in the Hur&fi law, by merely kissing or touching his wife#

1#

During

They must be sane, adult male Muslims of the highest moral
probity#

the *idda. period the husband is under a duty to continue to
maintain his wife*

This is because the marital relationship

still continues and he still exercises control over her for,
as we have seen, he has the right to revoke the talaq if he wishes,
whether

is wife wants him to do so or not*

Also, as the marital

tie is not severed until the end of the *idda, should either
party die during this period ,the other spouse will inherit his
or her Quranic portion*
If the husband does not exercise his right to revoke the
talaq. the repudiation becomes irrevocable once the fidda period
expires - but only ba*in baynuna sughra : that is firrevocable of
the lesser degree*, which means that the partners are free to
re-marry each other if they so agree*
Talaq in the hasan form is intended to be used by husbands fwho
are determined to end the marriage completely and finally*

In

this form the husband pronounces three talaqs during three successive
»

periods of purity*
three times only.

The law allows a husband to repudiate his wife
Once he has used his three talaqs,his wife is

henceforth barred to him and he may not re-marry her until she
has contracted and consummated an intervening marriage and has
been widowed or again divorced.

If the talaq is in the hasan form

the husband is free to revoke it until the third talaq is pronounced,
»

if he has a change of heart.

But immediately on the pronouncement

of the third talaq the divorce becomes irrevocable - ba*in baynuna
kubra : that is 1 irrevocable of the greater degree* and the partners
may only re-marry after the wife has contracted an intervening

marriage*

During the ^dda following the third talaq neither

party will have inheritance rights from the other as the marital
relationship is ended*

However in lianafi law the husband is

still under a duty to maintain his wife because, they arguev his
right of control over her is not yet terminated as she is observing
the *idda for his benefit .in order to determine whether she is
pregnant or not*

In the law of the other three Sunni schools

and of the Ithna Asharl

sect of the Shi*a only pregnant wives

are entitled to maintenance in these circumstances*
In Ithna CAsharI law only talaq pronounced in accordance with
*
the Sunna is valid*

The law of this sect regarding talaq is

considerably stricter than that of the Sunnis*

In order that the

talaq should be effective it must be pronounced orally in Arabic
•
in a prescribed formula and two witnesses (who must be not only
adult, male Muslims but also of the highest moral probity) must
be present*
Sunni Islam on the other hand regards talaq al-bidf& as
effective and valid in law although it is considered morally
reprehensible•
Talaq al^bid’a may take several forms Uit the most prevalent
is the triple repudiation whereby the husband pronounces three
talaqs*
*

Although bunnl Islam regards divorce in this form as sinful,
it is nevertheless valid in law and, indeed, the most commonly
employed method of bringing about a dissolution of marriage*
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Other forms of talaq al-bid'a axe repudiation suspended on a
#

condition#

Such suspended talaqs could be employed in threats

by husbands designed to prevent their wives doing something in
the future#

For example a husband could say that his wife would

be repudiated if she went to visit her parents or bought a new
hat*

The conditions on which the talaq was suspended could also

be something over which neither party had any control, e.g. "If
it rains tomorrow you are repudiated*.

Such suspended repudiations

could *.xso be utilized to the benefit of the wife, as she could
persuade her husband to pronounce a repudiation which wo Id
become operative if he took a second wife*

It should be noted

however that, in such cases, even if the wife had a change of
heart and decided that she would prefer being a co-wife to being
divorced, the repudiation could not be revoked and as soon as
the husband married a second wife the first wife would be
repudiated.

It is much more advantageous for a wife to be given

the delegated power to divorce herself, upon the happening of a
specified contingency.
Throughout most of the Muslin world today reforms have been
promulgated in the law of personal status which provide that a
triple talaq shall take effect only as a single talaq.

The

effect of these reforms is to make almost all repudiations
except the third revocable and thus to mitigate to a great extent
the effect of talaqs pronounced in anger and without due consideration.
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Unfortunately until the present day only Tunisia and Iran
have legislated to make divorce by the husband a judicial matter.
Indeed Iran has gone further and by the Family Protection
Act, 1967» which oust still be considered the most radical piece
of legislation promulgated by any Muslim country* has deprived
•

the husband of his unilateral right of talaq.

2

The Iraqi Law of Personal Status, 1959* also provides that
a man who wishes to repudiate his wife must commence proceedings
in the Shvri*a court with a petition that this be effected and
judgement given accordingly#

Unfortunately a proviso was added

to the effect that, if the husband cannot take the matter to
court, he must register the repudiation during the *idda period,
and subsequently the Court of Appeal

3

held that even failure to

register the repudiation during the *idda does not render it
invalid per se.
India
In 19^7 at the time of partition of the Indo Pakistan sub
continent, the traditional law of Islam regarding talaq was still
~ ----

m y

applicable, although in 1959 the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages
Act had given women the ri^it to seek a dissolution of their
marriages in a number of different circumstances.

But no legis

lation was introduced to restrict the husband1s still unfettered

2.

See Hinehclif e, D. •The Iranian Family Protection Act*.
I.C.L.Q. 19o8.

3»

All v Farida

Decision 308.

1965.

right to repudiate his wife at will, without showing cause and
without recurse to a court of law*
The law was clearly stated by the Privy Council

in baiyid

if

.h'Shid

hraad v ,iniasa Khatun.

Their lordships f relying on

passages from p*136 of Wilaom's Digest of anglo-hphammadan Law,
stated

f,Tlie divorce called talak may be either irrevocable

(bain) or revocable (raja)*

A talak bain, while it always operates

as an immediate and complete dissolution of the marriage bond,
differs as to one of its ulterior effects according to the form in
w ich it is pronounced*

A talak bain may be effected by words

addressed to the wife clearly indicating an intention to dissolve
the marriage, either:
(a)

Once, followed by abstinence from sexual intercourse, for
the period called iddat; or

(b)

Three times during successive intervals of purity,
i*e* between successive menstruations no intercourse
having token place during any of the three intervals; or

(c)

Three times at shorter intervals, or even in immediate
succession; or

(d)

Cnee, by words showing a clear intention that the divorce
shall immediately become irrevocable*

xhe first named of the above methods is called ahsan (best),

the second hasan (good), the third and fourth are said to be
biddat (sinful) but are, nevertheless, regarded by bunni Lawyers
as legally valid*”

if. A*I*H*

1932 P.C. 25(C).
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The triple talaq kas the method of divorce most commonly
used and, as is clear from the judgement of their Lordships
of the Privy Council, was valid and effective.
The talaq was not required to be pronounced before the court
or in the presence of the wife or witnesses. The court held,
5
however, in Farzard Hussain v danu Bibee that where the husband
merely pronounced the word *talaq9 three times without addressing
it to any particular person among those present, this was ineffect
ive, in dissolving the marriage.

In t.as case the husband was

seeking a decree for restitution of conjugal rights, which the
wife opposed on the grounds that he hud already divorced her.
The husband had pronounced the word talaq three times but had not
.
addressed it to any particular person among those present.

He

alleged that he had pronounced the formula under the belief,
induced by the false representation of the wifefs father, that
she was not his lawful wife.

On the facts, the lower court found

that the husband had been induced by this felse representation to
divorce his wife and held therefore that the divorce was invalid.
The court of first appeal however held that, despite the fraud f
the divorce was effective as the husband had pronounced the pre
scribed iormaula.

On further appeal, the high Court of Calcutta held

that, if the formula of divorce, as laid down in the texts, had
indeed been pronounced, the divorce would be effective.

5. I«C..a.

(1878) 'l Cal. 588.

This

l6*u
decision was in accordance with the traditional HanafI law
which in some instances recognises divorces pronounced by mistake
and even under duress, as valid.

5a

The court however held that on

the finding of the lower court, in the instant case, the prescribed
formula had not been used; the word ’talaq1 alone, pronounced three
times, did not constitute a valid Muslim divorce.

The court held

that the husband must state for example ’I divorce you’ or ’You are
divorced’, the world ’talaq’ alone was not sufficient.
♦

There is considerable judicial authority however, in support
of the view that, in order to be effective, it was not necessary
that the talaq should be communicated to the wife.
•

Thus in Rajah Saheb v. Rasul Baheb^ where the v/ife had made
an application for maintenance under S.^38 Cr.P.C., which the
husband had contested on the grounds that he had divorced her,
the court held that the divorce was effective, although it was not
pronounced in the presence of a qadl or of the wife, and although
no attempt had been made to communicate it to her.

The judge in

this case relied on an earlier decision of the Bombay High Court
7
•
in Sarabai v. Rabiabai , which held that a talaq ba’in took

5a. A divorce pronounced by a husband talking in his sleep, or
as a lapsus lingua^is ineffective intraditional law.
6.

(1919)

I.L.R.

kk

Bon.

Vf.

7.

(1905)

I.L.R.

30

Bora.

537.

effect immediately, efcen though it was not communicated to the
wife.
The same view was taken by the High Court of Madras in
Asha Bibi v Kadir Ibrahim Kowther , which was an appeal arising
from a suit for restitution of conjugal rights*

The v/ife filed

a defence that her husband had divorced her by pronouncing throe
talaqs.
.

The repudiation hid been pronounced in the presence of

the wife*© f ther but not of the wife herself.

The trial court

found for the wife but, on appeal, the district Judge held that
the words of repudiation must be addressed to the wife and, as
this had not been done, the repudiation could not be effective to
dissolve the marriage.

The High Court however reversed the

decision and held that the District Judge had taken a wrong view
of the Kmafi law.

The court held that the husband had an

absolute right to dissolve the marriage and the only conditions
vrhich the law imposed on him were that he should be sane and adult
at the tine.

The wifefs consent, the court held, was immaterial,

and her presence unnecessary.

All the law required was thajj&he

words should refer to the wife.

However, the court continued,

if the repudiation was not in fact communicated to the wife, the
question might possibly arise as to whether the was entitled, until
she knew of the divorce, to bind her husband by certain acts such
as by pledging his credit for her subsistence.

8.

I.L.a. (1910)

53 Mad. 22.
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The Calcutta High Court in Ahmad Kasim Holla v Kliafcm Bibi
also took the view that a divorce, to be effective, need not be
communicated to the wife.

In this case Ahmad Kasim Molla sought

a declaration that he had validly divorced his wife and an injunc
tion restraining her from taking out a sum of money deposited by
him in the court of the Presidency Magistrate*

He claimed that

he had divorced her in accordance with Islamic law and had duly
informed her that he had done so*

The wife pleaded that there

had been no divorce, or in the alternative, if she had been
divorced, she had no knowledge of it*

The relevant facts were

that the husband had pronounced three talaqs in the presence of
*
five witnesses and had executed a talaqnana* This had been sent
to the wife, care of her father, by registered post but was returned
marked 'refused*• The judge in the court below had refused to
infer that the wife had knowledge of the divorce in the absence of
any written evidence to show that she was aware of the nature of
the document or that she had refused to accept the registered cover,
because she knew it contained the talaqnama*

The High Court held,

however, that it was not necessary for the wife to be present when
a talaq was pronounced and that talaq by writing was valid, although
*
*
it was not brought to the notice of the v/ife*

The only question

which arose in such cases was the wife's maintenance from the
execution of the tulaqnaaa to the time when it was brought to her
notice*

9.

(1932)

I.L.R.

59.

Cal.

833

16?.
The courts accepted the contention that a talaq effected
by v/riting was effective, provided that the parties (or at least
the husband) were ^unnl and not Itiina

sbarls, who, as we have seen,

do not accept a talaq which is not oral,

^meer Ali’s ^ exposition

of the ilaijfkfi doctrine regarding the different forms of talaq by
writings received the seal of judicial approval and was frequently
cited.

He explained that, if the writing was aarsuiaa, which he

defined as •customary*, it would be effective, even where there

was no real intention on the part of the husband to divorce his
wife.

If the writing, although raarsuoa was unintelligible, or if

it could not be deciphered, there would be no talaq, even if the
husband had the intention.

If the writing was

ghair narsuma.

which he translated as ’non-customary* or if there was any' ambiguity,
the talaq could be without effect; but if there was no ambiguity
.
.and the writer’s meaning was clear, the repudiation would be valid.
.raeer Ali’s statement of the law is correct, in accordance with
^

—

the ilanifi doctrine, except that taeFatawa ilamgirl specifically
definejmarsu^a as 'being addressed to souieone:f and not as 1custom
ary *•
In ivasul Baksh v list Bholan^

the Lahore High Court had to

decide the validity or otherwise of a written talaq, which only
»

became known to the wife after her husband’s death.

10.

Hahommedan Law 3rd Bd, p.524.

11.

a.I.R.

1932.

Lah. 498.

Kasul BaJksh
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alleged that Met. Bholan was the divorced wife of Fateh Khan and
therefore could not inherit as his widow.

It was found as a

fact by both the trial and the district courts that Fateh Khan

had executed a deed of divorce but that he had never actually
intended to divorce Bholan; the writing was never communicated

to her and she did not know of its existence until after the death
of her husband.

The writing was in the form of a declaration

and it was not addressed to Bholan or to any other person.

On

these facts the trial court held that the divorce was effective
from the date of the execution of the talaqnama, as it was

immaterial when it came to the wife#s notice.

The district Judge,

however, held that, if the husband had not wished the divorce
document to have effect during his lifetime and the wife had no
knowledge of it, the deed should not be given effect after his
death.

He stated that, in his opinion, there had been no valid

divorce by Fateh Khan and Kst Bholan was therefore his wife until
his death.

On appeal, the High Court held that the writing in

12

question was not #customary1

and, according to Islamic law, such

writing would not take effect as a valid divorce in the absence of
intention.

In view of the findings of fact by the two lower courts

that such intention was lacking, the High Court held that the
execution of the document did not constitute a valid talaq.

12.

The court accepted Ameer Ali's definition of ,marsuraa,•

Thus, at the time of partition in 19^7, the two new states
of India and Pakistani inherited the traditional Shari*a doctrine

of talaq, unmodified by either statute or judicial interpretation*

It was not long before Pakistan took steps to remedy the
situation and set up a Commission to look into and suggest reforms
in the law of marriage and divorce,

finally the Muslim Family

Laws Ordinance was promulgated in I96I5 it introduced reforms in
the law relating to talaq, which brought Pakistan, in this respect,
*
into line with the majority of the other Muslim nations*
Muslim law reform is, of course, a political matter in India,
which, although a nominally secular republic with a constitution
which contains a directive principle to selure a uniform civil
code for all citizens, has a Hindu majority which is reluctant to
provoke the cry of 'religion in danger* by interference with the

p rsonal law of its Kusoim citizens*

It would seem that the

impetus for reform - to some extent at least - must come from
within the Muslim community itself and only if this community
demanda (or at any rate agrees to) reform will the government take
legislative action*

Until today, therefore, the law of talaq
*

applicable in India is still that of traditional Islam*

The triple

talaq is still recognized, is immediately effective, and is the
*
method of divorce most frequently used by husbands wishing to
ter; inate their marriages.

170.
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Thus >hah;;dri J, stated in Amad Giri v. Ms Begha ”... the
Hanafi school recognizes talak al bidat and in view of its being
the least onerous for husbands, it is the most usual form used
in India.

Any change in this respect cannot be brought about by

judicial interpretation” .

In t;~is case the wife had applied for

maintenance from her husband under

Cr.F.C., alleging that

she was his wife, that She had borne ten children, that her husband
had driven her out and failed to provide her with maintenance.
She admitted that she had heard that her husband had divorced her
but she pleaded that, even if he had done so, she could still
claim maintenance, as she was old and unable to remarry or earn
her living.

The husband* e reply was that the proceedings under

S.*f88 Cr.P.C. could not continue, as he had divorced his wife and
he provided evidence in an unopened registered cover containing a
talaqnama.

Notwithstanding the facts, the Tehsildar magistrate,

after quoting the Qur'an, the Sunna and various works on theology,
came to the conclusion that the taiaqaama was inv^ilid, and therefore
the relationship of husband and wife continued tc exist.

In the

alternative, he held that, if the divorce was effective, the husband
was still bound to maintain his wife, as she was old and unable to
remarry or earn her living.

Accordingly he granted her maintenance.

The /vdditional district Judge reversed the order, holding that
the divorce was valid,

lie did however allow the wife maintenance

13. A.I.a. 19^3. J. & K. 1.
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•

\

I

k

for the tidcU-. period, relying on bheikhanmiaii v Jehatnr iraian

•

Cn xurther appeal L'nahmiri J. first expressed his strong
disapproval of the Tehsildar magistrate*s judgement.

"however

learned the fehsildar magistrate may be in theology,’* stated his
Lordship, **he should have known that he was acting as a Judicial
Officer, and it was not for him, a© such Officer, to give his own
interpretation of the verses of the Holy v^uran*

Times without

number the highest judicial courts in India, including

the

Frivy Council, have sounded a note of warning against entertaining
new and novel interpretations of the texts of the ^uran and Sunna
by persons who are not recognized as competent to give such inter
pretations.

So far as we are concerned, we have to rely on the

interpretations of only such commentators of yore ... whose
authority is acknowledged throughout the Muslim world.’*
In. the instant case, his Lordship continued, the magistrate
had not only

iven interpretations of the curaii and Sunna which were

contrary to the established rules of fiqh, as evolved by the trad
itional jurists, but he had foade disrespectful remarks to nonMuslim judges, who, in the course of their duty, have to interpret
Mohammedan Lav/ in conformity with the sour es of that Law and also
to some distinguished text book writers’*.

-fter this c stigation

of the magistrate, his Lordship then turned iiis attention to the

l*f.

A.I.R.

1930.

Bom. 178*
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merits of the case.

The magistrate had forgotten, he held, that

Islamic Law, as adni istered in India, is based not only on the
ur*an and the Sunna but also on the ijma* , wliich he described as
the ’’concensus of opinion of the companions and disciples of the
15
Prophet1, '

ar<d qiygs - or analogical deductions from the other

three sources.

bis Lordship considered that, under this heading,

would come the different rules of fiqh, elaborated by the four
Imams of .>unni Islam and the Imams and rnujtahids of the bhl*a,
the Mutazila

rid #of other sects of Islamf.

The judge then proceeded to a discussion of the liiaafi doctrine
regarding talaq, because, as he rightly stated, most Muslims in
India belong to this school.

According to t lis school, he stated,

two kinds of talaq are recognized - talaq

id talaq al~bid*a,

and he briefly described the methods of repudiation, which fall
into these two categories.

Regarding Lilac, in the bid*a form, he

stated that there was no doubt that the xrophet was *exceedingly
averse1 to it and that it was considered reprehensible.

Nevertheless,

he held, although talaq in this form was bad in theology, it was good
»

in law.

This was so, despite the fact, which was stated correctly

by the nt gistrate in his judgement, that the Prophet had been

mm

(b.

mm

|

According to al Shafii, ijma meant the concensus
Muslim community, whereas in the classical theory
the a -reeraent of the qualified jurists in a given
bee Coulson - liistury of Islamic Law, x.dinburgh,
P.77.

of the whole
it was
generation,
196^.
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concerned to check the capricious

and irregular exercise by

husbands of their power to divorce and had declared that talaq
e

was in the sight of God the most detestable of permitted things.
His Lordship also accepted that the magistrate was correct
when he stated in his judgement that it was desirable in cases
of marital discord to refer the spouses to arbitrators, one
from the family of each, to attempt to effect a reconciliation•
However, he held, according to the Hairafis this was 9a doctrine
perfection9 and not binding.

of

There was no doubt that the Hanifl

school recognized talaq in the bid9a form as effective and 9in
view of it being least onerous for the husbnds, it is the most
prevalent form obtaining in India.9 His Lordship held that no
change in this respect could be brought about by judicial
interpretation and indeed if there was ever a general desire
among Muslims to f,revert to the pristine purity of Islam'1 how
change in the present law could be brought about whether by
what Ameer Ali described as "a general synod of Muslim doctors
or by the direct action of the legislature", he found it
impossible to say.
then
His Lordship/held that, on the facts in the instant case,
it was clear that talaq in the bid9a form had been pronounced by
the husband in the presence of two witnesses and a talaqnama
executed which was then sent to the wife under registered cover,
although she refused to accept it.

He found that she was aware

of the divorce before she submitted her application for maintenace
under S.*f88 Cr.f.C.

The talaqnana stated that the talaq was in

17**.
the bidta form and was irrevocable and accordingly hie Lordship
held that the talaq was effective and irrevocable from the
execution of the deed.

Therefore, he held that, on the date on

which the woman claimed maintenance, she was no longer a wife
and therefore she was not competent to file an application
under the relevant section and demand maintenance from a man who
was no longer her husband.
The problem still remained, however, whether the woman could
claim maintenance under h.**88 for the ,idda period.

There was

no doubt the judge stated, that there was judicial authority
which recognized that a divorced woman was entitled to maintenance
for this period.

16

V

However, he continued, talaq in the bid's form

was immediately effective from the moment ofits pronouncement or
from the execution of the deed if it was in writing.

This, he

held, was the chief distinguishing feature between talaq al-£unna
.
which came into effect only upon the expiry of the 'idda and
talaq. .al-bid's
which was effective at once.
1. .
accordance with the Sunna

Talaq
pronounced in
.

gave husbandsthe chance to repent

at leisure an action performed in anger.

Itwas in order to

penalize husbands who did £ot exercise this power of repudiation
in the approved manner that the Hanafi law laid down that talaq
*

in the bid'a form should be irrevocable.

.

With respect to his

Lordship, this doctrine appears to penalize the unfortunate
Hanafi v/ives even more tha

16.

A.I.R. 1950.
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their hasty husbands.
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Accordingly, his Lordship held that the application under
on the instant case was not competent at the time it was
made by the non-applicant as she was no longer the wife of the
applicant.

However, his Lordship stated that it must be cle<rly

understood that he was not expressing any opinion as to whether
the non-applicant in such circumstances could not claim maintenance
for the *idda period in a civil suit relying on the principles
of Islamic law.
The Indian courts will also consider a single talaq irrevoc—
able in certain circumstances.

Thus in Mst. oughra v. Faqir

17
Muhammad
it was held that a single talaq was irrevocable if a
clear intention to this effect had been shown.

This case arose

out of an appeal by a wife against a suit for restitution of
conjugal rights by her husband.

The husband alleged that, eleven

months before he brought his action, his wife hid been taken away
by her father, jwid under her father*s influence she had refused to
return to him.

The wife, however, alleged that her husband had

divorced her.

The courts below held that, as the dissolution was

not pronounc; d three times, it was not effective in law.

Presumably

the courts meant by *effective in law* that a repudiation pronounced
once or twice was capable of revocation by the husband, until the
wife*s *idda period had expired.

The High Court held, however, that

the repudiation in question was a talaq al-bid*a, as, although the

17.

1953.

All. L.J.

husband pronounced a single talaq during the period of tuhr. he
expressed his clear intention to dissolve the marriage irrevocably*
There was evidence that the husband believed that his wife was
suffering from tuberculosis and that he was generally dissatis
fied with her*

It was clear from the words used by the husband

that he had "irrevocably indicated his intention to dissolve the
marriage" and he had then reaffirmed this a second time*

Accord

ingly the High Court held that the courts below were wrong in law*
l8
The High Court of Madras in Abdul Khater v„Talb Begum
reiterated the principle of traditional laif that no reason need be
given for the pronouncement of talaq*
*

This appeal arose from

a conviction for defamation under S*500 I*P.C*

The complainant

had married the accused appellant in 1930 and eight children had
been born to them*

The husband had at some stage taken an Anglo-

Indian girl, who had been converted to Islamf as his second wife*
Subsequent to this marriage, discord arose between the appellant
end the complainant and finally the complainant left the matrimonial
home and went to live with a friend*

The husband then alleged that

his wife and her friend were enjoying an adulterous relationship,
and he had divorced her by the triple talaq*

The court however

♦

found that it was difficult to imagine the wife, after giving birth
to eight children, thinking of committing adultery with another man,
and the judge stated that he was satisfied *that much dirt had been

177.

thrown at the wife for no sufficient reason*• The question
which the court had to decide was whether the allegations made
against the wife were of such a nature as to fall under exception
9

to S.**99 I.P.C.jwhich states that it is not defamation to make

an imputation on the character of another, provided that it is
made in good faith for the protection of the interest of the person
making it or for the public good.

The question then to be decided

was whether the allegation of unchastity was necessarily made
for the protection of the husband*s interests.

The court held

that, although the husband had divorced his wife, it was not
necessary that he should give any reasons for pronouncing the
talaq.
•

So, although the religion of Islam enjoined a husband to

give reasons for divorcing his wife, as long as the law did not
regard this as essential, it was not necessary feu* the appellant
to have made this allegation of adultery when he pronounced the
talaq.

Accordingly, the court ruled that exception 9 did not apply.

♦

Disputes regarding talaq appear to arise frequently in India
.
in cases involving applications by wives for maintenance under
d.**88, Code of Criminal Procedure.

The law appears to be well

established that, where a husband alleges in his reply to his
wife’s application, that he has already divorced her and where
there is no further evidence of such a divorce, the husband*s
statement will itself operate as a talaq and the court will regard
»
the marriage as terminated from the date when the husband* s state
ment was filed.

In traditional law, if a husband alleged that he

178.
had divorced his wife in the past9 the onus of proof would be on
:im.

If he could establish a prima facie tfuse of having done sot

the wife would be re uired to take the oath of denial.

I have

been able to discover no traditional text which states that a
statement by a husband that he divorced his wife in the past will
operate as a talaq de praesenti.
m

The most recent case on this point is Mohammad All v Fareedunnissa
19
Begum and A*er , in which the earlier case-law is reviewed.
The facts were that the first petitioner married the respond
ent on 17.5.50. and the prompt dower, fixed at Rs.50, was paid.

The

wife alleged that the marriage had been consumated and a son, the
second petitioner, was born on 31.3.60.

She further alleged that
I

her husband had neglected her and her child and had refused to
falsely alleging
maintain them, /
that he h d divorced her on the very day of the
marriage in order to avoid his liability to maintain her and the
child.

The husband resisted his wife9s application for maintenance

on the ground that he had pronounced a talaq on 17*5.50, the day of
.

20

the nikah and had not consummated the marriage

, so he could not

be held liable to provide maintenance for her and her child.
The lower appellate court found for the wife and confirmed the
order of the trial court, granting her maintenance at Rs.30 per month;

19.

A.I.R.

1970. A.P. 293.

20.

In traditional law a single talaq pronounced before
consuxaciation is irrevocable and entitles the wife to half
the stipulated dower.

for herself

and Rs.10 for the child.

The courts below found

on the evidence that the defendant had not divorced liis wife as
he alleged on 17*5*50. and the nigh Court could not interfere
with this finding of fact.

The main question to be decided, said

the court, was whether the divorce would take effect from the

date of the husband*s notice in reply to the wife*s claim for
maintenance, although the wife denied that tne husband had divorced
her as he alleged in his notice on 19.5*50.
The Court then proceeded to examine the earlier case-law
and first cited the decision in Asmat Ullah v Khatunutnissa.

21

Wiiich held that, where a husband alleged that he had divorced
his wife and tne wife denied it, the divorce would take effect
from the date on which the husband made his allegation*

The court

then examined t' e judgement of Suryanarayana Rao J, in aahab Ali v
<

Qamro Bi

22

*

.

, in which his Lordship held that, in maintenance pro

ceedings under

C.r.fi. >where a husband pleaded divorce as a

defence, such statement, in cases where the alleged divorce could

not be proved, would operate as an expression of divorce by the
husband and would come into effect at that moment*

25

This decision

21.

-*I.R. 1959 All. 592.

22.

A.I.R* 1S5L Hyd. 117.

23.

Suryan :rayana Rao J. relied first onMuhamr ad
Hus ain v.
Rasul Bi (1^ Deccan L.R.37) which held that a statement of a
husband that he had given a talaq made before a court operated
as a divorce and secondly on *abdul Aziz v Kabira Bibi (32 Deccan
L.R.192) which held that an endorsement by the husband of a notice
issued by the court in maintenance proceedings that he had di
vorced his wife operated as a declaration of divorce.
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pif
was upheld in Chand Bi y. Bandesha Hu.jawar
and the wife was held
to be entitled only to maintenance for the *idda period*

26

also followed in Abdul Ahakoor v, Kalsam Bibi* •

2*5

It was

Thus it was

clearf stated his Lordship. that Islamic law conferred special
rights on husbands and favoured them more than their wives, *’giving
liberty to husbands^not only to divorce wives orally in the manner prescribed
for under Muslim law, but also to issue a notice or file a written

2k.

A.1.3. 1961

25*

In this case the husband resisted his wife*s application for
maintenance under S.k8& C*P*C* on the ground, inter diW->that
he had divorced her thirty years before. It was argued on
behalf of the wife that 3uch a statement by the husband could
in no way be construed as a declaration of divorce in
praesenti. The court stated that prioa facie it would appear
that a written statement by a husband that he had divorced
his wife thirty years before would not amount to divorce
in praesenti. if it could not be proved that the divorce
had taken pLace when he alleged. However, the judge
remarked that Muslim law seemed 11to favour the husband
more than the wife and had given the husband liberty to
not only divorce his wife orally in the required manner
but also by writing and there are authorities to show that,
if a husband makes a statement that he had divorced his
wife some time in the past and the wife denies it, then the
statement itself should be regarded .as amounting to a
declaration of divorce as on the date of declaration. This
may sound very strange to a layman. Nevertheless if Muslim
lav allows this amount of latitude to a Muslim husband, it
must be given effect to."

.

26

1962

Bom* 121.
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statement in defence tc a maintenance claim rnd when such a
statement in writing is maae that he has divorced his wife in
the past long prior to the action brought by the wife, notwith
standing the denial of the wife, the statement of divorce made
either by notice or in a written statement ifcaelf amounts to a
declaration of divorce as on that date in which the statement is
made."

The court continued "When Muslim law permits such a course

of action putting a husband in a privileged position and favours
him with a special right in matters of divorce, which is denied
his spouse, effect shall be given to it without importing notions
of discrimination or divorce laws applicable to Hindus and Christ
ians.

The court then held that the courts below had wrongly

upheld the wifefs claim for maintenance contrary to the principles
of Islamic law.

All she was entitled to, the court ruled, was

maintenance for the >idda period^which would commence from the
date of the first notice.
The effect of these decisions is thafc the wife is entitled
to maintenance for the *idtia period only, because the courts have
held that the divorce becomes effective only from the date on which
the husband makes his statement and not from the date on which he
alleges he divorced his wife.

The courts in India have followed

the traditional Hafiafi rule that arrears of maintenance cannot be
claimed funless the claim is based upon a specific agreement betv/een
the parties.

Thus it was stated in Mohsuxiad all v Fareedunni6sa Beguia

u t 'er relying on ^bdul latteh v Zabunnessi? that it was no doubt
2&T. A.I.R. 19701 A.P. 298.
27. 1881 I.L.R. Gal. 63.
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true that a husband was bound to maintain a wife who obeyed him* but
nevertheless she was not entitled to past maintenance >unless her
claim was based upon a specific agreement between the parties.
The courts in India have not departed from the doctrine laid
down by the earlier case-law that it is not necessary for a wife to
be informed of a pronouncement of talaq in order that it may be
«
28
effective. However, in Khurshid Unnissa Begum v. Abdul Basith
the
High Court of Madras held that a talaq to a lunatic wife by her husband
would not come into operation in order to deprive her of maintenance,
until it was actually and as a matter of fact communicated to her
e.
during "a lucid interval or until she obstinately and wilfully refuses
during a lucid interval to read and understand a talaqnama.11 The
court appears to have restricted the effectiveness of the talaq only
.
with regard to the husband's liability for maintenance and presumably
in such cases the talaq would nevertheless sever the marriage ties so
.
that if one of the spouses died subsequently, the other would not inherit.
The position regarding a sane wife* who is unaware that she has been
divorced, is not settled.

The courts have held that it is not necessary

that a wife should be aware of a repudiation made either orally or in
writing in order that it should be effective.

The only question which arose
28a
in such cases, the court held in Ahmad Kasim Holla v. Khatun Bibi was

with regard to the wife's maintenance between the execution of the

28.

A.I.H.

1955.

28a. A.I.R. 1933
I.L.H. 59*
entitled to
she becomes

N.U.C.

Mad. 5^7 .

Cal. 27. See also Asha Bibi v. Kadir Ibrahim (1910,
Cal. 833) where the court held that a wife might be
pledge her husband's credit for her subsistence until
aware of the divorce.
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talaqnama and .^hen it came actually to the notice of the wife*
Unfortunately the court gave no solution to the problem so posed.
In traditional Harafi lav the wife ^wlio is unaware of the divorce ,
is entitled to maintenance only for the >idda period, not until she
becomes aware of it*

29

1owever^even if the courts were to hold that a wife was
entitled to maintenance until she became aware of the talaq,
*
this would avail her little because, as we have seen, the court s
follow

Lite traditional Harafi doctrine and refuse to allow a

claim for past maintenance}which is unsupported by specific
agreements*
It rqaains to be s e n when India will legislate to equate the
position of Indian Muslims in matters of divorce with that of their
fellow Muslims in Pakistan, and the greater part of the Muslim
world*

In the meantime, suggestions for reform have been put

forward by eminent scholars yincluding irofesscr iyzee*

Professor

fyzee has suggested that Conciliation Courts, on the pattern of
those established in Singapore, should be set up*

He proposes that

the triple lalaq should be declared void and, where the husband
*
pronounces such a talaq, the matter should be referred to the
*
Conciliation Court at once.

The court would then try to effect

a reconciliation but, if this proved impossible, it might allow
the husband to give a single talaq.
•

He further proposes that,

_

29* Fatawa Alamgiri

p*579*

also al Kidaya p*h22*

where a man v/ishes to divorce his wife by a single talaq, he
should first apply to the Conciliation Court and no divorce
should be valid without the prior permission of the court*

Only

if it is satisfied that proper grounds exist for divorce will the
court decree that the husband may pronounce a talaq#
»
His detailed proposals are contained in his draft of a Muslim
Personal Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, article 4 of which
reads!*f#

Talaq - Wherever any party to the marriage comes to the Court

and proves to the satisfaction of the Court of Conciliation that a
single or triple talaq has been pronounced ^with out a reference to
of*
the said Court, by the husband xm the wife, the Court shall declare

the Talaq void and refer the matter for further hearing to itself#
5#

After hearing both parties and their witnesses if any, the

Court shall declare either that a reconciliation has taken place
and in that case no further proceedings shall take place; or
6#

That for valid reasons submitted by the husband, the husband

is empowered to pronounce a single talaq according to the sunna
form#
7#

After such declaration is pronounced by the husband in the

Court of Conciliation ,the Court shall lay down the conditions for
divorce, namely (i) payment of mahr, (ii) payment of compensation
for divorce mut>at al-talaq, and (iii) shall order a sum to be
paid to the wife by way of alimony till her death or remarriage#
8#

In making such an order the court shall take into consideration

185.
the financial position of the husband and wife, respectively;
the social status of the wife, in particular, and such other
considerations as seem to the Court of Conciliation to be just
o
and proper#
Professor Fyzec*s proposals are radical in the Isl&ndc point
of view, and should they be enacted, divorce in India would be a
judicial matter, and any pronouncement outside a court would then
be void, as in Tunisia#

30

However, i'yzee has attacked the husband*a

unqualified right to pronounce a divorce at will by proposing that
a husband should have to show valid reason why he should be empower
ed to divorce his wife, whereas in Tunisia a husband may still
divorce his wife without cause, provided he does it in court,

31

although he will then have to pay such compensation as the Court
decrees#

The proposals are similar in concept to the Family

Protection *ct of Iran, but Fyzee has not sugg sted any specific
grounds on which the husband may base his application to divorce his
wife, such as are provided in the Iranian Act#

32

one of the most radical provisions in the suggested legis
lation is* that a husband shall be ordered by the court to pay to
his wife on divorce, in addition to her dower , a sum by way of
compensation, and a sun by way of alimony, until her death or
remarriage.

The right of the wife to these sums would be absolute

30#

Tunisi n Lav of Personal Status Art# 30#

31#

Art. 31(3) of Tunisian Law of Personal Ltatus given the same
right to the wife#

32.

F.P#A. Art. 11#
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and would not depend upon the discretion of the Court*
to the Syrian Law of i ersonal status

33

According

tne court, may, in exercise

of its descretion, award the wife compensation but only for a
period of one year following the divorce.

The Tunisian Law of

3k
Personal Status
also makes a similar provision but in this case

no time liidLt is icposed but the wife's right is not absolute and
whether she is awarded compensatory payment or notf and if so for
what period of time, is within the discretion of the court.
Pakistan
Pakistan has followed the lead of other Muslim countries and
has introduced reforms in the law relating to talaq.
.

The Commission

on Marriage and Family Law which, as we have seen, was set up on
kth August 1935• had among its terms of reference the question

whether the existing lav governing divorce required modifications
in order to give women their proper place in society "according to
the fundamentals of Islam".

The Cocsraiscion was asked to report on

the proper registration of divorces and the right to divorce,
exercisable by either party through the court or by other judicial
means.

A questionnaire was issued to leading members of the Muslim

community and to members of the public in order to elicit their
opinions on the questions concerned*

One of the questions was

"If the husband pronounces talaq three times at a single sitting,

33.

Art* 11?.

3k.

Art* 3(3).

should it be recognized as a valid and final divorce or should three
pronouncements during three tuhrs as required by the Holy Qur'an
be made obligatoryV

Syed Abul Ala al-Maudoodi, who was one

of those to whom the questionnaire was addressed, answered
this question by stating that the four Imams had agreed that
if three pronouncements were pronounced at one time they would
be reckoned as three and that this appeared to him to be the
correct view*

He then added that such a divorce was of course

a sin as it "goes contrary to the method of divorce taught by God
and his Prophet (peace be on him)"*
He suggested that the following measures should be taken*
First, Muslims should be instructed in the approved method of
divorce and they should be told that the wrong method was sinful*
Secondly, petition writers should be legally forbidden to write
documents of three divorces (at one time) and defaulters penalized*
Thirdly,

those.

who pronounced a triple talaq should be penalized*
*

The Maulana appeared to pay no attention to the situation
of a wife who was triply ' repudiated by her husband without cause*
The penalization of the husband would in no way alleviate her
position, if the divorce was nevertheless valid*

Indeed, in answer

to the question posed by the Commission whether the court should
be free to award maintenance to a divorced wife for her life or
until her re-marriage, he replied that this wo>Id "be against
the Sharia as well as against the accepted canons of justice" (sic

»).
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Amin Ahsan Islahi also shared Mau&oodi's view regarding the
validity of the triple talaq*

He stated, "we hold that the best

possible course is that the view of the overwhleming majority
of the legists should be respected and the folly offlouting
it avoided.

Such talaqs should be regarded as irrevocable and

the person who divorces in this way punished os fined so that
35

this play v/ith the Book of God shall end for ever.”

It is

difficult to understand Islahi's reluctance to recognize the
right of the legislature to forbid a practice which he describes
as "this play with the Book of God".
Maulana iltishamul Haq^who was a member of the Commission
also took the view that, as the four Imams had agreed that three
pronouncements of talaq at a single sitting constituted an irrevocable divorcef it was not open to the Commission to make any
recommendations which did not accord with their views*
With respect, it is difficult to comprehend how three such
eminent scholars can condemn a practice as a sin in th^feyes of
Islam an^et deny that it should be forbidden by the law.

Need,

less to say, the Commission rejected their 'arguments' and took
the view that a triple talaq had always been termed bid'a, or in
the Commission's translation an 'undesirable innovation'

there

fore it held that 'its very name condemns it as unislamic'.

The

35*

,fA Critique of the Modernist Approach to the Family Law of
Islam” Studies in the Family Law of Islam, ed. K* Ahraad,
Karachi, 19^1, p*lo2*
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Commission noted that many theologians from the beginning of
Islam do *n to modern times had been of the opinion that the
pronouncement of divorce three times at one sitting amounted
to only a single pronouncement, which did not effect a final and
irrevocable dissolution of the marriage.

It was essential, the

Commission continued, that ouch a divorce should be followed
by two further pronouncements in two subsequent tuhrs. This
opinion, it recommended, should be given legislative effect*
The Commission recommended that there should be compulsory
registration of divorces in order to avoid the situation which,
it stated, arose frequently in cases of abduction where the same
woman was claimed as wife by two men*

Also, the Commission

stated, the question whether or not a divorce had been pronounced
frequently arose in civil cases involving inheritance or legitimacy”and a great deal of time and money is wasted on trying to
establish whether the woman had or had not been divorced by her
first husband*”

The Commission recommended that a standard

talaqnama should be prescribed, printed in triplicate and made
available at every post office for a nominal fee (As*8)*

The

entries in the talaqnama should give specific details as to how
talaq was effected, whether by one pronouncement or by three
different pronouncements in three different period of tuhr* A
copy should be sent to the Tehsildar by rigtstered post and
should be copied out in a register kept hy him*

If the husband

failed to register his declaration of divorce, he should be
liable to a fine not exceeding Rs*500*
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Some members of the Commission felt that registration of
divorce was not in itself sufficient to protect the interests
of women and they recommended that no-one should be allowed to
divorce his wife without recourse to a Matrimonial and Family
Lav^ Court.

The Commission recommended that a special court to be called
the Matrimonial and Family Laws Court,

.

should be established

in each Commissioner's district to deal with cases relating to
marriage and family laws.

The Court should be prescribed over

by an officer of the rank of District Judge, and would be obliged
to comply with the rules laid down in the Civil Procedure Code
or the Lvidence Act.

No second appeal or revision should be

allowed from a decision of this court.

An appeal from the court

would lie directly to the High Court, and the decision of the High
Court would be final.
The Commission further recommended that the court should not
permit a divorce to be pronounced until the husband had paid the
whole dower and made suitable provision for the maintenance of
his wife and children.If payment of the whole dower was not possible
the court could order payment by instalments.

The recommendation

had the support of all members of the Commission;except Maulana
Lltishaiml Haq, who held that this suggestion could only be imple
mented by inserting a condition in the standard nikahnama that
the husband gave up the right of pronouncing talaq, except in a
court.

In this way, he felt, the provision would not be contrary
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to Islamic law.

The Commission's report, therefore, stated that

the Maulana was not apposed in principle to the suggestion that
the intervention of a court should be required for the purpose
of dissolution of a marriage at the instance of the husband.
Maudoodi, however, took the view that even the simple
registration of divorces should not be made obligatory.

In

his answer to the Questionnaire he stated that of course arguments
could be made for the registration of divorce, but such regist
ration should be discretionnary.
The Commission recommended also that ^whenever divorce was
sought, attempts to conciliate should be made by the kinsmen or
friends of both parties and only when such attempts failed should
the process of divorce begin.

Maudoodi approved the setting up

of reconciliation committees but he was of the opinion that a
divorce should be valid, even when reference had not been made
to such a body.
Lastly the Commission suggested that the Matrimonial and
Laws
Famil^/Court should be empowered to order a husband to pay maint
enance to his divorced wife for life or until her re-marriage.
As we have seen, Maudoodi felt that such a step would be contrary
to the Shari1a. He stated that it seemed unreasonable that 'a
person who has divorced a woman and is no more entitled to any
rights over her should be compelled to bear the burden of her
expenses for the whole of her life or until her re-marriage*•
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Islahi felt that to allow the court to extend the period
for which a husband could be obliged to maintain his wife could
be sanctioned neither by the Gharlfa nor by "common sense'1• He
proposed that the responsibility for the maintenance of a divorced
wife should be upon the State not upon her ex-husband.

96

The Report of the Commission on Muslim Family Law was pub
lished in the Gazette Extraordinary of the Government of Pakistan
on 20th June 1956 and some six years later the Muslim Family
Laws Ordinance was enacted.

The recommendation of the Commission

that the triple talaq should count only as a single talaq was
•

♦

given effect to in principle , but talaq was not made a judicial
»
matter.

The Ordinance as promulgated contained no provision for

alimony to be awarded to a divorced wife.

Article Seven of the

Grdinance deals with divorce by the husband and reads as follows:”7.

Talaq.- (1) Any man who wishes to divorce his wife shallf as

soon as may be after the pronouncement of talaq in any form whatso
ever, give the Chairman notice in writing of his having done sot and
shall supply a copy thereof to the wife.
(2)

Whoever contravenes the provisions of subsection (1) shall be

punishable with simple imprisonment for a term which may extend to
one year or with fine which may extend to five thousand rupees, or
with both.

36.

Studies on *amily Law of Islam, ibid. p.l67«
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(3)

Save as provided in subsection (3)* a talaq unless revoked

earlier, expressly or otherwise, shall not be effective until the
expiration of ninety days from the day on which notice under sub
sect cn (1) is delivered to the Chairman.
(*0

Within thirty days of the receipt of notice under sub

section (1), the Chairman shall constitute an Arbitration Council
for the purpose of bringing about a reconciliation between the parties,
and the Arbitration Council shall take all steps necessary to bring
about such reconciliation.
(3)

If the v/ife be pregnant at the time talaq is pronounced

talaq shall not be effective until the period mentioned in sub
section (2) or the pregnancy, whichever be latex', ends.
(6)

Nothing shall debar a wife whose marriage has been ter...dil

ated by talaq effective under this section from re-marrying the same
husband, without an intervening marriage with a third person, unless
such termination is for the third time so effective.”
It will be noted that the Ordinance makes no distinction between
a first, second or third talaq as regards revocability.
.

It would

appear therefore that even when the husband pronounces a talaq for
the third time, it will not be effective until ninety days have
elapsed and therefore the parties, still having the status of
carried persons during this period, would inherit from each other,
if one were to die*

The only distinction made by the Ordinance

regarding a third talaq is in S.7(b), wriich provides that a wife
may not remarry her husband after a third talaq without an intervening marriage.

19^.

The west Pakistan Family Law Rules, ly6l, and the East
Pakistan F mily Law Rules, 19&1, lay down the detailed procedure
to be followed when a talaq is effected in accordance with the
*
provisions of S*7 of the Ordinance.

The Union Council, which has
of
jurisdiction in the case of notice of talaq, is that/the Union
*
or town in which the wife was residing at the time of the pro• 37
nouncement of the talaq.

According to the West Pakistan Family

Law Rules;where the whereabouts of the wife who is to be supplied
with a copy of the notice of talaq are not known to the husband
.
and he cannot with 'due diligence' ascertain them, he may, with
the permission of the Chairman, give notice of the talaq to the
m

wife through her father, mother, adult brother or sister*

If their

whereabouts are unknown, he may, again with the permission of the
Chairman, serve the notice of talaq on her by publication in a
newspaper approved by the Chairman, which has a circulation in the
locality where the husband and wife last residedtogether*

38

No

similar addition has been made to thecorresponding hastPakistan
Rules*
Within seven days of receiving a notice that a talaq has been
pronounced, the Chairman must call upon each of the parties in
writing, to nominate his or her representative.

37.

Each party must

Rule 3(b) W.F.F.L* Rules, 1961.
Rule 5(b) E*P.F.L. Rules, 1961.

38. Rule 3 A W.P.F.L. Rules 1961 was added by Gazette Notification
No.l Integ. 10-3^-6^ dated 2nd October 1963*
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then, within seven days of receiving the order, nominate in writing
a representative and deliver the nomination to the Chairaan or send
it to him by registered post.

39

If the representative so nominated is unable to attend the
meetings of the Arbitration Council or wilfully absents himself or
loses the confidence of the party, the party may, with the permission
of the Chairman, revoke the nomination and make, within a period
of time specified by the Chairman, a fresh nomination.

In such

cases it is not necessary to commence the proceedings before the
ifl
Council de novo, unless the Chairman so directs.
In West Pakistan only, when proceedings before the Arbitration
Council have been concluded, the record must be forwarded by the
Chairman to the office of the Union Council, where it is to be kept
for five years.

1*2

All proceedings before the Arbitration Council are held in
camera, unless the Chairman otherwise directs*
Pakistan, unless the parties

1*3

and in *est

consent.

The question whether a repudiation pronounced by a husband will
take effect as a valid divorce, if he fails to comply with the pro
visions of the Ordinance, is not dealt with in the Ordinance itself.

39.

6(1) W.P.F.L.B.

1961

6(1) E.P.F.L.R.

1961.

to.

6(2) V.P.F.L.R.

1961

6(2) E.P.F.L.R.

1961.

to.

6(3)

W.P.F.L.S.

1961

6(3) E.P.F.L.H.

1961.

to.
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W.P.F.L.B.

1961.

^3.

5(1)

W.P.F.L.B. 1961

L.j .1:»L.R»

1961.
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Section 7(2) merely provides that* if a husband contravenes the

provision of the Section, he shall be punished uith simple im
prisonment for up to one year or a fine not exceeding Rs.5t000* or
both*

This problem was discussed by Rahman J. in the course of

his judgement in Ali hawaz Gardezi v. Col. Muhammad Yusuf
rejected the argument put forward that the word •effective* in
£•7(3) meant effective against the husband only, and that,if the
husband failed to give notice to the Chairman, the talaq he had
pronounced would take effect at once.

Such an interpretation* his

Lordship held, would render the section nugatory, since all a
husband would have to do was fail tcgive notice to the Chairman in
order to make his talaq effective immediately.

This was the very

mischief which the Section was designed to remedy.

His Lordship

continued "if the husband himself thinks better of the pronouncement
of talaq and abstains from giving notice to the Chairman* he should
.
perhaps be deemed* in view of S.7 » to have revoked the pronouncement
and that would be to the advantage of theldfe".
obiter
According to this/dictum it would appear that* in Kahman J fs
view, a talaq which is not notified to the Chairman of the Union
Council would be without any effect whatsoever rind therefore* if
the husband then pronounces a second talaq of which he gives notice
to the Chairman* this will count
permissible to him under the lav.

Mf.

F.L.D.

1963.

b.C.51.
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With respect, the intention of the legislature would appear
to have been to require the husband to give notice of any talaq*
♦

which he pronounces, even if he^ revokes it subsequently*

Other

wise there would appear to be no purpose in imposing penal sanctions
for failure to comply with the provisions of the Ordinance*

No

doubt the legislature was concerned to render the pronouncement of
talaq
•

a serious matter with significant repercussions*

the State v Taunir Fatima

45

-

, Khan J* held that a talaq

pronounced by the husband was not effective to dissolve the
marriage, as he had failed to give notice in accordance with S*7(l)
of the Ordinance*

Fanqir Fatima, the wife in this case, had

successfully filed an application for maintenance against her
husband, who had deserted her, under S*488 C*Pr.C.

The husband

filed a revision application, which was dissiaissed, whereupon he filed
a suit asking for a declaration that he had divorced ids wife in
\
India some fifteen years previously*

This suit was also dismissed,

and the trial judge held that Tauqir Fatima continued to be his
wife.
missed*

Ke appealed against this decision but his appeal was dis
He then filed an application in which he stated that he

had that day irrevocably divorced his wife by pronouncing three
talaqs and had tried to give a talaqnama to his wife but that she
Mmm— had refused to take it.

He then asked to be allowed to pay the

arrears of maintenance granted to his wife by the court, by instalments*

45*

P*LjD*

1964*

Kar. 306*
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The Additional City Magistrate

Karachi, then made an order

directing the husband to pay lauqir Fatima Rn.IQO per month, until
the arrears and the allowance for her *idda v/as exhausted.

The

wife petitioned forrevision of this order to the additional
Session^Judge, who recommended that the order of the Additional
City Magistrate should be set aside, and referred the case to the
High Court.

Giving judgement in this Court, Khan J. held that the

magistrate was wrong in accepting the husband*s application, in
which he stated that he had divorced his wife, because he had
failed to give notice to the Chairman of the Union Council in
accordance with S.7 of the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance.
4s nc such notice hid been given, his Lordship continued, the
talaq the husband had pronounced could not have become effective.
.

Therefore he held the question of restricting

payment of the

allowance granted to the wife to the conclusion of the period of
her *idda could net arise.
It will be noted that, unlike the reforms enacted in Kiddle
Jastern countries, the Ordinance does not invalidate a conditional
talaq.

However, much of the damage caused by the rule that a con-

♦

ditional talaq pronounced by a husband, though in reality a threat
made in a moment of rage, is nevertheless effective, has been
alleviated by the previsions of Section 7 that no talaq will be
.
effective until ninety days have elapsed from the date when notice
of the talaq is given to the Chairman of the Union Council.

The

199.
question arises whether notice must be given by the husband, when
he pronounces the conditional talaq or when the condition specified
is fulfilled#

It is submitted that notice need be given only when

the condition is fulfilled, since it is at this time that in
traditional law the talaq would become effective#
Problems such as that which faced the court in Bilqeea Begum y,
b6
Kanaoor Ahmad
will not arise after the enactment of the Ordinance#

In this case the husband was seeking a decree of restitution of
conjugal rights» which the wife opposed on the grounds that her
husband had triply repudiated her#

He had said that she was triply

repudiated^if she visited a friend of whom he did not approve#

The

wife did not visit her friend on the day the repudiation was pro
nounced, although she did so subsequently#
obtained a fatwa

The wife's family then

to the effect thatthedivorce was effective and

took her away from her husband's home#
The court found in favour of the husband, holding that the
intention of the husband, when he pronounced the conditional talaq,
was that it should
on the same day#

become effective ifthewife visited her friend

As she did not visit her friend until some days

subsequent to the talaq, it was not operative#
#
If such a case came before the court at the present time, the
talaq v/ould clearly be held to be inoperative, as notice would not
#
have been given to the Union Council.

P*L«D*

19&h#

Kar# ^9*

Such a case could present no

problem in law but of course it might create problems of a
religious nature for a poor woman who might regard herself as
divorced by the religious law, although the lav of Pakistan would
regard her as still married.

Such a problem however would not be

restricted to wives whose husbands had purported to repudiate them
conditionally, but would also apply to a woman repudiated by what
the traditional law would consider an irrevocable talaq.

Delegated Divorce
In traditional law a husband may delegate his power of repudiation to

is wife, so that she can divorce herself.

his wife an option

If he gives

however, she must exercise

it within the majlis (the sitting or meeting at which the option was
given), unless the husband specifically grants her an extended
period of time in which to exercise it.

A husband may also delegate

to his wife the right to divorce herself upon the happening of a
specified event.

Cnee the contingency stipulated for occurs, the

wife has an option to exercise her right of divorce or not as she
chooses.

In Hanofi law it is not necessary for her to go to
9

court to exercise her right of repudiation, nor is it necessary
for her to pronounce the repudiation before witnesses - although
of course a prudent wife would provide hers&lf with witnesses as
otherwise it might be impossible for her to prove that she had
actually exercised her right to divorce herself.

201.
The parties

themselves are free to decide the conditions

upon the occurrence of which the vife,s right will arise.

Trad

itional law does not require that they should be *reasonable* in
the eyes of the court.

The courts in the sub-continent, however,

have held that the conditions upon which the wife could exercise
her delegated right of repudiation must be reasonable, not against
public policy and in conformity with the provision of the Contract
Act.
'This point was discussed at length by the High Court of Assam
in Saifuddin Sikh v Eureka Bibi

46

•

The facts of this case were

that at the time of the marriage the husband already had two wives
but they were not living with him.

A kabinnama was executed ^under

the terms of which the parties agreed that, if the husband brought
either of the wives to whom he was already married to stay with him
without hhe third wifefs consent, she should be free to divorce
herself after the performance.of "the ordinary legal formalities"*
The husband did bring one of his wives to stay with him without
the petitioner*s consent and she alleged that, when she objected,
he had beaten her, otherwise ill-treated her and driven her from
the house.

Thereupon she had observed the formalities of divorce

and instituted the suit from which this second appeal arose.
The husband alleged that the agreement in the kabinnsiua was
illegal and unforceable, so the wife's suit for dissolution should

46.

..I.E.

1955

Assam 153.
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be dismissed.

Both the courts below found that the kabinnama

was a genuine document and that the petitioner had observed the
formalities leading to divorce.

The munsif at first instance,

however, held that the contract was invalid, as opposed toLublic
f
policy. He was of the opinion that the two former wives were
entitled to a conjugal association with

their husband and, in asmuch

as the contract purported to put an impediment on this, it was
invalid under section 23 Contract Act

•

The lower appellate

court reversed the finding of the munsif and held the contract
valid^as there was nothing in it either illegal or contrary to
public policy*
The second appeal was heard by Deka J. and Aarjo© Irasad C •J •,
who read the judgement.

The Chief Justice stated that the question

of law involved had no precedent.

There was no doubt, their Lord

ships held, that Islamic law permitted a husband to delegate the
power of divorce to his wife under certain contingencies.

As a

Muslim marriage was a contract and not a sacrament, the validity
or otherwise of conditions inserted in a kabinnama entitling the
petitioner to exercise the right ofdivorce, would depend upon
whether the conditions specified inthe document were, or were not,
contrary to the provisions of the Indian Contract Act*

**?•

3*23* The consideration or object of an agreement is lawful,
unless it is forbidden by law, or is of suen a nature that, if
permitted, it would defeat the provisions of any law ; or is
fraudulent; or involves injury to the person or property of
another; or the court regards it as immoral or opposed to
public policy. In each of these cases the consideration or
object of an agreement is said to be unlawful. Every agreement
of which the object or consideration is unlawful, is void*
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It was difficult, the court heldf to see how such a contract
as that in the instant case could be opposed to either law or
public policy.

It was true that a man could have four wives and

that all of these wives were entitled to have marital relations
with their husband, but the contract in question did not militate
against these provisions of law.

It merely provided that, if the

husband brought any of his other wives to stay without the consent
of the petitioner, she could exercise her right to divorce h rself.
This did not place any restriction cn the rights of the other wives
and, as the husband was free to marry yet another woman, there was
no point in asking on unwilling partner to stay in the company of
ether wives with whom she might not agree.

Therefore, the court

held that the condition was in accord with both reason and public
policy and should be enforced.
The court rejected the argument of the respondent, based on
2f8
Bai Fatria v. li Mohoned iyeb , that an agreement for future
separation between a Muslim husband and wife was invalid as being
opposed to public policy under S.23 Contract Act.

The Court held

that the earlier case had no application tc the facts of the case
before it and that anyway it was doubtful if the law propounded by
the Bombay court could be applied to all agreements dealing with
future separation. The court cited the judgement in Mir jan
Lq
Maiaruna Bibi
which was followed in nufiatan Bibi v .‘
>heikh

**8. I.L.R. (1912) 37 Bom. 280
49.

A.I.R. 19^9

Asam 14.

Ali

v

nbdul
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Salim •

It laid down the

rinciple that an anti-nuptial agreement

that a husband should pay separate maintenance to hie wife in case
of disagreement and that the wife should have the pov-er to get
herself divorced* if he failed to pay maintenance for a certain
period, was not opposed to public policy and was enforcehble under
Muslim lav;*
These decisions, the court stated, were based on the principle
that a contract, which serves to ensure peace and domestic happi
ness, should not be regarded as invalid and opposed to public policy*
51
ihe court then Aroceeded to cite judicial authority,'

holding

that stipulations in a kabinnama ^hether ante or post-nuptial,
under which the husband authorised his wife to divorce hers^elf,
if he took a second wife, were valid*

These decisions were not

of course strictly relevant to the instant case*
The court then held that the real question was not whether the
other wives were r strained from coming to stay with their husband,
but what was the eff ct of the contract^if they did so without the
petitioner’s consent*

The petitioner could then seek a divorce and

such a right could not be said to be invalid#
Wher. the wife, in exercise of the right delegated to her,
divorced herself, the divorce takes effect as though it were the

50.

A.I.R.

1950*

Cal. 30*f.

51.

h.iharam li v. Ayesa Kliatun. A«I*R* 1916 Cal* ?6l*
Kahamsvxd .rain v. aimna Bibi A.I.R. 1931
13^.
aadiqa Begum v. vta Ullah a.I* i. Lah. 1933. 885.
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husband himself who had pronounced it.

This was the decision in

t . _.
52
Sura.1 f:ia and Others v. Abdul Majid • In this case the wife was
granted the right to divorce herself by hex' husband if he took a
second wife and caused her unhappiness.

After her husband had

taken a second wife she exercised her delegated power and divorced
hers&tf.

She then married a second husband.

The magistrates took

the view that she should have obtained a declaration from a courtv
bu5 hVvt
that her divorce was valid buthe High Court held that this was a
wrong view of the law.

The court held "where there is a contract

between the husband and wife, empowering the latter to divorce her
self in specific contingencies and which she exercises at the
happening of any of them, the divorce will take effect to the same
extent as if it had been pronounced by the husband.
require any declaration from a court of law.

It does not

The po’;er given to

her by her husband is in itself quite sufficient."
In the above case, the condition upon which the wife could
exercise her delegated power of divorce was specific.

If her

husband took a second wife and this caused her unhajjpiness she
co Id divorce herself.

The fact that her husband had taken a second

wife was easy to establish and that this had caused her unhappiness
could be inferred from the fact that she then exercised her right.
In fact, the court did not concern itself with this subjective
element and recorded the second marriage as sufficient to justify
the wife's exercise of her right.

52.

A.I.R.

1953.

Tri.
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53
In kirjan All v. Miimuna Bibi
however there was difficulty
the
in establishing whether/condition specified in the kabinnana
upon wnich the wile's power to divorce herself arose, was fulfilled
or not.

The kabiimuma executed at the tii«e of the marriage

provided that, if the wife 'due to any ill-feeling' lived with
her father for ninety days and the husband did not persuade her to
return to him during this period, then”on completion cf the said
ninety days, my one, two, three talak bain u,x>n you will be
* effective’5• The document then went on to provide that the wife
would then be free to take another husband after the expiry of the
'idda.
The wife alleged that four months after the marriage, her
husband ill-treated her and ill-feeling arose between them and
so she left him and went to live with her father.

She further

alleged that she had "accepted tilaq" under the terms of the
.
kabinnoina in the presence of two witnesses and she accordingly
sought a declaration that her marriage was dissolved.
The munsif, at first instance, dismissed her suit, holding
that her .allegation of cruelty was not proved, and that it was not
established that she had gone to her father because of ill-feeling
between her .and her husband.
Cn appeal the Bpecial Subordinate Judge found no independent
evidence of ill-treatment of the wife by the husband, but he held

A.I.lv.
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that each independent evidence was not to be expected*
thai

rt was*

He found

ill-feeling between the parties , as

contemplated in the kabianama and held that the pronouncement of
talaq by the wife was not necessary and that on the happening of
the contingency referred to in the kabinnaaa, the marriage was
automatically dissolved.
The court of the second appeal held that the judgement of
the lower a: ellate court could not be sustained.

The court held

that the lower court was wrong in holding that, where by agreement
the husband conferred on his wife the power of divorcing hersdlf
on the happening ofa jert* in contingency

the marriage automatically

stood dissolved on the happening of that contingency.

In such

cases, the court held, there must be a formal pronouncement of
talaq nude either to the husband himself or in the presence of two
case
witnesses. In the instant / there was no evidence that such a
formal pronouncement had been made.

Moreover, the court continued*

in cases where a wife sought to exercise her delegated power to
divorce herself* she crust clearly establish that the conditions
entitling her to exercise the power had been fulfilled.

In the

instant case the wife was required to prove that she had left her
husband and gone to her father because of ill-feeling and she had
offered to proof of this other than her own uncorroborated statement.
With respect to the High Court, it appears tliat the lower
court was correct in its interpretation of the kabinnaraa in question.
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This document left a great deal to be desired as regards cl_rity*
but it would appear that the husband did not in fact give his wife
an option to divorce herself if the condition stipulated took
effect, but that he pronounced a conditional talaq.
♦

The High Court was wrong in its assessment of the judgement
of the lower appellate court which ,

did not state that^vhere

a husband conferred the right to divorce herself on his wife on the
occurrence of a specified event, the marriage was automatically
dissolved when the specified event took place,

buch a decision

indeed would destroy the intended effect of a delegated talaq,
#
which is designed to give a choice to the wife - since she may
choose to continue to remain married to her husband, despite the
fulfillment of the condition, or she may choose to end the married
state.

The lower court simply considered the conditions in the

kabinnama as providing a conditional talaq, whereby once the events
specified occurred, the marriage automatically ended.
The decision in Mirjan Ali v. Maimuna Bibi was cited with
approval by the Calcutta High Court in Buff, tan Bibi and Another v.
qlf
Sheikh nbdul balicr • This was an appeal by a wife and her father
a linst a judgement by the Subordinate Judge, decreeing the husband1s

suit for restitution of conjugal rights.

The husband alleged that

his wife had left him and gone to her father, and then instituted an
unsuccessful suit for -aaintenance under b.*f88 C.P.C.

A.I.R.

1950.

Cal.
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The wife ulleged
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that her husband had ill-treated her and that, in fact, she had
an
divorced herself under the terras of/ante-nuptial kabinnoiaa.
The ccurt

of

first instance rejected the husband’s suit

for restitution of conjugal rights on the grounds that he had
ill-treated his wife.

This decision was reversed by the lower

appellate court, which found that the wife had failed to prove
cruelty.

It also held that the agreement in the kabinnama, which

allowed thewife to live apart from her husband in case of dis
agreement, was void.

The instant appeal was concerned with the

second finding of the lower court.
It was argued on behalf of the wife that the lower court was
wrong in law in regarding the stipulation in the kabinnaaia as void.
The court had relied on a passage from Kulla’s ,irrinciple6 of
h&homedan Lawn for the vi w that a contract, which allowed a wife
to live separately from her husband in case of discord, was void
under Islamic law.

The High Court held, however, that, in fact,

hulla did not state this at all and in the passage from his book
to whic

the lower court had referred, he was dealing with post-
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nuptial agreements. '

The court cited abbas hli v. flazemunnessa

Begunr'° as autiiority for the view that an agreement by the husband
in the

Kabinnama

to pay

disagreement, was not

5>.
5b.

h i s wife separate mai n t e n a n c e in case

opposed

i\ulla, section £30.
c.w.N.

1059.

to

public policy

of

and was enforceable
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also under Islamic law.

In the instant case the agreement in the

kabinnama authorised the wife to live with her father, if disagree
ment arose.

It further

rovided that the husband would pay main

tenance of Rs.10 per month

authorised the wife to divorce herself

if he did not pay her for six months.

The lower court took the

view that, unless crufclty was proved, the husband was not bound to
maintain his wife at her father's house, and concerned itself only
with the question of cruelty.

The High Court, however, held that

this view was not in conformity with the conditions in the kabinnaaa.
which it further held to bo valid and binding.

The court then cited

Mir.ian All v. Maireuna Bibi as authority for the ruling that, when
a wife sought to exercise a delegated right of divorce, she must
establish that the condition specified had been fulfilled.

In

the instant case the court, being satisfied that the condition had
been fulfilled, allowed the wife's appeal.
57
In Mat. Jan.! v. Huhaxiaad Khan
the court held that the con
ditions upon which the wife's delegated power to divorce herself
would arise, were op osed to public policy and inoperative.

ibis was

an appeal fro© the husband's suit for restitution of conjugal rights,
which had been referred by the court t>£ first instance and upheld by
the first appellate court.

Ghose J., who heard the second appeal,

held that the husband, being a khanadamd^, was not entitled to
bring a suit for restitution of conjugal rights, as the custom of

57.

A.I.R.

1970.

J and K

15^.

58.

lit. 'house son-in-law*•
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making a kb/jroadainad. prevalent in the locality, abrogated the
Muslim law of marriage and imposed an obligation on the husband to
reside with the vife#s father.
The question was referred to a full bench of the High Court,
lia Jalal-ud-Din J., giving judgement, held that, as it was proved
that the wife had refused to live with her husband, in his house,
and to perform at rital obligations, the husband was entitled to a
decree for restitution of conjugal rights.
He then proceeded to discuss the question whether the agreement

between the husband and wife, by which the husband gave the wife
the right to divorce him on certain conditions, was invalid as being
against public policy.
been dissolved.

The wife alleged that the marriage had

The husband had executed an agreement in which he

had agreed that he would not commit an act of 'deceit* and would not
be guilty of disobedience to his father-in-law.

If any of the

conditions were broken she could terminate the marriage.
The court below had found this agreement not in accordance with
law, holding that it was opposed to public policy and therefore it
could not be given any effect.
Mia Jalal-ud-Din J., stated that, in his view, the conditions
provided in the agreement were "such that they cannot be found to be
wholesome

nd conducive to the best spirit underlying marriage".

He continued "A Khanaltaoad is not to work as a servant in his fatherin-law's house; he is not a serf at the beck and call of his mother
and father-in-law.

Of course*1, he added, "as a rule he must respect
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them and render services to them, but if he failed to do so,
this could not justify the severance of the marriage tie with his
wife.”

He therefore held that a breach of these conditions did not

justify the exercise of the right of divorce*
The law in India relating to delegated talaq is far from clear*
The decision of the Assam high Court in Mirinn Ali v* M»4murv> Bibi
is in conflict with that of the Tripura liigh Court in auraj Mia
Others v* Abdul ha.jid*

nd

The Assam court held that a wife must pro

nounce a delegated talaq in the presence of either her husband or
of tfco witnesses, where the Tripura court held that she could
pronounce the talaq in exactly the sans manner as her husband could
do so* i*e* in the absence of her husband or of witnesses*
A more serious difficulty arises however regarding proof that
the condition specified lias been fulfilled*

The wife9s right does

not arise until the event specified occurs*

Clearly if she claims

to have repudiated herself and it C£in be shown that the condition
stipulated was not fulfilled, the repudiation was invalid*

But

the court in Mlr.jan Ali v* Kaimuna Bibi held that, when a wife
seeks to exercise her right to repudiate herself, she must clearly
establish that the conditions entitling her to exercise the power
have been fulfilled*

This would seen to indicate that the Assam

Court took the view that a preliminary hearing would be required
before the wife could validly exercise her delegated ri$it of talaq*
The wifo*s exercise of her right would then become subject to judicial
control*

This, however, is in direct conflict with the decision in
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oura.1 Hia and Others v . Abdul Majid, where the court held that the
exercise of a delegated talaq did not re uire a declaration from
»
a court of lav*
Such anomalies in the Indian lav would be removed if an
amendment were made to the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act,
similar in for© to Art. U 1 9 of the Civil Code of Iran, which
provides that "the parties to the marriage may stipulate any
condition which

Is not incompatible wit:i the terms of the Marriage

Act ...For example it could be stipulated that, if the husband
takes another wife and absents himself for a certain period, or does
not pay mainton .nee, or attempts to kill his wife or treats her so
harshly that life together is unbearable, the wife has the power,
which she may transfer to a third party by power of attorney, to
obtain a divorce, after est blishing in court the fact that one of
the foregoing conditions has occurred, and after the issue of a
final jud -ement to that effect .n
The Family Laws Ordinance in Pakistan has not provided a
solution to these problems.

The standard nikx-inama attached to the

best iakistan Family Lav R^les and the Last iakist m Family Law
Rules, wliich must bo completed on the marriage, specifies whether
the husb nd lias delegated the power of divorce to his wife and u on
what conditions.

It does not stipulate, however, the procedure to

be followed to prove that the conditions have been fulfilled.

21k.
Turning now to Pakistan,
/ t^e high Court of i>'acca in .aimad \li v. oabha Katun Bibi
held

that an express stipulation must be valid and ale that

the circumstances in which the stipulation was to be invoked had
to be taken into account to see if it was reasonable and not
opposed to Muslim law.

In this case, the husband executed a

kabinanaa providing that his wife could divorce herself from him M
if he failed to fulfil certain conditions.

The wife's father

took the wife away from the husband's home and the wife then
instituted a suit for a declaration that her marriage was dis
solved.

Both before and after the wife's suit the husband had

made repeated attempts to get her back, but all had proved un
successful.

In 19^5 he received a notice unuer the 'Bengal

Muhammedan Marriage and divorce Hegistration *ct, 1876, from the
Mohammedan i-iarriage Registrar, defendant

in the instant case,

to the effect that his wife had exorcised her delegated right of
divorce and was marrying another man within one month^unless her
husband produced an order from the court stating that such a marriage
should not be registered.

The husband then instituted a suit for

restitution of conjugal rights, pleading that the talaq pronounced
.
by his wife was invalid and that their marri -ge still subetited.
The munsif gave judgement in favour of the husband, but this was
reversed dn appeal to the oubordinate Judge.
appealed to the high Court.

59. P.L.i)« 1952.

hacca
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The husband then
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The conditions in the kabinnama were four, stated Azal J.

The

first provided that the husband should k>ep his wife in purda, and
if he ill-treated her, she should go to live with her father and
continue to be maintained by her husband*

Secondly, he agreed not

to take a second wife without the consent of the first wife*
Thirdly, he agreed that, if he took back any of the dower money, he
would do it in the presence of kinsmen of his wife*

Finally the

husband agreed that, if he did not maintain his wife for two years*
three talaqs bain ’’would take effect on the wife herself”*

The

husband then delegated to the wife the power to divorce herself on
the breach of any of the conditions in the kabinnama* The judge
stated that there was no doubt that the parties could impose ouch
conditions and that, if the power to divorce herself were delegated
to the wife, it was irrevocable and she could exercise it e-on after
the institution by her husband of a suit for restitution of con
jugal rights*

his Lordship remarked that the subordinate judge had

taken the view that these four conditions had imposed an absolute
duty upon the husband to maintain his wife and any failure of this
duty wauld be a ground for divorce, irrespective of whether the
condition was reasonable or not*

in the circumstances of the case:

MIn my view” stated Azal J, “this view cannot be sustained*

The

validity of an express stipulation entered into is of some consequence
but at the same time, the circumstances which justify her refusal to
live with her husband have also to be taken into account, in order
to give effect to the stipulation and see if it is a reasonable one

and not opjiosed to the principles of Hohammadan law”. A husband
was bound to maintain his wife only as long as she obeyed iiim*
and from the facts it was clear that the wife had refused to live
with her husband, without cause*
no duty to maintain her*

accordingly the husband was under

Therefore, his Lordship held* allowing

the husband*s appeal, that the wife could not wrongly use one of the
four conditions for her own ends*
do far the cases we have discussed have been concerned with a
delegated right of divorce which is conditional*

60
In ..klima kh .qturi v* LwdiibU.? kahman and bthors, Iuris J held
obiter that a delegation to the wife of the right to divorce could
be either conditional or unconditional*

Thus was a second appeal by

the wife ^rising from a suit by the husband for restitution of con
jugal rights and a suit by the wife asking for dissolution of carriage*
The facts were that at the time of the marriage the husband had
executed a kabinnama delegating to the wife the unconditional right
to dissolve the marriage*
The husband argued that a delegation of the right of divorce
must be contingent or subject to conditions*

Idris J, however*

giving judgement, stated that it was novje^jre stated that uncondit
ional delegation was invalid and he held, relying on mainuddin v*
6l
Latifamier.sa Bibi ’ that cuch a delegation could be conditional or
unconditional.

60.
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On the facts of the case, however, he held that there had been
no divorce#

It was found that the wife had not informed her near

relatives that she had pronounced the divorce* she could not state
the date on which she had given notice of divorce, nor could she
produce any documents*

his Lordship therefore held that the

husband’s story was to be believed#
The more recent case of Vahazzad Hussain oikdor v# Hossneara Begum
62
and Others"
rights#

also arose from a suit for restitution of conjugal

At the tic;e of the marriage it was stipulated that the

husband authorised the wife to divoi'ce her elf %^on the happening
of certain contingencies#

The husband alleged that the wife’s brother

had taken her away and refused to allow her to return to him#

He

had gone to see his wife at her brother’s house and had taken her
money and clothes#

After he had failed to bring her back, his wife

p

had exercised her delegated right to divorce herself and had regist
ered the divorce in the office of the local marriage registrar#

The

wife claimed that her husband had refused to pay her dower when she
asked for it#

They had then quarrelled and he sent her away to her

brother and had thereafter paid her no maintenance#

ohe had demanded

her dower again and when this was refused she had divorced herself
in accordance with the provisionsof the marriage contract#
The husband claimed that this divorce was collusive ,-nd fraud
ulent and without authority as there had been no happening of any

62#
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contingency specified in the contract and he instituted a suit for
restitution of conjugal rights*
The v/ife alleged in reply that the contingencies specified
had occurred andit was found, as
so*

The

a natter of fact, that this was

husband then argued that a delegated right of divorce for

non-payment of the prompt dower was unreasonable and opposed to the
principles of Kusli/a law.

He relied on statements from iyzeefs

"Outlines of Huhamuadan Law" and from Baillies ‘‘Digest of I ohatrmedan
Law1T to support his argument, but the court held
do not deduce that a delegated right of divorce
dower isunreasonable
The

these observations
for non-payment of

and opposed to the policy of huslim law”*

husband then argued that dower was a simple debt and as

it could be recovered by other means, it was not reasonable to allow
a delegated right of divorce to a wife to be exercised for non
payment of preempt dower,

but, stated Idris f*, when sucn a right

was delegated there was no bar to its exercise*
The husband then argued, relying on ..hmad ■•.li v* uabha Khatun
Bibi v that, as he was under no duty to maintain his wife, she could
not exercise her delegated right of divorce on the grounds of failure
to maintain*

But Idris J* distinguished the earlier case from the

appeal on the grounc. that in the earlier case the v/ife was at fault
in refusing to return to her husband, while in the instant case she
did net refuse to return to her husband and in fact her husband had

6j>.

... . i952*
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sent her away and taken no further care of her.

Accordingly he

held that there was nothing in the wife's conduct which could
justify the husband's failure to maintain*
finally the husband argued that the pronouncement of talaq
itself had not been made in accordance with the law#

Idris J.

stated in reply ,fI cannot agree with the view (in hirjan Ali V#
Kaimuna Bibi

6*k
; t at the pronouncement cf talaq by the wife is to

be made either to the husband or in the presence of witnesses.

As

the husband can exercise his right of divorce in the absence of the
wife and in the absence of v/itnesses, the wife also in the absence
of the husbr<nd and witnesses can exercise a delegated right of
divorce, on the happening of contingencies."
In accordance with the provisions of oection 3 of the Familly
Laws Ordinance, tne wife, who has exercised her delegated right of
divorce, must inform the Chairman of the Union Council that she has
done so.

An arbitration council will then be convened in accordance

with the provisions of section 7.

If all attempts at reconciliation

fail, the wife's talaq will become effective ninety days after the
date upon which she gave notice to the Chairman of the Union Council.
.65
The High Court of Lahore held in Umar Bibi v. Kuhai.imad LaflV
that a wife was not bound to exercit e her delegated ri^it of divorce
at the very first possible moment after the breach of the conditions

6*f.
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stipulated occurred.

Ihe court held that the injury uone to the

wife by the breach was a continuing wrong and she had therefore a

continuing right to exercise her right.
In traditional doctrine, however, the wife must exercise her
right as soon as she hears of the breach of the condition, unless
the husband has specified otherwise.

The 1'atavfe lamgTri states

that if a husband says to his wife '’If a certain person comes, your
choice will be in your hands" she will have the choice of terminating
the iii&rri&ge when she is in the majlis, after becoming aware of the
■p mthe person. K
coming of

66.
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CHAPTER 6
DIVORCE CN TI1E GROUNDS CF FAILURE TO MAINTAIN
The right of wives to see* a judicial dissolution of their
marriage, is regulated in India and Pakistan by the Dissolution of
Muslim Marriages Act 1939*

Section 2uof the Act specifies the

grounds on which a dissolution may be sought.
2.

It provides:

A woman, married under Muslim law, shall be entitled to

obtain a decree for the dissolution of her marriage on any one or
more of the following grounds namely
(i)

that the whereabouts of the husband have not been known

for a period of four years?
(ii)

that the husband has neglected or has failed to provide for

her maintenance for a period of two years?
(iii)

that the husband has been sentenced to imprisonment for

a period of seven years or upwards;
(iv)

that the husband has failed to perform, without reasonable

cause, his marital obligations for a period of three years;
(v)

that the husband was impotent at the time of the marriage

and continues to be so;
(vi)

that the husband has been insane for a period of two years

or is suffering from leprosy or a virulent veneral disease;
(vii)

that she, having been given in marriage by her father or

other guardian before she attained the age of fifteen years, repud
iated the marriage before attaining the age of eighteen years;
Provided that the marriage has not been consummated;
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(viii)

that the husband treats her with cruelty, that is to

say (a)

habitually assaults her or makes her life miserable by
cruelty of conduct even if such conduct does not amount
to physical illtreatment, or

(b)

associates with women of evil

repute or leads an infamous

life, or
immoral life, or

(c)

attempts

to force her to lead an

(d)

disposes

of her property or prevents her exercising her

legal rights over it, or
(e)

obstructs her in the observance of her religious profession
or practice, or

(f)

if he has more wives than one, does not treat her equitably
in accordance with the injunctions of the Quran;

(ix)

on any other ground which is recognized as valid for the

dissolution of marriages under Muslim law.”

In Pakistan the Act has been amended by the Family Laws Ordinance
and a further sub-clause (ii) (a) added which provides that a wife
may ask for a dissolution on the ground “that the husband has taken
an additional wife
The
an action

in contravention of the

Act does not

by

l a y d o w n a p e r i o d of

provisions of theF.L.O."
limitation

beyondw h i c h

t h o w i f e o n a n y o f the g r o u n d s s p e c i f i e d w i l l b e

barred.

Suits for dissolution of marriage based on grounds under sub
clauses (i) (ii) (iv) (v) and (vi) involve facts which constitute a
• continuing wrong' to the wife.

The wife's right to relief will
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therefore subsist as long as the wrong continues.

On the other hand

a suit based on grounds under sub-clauses (iii) and (viii) and in
Pakistan on additional sub clause (iia) do not involve facts which
constitute continuing wrongs and it would appear that such suits
will be governed by section 120 of the first schedule of the Limit
ation Act 1908 in Pakistan and Section 113 of the Limitation Act 19&3
in India.

These are the residual sections of the two Acts and lay

down a period of limitation of six years and three years respectively
within which the petition must be filed from the time when the cause
accrues.
In best Pakistan, since the passing of the West Pakistan Family
Courts Act in 196^ any suit for the dissolution of marriage"*" must be

heard by a Family Court constituted under the provisions of Lection 3
of the Act.
shall

The section provides that the government of West Pakistan

establish a Family Court in each District or at such other place

as it may deem necessary and appoint a Judge for each of such courts.
A suit before such a court is instituted by the presentation of a
plaint which contains all the material facts relating to the dispute*
the names of the witnesses to be called and a brief summary of the
facts to which they will depose.

The plaintiff must append to the

plaint all documents upon which he intends to rely.

The plaint must

be accompanied by as many duplicate copies as there are defendants.

1.

The Family Courts also have exclusive jurisdiction in suits for
dower, maintenance, restitution of conjugal rights, custody of
children and guardianship.

2.

Lection 7

2
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ithin three days of the presentation of the plaint the plaintiff
must send to each defendant by registered post, a copy of the
plaint, and of all the documents appended to it,

The plaintiff

must also within three days insert a notice that he has filed a
plaint in any two newspapers approved by the Family Court,
The defendant must appear in court within fifteen days of the
service of notice upon him or the publication of the notice in a
nev/spaper whichever is sooner, and file his written statement to
which must be attached copies of any documentary evidence he wishes
to produce and a list of the witnesses he proposes to call, along
with a brief summary of their evidence.

Copies of the written state-

ment must then be served on the plaintiff within three days.

If the

defendant fails to appear in court within the prescribed period, the
Family Court may proceed ex parte.

k

After the written statement has been filed the Court must fix
a date for a pre-trial hearing of the case.

At this hearing the

Court examines the plaint, the written statements and the precis of
the evidence and documents filed by the parties, and if it considers
it expedient to do so, it may hear the parties and their counsel.

The

purpose of this hearing is to ascertain the points at issue and to
attempt to effect a reconciliation between the parties.

If reconcil-

iation proves impossible the court v/ill then fix a date for trial,

3,

Section 8,

k•

Section 9»

3*

Section 1C,

5
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After the evidence of both parties has been heard at the trial, the
court mast again attempt to bring about a reconciliation and only if
such an attempt fails will the court pronounce its decree#

In suits

for dissolution of marriage, with the exception of suits under the

D.M*M.A. Section 2 (viii) (d) the judgement of the Family Court is
final and no appeal will be heard.

oection 21 of the Act provides

that:
"Section 21.

Provision of Muslim Family Laws Ordiance to be

applicable. (1) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to affect any of
the provisions of the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance ,1961* of the rules
framed thereunder and the provisions of sections 7, 3* 9 and 10 of

the said Or din nee shall be applicable to any decreefor the dissolut
ion of marriage solemnized under the Luslim Law, maintenance or dower,

by a Family Court.
(2)

Where a Family Court passes a decree for the dissolution of

a marriage solemnized under the Muslim Law, the Court shall send by
registered post, within seven days of passing such decree, a certified
dopy of the same to the appropriate Chairman referred to in section 7
of the Muslim Laws Ordinance, 1961* and upon receipt of such copy the
Chairman shall proceed as if he had received an intimation of Talaq
•____

required to be given under the said Ordinance.
(5)

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any other law,

a decree for dissolution of a marriage solemnised under the Muslim
law shall: -

6.

Lection 1^.
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(a)

not be effective until the expiration of ninety days from
the day on which a copy thereof has been sent under sub
section (2) to the Chairman j. and

(b)

be of no effect if within the period specified in clause (a)
reconciliation has been effected between the parties in
accordance with the provisions of the Muslim family Laws
Ordinance, 196l.,f

Thus even after a decree for dissolution has been passed by the
court reconciliation is still possible between the parties for a
period of ninety days.

Luring this ninety day period the marriage

must be deemed therefore to subsist.

Lven before the passing of the

1964 Act a wife who had obtained a decree for dissolution of marriage
would have been unable to remarry for a period of three months follow
ing the decree as this would have constituted her Hdda period.

One

difference brought about under the 196^ Act however is that presumably
if one party were to die after the decree but during the

inety day

reconciliation period, the survivor would inherit,as the marriage
would be deemed to subsist at the time of death.
The most common ground on which wives in India and Pakistan seek
a dissolution of their marriage is the failure of their husbands to
maintain them.

The dissolution of Muslim Marriages Aet,1939,

Lection 2 Cii) provides that a wife may petition the court and ask

for a dissolution of her marriage^if her husband has neglected or
has failed to provide for her maintenance for a period of two years.
Most Muslims in the sub-continent belong to the ilanafl school of the
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Sunnis, but neither the Hanafi law nor that ofthe Ithna •Asharl
sect of the Shl*a allows a wife to s ek ajudicial divorce on the
ground of failure to maintain, although such a right is recognised
by the law of the other three Sunni schools.

Thus it is stated in

7
the statement of Objects and Seasons published with the Bill:"There is no provision in the HanafiCode of Muslim Law enabling
a married Muslim woman to obtain a decree from the Court dissolving
her marriage in case the husband neglects to maintain her, makes her
life miserable by deserting or persistently maltreating her or absconds,
leaving her unprovided for, and under certain other circumstances.
The absence of such a provision has entailed unspeakable misery to
innumerable Muslim women in British India.

The hanafi Jurists have,

however, clearly laid down that, in cases in w iich the application of
the Hanufi Law causes hardship, it is permissible to apply the pro
visions of the Maliki, Bhafei or liaftbali Law ... As the Courts are
sure to hesitate to apply the Maliki Law to the case of a Muslim woman,
legislation recognising and enforcing the above mentioned principle is
called for, in order to relieve the sufferings of countless Muslim
women.n
However b.2 (ii) of the Act is not a straightforward adaptation
of Maliki Lav;.

When a wife is granted a dissolution of her marriage

by a Maliki court on the grounds of failure to maintain, the divorce
is effected by a revocable judicial talaq, whereas in all other cases
of judicial dissolution the court pronounces an irrevocable talaq.

7.

Gazette of India, 193$* Pt. V, p.15^
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Thus the husband is given a second chance, while the wife is obser
ving her tidda (between as it were, the decree nisi and the decree
absolute), to resume maintaining her and if he does so, the talaq
will be revoked.

Under the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages A©t, as

applied in India, on the other hand, the decree of the court granting
a dissolution is immediately effective and decisive.
however, the effect of

In Pakistan,

.8 of the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance, 19&1,

read with S.21 of the west Pakistan Family Courts Act, 196*f, is to
render all dissolutions, otherwise than by talaq,
including judicial
• ____
dissolution, revocable for a period of 90 days.
course mean that the position in
under Maliki law.

This does not of

Pakistan is now equated with that

In Pakistan the object of the 90 days delay before

the dissolution becomes operative is to allow final attempts at recon
ciliation to be made and the decree may only be revoked if the two
parties so agree.

The decree may not be revoked, as in Maliki law,

by a unilateral act on the part of the husband.

Although subsection 2 (ii) of the Act of 1939 is the provision
invoked most frequently by wives seeking a dissolution, it lias also

proved exceedingly controversial, as the judges have not been able to
agree on its interpretation.

Before discussing the various i^ays in

which the subsection has been interpreted, we will discuss two cases
which were decided by the Kerala High Court before the Miscellaneous
Personal Law (Extension) Act, 1939, extended the application of the
Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act to those territories which immed

iately before 1 November 1936 were comprised in the Part B States.
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As the parties involved in these two cases were Shafi’is the court
had to consider the application oi the Lhafi*! law of faskii.

In

8

Muhammad Kannu ~yed Kuhamraad v. Kasim Beevi" the appellant was seeking
inter alia restitution of conjugal rights and an injunction restrain
ing his alleged wife from marrying again.

He claimed that, one year

after the marriage, his wife was taken by her parents to their home,
who threatened him with violence when he attempted to recover her.
Some time later he received a notice to the effect that his wife had
divorced him.

Within nine days of receiving this notice, he sent a

notice back to his wife stating that she had no right to effect a
divorce.
Heron J, giving judgement, held that a marriage may be annulled
(sic) in Shaft* I Law without the intervention of the court on the grounds
inter alia, that the husband is unable to maintain his wife, provided
that the wife acted without delay.

As authority for this somewhat

surprising statement of the bhafifl law, his Lordship cited Tyabji’s
Muhammadan raw* (3rd Ld.) bections 205 and 207.
In the instant case the court found that there was no evidence to
indicate when the wife became aware of her husband* s inability to main
tain her and accordingly it held that it was impossible to hold her
guilty of laches. The court went on to hold that the mere fact that
the husband had failed to maintain his wife was insufficient; it must
also be proved that the husband was unable to maintain his wife.

Hold

ing that the husband*s failure to maintain the wife might be due to

8.

(1933) I.L.2. 1C 307 = A* . .

Trav.C. 219 = (1933) K.L.T. 791

inability rather than to unwillingness, the b’ourt issued a temporary
injunction restraining her from marrying again, until the question
had been decided by the district Judge.
The court was cor ect in holding that the mere fact that a husband
has failed to provide his v/ife with maintenance does not constitute
grounds for dissolution, according to the dominant Shafi*! doctrine,
dhafi*! law requires proof that the failure to maintain is due to
inability before a dissolution can be granted.^

If the failure is

due to unwillingness on the part of the husband, penal sanctions are
imposed and he is sent to prison.
A woman had instituted proceedings against a man to recover her
r.uhr and movables* in which, though the court had found that there
had been no divorce, it had awarded her the movables she claimed.
While this action was pending the husband filed a suit for restitution
of conjugal rights, which the wife resisted on the grounds that her
husband had already divorced her and, in the alternative, that he had
treated her with cruelty.
The district Judge refused the husband a decree for restitution
of conjugal rights, bea&use, although he found that there hid been no
divorce, he was satisfied that there had been cruel treatment of the
wife by the husband.
In 195*f the wife sent the complainant a registered letter, inform
ing him that she had effected a divorce by faskh, on the grounds of
his inability to maintain her.

9*

.,hen this letter was returned to her,

al-Rajfli, 'lhayat al Mnhtaj. Vol.6, p.260.
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marked ‘refused*, she sent him another letter which was again returned
in the same way*
In 1933 she went through a form of marriage with another man,
and bore him a child*

Her first husband then filed a complaint

against her, the man she had purported to marry, and another man,
contending that there could have been no divorce by faskh and that her
second marriage was bigamous within the meaning of S.494 I.P.C.

The

trial court acquited all the accused and this acquittal was upheld
by the District Magistrates court.

The case then went on appeal to the

High Court of Kerala^ and one question which the appellate court had
to decide was whether the divorce which the wife claimed to have
effected was valid.
The court found failure to maintain proved against the husband
but observed that the lower court,relying on Muhammad Kannu Sayd Muhammad
v* Kasirc Beevi^

had held that failure to maintain simpliciter was not

sufficient; it must also be shown that the failure was due to inability.
It was argued on behalf of the accused that this interpretation was
unduly restrictive of a wife*s right to dissolution according to Shafi*!
law.

Counsel for the accused wife suggested th t "the ameliorating

principles governing S.2 (ii) of the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act
should be applied here".

He quoted from the Statement of Objects and

Reasons the passage relating to the application of Maliki law.

This

argument appears to have influenced the court which held that *apart

10.

Ismail v. Kadeeja Unima, A.I.R. 1939* Ker. 151.

11.

A.I.R. 195^.

T.C. 219.
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from inability to maintain as such, neglect or failure to maintain
is quite a good ground under Shafi •I law for us to dissolve the
marriage.•
In fact, although this opinion of the court is in accordance
with a variant doctrine of Shafi*! law, it is not in accordance with
the dominant doctrine of that school.
The court then went on to hold, as it had done in Muhammad Kannu
Syed Muhammad v. Kasim Beevi

12

_

that a woman of the Shafi *1 school can

dissolve her marriage, without the intervention of the court, if her
husband is not able to maintain her or has not been maintaining her
for a considerable time.
This statement by the Kerala High Court represents a complete
rnisjunderstanding of the Shafi*I law of faskh.

According to this law*

if a wife alleges that her husband has failed to maintain her?because
of his inability to do so, she must prove her allegation before the
qadi. She will then be granted a decree of judicial dissolution
(faskh). Until this decree is passed, her marriage remains valid and
subsisting.

ShafiT! law does not recognise the right of the woman to

dissolve her own marriage without the intervention of the court.
The view of the Kerala High Court, however* asexpressed in

13
these

two decision s is that the wife can herself decide whether she has,
in fact, not been maintained, and according to the decision in the
earlier case, whether this is due to her husband’s inability, not to

12. A.I.R. 195^.

T.C. 219.

13. See al Ramil Nihayat al Muhtaj Vol.6, p.26;-3.
Kughni al^Kuhtaj, Vol.3* p.190.

also al'Shirbini,
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his unwillingness, and then divorce herself.

She would also have

to satisfy herself that she was at all times entitled to maintenance,
for according to the law of the Shafi* 1 school, as well as of the
other schools and sects, a husband is under no duty to maintain a
wife who refuses to obey him and comply with all reasonable demands.
Such a result it is submitted, is absurd.
However, these cases involving the application of Shafi*1 law
are merely of historical interest, as the Miscellaneous Personal Law
(Extension) Act, 1959» extended the dissolution of Muslim Marriages
.
Ik
Act 1939 to all parts of India except the state of Jammi and Kashmir.
Thus, at the present time, to whatever school or sect the parties
belong, the statutory provisions will apply.

The statute itself

however, has proved difficult to interpret.
One of the first questions which arose regarding S.2 (ii) of
the D.M.M.A. was whether a woman was entitled to a dissolution on the
grounds of her husband* s failure and neglect to maintain her, when
this failure was due, not to his wilfulness or refusal, but to such
circumstances as poverty, ill-health or unemployment, over which he
had no control.
15
In Hanak Khan v. Mulkhan Bano
the wife was seeking a dissolution
under S.2 (ii).

It was argued on behalf of the husband that his failure

l*f.

The Adaptation of Central Acts and Ordinances Order Sec.3 (2)
19^9* extended the D.M.M.A. to all parts of Pakistan with the
exception of the tribal areas and Azad Jammu and Kashmir, and in
i960 the Central Laws Statute Reform Ordinance extended the Act
to the whole of Pakistan.

15.

A.I.R.

19^1. Lah. 167.
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to provide maintenance was due to his being in prison, a circum
stance over w ich he had no control, so his wife should be denied
a dissolution.

The court, however, rejected Ills plea and granted

the wife a dissolution.

The court under Beckett J. who delivered

judgement, held ’’there is nothing in the wording of the clause to
suggest the failure must be wilful and other clauses show that
divorce may be granted on grounds which do not necessarily involve
any deliberate default on the part of the husband.”
This view, which now appears to have been accepted by all the
High Courts in the sub-continent, is, it is submitted, in accordance
with the traditional law, wbich imposes a duty on the husband to
maintain his wife, regardless of his financial circumstances.

Thus,

even though the husband has become impoverished and the wife is rich,
the husband still has a duty to maintain his wife,

Malikl and Hanbali

law allows a wife to petition for a judicial divorce on the grounds
of her husband’s failure to provide her with maintenance, whether this
is caused by his inability or by his wiful refusal.

Shafi*I law, as

we have seen, allows a marriage to be dissolved on this ground only
if the failure is due to inability, while HanafI law denies a wife
the right to a dissolution whatever the circumstances.
Another problem which arose concerns the two year period prescribed
by the Statute.

The clause does not specify whether the two years

must be an unbroken period or the aggregate of several short periods.

,16 the

However, in the case of Satgun.j v. Ralimat Dil Murad

16.

A.I.R.

1946.

Sind 48.

Court
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of Sind ruled that, in order to obtain a decree of dissolution under
S.2 (ii) the wife must show that her husband had failed to maintain
her for the two years immediately preceeding the suit.
In this case, the ’
wife who was applying for a dissolution on the
grounds of her husband*s failure to

rovide her with maintenance,

claimed that the statutory period of two years need not immediately
preceed the suit.

In her plaint she alleged that she had been paid

no maintenance itivm 1939 to 1941 but she did not allege that her
husband had neglected to maintain her during the two years immediately
preceeding the suit.
0*Sullivan J. stated *in my opinion, however, clause (ii) of S.2
of the

ct contemplates an unbroken period of two years next before

the suit.

\ period of two years meon§, I consider, an unbroken period

of two yeairs and not periods aggregating two years.

It also seems to

me that the period must be that immediately preceeding the suit and
not a period of at least two years, which has been followed by a period
during which the wife has been maintained.”
However his Lordship added that the statute could not be defeated
by what he termed •illusory* maintenance - that is, *the provision of
maintenance for an intermittent period, made vathout the intention of
continuing to maintain*.
Counsel for the plaintiff then drew the attention of the judge to
17
the head note of Asmabai v. llirza
which read *held that the payment
of maintenance during the two years preceeding the suit did not debar

17.

A.I.R. 1941.

Sind

23.
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the wife from relying on S.2 (ii) D.M.M.A. in respect of an earlier
period of ten years as a good ground for the dissolution of her
marriage*•
O’Sullivan J. stated that, if this was meant to be a proposition
of law, he demurred but he did not con ider that this was Tyabji J.*s
solution in the earlier case.

After referring to certain admitted

payments of maintenance under a magistrate’s order within the two
years immediately preceeding the suit, and to the defendant’s failure
to maintain his wife for an earlier period of ten years, Tyabji J. had
stated *1 do not think that in the circumstances of the case the
plaintiff is thereby debarred from relying on S.2 (ii) in respect of
the earlier period as a good ground for dissolution of her marriage*.
Tyabji J.*s decision could also be justified, his Lordship observed,
on the grounds that the maintenance within the statutory period was
intermittent and illusory in the circumstances of the particular case.
In the case of Amir Muhammad v. Bushra

l3

the High Court of

Rajastan had to decide whether the two year period had to run after
the extension of the D.M.M.A. to a former princely state.

The court

held that, provided there had been failure to maintain for two years
immediately preceeding the suit, it was immaterial whether the Act had
been

in force during the period.

This decision will doubtless be

accepted as authoritative by other High Courts in those territories
in the sub-continent which, prior to independence, were not parts of
British India.

18.

A.I.R.

1956.

Raj.

102.
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Far more controversial however is the question whether there
can be said to be ’failure or neglect* within the meaning of the Act,
if the wife’s own conduct is the cause of her husband’s refusal to
maintain her.

The weight of judicial aut ority supports the view that

a wife may obtain a dissolution relying on clause (ii) only when she
can show that she has not, by her conduct, forfeited her right to
maintenance.

However, there is also considerable judicial authority

in support of the view that the words of the statute should be inter
preted strictly and ’failure or neglect to maintain* simpliciter are
sufficient grounds for a wife to obtain a dissolution.
The leeding case in support of the dominant view is Aishan Bibi v.
19
Sain •

fftis was a Letters Patent Appeal before the High Court of

Lahore.

The wife petitioned for a dissolution of her marriage on three

grounds, that her husband was impotent both at the time of the marriage
and of the suit, that her husband failed and neglected to maintain her
for two years and that he had failed, without reasonable cause, to
fulfil his marital obligations for three years.

The Senior Civil

Judge, who heard the suit at first instance, found that the wife had
failed to prove her husband’s impotence but granted her a decree on the
other two grounds.

Cn appeal the District Judge reversed the findings

of the Senior Civil Judge on the grounds of failure to maintain and
to perforin marital obligations and dismissed the wife’s petition.
The wife appealed to the High Court, where Shabir Ahmad J., sitting
singly, upheld the decision of the District Judge.

19.

P.L.D. 1952

Lahore

460.

The main point
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argued before the court was that, even if the wife had been dis
obedient and had been living apart from her husband, she was neverA

theless entitled to a decree of dissolution under the D.M.M.A. on
proof of the fact that her husband had failed to maintain her for a
period of two years.

The argument v/as rejected by Shabir Ahmad J.

20

relying on the authority of Zafar Hussain v. Akbari Bepum

•

However,

as some authorities cited before him appeared to support the wife’s
contentionfhe granted a certificate for leave to appeal to a Divisional
Court.

The judgement of the Divisional Court was delivered by Munir

C.J. with Muhammad Jan J. concurring.
The District Judge had found as a fact, and this was binding on
the Divisional Court, that the appellant had beon living apart from her
husband without valid reason and that no maintenance had been paid to
her for the period during which she had absented her- elf from her
husband’s house.
Munir C.J. pointed out that, under Islamic law, a husband is
entitled to the obedience of his wife and, if she refuses to obey him
without lawful reasons, she is not entitled to maintenance.

Accordingly

he held that, on the facts as proved, the appellant was not entitled to
maintenance.

The question was, therefore, whether in these circumstances

the mere fact that her husband had paid her no maintenance brought the
case within Section 2 clause (ii) of the >.ct, so as to entitle her to
a decree of dissolution.

20.

(1 9 ^ 5 )

I.L .R .

26

L a h . 517
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The Chief Justice then stated that, although in the past
there had been some difference of judicial opinion on this question,
the High Courts were almost unanimous that in such circumstances the
wife had no cause of action against the husband.
to review the previous case-law on the subject.

He then proceeded
First he discussed

21
the decision of the Lahore High Court in Hafar Hussain v. akbari Begum
where Harries C.J. (for Mahajan J. and himself) held that S.2 (ii) did
not cast an absolute duty upon a husband to maintain his wife in all
cases.

V*here there was no legal duty cast upon a husband under Islamic

law, it could not be said that there had been any failure or neglect
to maintain on the husband’s part, if he failed to send his wife money
or otherwise to provide for her.

The court remarked that a Muslim

husband is not legally bound to maintain his wife if she refuses to
live with him without reasonable cause or if she refuses to obey him,
and therefore his failure to maintain her in such circumstances did
not entitle her to a divorce under S.2 (ii).
This decision, Munir C.J., pointed out, &>d been followed by the

22

Peshawar U g h Court in Fazal Halunud v. Kst. Umatur Rahim

•

In this

case, Ibrahim J.C. and Ham Labhaya J. held that, where a wife refused
to reside with her husband or to fulfill her marital obligations with
out reasonable cause, she could not claim maintenance under Islamic law
and was not entitled to a divorce on the ground that her husband had
failed to maintain her.

21.

(19^5)

I.L.R.

22.

A.I.R.
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26.
Pesh.

Lah. 317
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Munir C.J. then cited the Allahabad High Court decision in
23
•
Kst. u laioim ia t m v. .Qmaad Ullah Khan
where AIlsop A .C.J. and
Kathur J. rejected a contention similar to the one raised on behalf
of the appellant in the instant case.
judgement of the court, observed:

Allsop A.C.J. who read the

H0n the other point it has been

argued that there is an absolute duty on a husband to maintain his
wife and that the wife is entitled to a decree for dissolution of
marriage even if she avoids the husband and refuses the shelter of his
house which he offers to her.

argument*

this

It must

be

In our judgement there is no force in

remembered that the wife is not entitled

to a decree for dissolution unless there is a failure on the husband’s
part.

The Act does not mean that the husband is bound to follow his

wife wherever she may go and force money or food or clothes upon her.
In the present case the husband had obtained a decree for restitution
of conjugal rights

nd it seems that his house was open to his wife.

If she refused to avail herself of the shelter which was offered to
her, she cannot complain and is certainly not entitled to a decree.”
Finally the Chief Justice cited the decision of Mudholkar J. in
2b
the Nagpur case of Jamila Khatun v. Kasim Ali Abbas Ali*" • The High

Court of Nagpur held that when the question arose whether the»e had
been failure on the part of the husband to maintain his wife, the
further question necessarily arose whether the wife was, at the
relevant tiiie, entitled to maintenance.

23.

A.I.R.

19^7.

All.

3.

2b.

A.I.R.

1.951.

Uag.

375.

The Dissolution of Muslim

2bl.

Marriages Act, the Court stated, must be read in conjunction with the
body of Islamic law and the words fto provide for her maintenance1
in S.2 (ii) implied maintenance only in such circumstances as were
envisaged under the Islamic law.
Thus the Chief Justice concluded that the view of the four High
Courts, including that of his own court of Lahore, was against the
appellant on the question of law raised.

He then cited the decision

of the Chief Court of Sind in Noor Bibi v. Pir Bux^
different

view of the question.

which took a

In that case Tyabji C.J. (for B^chlal

Jand himself) dissenting from an earlier decision by Lobo J. in

26

Khatijan v. Abdullah Pitta Sheikh*" , gave effect to the contention that
a Muslim wife was entitled to a decree for dissolution on mere proof
of her husband’s failure to maintain her, even when by her conduct she
had disentitled h rself to maintenance.

The Chief Justice held that

Islamic law allows a marriage to be dissolved, where there has been ’a
cessation of the state of marriage or when the continuance of the marriage
has become injurious to the wife, because the continuance of a state of
affairs in which marriage has ceased to be a reality, when the husband
and the wife no longer live "within the limits of Allah”, is abhorred
in Islam and the Prophet enjoined that such a state of affairs should
be ended.’
Munir C.J. observed that the appellant in the instant case had
based her contention on this decision by Tyabji C.J.

23-

P.L.D.

1950.

Sind.

36.

26.

(19^2)

I.L.B.

Kar.

335.

Therefore he felt

2b2.
it necessary to consider whether the words of the Act were wide
enough to include those cases in which Tyabji C.J. h? d t ought a
dissolution should be granted.
His Lordship stated that it was clear both from the history of the
Act of 1939 and from theterms of its provisions that, while the

Act

codified. Islamic law on certain points, it was ’only supplementary
to certain other rules of that law, the validity of which it assumes
and recognises*•
He then proceeded to compare the wording of S.2
that of S.2 clause (ii).

clause (iir) with

The former clause provides that a wife can

obtain a dissolution on proof of the fact that her husband has failed
to perform ’without reasonable cause’ his marital obligations for a
certain period of time.

On the other hand, clause (ii) does not contain

the words ’without reasonable cause’ and it was on the omission of these
words, that the appellant’s main argument that non-payment of mintenance simpliciter was a sufficient ground for dissolution, was based.
His Lordship observed that although the difference in the phrase
ology in the two clauses had been noted in earlier cases, it had not
been considered to be a reason for holding that a wife, who by reason
of her disobedience had forfeited her right to maintenance under Islamic
law, could neverhtless obtain a dissolution of her marriage in accord
ance with the .ct, on the grounds of her husband’s failure to unaintain
her.

His Lordship continued:

’neglected’ and •failed’♦

"The crucial words in the provision are

In law both these words have a defimite

connotation and are used with reference to a duty which a persoui has

2^3.
neglected or failed toperform.

The words would he definitely inapt

where no legal duty exists and where the reference is merely to an
omission to do an act whether that act was or was not, in the circum
stances, a duty.

Now if the husband is not un er an obligation to pay

maintenance to the wife, his non-payment cannot amount to neglect or
failure.

The words "without reasonable cause” which occur in the fourth

clause were intentionally omitted from the second clause.

These words

could only have been inserted in clause (ii) between the words ’has*
and ’neglected1 but in that case the clause would not have been a
correct representation of the Muslim haw on the subject because
instances of inability mentioned by Beckett J. in Hanak Khan v. Kst.
Hulkhan Bano (A.I.R. 19^1 Lah. 167) e.g. poverty, failing health, loss
of work, imprisonment or any other similar cause, would not then
have been grounds for Claiming dissolution if for any one or more of
those reasons maintenance was not paid for two years.

What was inten

ded by the second clause, however, was that in such cases the wife
should be entitled to dissolution of marriage if the husband is unable
to maintain her or to pay her maintenance owing to his property, lack
of employment or some other similar personal reasons.”
Therefore he held that, on a plain interpretation of the Act and
in accordance with well accepted principles, if by reason of the wife’s
conduct, the husband was under no obligation to maintain her, the
former could not make the alleged non-payment a ground for the dis
solution of her marriage under the net.

If the view of Tyabji C.J. were held to be correct, it would
mean that a wife who was living apart from her husband, merely

because l-he did not like him or his ways, could still go to court
and asl: for a dissolution, making the non-payment of an amount not

due to her a ground for her action.

This, his Lordship held, was

never the intention of the legislature and the words of the statute
did not lend themselves to such a construction.
2P
In the later case of Kahilan v. Sana Ullah 1 Kaikaus J. upheld
the view that a wife is entitled to dissolution on the grounds that
her husband has failed to maintain her, only if she has not forfeited
her right to maintenance.

In this case the wife had petitioned the

,

i

court for a dissolution on the grounds, inter alia, of failure to
maintain for more than two years and the husband filed a counter suit

for restitution of conjugal rights.
«

*

He alleged that six months after
*

the marriage, his wife’s parents had taken her away and she had not
returned to him, despite his repeated requests to her to do so.

The

trial court found for the wife and granted her a decree, on the grounds
of failure to maintain and cruelty.

This decision was reversed by the

first appeal court, which found that there was no evidence of cruelty
and that the wife was living apart from her husband without cause and
accordingly granted the husband a decree of restitution of conjugal
rights.

Trie wife then appealed to the High Court, where the appeal

was heard by Kaikaus J.

27.

P.L.D.

1959.

Lah. b?0

2b5.

His Lordship pointed out that under Islamic law the duty of a
husband to maintain his wife does not mean that he must pay her money.
His duty is to provide her with food, clothing

nd lodging, and in

normal circumst;*nces these will be provided at the residence of the
husband.

A husband is under a duty to pay maintenance in cash only

in exceptional cases, such as when his wife is living apart from him
with his permission.

In all cases, stated the judge, it is for the

wife to satisfy the court that the husband has failed in his duty to
maintain.'”

He rejected the argument that, unless the wife is shown

to have forfeited her right to maintenance because of her conduct,
there is a failure to maintain.
In the instant case, however, the wife had not been paid her prompt
dower.

Both of the lower courts had found, as a matter of fact, that

no dower had been paid but they had held that this was not a ground
upon which a wife could refuse to live with her husband, once the
marriage had been consummated.

Kaikaus J. disagreed with this ruling,

although it is, in fact, in accordance with the dominant HanafI law,
29

and held, citing his own decision in Rahim Jan v. Muhammad

as author

ity, that the mere fact that the wife ’had allowed consummation to take
place created no estoppel, preventing her from at any future time
refusing restitution of conjugal rights, unless the prompt portion of
the dower had been paid.1
28. The burden of proof in such cases is also on the wife according to
the traditional law of the Han
fi,1 Maliki and Hanbali
schools.
In
«
♦
Bhafi’i law the doctrine of istishab applies and the burden of
proof is cast on the husband.
29. P.L.D. 1955 Lah. 122. In this case Kaikaus J. reviewed the existing
case law and the traditional Hanafi law on the wife’s right to
live apart from her husband until her prompt dower is paid.

2b6.

Therefore he held that when a demand for prompt dov/er had not been
met, she becomes entitled to live apart from her husband until it is

paid and in such circumstances the husband is under ah obligation
to maintain her.
In the instant case, the finding of the District Judge that the

wife was living apart from her husband for a certain period of time,
without reasonable cause, was binding upon the High Court.

However,

Kaikaus J . observed that on b October 1953, when she filed her defence
to her husband’s suit for restitution of conjugal rights, she made a
demand for her prompt dower.

Thus his Lordship held that;until she

made her demand, she was not entitled to live separately, but that
from the moment she made it, she was entitled to live apart from her
husband until he paid it.

As the necessary statutory period of two

years had elapsed between her demand for the prompt portion of her
dower and the hearing, her husband had failed to maintain her, although
he was under a legal duty to do so, and accordingly Kaikaus J. held
that she was entitled to a decree of dissolution on the grounds of
failure to m .intain for two years.
The High Court of Dacca has consistently held that, in order to
obtain a dissolution under S.2 (ii)tthe wife must have been legally
entitled to maintenance.
Salatannessa Bibi

30

The Court held in Ainuddin Karikar v.

that S.2 (ii) of the D.M.M.A. did not mean that,

however refractory a wife might be, her husband must maintain her.

If

she refused to live with her husband, or if she otherwise refused to

30.

P.L.D.

1953.

Dacca
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perform her marital obligations without lawful excuse, she could not
obtain a dissolution from the court on the grounds of her husband’s
*

failure to maintain her.

In this case the wife, relying upon a

decree of divorce granted by the court of first instance, had married
again and had borne two children in this second marriage.

The High

Court, however, upheld the husband’s appeal against the decree of the
local court granting the wife a dissolution, even though this could
have the effect of rendering the wife’s subsequent marriage void.
31
five years later in Kur-ud-Pin Ahmad v. Iiasuda Khanurn the same
High Court again held that there can be no dissolution under S.2 (ii)
unless the husband is shown to have been under a duty to maintain his
wife at the relevant period.

Kahman J.^delivering the judgement of

the court, stated that he accepted the view laid down by the Lahore
,igh Court in nishan Bibi v. Bain

32

•

Having held that the husband

must be shown to have been inder a duty to maintain his wife, his
Lordship proceeded to examine the nature of this duty.

The Dissolution

of Muslim Marriages Act, being silent on this question, the judge turned
to the traditional Islamic law.

Under this law, he held, the husband

is under a duty to maintain his wife when she refuses to cohabit with
him,because her prompt dower is unpaid, even when the marriage has been
consummated.

"All authorities are unanimous", he stated, "that the

wife’s right to maintenance cannot be defeated, if she has demanded
her prompt dower and her husband has not paid it to her."

31.

F.L.D.

1957.

Dacca 2h2.

32.

P.L.D.

1952.

Lah.

*f60.

His Lordship

2*+S.
held the view that the authorities are unanimous on this point, but
this is incorrect.

This was certainly the opinion of Abu kanlfa himself,

but it was not accepted by Abu Yusuf or al-Shaybanl, and it did not
become the dominant doctrine of the hanafi School.^

.according to

the Hanafi law, a wife may refuse to consummate the marriage until her
husband pays the prompt dower, but if sheonce allows consummation to
/

take place, she may not thereafter refuse to cohabit with him on the
rounds that he has failed to pay her dower.

If she does so, she wall

be held to be nashiza (disobedient) and will forfeit her right to
maintenance until she once more submits herself to her husband*s control.
liis Lordship cited the decision in Najiman Nisaa Begum v. derajuddin
3b
*
*
*
Uuoad' where the iatna High Coiirt held that a husband, who had refused

to pay his wife her prompt dower, was under a duty to maintain her
while she lived apart from him and gr nted the wife a dissolution
unuer >.2 (ii).
ais Lordship, after an examination of thejlauthorities, concluded
that the wife in the instant case had *a lawful excuse or a legal right*
to live apart from her husband, as her prompt dower had not been paid,
despite the fact that, to allow the husband to do so, the appeal to thB
High Court had been adjourned.

Therefore he held that, as there was no

default on the wife*s part, tie husband was under a duty to maintain
her.

As he had failed to discharge his liability, the wife was en

titled to a dissolution under a.2 (ii) of the act.

33.

See ridaya 0.31*+, ffatawa

3*+.

A.I.R.

19*f6.

Fat. *+67.

p.338 p. 566.
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The latest decision by the Dacca High Court on this point was in
1968..jwhen the case of Muhammad Ebrahim Hossain Sarkar v. Solemannessa^
came before it on appeal.

The court again held that a wife may obtain

a dissolution, relying on S.2 (ii)>if she had not lost her right to
maintenance because of her conduct.

Salemannessa, who was the second

wife of her husband, left him shortly after he took a third wife and
went to live with her brother.

The court found that for six years

the husband had made no attempt to get back his wife and the court
held that in the circumstances it could not be said the wife was
'unwilling* to live with her husband.

Accordingly, as she was not

disobedient, her husband was under a duty to maintain her, which he
had failed to discharge.

Therefore the court held that she was entitled

to a decree of dissolution in accordance with L.2 (ii).
The Peshawar Bench also upheld the decision in AishenBibi v.
36
oain"' .

37
In the case of Kst. aherinzadgi v. Gul Muhammad* , the wife

had gone to the home of her parents and then stayed there, despite her
husband*s requests to her to return to him.

It was contended on behalf

of the wife that, even if the wife were disobedient and the husband*s
conduct blameless, she was, nevertheless, entitled to a dissolution
on the grounds of S.2 (ii).

The court however, held that, if the

husband is under no duty to maintain his wife because of her conduct,
she cannot allege non-payment of maintenance as a ground for the dis
solution of'her marriage under the Dissolution of Muslim Carriages Act.
35*

P.L.D. 1968. Dacca

36.

P.L.D. 1952. Lah.

37.

P.L.D. 1961. Pesh.

376.
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66.

Turning now to the high Court at Baghdad Jadid, we must consider
38

the interesting case of ^llah ^iwayu v. Mukhtiar begum' •

The wife*s

petition for dissolution, in this case, was brought under the Dis
solution of Muslim Marriages Act, as amended by Notification No.39t
which was gazetted on 1 June 19*+3,when lihawalpur was, of course, still
39
a princely state."',

bhe based her petition on two grounds, one of

failure to maintain^as provided for under b.2 (ii), and failure to
perform marital obligations for a period of three years S.2 (iv).
The Notification made amendments to S.2 (ii) and introduced conditions
which had to be satisfied before a wife could be granted a dissolution
on the grounds of failure to maintain.

The first of these was that

•the husband who was negligent in maintaining his wife^who was accord
ing to bhariat not disentitled to a maintenance allowance, should be
offered an opportunity to improve his conduct*.
Thus, under the amended Act, it is clear that the wife must not
have forfeited her right to maintenance,before she may obtain a dis
solution on the grounds that her husband had failed to maintain her.
*f0
In the instant case, Khakwani J. found that the wife was deserving
of maintenance in accordance with the Notiiication.

The amended Act,

however, also contained a further condition, which had to be satisfied
before uhe wife could be granted a decree.

The Notification, as shown

above, required that a husband should be given a chance of improving
his conduct, and further that *he may be allowed a duration till the
38.

P.L.D.

1951.

B.J• 62.

39*

The btate legislature of Bhawalpur adopted the D.M.M.A. 19^9 but
was of course free to make amendments.

*f0. Allah Piwaya v. Mukhtiar Begum. P.L.D. 1951* B.J. 62.
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next hearing of the suit to begin giving maintenance allowance.

If

he failed to comply with the order of the Court, his marriage should
be dissolved.*
The Court having found that the wife was entitled to maintenance,
ordered the husband to pay her an allowance in accordance v/ith his
means.

After a delay of six months, the husband sent liis wife a sum

of money but he did not thereafter pay her a regular allov/ance.

The

husband argued that, under the provisions of the notification, he was
under an obligation to send a regular allowance only after the expiry

of the period which the court had fixed, but in this case the court
had net in fact imposed
the allowance.

any time limit for the regular despatch of

It was further argued that, if the v/ife*s petition had

been brought solely under S.2 (ii)^the fixing of a period of time

would have been on unavoidable condition and the court would have
withheld judgement until the fixed period of time had expired, when
it would have decided whether the allowance had been regularly remitted
or not.

However, in cases such as the instant case^v/here additional

rounds were joined with grounds under S.2 (ii), IT the court did net
specify a time limit, then the time spent in hearing the suit should
be regarded as an equitable period.

The court replied that the purpose

of the Notification in regularizing the fixing of a period of time was
twofold - to give the husband an opportunity to commence maintaining

his wife

nd to allow the court to observe the conduct of the husband.

If these objects could be ac deved without fixing a time limit, then
the court could deem the letter of the law observed.

In the instant

252.
case the suit had lingered on for a long time and the court took the
view that the husband was not in a position to allege that he had had
no chance to comply with the court#o order.

The court, having found

that the husband had been delinquent under the amended clause }held
that the marriage had been justly dissolved.
The state of Bahawalpur acceded to Pakistan on 3 October 19*+7
but her internal affairs did not become subject to the central author
ity until 1955* when the 1t o v
ine© of West Pakistan was created by
statute.

Thus the A&tptation of Central Acts and Ordinances Order^

19*+9}which extended the application of the D.M.M.A. did not apply to
the then state of Bahawalpur.

However in I960 the Central Law

o-r&iunuAtfc

(statute Reform Ordinance) was enacted and by this^/kct the application
of D.M.M.A. was extended to all parts of Pakistan, including of course
Baghdad-Jadid Bahawalpur.

Iresunably at the present time the Bench

at Baghdad Jadid will apply the D.M.M.A. without the Notification -,nd
this case will become of purely historical interest.
Turning to the decision of the High Court for Azad Jammu and Kashmir
on the question whether a disobedient wife may obtain a dissolution on the
grounds of her husband1s failure to maintain her, in 1953* in koshaan v.
bl
Sher
abdul Majid C.J. held that^whether there was failure to maintain

on the part of the husband was purely a question of fact, which did not
depend in any way on the circum tances in which his failure had occurred.
The wife sought a di solution on three grounds, that her husband had
failed to maintain her for two years, that he had failed to perform

*fl. P.L.D.

1953.

A. J. and K.

10.
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his marital obligations and that he had married another wife and
had failed to treat his first wife ir. accordance with the Quranic
injunctions.
It was found as a matter of fact that the husband and wife had
been living apart for five years prior to the suit and that the
husband’s failure to maintain his wife during this period was due to
her disobedience and refusal to return to the matrimonial home.

The

question of law b fore the court was, stated the judge, whether^having
regard to the wording of S.2 (ii) 01 the D.M.M.A.^once failure to
maintain had been proved as a fact, it was necessary to enquire into
the reasons for that failure.
'
b2
Citing Door bibi v. iir Bux as authority, his Lordship stated
that 'the plain ordinary meaning of the words "has failed to provide
maintenance" appear to me very clear.

The question whether there is

failure to maintain was purely one of facty.hic

does not depend in

any way on the circumstances in which the failure occurred.•

He went

on to observe that the law did not require a v/ife to beg for mainten
ance but indeed expected every husband to maintain his wife as long
as their marriage continued to subsist ?even when her conduct v/as such
as to induce him to refuse.

This statement is not in accordance with

Islamic law, which regards the husband’s duty to maintain his wife
and the v/ife*s duty to obey her husband as reciprocal and, if the wife
ceases to fulfil her obligations under the contract of marriage, the
husband is released from his corresponding obligation.

*+2. F.L.u. 1950. Sind. 36

It appeared

25*f.
however, that

his Lordship’s judgement was greatly influenced by

the fact that the husband in the instant case had married a second
wife, for he added "if husbands are to be allowed to take a second
wife and ignore the maintenance of the first wife for any fault on
her part, then this would mean that the first wife would never be
able to exercise the right given to her for the dissolution of marriage
on any ground."

In such cases, he alleged, her rights would be

brushed aside on the ground that she had not tried to g t along with
the husband, once he had taken a second wife.

It was clear from his

Lordship’s remarks during the course of his judgement that he wqs
opposed to the practice of polygamy.

"It is generally found", he

said "that in this country people marry second wives merely as a
matter of form and a matter of necessity, which is against the spirit
of the injunction laid down in the Quran."

Therefore, although he

was bound by the finding of fact of the lower court that the husband’s
failure to maintain was a direct result of the wife’s refusal to live
with him, the impression conveyed by the judgement was that he felt
that the wife’s conduct was reasonable in the circumstances.

The

question thus arises whether his interpretation of the relevant
clause would have been different ^if the husband in this case hac^iot
in fact taken a second wife.
This decision was directly overruled in 1967 by the case of
. *+3

Resham Bibi v. Muhammad bhafi

*+3.

P.L.D.

1967.

A. J. and K.

gome years previously the Chief

32.
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Justice of Azad Jaramu and Kashmir had issued a circular to subordinate courts directing them that Reshan v. Sher
followed on the grounds of a technicality*

bb

should not be

As Sharif A.C*J* pointed

out in the 19^7 case, Abdul Majid J* had given his judgement with
reference to the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, overlooking
the fact that, at that time, the Jammu and Kashmir Dissolution of
Muslim Marriages Act was still operative and S.2 (ii) of this Act
varied slightly in its wording from that of the present Act, pro
viding that the wife must prove that her husband 'in spite of her
demand' has failed to provide her with maintenance for two years*
The facts of Rbshan Bibi v. Muhammad Shafi
to those in the 1953 case*

if5

were very similar

The wife petitioned for a dissolution

on the grounds that her husband had treated her cruelly, that he had
taken a second wife and had not treated the first wife equally and
that he had failed to provide her with maintenance and to perform his
marital obligations.

In reply to the wife's petition, the husband

applied for a decree of restitution of conjugal rights.

The trial

court gave judgement in favour of the husband and this was upheld on
appeal.

The wife then appealled to the High Court, where Sharif A*C.J.

delivering the judgment of the court held, relying on Aishan Bibi v.
hG
Sain that, while a Muslim wife had the right to obtain maintenance
from her husband, she was under a corresponding duty to obey him.

Mu

P.L.D. 1953*

b5.

P.L.D.

bG.

P.L.D. 1952.

1967.

A* J. ;ind K. 10.
A. J. and K. 32.
Lah.

1*60.
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Islamic law imposed no duty on a husband to maintain a disobedient
wife, who refused to live with him.

The words 'neglect* and

•failure' in the relevant clause implied the existence of a duty,
failure to perform which entitled a wife to the dissolution of the
marriage contract.

No such duty is cast upon a husband, his Lordship

stated, if his wife refused to submit herself to him without lawful
cause.

Accordingly he refused the appeal.

The leading case in support of the view that Section 2 (ii) of
the JD.K.M.A. allows a wife to obtain a dissolution of her marriage
on the grounds of the husband's failure to provide maintenance simpliciter is
by
Noor Bibi v. Pir Bux •

The facts were that six months after the marriage of the parties,
the wife's parents took hf>r away with them to Kerala with her husband's
permi sion.
her.

She never returned to her husband and he did not maintain

The judge in the trial court when the wife sought a dissolution

relying on S.2 (ii)^found that the wife's disobedience had oanaed her
husband to fail to maintain her and he

refusal to grant her a decree.

She then appealed to the Chief Court of Sind ^where the case was re
ferred to a Divisional Bench, because of the important question of
law involved.
Tyabji C.J.^delivering the judgement of the court;stated that,
although it was incontestable that under Islamic law the wife in the
instant case was not entitled to maintenance, the question to be de
cided by the court was whether, nevertheless, she was entitled to a

^7.

P.L.D. 1950.

Sind.

36
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dissolution of her marriage under D.M.M.A. Sf2 (ii).

There had

been considerable conflict of judicial opinion on this question of
law, which depended upon the interpretation of the relevant clause,
and accordingly his Lordship reviewed the earlier case-law.
first cited Becket J.'s dictum in Manak Khan v. Mulkhan Bano

He
48

, that

•there is nothing in the wording of the clause to suggest that the
failure (to maintain) must be wilful1• With respect, this dictum was
not strictly relevant.

Beckett J. was concerned with failure to

maintain caused by the husband's imprisonment, i.e. a circumstance
beyond the husband's control and not with failure induced by the
conduct of the wife.
if9

The case of Akbari Begum v. Zafar Hussain

which his Lordship

next cited, was however directly in point, as it wasconcerned
a husband's refusal to maintainhis wifebecause

with

ofherdisobedience.

Abdul Rashid J. held that the words of the statute are unambiguous
and effect must be given to them, whatever the consequences.

As the

words 'without reasonable cause' were not present in the relevant
clause, he held that a wife was entitled to a dissolution on proof of
failure to maintain simpliciter.
His Lordship then reviewed the conflicting decision of Lobo J.
in Khatijan wife of Abdullah v. Abdullah Pitta Sheikh^. In this
case the judge refused to follow the two earlier decisions of the

48.

A.I.R. 1941.

Lah.

167.

49.

A.I.R. 1942.

Lah.

92.

50.

(1942) I.L.R.

Kar.

535.
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Lahore High Court in these words fIn my view Act. VIII of 1959
was never intended to abrogate the general law applicable to
Moharsmadans' • Lbbo J • then proceeded to hold that a husband could
not be said to have failed to maintain under the relevant clause,
unless he was under an obligation to maintain in Islamic law.
The Chief Justice then observed that he himself in his unre
al
ported judgement in Iiajra v. Kassim
had disagreed with Lobo J.'s
decision.

He stated that Lobo J. had held in his judgement that

the two propositions - that a wife is entitled to maintenance only
when she obeys her husband and that a wife who refuses to live with
her husband was entitled to a dissolution on the grounds of her
husband's failure to maintain her - were irreconcilable.

But in

his Lordship's view this supposed irreconciliability was without
foundation, as the

principles

governing dissolution were entirely

different from those governing maintenance during the subsistence
of a marriage.
Islamic marriage was a contract, stated the Chief Justice,
which conferred rights and imposed obligations on both the husband
•nd the wife.

These were laid down by the Qur'an itself, which called

them the •limits of nllah'.

;hen a marriage had broken down, so that

the parties were not able to 'live within the limits of Allah', there
was no point in prolonging the contract.

51•

Indeed the Qur'an itself

Unreported suit Ko.288 of 19^2, quoted in extenso in P,L.D.
1950, Sind 36 (Supra) at 39?.
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enjoined dissolution,
the parties.

hen the marriage bond became injurious to

His Lordship observed that a Muslim husband possessed

the right of terminating the marriage unilaterally and that the
only restriction imposed upon him was his conscience and his
liability to pay the deferred dower.

But he added "from the earliest

times Muslim wives have been held entitled to a dissolution^when it
is clearly shown that the parties could not live within the limits
of /\llah, th t is, when the marriage is really suspended and is
causing injury to the wife".

Clauses (1) to (iv) of Section 2 of

the D.K.M.A. v/ere based on the principle that a suspension of the
marriage had occurred ?which justified a dissolution, and clauses
(v) to (viii) were based on the principle that the continuance of
the marriage was injurious to the wife.
52
According to the Islamic law of dissolution , stated Tyabji C.J.,
failure to maintain over a prolonged period was regarded as an instance
where the cessation of the marriage had taken place and therefore
the wife's disobedience or refusal to live with her husband did not
in any way effect the principle upon which the dissolution was allowed.
One of the chief reasons for the enactment of the D.M.M.A., he con
tinued, was the controversy which existed among Hanafi jurists concerning
*

the wife's right to a divorce on the grounds of failure to maintain.

52.

PrEsQiaalily Tyabji C.J. was referring to Islamic law as applied
in the sub-continent under the D.M.M.A. Certainly Hanafi law
did not allow the wife the right to a dissolution on the grounds
of failure to maintain, prolonged or otherwise.
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According to the dominant Hanafi view* a wife had no such right*
although she did have a right under the law of the other three
Sunni schools* and* stated* his Lordship incorrectly* the law of
the Shi1a.

However* he continued* Ibn Abidin in Hashiyat Bahr al-*

ra*iq stated that Ramil did allow the qndl to effect a dissolution
#

on the grounds of failure to maintain.
have misunderstood the text.

His Lordship appears to

Ibn Abidin in his commentary Kinhat al-

Khaliq on air? Bahr al Ra^iq states "Abu al-i>a*ud in llashiyat Hiskln says
«
that Ramil in Lharh al-Minhaj writes that Ramli*s father issued a
fatwa that a marriage cannot be dissolved on the grounds of the absent
* 53
hsuband*s failure to maintain* even when this is prolonged."

The

discussion which follows then concerns the Shafi1! opinion as stated
in al Urntn.
His Lordship then added that some Hanafls considered that the
reason for the extreme view subscribed to by the majority of the
Hanafi jurists was that a destitute wife could always apply to the
bayt al-mal for maintenance.

But of course when this institution

ceased to exist, a wife* whose husband failed to provide her with
maintenance* would be without resources and in such circumstances the
continuation of the marriage would be injurious to her.

The controversy

.

which his Lordship considered to have existed among the Hanafis* was,
he stated* ended as far as the sub-continent was concerned by the en
actment of the D.M.M.A. in 1939* which clearly established failure to
maintain as a ground for dissolution.

53.

al-Baiir al-Ra'iq
*

Vol.k, p.201.
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His Lordship then proceeded to cite two conflicting decisions
by the Judicial Commissioner of Peshawar regarding the intention of
the legislature as tc the effect of the Act upon the existing
tyl±
traditional Islamic law. In hainata v. Abdul Rahmarr it was held
that the legislature clearly intended that the general provisions
of Islamic law should not control the Act and therefore, in the
case of petitions brought under S.2 (ii) it was irrelevant whether
the wife was entitled to maintenance or not according to Islamic law.
Four years later, however, in Fazal Mahmud v. Umatar Rahinr^.
the same court held that the Act did not abrogate, but should be
interpreted with reference to, the traditional Islamic law, and in
cases brought under S.2 (ii) the provisions of Islamic law should
be applied.
Tyabji C.J. however could see no reason for deviating from the
view that he had expressed in his earlier unreported decision

He

said "whether the husband has failed to maintain his wife or not is
a question of fact.

It does not depend on the circumstances in which

the failure took place".

He ca&tinued "in the cases in which it has

been held that there could be no failure to maintain^unless the wife
was entitled to enforce a claim for maintenance, the plain ordinary
meaning of the words, it seems to me, was definitely departed from,
on the express ground that the ordinary meaning of the words was net

5^.

19^5.

A.I.R.

Fesh. 51

55.

19^9.

A.I.R.

Pesh. 7.
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the one which could really have been intended, that the really
intended meaning had been sought to be expressed, rather unhappily
by the use of words which have in fact a different meaning."
Accordingly, his Lordship held that ^as the husband in the
instant case had in fact failed to maintain his wife for the two
years immediately proceeding the suit, the wife was entitled to a
dissolution of her marriage under S.2 (ii) of D.M.M.A. in spite of
the fact that her conduct would have prevented her from enforcing a
claim for maintenance in respect of this period.
with respect, it is submitted that the argument of Tyabji C.J.
is unacceptable.

In law, a husband cannot be said to have failed or

neglected to maintain his wife, when there is no obligation on him
to do so.
No doubt the Chief Justice was correct in his contention that a
marriage, in which the husband had not maintained his wife for a period
of two years or more, has in all probability broken down and it is
no doubt reasonable that such a marriage should be dissolved.

However

3.2 (ii) of the D.M.M.A. does not in law provide the wife with a
remedy, unless she can show that her husband had a duty to maintain
her.

Tyabji C.J. was influenced by the fact that a Muslim husband

had an unfettered right to repudiate his wife and accordingly he felt
that to deny a wife the right to a dissolution where the marriage had
irretriev bly broken down, even though it was her own conduct which
had induced the break-down, would be inequitable and unnecessarily
injurious to the wife.

Unfortunately, although the Chief Justice*s

263.
motives were sound, his legal arguments were not.
This appears to have been the view of the Karachi High Court
in :-,itha Than v. Kidayat Bibi

56

7which declined tc follow Tyabji*s

. .
57
decision and instead accepted Aishan Bibi v. Tain
as authority.
The court held that,in order to obtain a dissolution on the grounds
of failure to maintain, the wife must show that there was a legal
duty on the husband to provide maintenance at the relevant time.
If the wife refused to obey her husband or to live with him, then
i

•'*

V

f

there was no such duty.
Turning now to the High Courts of India, in Shamin Fatma v.
Ahmad Ullah Khan

58

the High Court of Allahabad rejected the contention

raised on behalf of the wife that the duty on the husband to provide
maintenance is absolute.

Allsop C.J. and Mathur J. held that there

was no force in the argument that a hsuband was obliged to maintain
his wife even when she refused to obey him.

The court stated that

a husband is under no obligation to*follow his wife wherever she goes
and force money, food and clothing on her.*
In this case the husband had previously obtained a decree of
restitution of conjugal rights with which the wife had refused to
comply.

Accordingly the

her husband

HighCourt heldthat,

was under no duty tomaintainher and

as she wasdisobedient,
therefore his failure

to provide her with maintenance did not entitle her to a decree of
dissolution under S.2 (ii) of the D.M.M.A.
36.

P.L.D. 1958.

Kar.

219.

57.

P.L.D.

1952.

Lah. 460.

58.

A.I.R.

1947.

All. 3.
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This view was upheld in Rabia Khatoon v. Muhammad Hukhtar Ahmad

59

In this case the wife was s- eking a dissolution on the grounds of
failure to maintain and the husband was seeking a decree of restitution
of conjugal rights.

The wife pleaded in reply to her husband's suit

that she was entitled to refuse to live with himf because he had not
paid her the prompt dower.

The court however rejected her argument

and held that a wife possessed this right only before the marriage
was consummated.

The court therefore gave judgement in favour of the

husband and rejected the wife's petition on the grounds thatjas the
woman had refused to live .ith her husband without good cause9 her
husband was therefore under no duty to maintain her and accordingly
she was not entitled to a decree of dissolution on the grounds of
his failure to do so.
A Divisional Bench of the high Court of R*j*sthan took the same
view in the case of ^utr Muhammad v. Bushira

60• The parties to the

action had been married for twenty five years prior to the institution
•

of the suit.

1

The wife sought a dissolution on the grounds of her

husband's failure to maintain her and cruelty* alleging that he had
assaulted her and turned her out of the house and then had failed to
provide her with any maintenance.

The husband traversed his wife's

allegation and claimed that she had left of her own free will.

As

he had obtained an order for restitution of conjugal rights* with which
his wife had refused to comply* he claimed that he was under no obligation
to maintain her.
59.

A.I.R.

1966.

All.

5^8

60.

A.I.R.

1956.

Raj.
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On appeal before a single judge of the High Court it was argued

on behalf of the husband firstly that in order to obtain a dissol
ution, a wife must prove failure to maintain witnout reasonable
cause and in the instant case the husband had good reason to refuse
to maintain

is wife.

Secondly it was argued that, as the Dissolution

of Muslim Marriages act was extended to Rajastan only on 26 January
1950, the failure to maintain for two years, in order to entitle the
vife to a dissolution, must have been for a period of two years
after the Act came into force in January 1950*

Because the single

judge considered that there was a considerable divergence of opinion
amongst the High Courts on these questions of law, he refexsed the

case to a Divisional Bench.

This Bench, which was comprised of Bapna

(who read the Judgement of the Court) and Bhandari J.J./4, held, with
regard to the first quest on raised, that failure or neglect to
maintain, in order to entitle a wife to a dissolution of her marriage,
must have been without justification*

there could be no neglect.

If there was justification

'Neglect or failure* implied the non

performance of a duty and if the husband had been released from his

duty, because of the wife's conduct, he could not be said to have
neglected or failed to maintain her.

However, in the instant casd,

the court found that there had been neglect and failure on the part
of the husband, because he had caused the breakdown of the marriage
by treating his wife cruelly.
Regarding the second question of law raised, the court held that
although the Act only came into force in Rajaitan in 1950, it was a
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Declaratory Act and therefore it was not necessary that the two year
period should run after the enforcement.

It was sufficient if there

had been failure to maintain for the two years prior to the instit

ution of the suit.°^
One of the most interesting decisions on Section 2 (ii) in
recent years is that of Krishna Iyer J. in Yusuf Rowthan v. BowraMga

62

Briefly the facts of the case were that the parties were married in
I962, when the wife was about 15 years of age and the husband was
about 30* The day after the parties had moved into the husband's
house, the husband left for Coimbatore, where he was in business as
a radio dealer.

The wife remained alone in the husband's house for

one month and then returned to her parents.

The parties remained

separated for two years, during which time no maintenance was paid
to the wife.

The husband admitted that he had paid no maintenance to

his wife during this period, but he alleged that he had at all times
been willing to take her back but that she had persistently refused.
Indeed finding his wife adamant in her refusal to return to him, he
had asked the Mosque Committee to attempt to bring about a reconciliation.
All such attempts failed however, and finally the Mosque Committee
suggested that the only possible solution appeared to be divorce.

The

wife then petitioned the coufct, asking for a dissolution of the marriage.
The trial court dismissed her suit, but on appeal the sub-judge granted
her a decree.

The husb^uid then appealled to the high Court of Kerala,

where the case came before Krishna Iyer, J.
61.

ibid ah* pr. 4, p.103

62.

1970.

K.L.T.

V77.
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The wife claimed a dissolution on the grounds of S.2 (ii),
(vii) and (ix) of the D.M.M.A.

His Lordship held that she was not

entitled to a decree under clause (vii) as the marriage had been
duly consummated and there was no evidence to show that she was
below fifteen years of age when she was contracted in marriage by
her father.
His Lordship then directed his attention to clauses (ii) and
(ix), stating, at the beginning of his judgement, that thee was no
binding precedent established by the -Supreme Court of India or by
his own High Court for the interpretation of the two clauses.

He

therefore felt free to give his own interpretation, but, before
attempting to do so, he discussed the broad question of divorce
under Islamic law.

"It is a popular fallacy", he stated, "that a

Muslim male enjoys under Quranic law the unbridled authority to
liquidate the marriage".

He added that commentators on the Qur'an

had observed that the husband was required to satisfy the court that
he had good cause to dissolve the marriage.

In support of this

somewhat surprising assertion, the jud ;e cited the following extract
from "Religion of Islam" by Ahmad A. Galwash.

"The law gives to the

man primarily the faculty of dissolving the marriage if the wife by
her unchastit

or her bad character, renders married life unahp y,

but in the absence of a serious reason no man can justify a divorce
either in the eyes of religion or the lav/". His Lordship laid
■articular emphasis on the word 'law' in this passage.

Unfortunate^

he continued, Islamic law, as practised in India, had taken 'a course
contrary to the spirit of that which the Prophet and Holy Quran had
laid down.'
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With all due respect to both Krishna Iyer J. and .hmad A. Galwash,
it is not merely a deviation of Anglo-Muhammaden law which permits
Muslim husbands unilaterally to repudiate their wives, no matter how

blameless they may have been.

It is true that capricious divorce is

regarded as sinful but, nevertheless, such a divorce is recognized
by the law as valid and effective.

The law as applied in the sub

continent has been neither better nor v/orse in this respect than
that applied elsewhere in the Muslim world.

Krishna Iyer remarked

that modem legislation outside India had brought the law closer to
the spirit of the .ur'an.

This view i3 unctuous.

It is true that

some Muslim countries now require that divorce must take place in a
court of law.

For example, the Tunisian Law of Personal Status,

1956, enacted that 'Divorce outside a court of law is ineffective*•
His Lordship however choose Iraq as an example of progressive reform
in this sphere and although the Law of Personal Status >1959.^requires
a divorce to be effected in court, this appears to be mainly a
formality, which can be dispensed with,
63
the divorce during the 'idda.

rovided the husband registers

At the present day it is only in Iran

6k
unier the provisions of the Family Protection Act, 1967^ that a husband

is deprived of his unilateral power of repudiation.

In no other country

in the Muslim world is a

to court

husband required to go

andshow cause

63*

It appears from the decision
of the Appeal
Court in
aliv. Farida
(Decision 306, 1963) that even where a husband fails to register
the divcrce^it will still be
effective.

oA.

For a discussion of this Act
see my Article 'The
Protection Act (1968) 1.7* I.C.L.q. 516*

Iranian Family
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why he should repudiate his wife.

Repudiation remains the prerog

ative of the husband, to bo exercised at will, provided, in some
cases, that he complies with certain formalities.

65

These remarks of his Lordship were however obiter;as there was
no question in the instant case of the husband having divorced his
wife, or even wishing to do so.

After this discussion of the husband*s

rights, the judge proceeded to deal with a Muslim wife*s rights in
matters of divorce.

Did Islamic law, he asked, allow a wife the

right to a dissolution, when she found *the yoke difficultuto endure*,
(.nee again his Lordship resorted to Ahmad A* Galwash*s Religion of
Islam, this time for the proposition that when all attempts at recon
ciliation had failed, then the parties may proceed to divorce.

In

such cases, he stated, when the proposal that divorce should take
place came from the husband, dissolution would be by talaq, and when
it cat e from the wife, di solution would be by Khul*. His Lordship
reached the conclusion that Islamic law had clearly given the woman
the right to seek a dissolution of her marriage.

As authority he

cited the Quranic verse *and women have rights similar to those which
66
men have over them*«

and the 'Tradition that the Prophet himself

65. Art. Jl of the Tunisian law of Personal Status however provides
that if the husband insists upon repudiating his wife without
cause, the court may order him to pay her compensation.
s.rt.117
of the oyrian Law of Personal Status contains a similar pro
vision but in this case the court may only grant compensation
equal to one year*s maintenance.
66.

For Tabarifs tafsir regarding this verse, see p. 3&5.

said *If women are prejudiced by their marriage, let it be broken
off••

iiis Lordship totally disregarded the Hanafi law* which

denies a woman whose marriage has once been consuramated, the right
to a judicial di solution for any cause whatsoever.

He then made a

brief reference to the decision of the Supreme Court of Pakistan
in Khurshid Bibi v. Muhammad Amin

6*7
, which held that a woman was

entitled to a khul* os of right, provided that she could establish
that her marriage hod broken down irretrievably and that she was
prepared to return to her husbond all benefits which she had received
under the marriage.
After this somewhat general discussion, his Lordship directed
his attention specifically to Section 2 (ii) of the D.M.M.A.

The

judges, he pointed out, had been sharply divided on the question of
a woman#s right to a dissolution on the grounds of her husband*s
failure to maintain her.

Home had held that she was entitled to a

dissolution only if she herself had fulfilled her marital duties*
while others had held that her own conduct was irrelevant.

The judges

who supported the former view, he stated, were afraid fthat women with
viscious appetites may with impunity desert their men and yet demand
divorce*• But, his Lordship added, these judges were forgetting that
in India a Muslim husband had the right to *walk out of wedlock at
his own whim*•

67. See Chapter 9*
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Krishna Iyer J* then proceeded to discuss the relevant caselaw and the various judicial interpretations of Section 2 (ii).

He

stated that, in his view, failure by a husband to provide his wife
with maintenance for two years was an index of an irreconcilable breach
between the two and accordingly the mere fact that no maintenance
had been paid for the statutory period was sufficient to entitle a
wife to dissolution.

In reaching this conclusion his Lordship relied

heavily on the judgement of Tyabji C.J. in the case of Noor Bibi v.

68

iir Bux

which is discussed above_f Tyabji C.J. considered that
a
,
failure to maintain simpliciter was^ground^ for a dissolution because
it was evidence of the breakdown of the marriage and from earliest
times women in Islam had been entitled to a dissolution when *a
suspension of the marriage* had occurred.

69

Kirishna Iyer J. con

curred with this view and with the view also expressed by Tyabji C.J.
t at the relevant clause was not concerned with the right of the
wife to maintenance, but only with the fact of the provision of main
tenance.

The reasoning of the former Chief Justice, his Lordship felt,

was in accord with the traditional texts and the *ethos of the Muslim
community*• His brother judges, who had subscribed to the contrary
view, were afraid that, if the view of the Chief Justice were adopted,
women v/ould be tempted to claim divorce on the grounds of their own
delinquency and this would lead to the breaking down of family ties.
68.

I.L.J.

1950.

Sind

36.

69*

Such a statement could be applied to the i4aliki law, but not
to the law of the other Sunni scnools, particularly to the
Hanafis, nor to the law of the Ithna *Ashari or Isma'ili sects
of the Shi*a.
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But, his Lordship considered, such fears were misplaced and he

uoted

Bertrand Hassell*s comment that *the easiest divorce laws by no means
produce the greatest number of divorces*•
After delivering thisjudgement, he added that his interpretation
of the law h id the great advantage that it allowed Muslim women to
enjoy rights roughly equal to those enjoyed by their husband£•
His Lordship took the realistic view that the marriage between
Yusuf Rowthan and bowramraa had irrevocably broken down.

Reconciliation

attempts had been made and had failed and it appeared that there would
be no benefit to either party in denying the wife a dissolution.

It

would, however, have been preferable if, after having reached the
conclusion that a dissolution should be granted in the instant case,
his Lordship had issued a decree on the grounds of Sect on 2 (ix).
In the course of his judgement he examined this clause, which might
be termed the *residual* clause of Section 2 of the D.M.M.u, ae it
allows a woman the right to a dissolution on 'any other ground recog
nized by Islamic law*.

He also made a brief reference to the Supreme

70
Court of Fakistanfs decision in Khurshid Bibi v. Muhammad Amin
with
which he was obviously in agreement.

The instant case was within the

ratio of the Supreme Court*s decision - reconciliation hid proved un
successful and there was no possibility of the parties resuming married
life together in the future.

A decision of the Pakistan Lupreme Court

is not binding u.on any Indian court, but it is of persuasive authority

70. p.L.I>.

1967

S.C. 97.
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andf as Krishna Iyer J. approved of the views expre sed in Khurshid
nl
Bibi*s case' it would have been preferable if he had followed it
in the instant c se anc thus introduced the doctrine of kiml* as of
right, into Indian law.

If he had followed t; in course, not only

would a new concept have been introduced in to the Islamic law of
India, but also the result in the instant case would have been more
equitable, for the wife, while obtaining her freedom, wbuld have been
required to repay to her husband the amount she had received as dower
and to forego the outstanding portion of her dower debt.
Tyabji C.J.fs decision in Moor bibi v. tir buz.1

was, as we have

seen, influenced by the fact that, while husbands could repudiate
their wives at will, wives hud no corresponding right.

Accordingly

he accepted that • failure to maintain was a ground for a wifeto
obtain a dissolution, even in a case where herconduct had caused the
rift between the parties.

Thus he felt that to some extent the ine

quality between the respective rights of the spouses was mitigated.
This was also the reason for the decision in the instant case,

however,

73
Krishna Iyer t • had the decision in Khurshid Bibi v. huharamad Amin
before him and justice would surely have been better served,if he had
accepted its persuasive authority and granted Sowraiama a dissolution
un- er A *2 (ix) by enforced khul1 rather tl^an under ..2 (ii).

If he

had followed this course, he would have avoided perpetuating what must
71.

Ibid.

72.

P.L.D. 1930.

73.

P.L.D.

1967.

:ind
i.C.

36.
97.
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surely be an incorrect interpretation of the Section.
good law to allow a wife

her husband on the grounds

It cannot be

j the right to obtain a divorce from

of her husband*s failure to maintain

her, when he is under no l e a l obligation to do so.

If such failure

of maintenance is regarded as evidence of the break down of the
marriage, and if the v.,ife,s own conduct has caused her to forfeit
her right to maintenance, it would be more equitable to allow her a
divorce by khul*, so that her husband should not suffer financially.
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CHAITiuK 7
TilH t m O N uP llIBEftTY
In the Indian sub-continent, until 1939* the right to repudiate
the a .rria^e at liberty pooseosed by minors who had been contracted
in marriage by their guardians was governed by the traditional
Islamic law*
according to this law, certain guardian

could contract their

infant wards in marriage without their consent*
By the law of the three non-lianafi ouiuii

cbools and of the

Itlina fAsharI sect of the tihlfa, this right, known as Jabr or i.jbar
van possessed by

a

strictly limited number of gu >rdians*

Thus,

in t^likl law the rower belonged only to the father or his wasl
mmSmmm

(executor); in Hanball law, only to the father or to his executor if
the Latter had been specifically accorded it by the father*3 will;
and in Shaft* I and Ithna *Asharl law, to the father and the paternal
grandfather*
Of moot significance, however, in the sub-continent is the law
of the hanafi school and under this law all marriage *;uardi, ns possess
the power of ijbar* But, while the &hafifIs, Malikls and BanbalXs
allow this rower to be exercised not only over minors of either sex,
V' *

•-

"**

■b,/-

'*

but also over women, whatever their age, not previously married, the
lianafls per- it only minors of either sox to be contracted in marriage
•

without their c noent*

adult males and females have the right to

conclude their own marriage contracts and may never be married without
their consent.
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Majority is attained according to the tr ditional law at the
onset of physical puberty.

However, thin law lays down a minimum

age below which there is an irrebuttable presumption that puberty
has not been reached - 12 in the case of boys and 9 in the case of
girls.

At the completion of the fifteenth ye«ir there is an irre

buttable presumption according to most jurists that puberty has
been attained; but between the minimum ages laid down by traditional
law, and

fifteen, puberty may be proved as a matter of fact.

The extensive power granted to marriage guardiuns in Hanafi law
is greatly modified by the oo-e.'dled •option of puberty* (khiyar albulugh), whereby - in all cases other tiian those where the father or
paternal grandfather has acted as marriage guardian - the ward may,
on attaining puberty, repudiate the marriage.

This right is avail

able to both males and females, but is of course of most significance
in the case of females, since the male on reaching puberty will be
free to exercise hie unlimited power of talaq.
This right is retained until the ward has bee one aware of the
marriage and assents to it, expressly or impliedly - as for example
by allowing consummation to take place or by claiming maintenance.
If, however, the father or father*s father contracted the marriage,
the minor may not repudiate the marriage upon reaching majority unless
it can be proved that, to the satisfaction of the court the father or
grandfather acted negligently or a ainst the ward's best interests.
The presumption is of course that a father or, in his absence, the
p ternal grandfather, because of the natural love he bears for his
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child, would always act in his child1s best Interest.
This was the state of the law until 1939, in which year the
Dissolution of Muslin Marriages Act (Act VXIX of 1939) was enacted.
Section 2 of this statute provides that a woman married under
Muslim law shall be entitled to obtain a decree for the dissolution
of her marriage on any one or acre of the following grounds, namely s
"Cl.vii that she, having been given in narriage by her father or ether
guardian before she attained the age of fifteen years, repudiated the
marriage before attaining the age of eighteen years.
the marriage has not boen consummated.*

Provided that

In 1961 the Pakistan Muslim

Family Laws Ordinance amended clause vii by substituting "sixteen
years” for "fifteen years".1 Thus it can be seen that the statute in
effect extended the ward’s option of puberty to cover also the case
where the minor is contracted in marriage by the father or the paternal
grandfather.
Clause vii provided that the right to repudiate should be avail*

able only to girls who were contracted in marriage before the age of
fifteen, the age at which, as we have seen, Islamic law presumes that
puberty and therefore majority has been reached.

Although in the sub*

continent the age of majority in matters of property has been raised
2

by statute

to eighteen,

including marriage,

in matters of personal status

dower,

dlvoroe and adoption,

the

1. The Child Carriage Restraint Act 192$ forbade the marriage of girls
below the age of 14. 312 of F.L.O. amended the 192$ Act and est
ablished 16 as the minimum age for narriage in the oase of girls.
See Chapter 3.
2. Majority Act 1375, 3.3.
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3
traditional law ©till applies.

Accordingly, in the case of Muslims,

k
a female over the age of fifteen (16 in lakiotan) has been deemed

capable of giving her cons ent to a Marriage; and if a girl over this
age is contracted in marriage the presumption will be that she con
sented to it.
The statute does not mention puberty at all and the question arose
3
in the c; sfc of net, v.ulan v. osa whether a girl could validly
exercise the option of puberty before she has com, leted her fifteenth
year.

In this case the woman claimed a dissolution of her marriage

on the trounds that, first the marriage was performed under duress,
and secondly that she, having been given in marriage by her guardian
and having reached puberty twenty days before the suit, was entitled
to a dissolution.

There was held to be no evidence of coercion; and

this ground was not considered when the second appeal came before
Kaikaus J.

Regarding the second ground, the husband alleged that, as

the plaintiff was not yet fifteen, the suit was rroeuture.
claimed tliat she hud still not readied puberty.

Me also

The trial judge had

3*

Majority Act 1&75 S.2.

k.

Mote that in areas where the traditional law applies "a Iuslim
girl ... attains majority under the Muslim law ... (that is)
... on attaining puberty or on attaining the age of 15 years whichever is e rlier". b. K. uen in ilnnufa Bibi v. ftokohod ali
Khan, A.I.R. 1961 Cal. 52 at para 4. p. &0 relying on Makiotan
Bibi v. l^abibar Tiqhman 50, C.iv.N. 689;
hmad bulainkoi v. Bai
Fatima. t.l.ft. io 1. bom. 76; chia Khatoon v. bdul Hal. A.I.R.
1952Tcal. 381.
-------------------

5.

i.L.b. 1956, Lah. 712.
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found as a matter of fact that the plaintiff was either 12 or 13
years old, but that she had reached puberty - and he gave judgement

in her favour.

This judgement was reversed on first appeal.

The

court held taat the proper interpretation of D.M.M.A. b.ptvii) was
that the option of puberty could only be exercised after the age of

15 yeirs, whereas it was argued by the plaintiff that the statute did
not lay down that women must be 15 in order to exercise their right
to repudiate a marriage performed by their guardians - all that was
necessary was that they repudiate it before completing 18 years.
Kaikaun

J. did not accept this argument on behalf

of the wife -

pointing out that such an interpretation would allow even a child of 6
contracted in marriage by her guardian, to repudiate the marriage.
This would not bo in accordance with Muslim law, which grants to a
girl contracted in marriage during her infancy the right to repudiate
that marriage on bee casing sui juris, i.e. on attaining puberty.

His

Lordship argued that the preamble to the D.M.M.A. is explicit, that
the purpose of the statute was not to ef ect any change in traditional
law but merely to clarify it and consolidate it.

Therefore he would

not accept any interpretation of the statute, which effected a fund
amental change unless he was forced to do so.

So, since the clause

was capable of being construed as conferring the right to repudiate
the marriage only after the age of 15, he held that this was the
correct interpretation.
It seems to be open to

dispute whether Kaikaus J. was correct

in stating that the D.M.M.A. is really a con dictating statute, despite
the wording of the preamble.

The clause under discussion in fact
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introduces oonc iEortsuit changes in traditional Inlandc law.

The

option of puberty, it m a t bo remembered, ia known only to HanafI
law; no such right exir.ts in MalikI law, or indeed in the law of any
other school.

So although the preamble ©peaks of applying halikl law

as being more favourable to wcaaen, in this particular instance the
legislature could not be said to be adopting the doctrine of this or
any other school and substituting it for the existing HanafX doctrine.
Therefore, with respect to Kaikaus J., it is submitted that clause vii
does introduce a change in the traditional law.

{nevertheless there

can be no doubt that hi© interprctat ion of the relevant clause ia

correct.
His lordship al o considered vhether clause vii exhausted the law
regarding the option of pub rty. He held that cl use ix, the residual
the
cliuse cJ/D.M.F.A., which allows a wonin a di olutiori of her marriage
on 9any other grounds known to {'uslixn law9, was also relevant.

He

argued that,if clause vii was held to be exhaustive* certain unjust
results would flow; and he cited throe examples.

First, a woman

married before puberty but after att lining 15 years of age would be
denied a remedy.

Second, a girl contracted in marriage in infancy

who attains puberty at 11, would be forced either to accept her husband
/
or to wait k yearn to exercise her right of repudiation.

If she pur

ported to repudiate the marriage before she was 151 the repudiation
would be ineffective under the &.K.H.A. although Muslica law would hold
that the repudiation was effective to dissolve the marriage.

Third,

a woman who remained unaware of the marriage until after she was 18
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would be without a remedy, despite the fact that no conr.uranation
liad taken place*
duch results, stated Kfldkans, were certainly never contemplated
by the legislature and therefore, although he was of the opinion that
clause vii itself contemplated only repudiation after 15* he was sat
isfied that the clause did not exhaust the whole of the right of a
woman contracted in marriage during her minority

and that shecould

proceed tinder cl use

out however,that

ix*

The judge then pointed

if a woman was forced to proceed under clause ix rather titan under
clause iii, her right would be subject to all the limitations and
conditions imposed by Muslim law, except to the extent to which these
the
might be said to have been removed by *clarification9 in/i).M*M*A*
In the present case the father had acted as marriage guardian and
therefore, under tr ditional law, the girl would not have an option
of repudiation of the marriage at puberty*

As the point was not argued

before him, Kaikaus was unable to give an opinion as to whether or not
the legalisation could be deemed to have 1clarified9 the law and whether
a father could be held to be in the same position as any other marriage
guardian*

The suit was sent back to the district Judge to decide this

point but Kaikaus J* pointed out that, if the D*J. decided that trad
itional law vsas applicable, and that therefore the

laintifff8 right

to exercise the option of puberty was subject to proof of negligence or
fraud on the jart of

her father and rho was unable to prove this, she

would not be without

a remedy*

*>he would merely

have to waituntil she

was 15 and then file a suit on the *rounds that she had repudiated the

rr; ■ o*

The next problem to consider is whether or not a decree of the

court is necessary to dissolve a marriage which is repudiated by the
exercise of the opti n of jjuberty*
According to the traditional Islamic law, when a girl wishes to
repudiate a marriage contracted by her guardian, she must approach the
-

qadiT.

-

9

Until the qadi issues a decree, the marriage is deemed to sub-

sist^ae is shown by the fact that, if either spouse dies after opting
for repudiation on attaining puberty but before obtaining a decree
from the qadi, the surviving spouse will inherit*

Also, in the period

betv/een exorcising tho option of puberty and obtaining a judicial
decree, it is permissible for the husband to have sexual delations
with his wife; and if consummation does in fact take place, this will

be deemed to

hive

revoked the repudiation*

Since 1939 the rights of women in the sub-continent to exercise
the option of puberty have been governed by D*M*M* • £.2 vii and
7
possibly also ix*
There is a great deal of judicial conflict over the question of
when a marriage is terminated by the exorcise of the option of puberty
under the statute*

Joes the exercise of the option itself terminate the

marriage or does the marriage continue to exist until a decree is obtained
from the court?

8

In Unman v. Uudhu^ the Chief Court of Hind stated categorically
that, in such a case, the marriage must bo deemed to subsist until the
6.

;
al-iiidaya, p*2 9 7 .

al-l atawa Vol*l p.303*

'ee E^ulan v* Dosa, i.L*D. 1957* hah* 712#
8.

A.I.R.

19te.

ind. 92.
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court issues a decree.
bigamy uiuiler

’

v . ..V

,

This was an appeal from a conviction for

T.C.

The accused pleaded th t she had not committed

any offence since, at the time she went through the second ceremony of
marriage, there was no previous valid and subsisting marriage.

She

alleged that she hid been contracted in marriage by her father before
the age of puberty but that she had repudiated the marriage after

puberty, first by serving a written notice on her husband and, secondly
by contracting a second marriage which was the subject of the alleged
offence.

The appeal court held that the first carriage was still subsisting
at the tisse when she purported to contract the second marriage, since a
decree of dissolution h d not been granted by the court.

The conviction

for bigamy via© accordingly upheld.
This decision by the Chief Court of aind, as it then was, appears
to be correct in law.

*he Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act states

clearly that a woman may "obtain a decree for the dissolution" of her
marriage on, inter alia, the ground that she lias repudiated a marriage
contracted by her guardian while she was a minor.

£>o it appe re clear

that the marriage is terminated by the decree of the dissolution issued
by the court, and not by the extra-judicial act of the v/oaan in exer

cising her option of puberty.
In the case of ,irraoharaaad Kuka.ii v. Utate of Madhya l>radeah^ the
accused was charged with kidnapping and house trespass under S.366 and

d.5^2 of the Penal Code.

9.

.I.-l.

The facts of the c se were that the accused

I960. Madhya Iradesh.
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was married to his wife Fatima during her minority.

fter the

marriage, the wife continued to live with her parents as her husband
was unable to support her.

The

rosecution alleged that, after two

years, the vdfe’s parents asked the accused to take his wife to his
house but he refused.

The wife’s parents then gave her in marriage

to another man^by whom she lat^r had a child*

The alleged offences

took place when Fatima returned to the home of her }^arents to help
her mother, who was pre*prant.

The prosecution alleged that the accused

and others had forcibly carried Fatima away after overpowering her
mother, who had tried to help her.
The prosecution argued that, at the time when the accused carried
Fatima off she had ceased to be his wife, since she hid exercised her
option of repudiating the marriage at puberty.

It was further alleged

that the second marriage contracted by Fr tima was itself an exercise
of the option of puberty.
This contention was not accepted by the court.

Instead it held

that, in this case, Fatima did not have any right to repudiate her
marriage at puberty, as her father had etcted as marriage guardian and,
at the relevant time, the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act did not
apply in the State of Madhya fradesh.
Of significance hovev r is the judge’s obiter statement that,
even if the Act had been in force, there had been no decree i sued
by the court dissolving the ^ m a r r i n g e of Fatima

and

that marriage must be regarded as still subsisting.
raere exorcise

of

the option

of rejTUdiation

the accused, so
He held that the

does not of itself operate
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as a dissolution of the marriage.
opinion is correct.

It is submitted that this obiter

The judge went on to disagree with the observation

made by Young J. in Shafi ullah v. hgpcror^0 that a second marriage
waa itself evidence of repudiati n of her first marriage by a girl
on attaining puberty.

It must be pointed out, however, that Young J.

was commenting on how the exercise of the option of puberty could be
established and not on the effect of the exercise of such an option.
In iakistan, on the other hand, the weight of judicial authority

appear® to favour the opinion that the exercise of the opti n of
repudiati m at puberty itself terminates the marriage and that the
decree of the court under the D+K.H.A. is merely declaratory.
The leading case is huhamad Dakhsh v. The Crown^. a criminal
appeal against a conviction for bigamy under S.*f9^ 1*C.

The magistrate's

court had acquitted the two accused, ^miran and Allah Bakheh, on the
grounds that the first marriage of Amiran with Huhammad bakhsh, the
x
complainant was not strictly proved and further that, if ouch marriage
hud been contracted, it had been repudiated by Amiran by the exercise
of her option of puberty; so her second marriage with Allah Bakhsh was
not tin offence under S.^9**.
The appeal court found that in fact Amiran had been contracted in
marriage by her father to huhammad Bakhsh while she was a minor.

The

complainant, citing the decision in Uanan v. audhu, arg-ued that, al
though the L.H.K.a. grants a woman the right to obtain a dissolution of

10.

A.I.R. 193^.

11.

P.L.d .

1950.

Ml* 589.
Lah.

203
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her marriage cm the ground that she has exercised her option of
repudiation before reaching 18, in the present case the accused had
not obtained any decree from the court.

'Therefore her first carriage

must be deemed to have still been in existence at the time she pur
ported to marry Allah Bakhsh.
Kahman J. rejected this argument in his judgement.

Ke stated

that, provided the oplian of puberty was exercised in accordance with
the conditions laid down by Muslim law, he could see no reason for
the right to be subjected to confirmation by an order from the court.
He said that there is no authority for the view that the court is
entitled to refuse to confirm a valid exercise of the option, nor is
there anything in the Qur'an or Sunna to support the view of some
jurists that an order of the qaul is necessary in such cases.

He seems

to have rejected the rule laid down in both the Kidaya and the Frtawa
1 >larag Iri that in all cases where a girl exercises her option of
puberty, she must obtain a decree from the qadi.

instead, he quoted

the opinion of Ameer All that no order by the qadi is necessary to
establish the right, but merely to "confirm’1 the cancellation of the
marriage.

ieer All however, appears to be in agreement with the

Fatawa 'Alarrp ^Iri as regards the status of the marriage in the period
between the exercise of the o tion of puberty and the granting of a
decree by the court.

i'his he describes as inchoate, so that, if either

spouse dies, the other will inherit and sexual intercourse is lawful
between the parties but with the proviso, of course, that it will be
deeded to have revoked the option.

Ameer Ali goes further, however,

and states that, if a woman who has exercised her option of puberty
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contracts another Barring#t without obtaining a decree from the
ccurt,she will not necessarily bo guilty of bigamy.
Rahman J* found Ameer Ali's arguments convincing and he held that,
having regard to the views expressed by Ameer All and also to jrovious
decisions, a court order is not essential to confer validity on the
exercise of the option of puberty.

The court's order is necessary

only to invest the repudiation with the judicial imprimatur in order
to avoid any possible dispute.

Accordingly he held that, as Fatima's

first marriage was concluded during her minority and never consummated,
and as she hid repudiated this marriage at puberty within the period
prescribed by the law and had notified her husband of having done so,
the option of puberty had been validly exercised.

The first marriage

could not, therefore, be deemed to have been in existence at the time
she concluded her second marriage, for the purposes of

P.O.

With respect to Rahman J.^it is difficult to see how he could
arrive at such a decision in the face of the clear wording of the
b.M.M.A.

It is obvious that a distinction must be drawn between the

exercise of the o tion of puberty on the one hand and the dissolution
of the marriage on the other.

Rahman J. was correct in saying that a

court's order is not necessary for the valid exercise of the option of
puberty.

He has failed to observe, however, that all the valid exer

cise of the option does is to provide a ground for dissolution under
the btatute.
This unfortunate decision is regarded as authoratative by the
lakistani courts and was followed by Kaikaus J. in Huni v. llabib Khan.
12.

F.L.D. 1956.

Lab.

^3*

12
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In thin case the wife petitioned for a declaration that her marriage*
which had been contracted during her :ninority by her maternal auntt
had been terminated when she exorcised her option of

on

repudiation

attaining puberty a year before the suit.
While the wife#s suit was pending* the husband filed a complaint
against the maternal aunt and others of enticing a married woman and
theft in a house* under >»k9% and ».,.380 P.C. fhe appeal before
J.
Kaikaus/Was concerned with whether or not a stay of the poroeeeefctagB
in the criminal court should be granted pending a decision in the
civil suit.
The petition for stay was filed under S.5&1 Cr.P.C. on grounds
that the question involved in both sets of proceedings was the same,
i.e. were the parties husband and wife?
J.
The primary question concerning Kaikauc/was whether a declaratory
judgement that the parties were not husband and wife constituted a
judgement in re;:.

• da point is not relevant for our purposes.

But

he went on to argue that* in a case where a marriage, contracted in
minority* has been repudiated at puberty, this repudiation puts an end
to the marriage without the aid of the court* and that when the matter
comes to court, the court does not dissolve the marriage by its decree
bat merely recognizes the termination of the union.
As authority ho cited Muhammad Bnkhah v. Crown
v. Rahii a Bibi

Ik

* and dhafi llllah v. &mp ror.

13.

l-'.L.D.

1950.

Lah. 203.

Ik.

A.I.R.

193^.

Cal.

10k.

15.

A.I.R.

193^.

All.

589.

lft

13

, Bafizuddin Randal

Although Muhammad Bakhsh

. . .
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the
v/Grown w a decided after the promulgation of the Resolution of

Muslim Marriages Act* the oth r two cases were decided before its
enactment*
It is submitted that, although these two decisions nay have been
good in law at the time they were decided, the position was altered
the
with the ceding into force o/ D*H*H*A* Tfcia should have been apprec
iated by Moikaus J* and it is strange to see him arguing that, despite
the wording of the Statute, the extra-judicial exercise of the option
of puberty terminates the marriage*

l6

In 1970 the case of Muhammad ^nin v* Lurrayu h o w ? * ' came before
the High Court of Lahore*

The point at issue in this ease was whether

a dissolution on the /rounds of the exercise of the option of puberty
was subject to S*8 of the Muslim family Laws Ordinance, and this point
will be discu; sed later*

In the course of his judgement, however,

Cheerm J* m d e some comments regarding the nature of a dissolution
on this ground*
He held that a suit, based on the grounds of the exercise of the
option of puberty, was essentially one for the dissolution of marriage
(p*482)*

He then made the somewhat surprising statement that, having

once repudiated the marriage by a proper exercise of the optical of
puberty, "a Muslim woman is under no obligation to wait for the decree
of the court for contracting a second marriage*" (p*^3)*
*ith respect to his Lordship, the statement at p*482 and that at
p*J*#3 appear to be in conflict andkmpossible to reconcile*

16*

P*L*L*

1970*

Lahore, V75*

If a suit
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based on the exercise of the option of puberty is essentially one
for dissoluton, the marriage remains in existence until the court
issues such a decree; so the woman surely remains the wife of her
first husband and has not the capacity to contract a second marriage*
Despite the weight of Pakistani authority to the contrary, it
is submitted that the decision in Usman v* Budhu represents the
correct statement of the law*
Until the court grants a decree of dissolution on any of the
grounds, including the exercise by the wife of her option of puberty,
contained in 8*2 of the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, the
existing legal status of the marriage must be deemed to continue*
According to the law currently applicable in the sub-continent, a
marriage contracted by a guardian on behalf of a minor is valid, and
will remain so, until a court of competent jurisdiction decrees that
it is dissolved*

when a woman, contracted in marriage by her guardian,

during her minority, exercises her option of repudiating that marriage
at puberty, she merely establishes grounds on which she may ask the
court to grant her a dissolution*

Any other interpretation surely

renders the D*M*M^A* superfluous*
The exercise of the option of puberty
In traditional law a girl who was contracted in marriage during
her minority must exercise the option of puberty as soon as she reaches
the age of majority.

If she is a virgin, as in most cases she will

be, she loses her right if she remains silent on being informed of the
contract*

If she is no longer a virgin, i*e* if her husband has con

summated the marriage during her minority, then she will lose the
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right only after expressly consenting to the marriage or by doing
something indicative of consent, such as asking for dower or mainten
ance or allowing her husband to continue to have intercourse with
her after reaching the age of majority*

Merely eating with feer

husband or continuing to take care of his household does not destroy
her right to exercise the option*

17

As has been stated above, the exercise of the option of puberty does
not effect the dissolution of the marriage in traditional law*

follow

ing the exercise of the option^ the girl must obtain a decree from the
qadi and the texts are clear that until such a decree is issued, the
marriage remains valid and subsisting*

18

Thus the marriage is term

inated in two stages; first the girl duly exercises her option, thus
creating grounds for the qadi to issue a decree which annuls the
union*
It has become apparent from a review of recent Pakistani caselaw that the judges for the most part are failing to make any distinction
between the exercise of the option of puberty and the dissolution of
the marriage*
*n Abdul 8attar v* ’akila Bibi

19

, Faizullah Khan J* reviewed the

law relating to the exercise of the option of puberty*

This was a

Regular Second Appeal to the bench of the High Court of West Pakistan
at Peshawar*

The t&ial court had granted a dissolution to the wife on

17.

iiidaya

• 297;

iatawa

18.

al-Habsut, p*2l6«

19.

P.L.D. 1963.

iesh. 1*

p* 303.
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the grounds that the parties were married while the wife was a
minor unu that, as she was below 18 and the marriage was unconsucanated f
she was entitled to exercise the option of puberty.

The husband's

ap eal against this decision was rejected by the district judge,
whereupon the husband appealled further to the high Court.

There

it was argued on behalf of the husband that the wife should have
been refused a dissolution, because of her total failure, while on
the witness stand, to have testified to the fact of having exercised
the option of puberty.
The judge stated that a girl contracted in marriage during her
minority retains the right to repudiate the marriage either ulitil she
is IS or until she indicates consent or disapprobation in express
terms.

This m ans, the judge explained, that the right of annulment

continues until the girl expressly ratifies the marriage by words or
by cohabiting with her husband or by asking for her do er or miintebance.

As authority, he quoted from Hamilton's translation of the

Hidaya.

However, the section he quoted was concerned with girls who

were no longer virgins.

He omitted the preceding section which dealt

with the exercise of the option by virgins.
Accordingly His Lordship's statement of the law is not in accord
ance with tr aditional doctrine; , which requiredexpress ratification
only where the girl is not a virgin.

If, as in the case under con

sideration, she was a virgin, her silence should be deemed to be consent,
"his, if the traditional Islamic law were to be held applicable, would
ir ke the husband's contention correct *and his Lordship's statement of
the law wrong.
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However, the judge did not confine his consideration of author
ities to traditional sources*
Karim v* Asdna Bibi

20

He also cited the d cisicfi in Abdul

•
that if she (the wife) is living with her husband

when she arrives at puberty, her option is not determined unlens she
assents explicitly or by implication to the marriage*
consummation sufficient*
consent*

Ror is mere

It must be consummation with the wife's

Moreover, all the necessary facta must bo proved by the

husband to the satisfaction of the court.

The court leans, in such

cas©3, in favour of the wife*1
Thus the burden of proof is cast upon the husband in all cases
where a dispute arises re; arding the exercise of the option*

This is

also not in accordance with the traditional law, which states clearly
that if a dispute arises as

to whether the option of puberty hasbeen

duly exercised, the word of

the husbandis to be accepted*

His Lordship also cited the decision of the Privy Council in
i’ulka Jahan

Sahiba v* Muhammad Uahk^reeKhan

girl is contracted in

22

,that"where

aminor

marriage, the matterought tobepropounded

to

her on attaining majority so that she may advisedly give or withhold
her consent*"
The judge then i^oceeded to discuss what constituted a withholding
of consent*

withholding o consent was

20.

A.I.R.

1933.

21.

i .utawa

p. 303.

22.

(1873)

indicated, he stated, by such

Bo*. 308 - cited by his Lordship as IjfcL.C. 69^.

L.R.I.A. sup. Vol. 192.

29k.
actions as serving a notice on the husband through his attorney or
by publishing a notice in the newspaper that the option of puberty
has been exercised*

.
23
He also held, citing Muhammad v« bmperor , that

withholding consent may be expressed by the girl getting remarried
without instituting a suit for the dissolution of the first marriage,
provided she is below 18 and the first marriage was unconsuramated.
There is no doubt tliat a woman who contracts a second marriage
indicates that she •withholds her consent* to the first marriage*
But it ia submitted, this is an extreme measure and is certainly
not contemplated by traditional law, which would not recognise as valid
any second marriage contracted before the qadi had issued a decree,
since, until sue t a decree is issued, the first marriage would be
re arded as valid and subsisting*
However, the weight of judicial authority of Pakistan appears to
support the view that the exercise of the opticxn of puberty itself
dissolves the inarriage and that the decree eventually granted by the
court is merely declinatory.

2k

If the courts continue to follow this

doctrine which, it is submitted, is wrong in law, according to the
wording of the 'i^solution of Muslim Marriages Act, they will also, no
doubt, continue to regard the contracting of a second marriage as
’’withholding consent” to the first marriage and a valid exercise of the
option of puberty*

25. I**). I.C. 617.
2k9

bee p.285ff for a full discussion of the case-law.
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After his rovit w of the authorities, Faizullah Khan «J* held that
fx3

, in this case, the wife categorically alleged that she had exer

cised the option of puberty, this amounted to an unequivocal repud
iation of the marriage*
In the same year, the same judre again gave judgement in a case
involving the exercise of the option of puberty*

In the case of

barwar Jan v* <bdul Hajid*^ the parties were married in 1950, when
the wife was 15.

The marriage remained unconsumtaated and, in 195**,

the wife instituted a suit for dissolution of marriage on the grounds
that she had exercised her option of puberty and had duly communicated
the fact of having done so to the father and brothers of her husband,
the whereabouts of whom were unknown*

This suit, however, was dis

missed for want of prosecution under Order IX Kule 3*
beven years later the wife instituted a second petition asking
for a declaration that she had already exercised her optical of puberty
and that this had automatically dissolved her marriage*

On appeal to

the High Court bench at ieshawar Faizullah Khan J* gave judgement in
favour of the wife*

He held that, by instituting the previous suit

for dissolution which was dismissed for default, the wife had duly
exercised her option of puberty and, accordingly, her first marriage
was automatically dissolved*

It must be pointed out that the judge

appears to h ve equated the exorcise of the option of puberty with the
dissolution of the marriage.

25*

P*L*D* 1965*

Posh* 5*

With respect to his Lordship, the result
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of this decision appears somewhat str nge - the failure of a wife to
obtain a dissolution of her marriage on the grounds of the exercise
of the option of puberty is itself to be regarded a3 dissolving the
marriage automatically.

26

The decision in Ghulara ,.adir v. Allah Kasai*- gives, it is sub
mitted, the better o inion.
In this case, the wife was contracted in marriage while a minor
by her grandfather without the consent of her father.

The court held

that the marriage was not authorised, as there was no evidence to show
that the father was absent when the grandfather had acted.

Accordingly

judgement was given that the wife was entitled to exerci-e the
option of puberty which the court held she had done by filing the
suit for dissolution.
27
In Ald-ud-Din v. Karkfaandan Akhtar
Kaikaus J. stated that even
if a woman is unsure whether she is or is not married to a certain man,
there is nevertheless no bar to her declaring that she does not want
th t man for her husband, whether in fact she is married or not, and
this will amount to the exercise of the opti »n of puberty.

Indeed,

the judge held, in certain circumstances even the mere denial of the
fact of marriage may amount to its repudiation.
fuming now to India, the high Court of Madhya Pradesh in Pirmuhammad Knkaji v. >tate of Ikidhya Pradesh*"0 rejected the argument, based
26.

P.L.D. 1963* B.J. 39*

27.

P.L.D. 1953* Lah. 131.

28.

A.I.R. I960. Ladhya iradesh 2^.
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29
on the decision of Young J* in bhafi Ullah v. uaperar * that the
contracting of a second marriage should be construed as the exercise
of the option of puberty*

This statement* howeverf is obiter* as the

court held in this case that the wife had no right to exercise the
opticw of puberty* as her father had acted as marriage guardian#
Ba toolon v# gahccr

Shah ftosiian

30

is an interesting case*

which* it is submitted* propounds a correct statement of the law#
»

Bat colon was a girl of approximately 16* who was uneducated and unable
to read or write#

The trial court had held that a girl like this*

who was able only to fix a thumb impression 1could obviously not be
conversant with the principles of the law* and* not knowing them* she
could not be said to have exercised the option of puberty#
On appeal the High
the

Court stated that the trial court had ignored

maxim 'ignorance of the law is no excuse* • The court ruled that*

if ignor nee of the law cannot be pleaded in defence ^either can it
be held that ignorance of a right conferred by law results in the
loiifl of that right#

*It is established beyond doubt that* in order

to claim some benefit under the

revisions of som

law* it is not a

condition precedent that one should know the law personally#*

29.

A.I.R.

193**.

30#

Ibis case came before the court before the enactment of Misc
ellaneous Personal Laws (extension) Act 1959* which extended
the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act to the territory of
the former Hadhya-Bharat.

31#

A.I.R#

1952#

All. 539.

Madhya Bharat 30.
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The effect of consummation on the right to exercise the option of puberty
In traditional Islamic law the option of puberty may be exercised
only in cases where the marriage has not been consuiufrated after the
attainment of majority.

However* if consummation takes place before

puberty* the optical of repudiation is retained.

32

This is because

consumnr tion is deemed to amount to acceptance of the marriage by the
wife.

So* if a girl exerci es the option of puberty but allows her

husband to have sexual intercourse with her before asking the qadi for
a decree of annulment, she is considered to have revoked the repudiation."^
The Biscolution of Muslim Marriages Act adopted eo much of the
traditional law as provided that a Marriage may be dissolved on the
grounds of the exercise of the option of puberty only in cases rtiere
consummation has not taken place.
In Ghulam Bakina v. lalak Dher"

the wife sought a dissolution of

her marriage on the ground that she had exorei: ed her option of puberty
in accordance with the dissolution of Muslin Marriages Act. b.2 vii.
It was undisputed that she had been contracted in marriage by her
father when she was below the age of fifteen and that she had repudiated
the marriage before reaching 18*
Although the trial court had found that there was no evidence
that consummation had taken place* the District Judge, on appeal*
ruled otherwise.

The appeal against the decision came before bharif J.

in the Hi$i Court.

32.

iafcawa p. 305*

33*

Tataua

p. 303.

P.L.D.

19^9.

3*u

»

Hidays.

bah* 75.

a* 297.

The judge stated that the evidence regarding consn/BCkiticn woe
extremely unsatisfactory*

He held that, as the husband kid alleged

that consummation hid taken place, he should have been called upon to
specify approximately if not precisely the time when the alleged cancuxnmation took place*

The refusal of the wife to be medically examined

could not be taken as proof of consummation, which must in all cases
be proved as a matter of fact*

This case clearly lays down the principle

that, in all cases where the husband alleges that consummation has occurred
and the wife denies the allegation, the onus of proof is on the husband*
iis Lordship then went on to state obiter that, in cases where con
summation took place during the wife#s minority, the right to repudiate
the marriage would not be lost since anything done before puberty could
not destroy a right which arises only at puberty*

This obiter dictum

of Sharif J* was folio ed, four years later, by the same High Court
35
in the case of Behram Khan v* Akhtar Begum*
Akhtar Begum had been contracted in marriage to Behram Khan when
she was fourteen years old, by her step-brother, acting as her guardian*
She lived with her husband for one year but left the matrimonial home
i

when she was fifteen*

It was undisputed that this was clearly a case

of a wife who had been contracted in marriage during her minority, so
khtar Begum claimed the right to terminate the marriage by exercising
her option of puberty*
It was argued on behalf of the husband, that she had no right to
repudiate the marriage at puberty because it had been consummated; and

35.

KL.D.

1952*

Lah* 5**8 at 550-1
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that the dictum in bhulam oakina v. Kodak ^her should be regarded
as unsound#
Kahman J#, however, dismissed this argument and held that the
law as propounded by Jharif J • was perfectly in accordance with the
principle laid down in the Hidaya that fthe right of option of females
after majority (in the case where the husband has enjoyed her before
she attained to that state) is not annulled, until she expresses her
consent or disapprobation ••• or until her consent be virtually
shown by her conduct in admitting the husband to carnal connection
and so forth1•
Judgement was accordingly given that, though consummation had
taken place before the wife rcached puberty, the wife1a ri^it to re
pudiate the marriage at puberty was not destroyed, as she had done
nothing after attaining majority to indicate acceptance of the marriage.
In Muhammad Bibi v* Kaja and Others
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the wife petitioned far a

dissolution of her marriage on the grounds that she had exercised
her option of puberty#

In reply her husband filed a suit for restit

ution of conjugal ri*$vfcs#

The District Judge in the lower court found

that consummation had taken place, b$t on appeal the High Court held
that it could find no evidence that consummation had in fact occurred#
The judge added, however, that even if sexual intercourse had
taken place between the parties it could not be said to have been with
the wife’s consent#

"Consummation by force is not consummation such as

would disentitle a wife to exercise the option of puberty", stated the

36.

P.L.D*

1962#

A#J• and K* 7#
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jud e, and granted a decree in favour of the wife*
There can be little doubt that, although the statement of the
law was obiter> it will be followed in future cases*
In India , the position was clearly stated in the case of Mahmuddissa Missan v. heharb&n Husain

37

*

Here the Hi$i Court of Allahabad

held th t a woman should lose her right to exercise her option of
puberty only where it could be proved that she had allowed sexual
intercourse to take place of her own free will.
Thus, it appears th© husband must bear the burden of proving
consent*

The judge stated that, if her consent was lacking, the

marriage cannot be considered to have been consurnraated.

He went on to

hold that *consummation of the marriage means consummation by choice
after the exercise of free will.

It does not tean consummation against

the wishes of the wife and forcibly* •
In this case it was found, as a fact, that sexual intercourse
had taken place against the will of the wife; so the court held that
the wife, having been contracted in marriage by her father when she
was below the age of fifteen, had a right to exercise her option of
liberty.
The option of puberty and C.8 buslira Laws ^-rdinanco 1961.
In 1970 the high Court of Lahore

38

was called upon to decide, by

way of regular second appeal, whether a dissolution of marriage on the
grounds of the exercise of the option of puberty was subject to the

37.

(1958)

56 All. L.J. 791.

38.

buhanaaad <.tdn v. ^urraya B c/tup . P.L.D. 1970.
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the provisions laid down in section 8 of the Buslira Family Laws
Ordinance.

Briefly, the facts of the case were that the parties had

been married in April, 1958.

The marriage remained unconsummated and

the spouses never lived together, despite the husband*s repeated
requests to the wife*s parents to allow her to come to join him.
Finally in April, 1962, the husband instituted proceedings for re
stitution of conjugal rights.

The wife then filed a suit for dissol

ution of marriage on th© grounds inter alia that she had repudiated
the marriage by exercising her option of puberty.

The trial court

found, as a fact, that the wife was a minor at the time the contract
of marriage had been concluded, and that she had validly repudiated
the marriage vdthin the period prescribed by the law.
It was argued on behalf of the husband that the wife*s suit for
dissolution was barred by

S.8

of the Ordinance, but this argument

was rejected by the court of first instance.

The husband appealled

against this decision but his appeal was rejected.

The husband then

appealjted to the high Court on the grounds, inter alia, that the
courts below had erred in deciding the issue relating to the competency
and maintainability of the suit for dissolution of marriage filed by
the respondent in her favour, inasmuch as the mandatory provisions
contained in Lection 8 of the Family Laws Ordinance had made it oblig
atory on the respondent to have recourse to the procedure laid down in
Section ?•
Section 8 of the Ordinance reads thus "Where the right to divorce
has been duly delegated to the wife and she wishes to exercise that
right, or where any of the parties to a marriage wishes to dissolve the

.
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irarriixge othcnd.ee than by t&laq, the provisions of section 7 shall,

mutatis mutandis and so for as applicable, apply"•
The procedure laid down in S*7 is, briefly, that a husband who
wishes to divorce his wife must, as soon as possible after pronouncing
the talaq, give notice to the chairman of the Union Council of having
done so*

Within thirty days of receiving such a notice, the chairman

must convene an arbitration council, consisting of himself and a representative nominated by each of the spouses,
to effect a reconciliation*

39

which must attempt

If all attempts at reconcilation fail,

the divorce will become effective after 90 days have elapsed from the
date when motice was first served on the chairman*
In reply, it was argued on behalf of the wife that the Ordinance
in no way ousted the jurisdiction of the civil courts*

The judge,

Cheema J*, agreed that this contention was correct and went on to
hold that a suit for dissolution of marriage brought on the grounds
of the exercise of the option of puberty is not subject to the pro
visions contained in Section 8 of the Ordinance* In justification of
his decision his lordship argued that, when a woman repudiates her
marriage by exercising her option of puberty, she is under no obligation
to wait for a decree from the court before she contracts a second
marriage*

He stated "instances are not vanting where, before the

matter has come up before the court, the woman has already gone in
for a second marriage and lias even borne children in the subsequent

39*

jtfule 6* west Pakistan Muslim iamily Laws Kules 19bl*
See Chapter

30**.
wedlock* as is stated to have happened in the instant case".

In

these circumstances* the judge added* the object of having rec;mrse
to 3.8 of the Ordinance* i.e. to effect a reconciliation* is clearly
defeated.
The obvious aits of the Ordinance* the judge stated* was 9to
discourage avoidable plurality of wives* hasty and impulsive pro
nouncement of talaq by impetuous and capricious husbands* and to
liberalioe the law in this regard for the estranged spouses* partic
ularly for the benefit of the weaker sex9.
Accordingly Cheeota J. dismissed the appeal; but he did grant a
certificate of leave to appeal further* on the grounds that important
issues were involved.
As hue been noted above* this case came before the court of first
instance in 19&2 - that i&« during the interim period between the
enactment of the Family Laws Ordinance in 1961 and the coming into
force of the west Pakistan Family Courts Act in 196**.
therefore* arises*would

The question*

£ho decision have been different if the

Family Courts Act had been applicable.
Aection 21 of the Act reads as follows:<(Provisions of Muslim Family Laws Ordinance to be applicable.
1.

Nothing in t is

ct shall be deemed to affect any of the provisions

of the Muslim iamily Lavs Ordinance, 19611 of the rules framed there
under and the provisions of Sections 7* 8* 9 and 10 of the said Ordinance
slmll be applicable to any decree for the dissolution of marriage

solemnized under the Muslim Law* maintenance or dowor* by a Family Court.

%
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where a iamily Court passes a decree for the dissolution of a

marriage wolemnized under the Muslim Law, the ^ourt shall send by
registered post, within seven days of passing such deer et a certified
copy of the same to the appropriate Chairman referred to in Section 7
of the Muslim Laws Ordinance, 1961, and upon receipt of such copy, the
Chairman shall proceed as if he had received an intimation of talaq
required to be given under the said Ordinance*
3*

Notwithstanding anyt ing to the contrary in any other law, a

decree for dissolution of a marriage solemnised under the Muslim Law
shall2(a)

not be effective until the expiration of ninety days from

the day on which a copy thereof ha© been sent under sub-section (2) to
the Chairman; and
(b)

be of no effect, if within the period specified in clause (a)

reconciliation has been effected between the parties in accordance with
the irevisions of the Muslim family Laws Ordinance, 1961#
This section appears to clarify the provisions of &*8 of the
Ordinance*

The effect ie, it is submitted, to require all cases of

dissolution of marriage including suits brought under the dissolution
of Muslim Marriages Act, S*2 (vii) on the groun s of the exercise of
the option of puberty, to be subjected to the arbitration procedure
laid down in s.7 of the Ordinance*
However, it is possible that in future cases the courts of Pakistan
ko
following the principle established in Muhammad Bakhsh v* Crown , and

bO*

A.I.R. 1950

Lah* 133 ■ P.L.D. 1950

Lah. 203.

See further p.285.
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dicta of Cheema J. in Muhammad Aa&n v. Jurraya Benar. , will hold
that as a decree of the court is merely declaratory in suits baaed
on the exercise of the option of puberty, the provisions of S.8 of
the Ordinance will not be attracted to such suits.

Section 8 will

affect only suits which require a decree of the court to effect a
dissolution of the marri; ge.

Such a decision would, it is submitted,

be wrong in law^eing based on a misconstruction of the dissolution
of Muslim Marriages Act as discussed earlier in the chapter.
It seems doubtful whether any useful purpose will beseryed by
requiring all cases of judicial dissolution of marriage to be submitted
to arbitntion with a view to effecting a reconciliation.
Nevertheless, the legal position seems clear that arbitration
must necessarily follow all such judicial proceedings, including, I
would

argue, those baaed an the exercise of the option of puberty.

option of puberty as a defence to an action for destitution of Conjugal Rights
As well as constituting a ground sor dissolution of marriage under
the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act S.2 (vii), the exercise of the
option of puberty may also be raised as a defence to an action by a
husband in a petition brought by him for restitution of conjugal rights.
42
lliie was well established law
in 1952 when the case of Batoolan
43
•ind Others v. Pahoor Jbah Koshan Bhah
came before the High ^ourt of
Madhya Bharat for decision.

In this case the plaintiff, Dahoor Bhah, sued

41.

F.L.D.1970.

lah. 4?5.

42.

See Bhawan v.c-jron. A.I.R. 1934. Lah. 77.
1.1..R. (1935) 59. Boa. 427.

VJ.

A.I.R.195 .

Madhya Bharat 30.

Abdul liahinan v. Anlnbal
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Batoolan for restitution of conjugal rights.

One of the pleas raised

in defence was that Batoolan, tho gh married to Zahoor i>hah during
her minority, h.d exercised her right to repudiate the marriage on
attaining puberty.
The judge stated that, under Muslim law, a minor can be validly
contracted in marriage by the father or the paternal grandfather, and
in the absence of these two guardians, by

ny other legal guardian in

accordance with the order of priority laid down by the law.
In this case, however, the marriage had been contracted by a
certain Masoon *hoh (the second defendant), who was not the legal guardian
of Batoolan according to Muslim law.

It was found that the second

defendant had merely taken pity on an orphan girl and brought her up.
The judge considered whether Masoon Shah could be said to have
acted in the capacity of an agent, as Muslim law recognises the validity
of marriai^ee concluded by agents.

He held however that, as the girl

was a minor, she did not possess the legal capacity to appoint an agent.
Accordingly, when i^asoon ohah ^ave the girl in marriage, he did so
without authority and therefore the marriage, being concluded by an
unauthorised intermediary, was invalid.

Such a marriage may be validated

by subsequent ratification but this did not take place in this case.
The remarks in the judgement concerning the exercise of the option
are therefore necessarily obiter.

However, the judge stated that it

may be taken as settled law that a girl may plead repudiation at puberty
as a defence to her husband*s 3uit for restitution of conjugal rights.
He held that, if the marriage had been found to be valid, the suit
would fail, as the girl had exercised her option of puberty.

308 .
This obiter dictura was cited as an authority in another Indian
case - Ilisaimiddin v. Huseni and Others

kk

♦ In this case the facts were

that huseni was five years old when she was contracted in marriage*
The marriage was never consummated and, when she reached puberty, she
repudiated the marriage in her written defence of her husband*s petition
for restitution of conjugal rights*
The court held that n repudiation of marriage in exercise of the
option of puberty is effective, even if made during a suit for restit
ution of conjugal rights*

In t is case, it was uncertain whether the

mother or the father of the girl had acted as her marriage guardian*
The court held that, if her father had contracted her in marriage, the
girl would have no right Of repudiation at puberty and the suit for
restitution of conjugal rights could not be resisted on this ground*
On the other hand, if her mother had acted as marriage guardian
she would have been able to resist such a suit, having once repudiated
the marriage*
The judre sent the case back to the trial court to determine who
had performed the function of marriage gu rdian*

This case appears

to lay down the principle that, where the exercise of the option of
puberty is raised as a defence to a petition for restitution of conjugal
rights, a distinction will be drawn between cases where the father or
paternal grandfather acted as marriage guardians of the minor and cases
where sme other person acted as guardian for the marriage*

h 4*

A*I*I<*

1$60*

Madhya Pradesh 212*

.
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This principle was affirmed, after full discussion, in the case
°f Chaib All Biswas v* Jinnatan, Hahar and ethers

*

In this case

the Calcutta High Court ruled that the repudiation of a marriage by
the exercise of the option of puberty may not be raised as a defence
to an action for restitution of conjugal rights in cases where the
marriage of the minor was contracted by either the father or the
father*s father*
In this case it was found that the girl had been contracted in
marriage by her father before she attained the age of 15.

fhe additional

District Judge in the court below had found, that the wife, on reaching
puberty, h ;d repudiated the marriage, which had never been consummated*
Accordingly he dismissed the husband1* suit for restitution of conjugal
rights*

The husband then appealed

High Court.

against t*iis judgement to the

P* N. Hookerjee J* stated? _Jjin his judgement (for

Dhllyogi J • . and himself) in the High Court that there was no doubt
that, under liusiio law, the option of puberty may not validly be exer
cised by a girl given in marriage by her father or her paternal grand
father, except under exceptional circumstances,which were not present
in this case*
The additional district Judge in toe court below had ruled that
the difference between the case where the girl was given in marriage
by her father, or father*s father, and the case where the marriage was
concluded b$ another guardian had been swept away by the Dissolution of
Muslim Marriages
**5.

A.I.K. I960*

ct*
Calcutta

717.
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But their Lordships stated that the Additional District Judge was
wrong in law*

The Act was clearly concerned with suits for dissolution

at the instance of the wife and it was never intended to cover suits

brought by the husband*

Accordingly he held that, as the new provisions

of law introduced by S*2 (vii) could not apply except in cases of

suits brought by the wife, the exercise of the option of puberty could
not be raised ae a defence to a husband*3 suit for restitution of con
jugal rights in a case where the minor girl had been contracted in
marriage by her father or paternal grandfather*
This decision, although it may be considered to be correct, if a
strict and restrictive interpretation of the statute is adopted, is
s rely contrary to the spirit of the Act and to the intention of the
legislature*

However, it must still be deemed authoritative as it

has not yet been overruled*

ciiiFum

8

OTHluR CKOUNDS FOl DISSOLUTION
There is, as we have seea in the two prcceeding chapters, much
case-law concerning Section 2t clauses (ii) and (vii) of the Dis
solution of Muslin; Marriages Act.

The position is different

however with regard to the remaining clauses, with the possible
exception of clause (ix).

Some clauses of the Act are invoked only

very rarely by wives seeking the dissolution of their marriages.
Clause (i) provides that a wife whose husband9o whereabouts
have not been known for a period of four years may obtain a diss lution.

The grounds for dissolution under this clause are derived

from the MalikI law, which allows a wife whose husband is missing
to apply to the court to fix the period for whiih she will be required
to wait for her husband9s return; and the court will prescribe a
period of four years from the time when it is satisfied that it last
proved possible to get any news of what has happened to him.

Once

the period laid down by the court has expired, the wife may commence
to observe the 9idda of death without obtaining any further authority
from the court.^

In the Act, however, there is a proviso that a

decree passed on this ground Mshall not take effect for a period of
six months from the date of such decree and if the husband appears
either in person or through an authorised agent within that period
and satisfies the court that he is prepared to perform his conjugal

l«

hardir, Sharh al-Kablr Vol. II Cairo 193z*» p*^79«
_____t

.....

duties« the court shall set $side the decree"*

2

Thus a wife who

3
obtains a decree under this clause will not commence her *idda until
the expiry of six months from the date of the decree*

In West

Pakistan, in accordance with Sec* 8 of the Muslim Family Lave Ordinance,
1961 (read with Sec* 21 of the West Pakistan Family Courts Act,
196*0 , no judicial dissolution is effective until 90 days have
expired from the date when a copy of the decree Is sent to the Chairman
of the Union Council, and it would appear that the period of 90 days
will begin to run, in the case of decrees granted under Clause (i),
after the expiry of the period of 6 months laid down by the Act*
In Pakistan, moreover, .Sec*l8 of the Family Lavs Ordinance intro
duced an amendment to Sec* 2 of the Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act*
By this Section a new clause (ii)(b) is inserted in Section 2 of the
1939 Act*

The new clause allows a wife to obtain a dissolution on the

grounds that "her husband has taken an additional wife in contravention
of the provisions of tire Muslim family Lavs Ordinance, 1961”• These
irovisions, which we discussed in Chapter 3 (which deals with
polygamous marriages

-?» provide that, before a bob nay Barry

a second or subsequent wife, he must obtain the permission of a local
Arbitration Council*
2*

Thus the mere appearance of the husband will not be sufficient
to set the decree aside* He must satisfy the court that he is
prepared to perform his marital obligations and if the wife is
able tc show that he has no such intention the court may make
the decree absolute*

3*

iresumably the yidda of the divorce as the court,s decree is one
of dissolution*
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The law of Pakistan on this point can be compared with that of
Iran under the Family Protection

Act* The Iranian Act also requires

a man wishing to take a second or subsequent wife to obtain prior
permission of the

court v but then goes further than the corres

ponding Pakistani provision by providing that, even if the court
gives its permission for a polygamous marriage, a wife who has not
given her consent may make an application to the court, on this
ground, asking for a certificate of impossibility of reconciliation
and subsequently for divorce*
There have been no reported cases based on this clause since
the creation of the separate states of India and Pakistan*
Clause (iii) of Section 2 of the dissolution of Muslim Marriages
Act allows a wifeywhose husband has been sentenced to imprisonment
for a period of 7 years or more to obtain a decree of dissolution*
This clause deals with exceptional circumstances and it is used, as no
doubt the legislature intended, only rarely*

This ground does not

represent a straightforward adoption of the Malikl law but is clearly
derived from the doctrifce of that school, which allowed a wife to
obtain a dissolution when her husband absented himself for a certain
period of time, even if he continued to provide for her maintenance*
The jurists disagreed on the length of time for which the husband's
absence must last - some holding that it must be for three years
while others one; but before she could obtain a decree on this ground

if*

Art* l*f*

31^

the wife has required to affirm that her husband*s absence was
endangering her virtue.

In c ises where the husband*s whereabouts

were known, the court would ask him to rejoin his wife before
granting a decree.

It is also noteworthy that the KalikI law

did

not distinguish between an absence which might be regarded as just
ifiable and one which was not.
Clause (iv) provides that a wife has a right to obtain a dis
solution when her husband *has failed to perform, without reasonable
cause, his marital obligations for a period of three years,1
The Act itself provide i no definition of *murital obligations* •
The obligations which the husband incurs on marriage are to pay
prompt dower on demand (with certain qualifications), to maintain
5
his wife as long as she obeys him, to cohabit with his wife*, and if
he has more wives than one, to treat them all equally.

The courts in

the sub-continent have never recognized that the failure of a husband
to pay prompt dower entitles a wifo to a decree of dissolution, al
though such failure does, according to considerable judicial authority^
entitle her to refuse to cohabit with him,

Failure to maintain and

failure to treat his wives equally are dealt with specifically, by
clauses (ii) and (viii)(c), of the Act,

It therefore appears clear

that by *failure to perform his marital obligations1 the legislature
meant failure to cohabit with his wife.

This was the interpretation

5* Islamic law forbids a husband topractice birth controlwithout
the consent of his wife, as it considers it afundamental right
of the wife to have a child,
6,

See Chapter ^

p, 128,
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7

accorded to the clause in ,>nid Arnad Jan v. dultan Bibi.

Although wives seeking a dissolution frequently cite grounds
under clause (iv) in their petitions9 it is exceedingly rare that
these are the sole grounds and judgement appears usually to be given
on the other grouads cited in the petition*

This is doubtless

because whether a husband has in fact failed to cohabit with his wife
for the statutory period is usually a matter solely within the personal
knowledge of the two parties*
If the husband9 however* has deserted his wife for a period of
three years or more, the wife could petition for a dissolution under
o

tliis clause*

In Fakharuddin v* Mt* iiaraidan * the wife petitioned for a

divorce on the grounds that her husband had failed to maintain her and
had failed to perform his marital obligations for a period of three
years*

The husbandfs defence was that the wife had left him and gone

to her mothervs house and therefore he was not bound to maintain her
and for the same reason he was prevented from performing his marital
obligations*

The court held9 however9 that the husband was in desertion

as the wife had gone to her mother* s house with his consent and he had
not asked for her to return*

Accordingly it wa3 held that the wife was

entitled to a decree for the dissolution of her m rriage on the grounds of
failure to m dntain and failure to perform marital obligations*

7.

A.I.R*

19^3 Fesh* 73*

8.

A.I.R.

1953 All* 571.
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This provision is derived from the KalikI law)which equates the
position of

a

woman ^whose husband fails to have sexual intercourse

with her for a prolonged period^with that of a wife whose husband is
absent*

Therefore the wife is required to affirm that her husband9s

neglect is endangering her virtue*

Hanbali
law also allows a wife •>
«

whose husband fails to have sexual intercourse with hereto obtain a
decree of judicial dissolution^provided that she is able to show that
she has suffered damage as a result and provided also that the husband
is unable to prove that his failure to have intercourse was not due
to any desire on his part to harm his wife*
Clause (v) provides that a wife may obtain a dissolution if her
husband has impotent at the time of marriage and continues to be so*
The Act provides that before a decree is passed on this ground the
court should, on application being made by the husband,”make an order
requiring the husband to satisfy the court, within a period of one
year from the date of such order, that he has ceased to be impotent,
and if the husband so satisfies the court within such period, no decree
shall be passed on the said ground*"
All schools and sects recognise that a woman wnose husband is
imjjotent at the time of the marriage, and who in fact proved unable
to consummate the marriage, may obtain a judicial dissolution*

Indeed

t is is the sole ground upon which a Hanafi wife may, under traditional
#

law, get h r marriage dissolved*
I*The Act has, however, effected changes in the traditional Hanafi
law.

Hanafi law will allow a wife a dissolution only if she can show
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that she was unaware of her husbandfs impotence at the time of the
marriage.

Under the statute however her knowledge of his impotence

is irrelevant.

The Act on this point adopts the MalikI law, which

recorsgizes that a wife may obtain a judicial dissolution when she
knew of her husband1s impotence at the time of the marriage, although
she may not invoke any other physical defect in her husband of which
she was so aware.
According to the traditional law of all the schools, if a wife
sought a dissolution on the grounds of her husband1s impotence, the
court would delay giving a decree for a period of one year.

If the

husband succeeded in consummating the marriage during this period, no
decree would be granted.

If, however, the wife proved that her husband

was impotent because he was a eunuch, then no period of delay would be
granted and the court would issue a decree izonediately.
Under the 1939 Act on the other hand, there is no automatic delay
of one year, and such a delay will be accorded only if the husband
specifically requests it.

It appears that, even if the husband is a

eunuch, he may still demand one year*s delay.
Under the traditional law the burden of proof was

on the wife to

prove the alleged impotence and, in the case of non-virgin wives,
this burden was difficult to discharge.

Such a wife could be defeated

in her claim by her husband denying her allegation and swearing on oath
that he had in fact had intercourse with her.

9.

Hidaya Vol. II, p.20
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Under the Act however the burden of proof is on the husband,
who must prove that he is not impotent.
Cases are brought under this clause only rarely.

This is true

also of clause (vi), which allows a wife a dissolution when her husband
has been ihsau# for a periodof two years or is suffering from leprosy or
virulent venereal disease.

This is in accordance with KalikI law,

which allows a dissolution on these grounds whether they were present
at the time of the marriage or supervened later.

However, the I'alikI

law does not require that the insanity should have persisted for a
period of two years.
Clause (viii) allows a wife to obtain a decree of dissolution
on the grounds ofj(viii)

that the husband treats her with cruelty, that is to
%

say:(a)

habitually assaults her or makes her life miserable
by cruelty of conduct even if such conduct does not
amount to physical ill-treatment, or

(b)

associates with women of evil repute or leads an
infamous life, or

(c)

attempts to force her to lead an immoral life, or

(d)

disposes of her property or prevents her exercising
her legal rights over it, or

(e)

obstructs her in the observance of her religious
profession or practice, or

(f)

if he has more wives than one, does not treat her
equitably in accordance with the injunctions of the ^uran.
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'Hie juristic basis of this clause is clearly the MalikI lawy
which permits a wife to obtain a dissolution on the grounds of
darar, injuryv when she proves that her husband has committed wrongful acts
against her.

According to lardir

, a wife can obtain a dissolution

on the grounds of darar when her husband ceases to cohabit with her,
when he beats her without lawful justification, and when he grossly
insults her.

But the MalikI jurists state that it is not darar if the

husband forbids his wife to go to the bath or far a walk, or if he
marries another wife or takes a concubine.
It may be pointed out that where a wife alleges diror the court
does not require actual eye-witnesses^as is usual in cases before a
Shari*a court, but may accept hearsay evidence.^
This clause of the Act is not in fact invoked as often as might
be expected.

As is the case with clause (iii), although wives often

cite cruelty under clause (viii) along with other grounds in their
plaints, the court rarely proceeds to judgement on the ground of
cruelty.^
It can be argued that this clause of the Act is too diffuse and
that sub-clause (a) adequately provides for a dissolution on the
grounds of both physical find mental cruelty*

Sub-clauses (b) to (e)

cover conduct by the husband which is clearly mental cruelty, and

10.

Sharh al-Kablr (1932* Cairo), Vol. II, p.5^5.
■
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11.

All al-Khafif, >uruq al-nikah, Cairo, p.>88.

12.

Because of the lack of relevant care-law, K. H. Ahmad in his book
"The Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act" resorts to i&glish caselaw to attempt a definition of cruelty.
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really add little to the clause.

There is however an important differ

ence between mental cruelty covered by the second part of sub-clause
(a) and that covered by the other sub-clauses*

If a wife pleads

that her husband treats her with cruelty by "making her life miser
able by cruelty of conduct" she must prove not only the conduct
complained of but also that the conduct caused her mental suffering*
If, however, she pleads that her husband treats her with cruelty
by habitually assaulting her or by conduct as defined in sub-clauses
(b) to (e), she is required only to prove the conduct of which she
complains.

She is not called upon to prove that the conduct her

husband has submitted her to has caused her mental suffering*
According to

t.ie first part of sub-clause (a) a wife may

obtain a dissolution only if she can prove that her husband •habitually* assaulted her.

13

1^
It was held in Xacheru v. Khairunnisaa

that, where a wife proved that, within the first twenty days of their
marriage, her husband had assaulted her and shut her up in a room,
this constituted habitual ill-treatment within the meaning of the Act#
The marriage in question began unhappily - it was contracted during
the minority of the wife, and when she became sixteen, her husband
insisted that she go to live with him*

Her father refused to let her

go, whereupon the husband seized her, while she was travelling back
to her parents’ home after visiting her grandfather.

She remained

13*

In MalikI law however an isolated beating is sufficient provided
it was without justification and sufficiently severe*

l^f*

1950

a#i»*tJ•

with her husband for a period of some twenty or twenty two days
and during this time she alleged that she was subjected to great
cruelty by being beaten and shut up in a room*

On account of this

treatment she sought a dissolution from the court on the grounds of
cruelty under clause (viii)(a) of the 1939 Act#

The trial court

found that cruelty was not proved, but this decision was reversed
by the District Judge on first appeal*

The husband then appealed to

the idgh Court, where Bind Basni traaad J*

held that he oust accept

the findings of the lower appellate court, thatthe

wife had been

assaulted and subjected to cruelty*
It was argued on behalf of the husband that it was necessary
for the wife to prove that he had 'habitually9 assaulted her and
as ohe had lived with him for only twenty days or so, if any illtreatment had been meted out to her, this coulu not be said to have
been habitual*

But liis Lordship held that "no hard and fast rules

can be laid down as to the period required for proving 'habitual illtreatment1of a wife*

I am inclined to the view that, if a wife,

within the first twenty days of her living withher

husband, is

assaulted by him, shut up in a room and ill-treated in other manners,
it is a case of habitual ill-treatment and the inference would not be
unreasonable that the husband would not in future treat her with
affection*"

Accordingly he rejected the appeal*

A single assault by a husband on Ids wife would not constitute *
a ground for a dissolution under the first part of sub-clause (a),
nor if it were a trifling assault could it be alleged that it made
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her life miserable by cruelty of conduct, in accordance with the
provisions of the second part of the sub-clause.

Ln the other hand,

if it were a grievous assault, it would clearly amount to physical
ill-treatment, and consitute a ground on which the wife could petition
for a dissolution under the second part of the sub-clause*
However, it is submitted, that even if the assault was trifling,
if it was made in circumstances which humiliated the wife, for example
if the husband struck his wife in the presence of guests, this would
constitute a ground upon which the wife could petition for a dis
solution*

It appears clear that in such circumstances the court

would have to adopt the standard of *a reasonable woman

1 and only

if the court were satisfied that an assault of the type complained of
would cause misery to a •reasonable woman* would it grunt a decree*
It is possible that in assessing the reaction of fa reasonable woman*
the court would have to take into account the social status of the
petitioner*

This is the position in hgypt,where the law provides that

a wife may obtain a dissolution of marriage if her husband ill-treats
her in such a way as to make it intolerable for ‘people of their
class* to continue the marriage relationship*

15

In Shakila Banu v* Culam Kustafa^~\ it was held that where a wife
pleaded cruelty in defence to her husband*s suit for restitution of
conjugal rights, no corroboration was necessary*

15.

Law of 1929, Art. 6.

16.

A.I.R.

1971, Bon. 166.

In this case the
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wife had left the matrimonial home after a disagreement.

She

filed an application for maintenance under S.*f88 of the Criminal
whereupon the husband instituted a suit for

Procedure Code^

restitution of conjugal rights.

The wife resisted the suit, alleging

that the husband was addicted to drinking and gambling and had
beaten and ill-traated her.

She stated that she was not willing to

return to her husband as there would be ‘danger to her life**

The

trial court refused the husband*s suit but it was upheld by the first
appellate court*
Paimuna Bibi

17

of one of the

The Assistant Judge held, relying on Mirja*i Ali v.

that in all matrimonial cases the uncorroborated testimony
p a r t i e s

not sufficient to prove cruelty*

On second

ap. eal however Vaidya J* held that "there is no rule of matrimonial
law that even in a husband*s suit for restitution of conjugal rights,
the wife’s evidence requires corroboration*

The rule of corrob

oration was,” he stated, f,a rule of precedence and practice, to be
applied reasonably having regard to all the circumstances* "

His

Lordship continued "if the wife is beaten inside the husband’s house
I do not think that it would be possible for the wife to produce wit
nesses to the beating ^having regard to the common course of events in
such cases."

His Lordship considered that the correct rule was that

l8

stated by Tolstoy in ’Law and Practice of Divorce*

•

"The courts

are reluctant to find cruelty on the evidence of the petitioner unless

17*

A*I*R*

18•

6

th Ed.

19^91 Assam 14.
p.66*
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there is corroborative evidence, to support hi3 allegations, but
corroboration is not essential".

His Lordship also cited the passage

in Rayden on Divorce which states"corroboration of the petitioner*s
evidence is probably not required as an absolute rule of law, but
the

court in practice requires it, unless the evidence of corro

borating witnesses can be satisfactorily accounted for".
Accordingly his Lordship held that the decision of the lower

*

appellate court was wrong.
Prior to the enactment of the Dissolution of Muslim Karrie^ges

Act, the Privy Council had ruled in Moonshee Buzloor Rulieem v.
Shamsoon Kissa Begum and Jodanath v. bhaiasoon hissa Begum

19

that

in order to justify a dissolution on the grounds of cruelty, the cruel
conduct complained of should be such as would put the v/ifefs life
in danger.

However, in Begum Zohra v. Muhammad Ishfaqul Kajid

20

,

the Chief Court of Lind ruled that this was not the criterion to
be adopted under the Act.

In this case the wife sought a dissolution

on the grounds of her husband’s c r u s t y relying on suh-clauses (a)
and (d), but the latter ground was not pressed.

Ihe wife alleged

that her husband had treated her cruelly on innumerable occasions,
assaulted her and made her life miserable by cruelty of conduct and
by beating her.

After what she described as *a ruthless beating* she

left the matrimonial home but her husband forced her to return and

19.

(1867)

11

Moo. I.A.

551

20.

P.L.D.

1955, Sind 378.
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beat her again and threatened to kill her.

It was argued on behalf

of the husband, relying on the earlier decisions of the Privy Council,
that to justify a dissolution cruelty should be such as to endanger
life.

Inamullah J. however, refused to accept this argument,

stating”the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act leaves no doubt that
the observations of the Privy Council, in view of specific legis
lation, have no application’
.' He held that, since these earlier
decisions, the connotation of the word 'cruelty* had been enlarged.

A further argument raised on behalf of the husband was that a Muslim
husband had every right to chastise his wife for disobedience and
therefore, even if the wife could prove that she had been beaten,
t is was within the rights of the husband.

Again the decisions of

the Privy Council were cited in support of this argument that a man
could use physical violence against his wife.

But the judge held

that their I.ordships had not given any definite finding of their own
regarding the husband's legal right to beat his wife, but had merely
referred to a passage from the Hidaya.

According to Ameer Ali, on

the other hand, it was no defence to a claim for dissolution on the
grounds of cruelty that the cruelty complained of was a result of the
wife's own conductj

^or example, if the husband hud beaten his vafe

because she had blasphemed or been unfaithful.
His Lordship stated that there was no authority of which he was
aware which held that a husband could plead as a defence to an alleg
ation that he had beaten his wife, that she had refused to obey him.
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He further held that cruelty of conduct could include the habitual
use of abusive and insulting- language.

Accordingly he allowed the

wife a dissolution on the grounds that her husband had habitually
assaulted her and made her life miserable by his conduct.
Regarding the second part of sub-clause (a), it is clear from
the judgement of Inamullah J. in the above case that the use of

insulting and abusive language constitutes legal cruelty.
held in Abbas Ali v. Rabia Bibi

21

It was

that the bringing of a criminal

charge again t a wife constitutes legal cruelty on the part cf a
husband.
In this case the wife sought a dissolution on the grounds of
cruelty, alleging that her husband had ill-treated her and that he
had brought a false charge of adultery against her.

The lower

appellate court foiind that she had failed to prove ill-treatment
and further found that, although the husband had brought a charge of
adultery against his wife, he had withdrawn it unconditionally and
therefore this could not constitute a ground on which a decree of
dissolution could be granted.

However, the lower court held that the

conduct of the husband had made the wife's life miserable, even though
this conduct did not amount to physical ill-treatment and it granted
her a dissolution accordingly.

The court based its findings on the

proof of two facts - that the husband had brought a false criminal
charge against his wife and that, during its prosecution, he had

21.

1951

A.L.J.

3^6.
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caused warrants of arrest to be issued against her on no less than
seventeen occasions.
The husband's appeal to the High Court was based on the argument
that, as he had withdrawn the imputation of immorality, the fact
that he had brought criminal charges against his wife, alleging her
adultery, could not be taken into account,

The court held that,

although it was true that according to Islamic law once a husband
withdrew his accusation of adultery, sucn an imputation was without
22
*
*
effect , where such an imputation was followed by a criminal complaint
against the wife, the position was different.

The point under con

sideration, the court held, was not the effect of an imputation of
adultery Mbut the effect of a criminal complaint.

The act of bringing

a criminal complaint in court against a wife and dragging her into
court as an accused can be considered as a circumstance constituting
let,al cruelty1’ stated Bhargava J.

Accordingly his Lordship held that
N

the evidence taken into account by the lower court was admissible and
the consequent finding of fact that there had been legal cruelty
was not vitiated by an error of law.
Thus this case is not concerned with a false accusation of adult
ery brought by a husband against his wife.

The ratio decidexidi of

the case is that the bringing of a false criminal charge by a husband
against his wife constitutes legal cruelty within the meaning of

22.

The court was referring to the doctrine of li*
discussed on page 3^6 of this chapter.

which is
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Section (viii) sub-clause (a) of the 1939 Act.

However, when a

husband falsely charges his wife with adultery but does not bring
a criminal complaint against her, this also should be construed as
legal cruelty, whether the husband retracts his charge or not.

In

fact, in such a case the wife usually seeks a remedy under clause (ix)
of the Act, which will be discussed below.
In petitions based on the other sub-clauses of the Act, the
wife is only required to prove the conduct complained of.

Cornelius

23
A.C.J. stated in Allah ffawai v. Farid
that, where a husband
associated with women of ill-repute or was leading an infamous
life, as provided under sub-clause (b), this was a form of indirect
cruelty.

His Lordship stated "it seems to me clear on a true

construction of sub-clause (b) of clause (viii) of Section 2 of
the relevant Act, that proof of the infliction of mental suffering
upon the wife is not required in a case falling under this sub-clause,
it will be assumed that such suffering has been inflicted and indeed,
it would be no answer to a case under this sub-clause that the conduct
complained of, namely associating with women of ill-repute or leading
an infamous life, did not in fact cause any mental suffering to the
wife.

What the plaintiff would be required to prove, if a plea

lying under this sub-clause were traversed, would be that there was
actual association with loose women or actual living of an infamous
life by the husband.”

23.

F.L.D.

Thus it seems clear from this diction of the

1952. Lah. 31.
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Acting Chief Justice that once such conduct is proved, cruelty is
established*

It is however difficult to understand how a husband

can be said to have treated his wife with cruelty by associating
with women of ill-repute if, as his Lordship suggested, such conduct
did not in fact cause her any mental suffering*

Doubtless, however,

in most cases, if hel? husband's conduct did not cause her mental
suffering, a wife under the prevailing social conditions in both
India and Pakistan, would not take the extreme step of seeking a
dissolution of her marriage.
If a dissolution is sought under sub-clause (b) the action must
be brought before a court in the area in which the wife alleges
that her husband is associating with women of ill-repute or leading
an infamous life.

This was laid down by Cornelius A.C.J. in Allah

Jawai v. Farid*
24
Baskir Ullah v. Sardar Begum
was a Letters patent appeal
arising from a petition brought under sub-clause (d), which provides
that a wife is entitled to a dissolution ,if her husband disposes of
her property or prevents her from exercising her legal rights over it.
The judgement of the court was delivered by Kayani J. with Soofi J.
concurring*

His Lordship stated that it was not necessary for the

husband to cormnit misappropriation before the provisions of the Act
applied*

It was enough, he held, if the court was satisfied that the

husband disposed of his wife's property*

24.

P.L.D.

1954.

Lah. 514.

It was the

mere disposal
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without any intention* which rendered his conduct actionable. If a
husband disposed of his wife's property with her consent* then the
court 'must pursue the full implications of that consent*•

His

Lordship continued "if* for example, a wife allowed her husband
to sell her property with the object of depositing the proceeds
in the bank, and the husband appropriated the money for his own use,
it will constitute disposal under the Act."
His Lordship differed from the view expressed in Mst. Umatul

25

Hafiz v. Talib Husain

that the property must be substantial and the

disposal have been for the husband's selfish ends and not in order
to meet his pressing needs.

He agreed that the property disposed of

must not be unsubstantial but he did not agree that, if the disposal
was necessary for the husband's needs, it became legitimate.

He

continued "We must take the word of the Act as they stand and not
circumscribe women's rights by conditions which, in our opinion,
ought not to be implied.

We should not inflict on the statute our own

misogyny and peculiar complexes about women."
Sub-clause (e) provides that a wife may obtain a dissolution on
the grounds of cruelty by obstructing her in her religious perform
ances and practices.

This sub-clause is rarely invoked and there

have been no reported decisions on it by either the courts of India
or Pakistan since partition.

It should be noted, however, that

this sub-clause could be invoked by a non-Muslim wife whose husband
obstructed her religious observance provided only that she had been

26

married in accordance with Muslim rites.. —
25.
?6

A.I.R. 191+5. Lah. 56.
S 2 of the idssolution of Muslim Marriages Act provides that 'a
woman married under Muslim law shall be entitled to obtain a decree
for the dissolution of her marriage on any one of the following
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Sub-clause (f) provides that a wife who is not treated equally
with her co-wives #in accordance with the injunctions of the Qur’an*
may obtain a dissolution on the grounds of cruelty*
The Qur’anic injunction regarding polygamous marriages are
contained in Sura *f, verses 3 and 129*

Verse 3 reads as follows:-

"And if you fear that you cannot deal justly with orphans, then
marry from the women who seem good to you, two or three or four*
But if you fear that you cannot deal equitably, then only one o#
those whom your right hand possesses.

This is better that you do

not do injustice (or, that you may not be overburdened with children)*

Thus it can be seen that, while the Qur’an authorises a man to
marry up to four women, it does so only on condition that he can deal
equitably with them all*

If he fears that he will be unable to treat

several wives equally, he must marry only one or take slave concubines.
Tabari, in his tafsir of this verse, states that just as a man is
•

’

afraid of dealing unjustly with the property of orphans, so he should
be afraid of dealing unjustly with those rights of women which God
has called upon men to observe.

27

Verse 129 at first sight appears to conflict with the earlier
verse in the same Sura, for in verse 3 the Qur’an permits a man to have
several wives only if he can do justice between them, while the later
verse begins by stating ’You are not capable of dealing justly with

27.

al-Tabari, Jami* a1-Bayan Vol. 7♦ p.531«
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women, even if you try hard to do so."

The verse then continues*

"Do not turn completely away from any one (wife) and consequently
leave her in suspense.

And if you behave yourselves and observe

the commands of God* then God is merciful and compassionate."
Modern reformers in ‘Tunisia have interpreted these two verses
together to mean that a man is forbidden to marry more than one wife
if he cannot deal equitably with them all andf as this is impossible
for all but a Prophet, the Quranin fact enjoins monogamy.

This view

has not been adopted by reformers in the sub-continent, although* as
we have seen* Pakistan, in the Family Laws Ordinance* has placed
restrictions upon the practice of polygamy and has tried to ensure
that, before a man takes a second wife, he has a valid reason for
doing so and will treat his existing wife equally with his new wife.
-28
Tabari
interprets verse 129 to mean that a man is not capable
of loving two women equally.

His feelings are beyond his control*

even though he tries hard to treat his wives equally in the love he
bears for each of them.

However, he must not allow the greater love

he has for one wife to cause him to neglect his other wife or wives.
He must never leave one of his wives in what is described as "a state
of suspension" that is to say, not knowing whether she is a married
woman or not.
Tabari quotes a hadlth related by Abu Hurayra that the Prophet
•
•
said *he who has two wives and inclines to one and away from the

28. Jamiy al-Bayan, Vol.9* p*28^f.
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other will come to the life hereafter with half of his body paralyzed#*
The verse means9 according to Tabari, that God commanded men
9

to deal justly with wives in matters in which they are capable of
doing so, such as the division of their nights (qasm) or maintenance.
In matters such as these a man must not favour one wife above
another#

Provided men deal justly with their wives in such matters,

God will forgive them for not dealing justly with them in matters
over which they have no control, such as loving one above the other(s).
To invoke this sub-clause, it appears that a wife must have
actually accepted her husband*s taking of a second or subsequent
wife#

If she is unable to accept her husband*s second

marriage

and leaves the matrimonial home as a result, the court may hold,
following Badr un Nessa Bibi v# Muhammad Yusuf

29

that she is not

entitled to relief under the sub-clause, as it is because of her own
conduct that her husband is unable to treat her equally with her co
wife#

It seems likely that the courts in Pakistan wouldfollow this

decision#

Sharif A.C.J# remarked in Keshom Bibi v# Muhammad Shafi

30

that the mere fact that a husband has taken a second wife would not
be sufficient to prove cruelty to the first wife as the law permits
him to have four wives#

It is clear that a wife would never be held

to be justified in leaving her husband because he took a second wife.
In India, however, it is doubtful if the court would take this
view in the light of Dhawan J#*s forceful judgement in Itwari v.

29.

A.I.E.

19M u

All. 23.

30.

P.L.D.

1967.

A.J. and K. 32.

Asgari'^ and that of Krishna Iyer jjln Lhaholamgedan v. Subaida
.32
Brevi %

There appears to be an increasing tendency for the

judges

of the Indian High Courts to look with disfavour upon

polygamous marriage and, it is submitted, in a future case, Badrum-Nissa Bibi v. Kuliammad Yusuf will in all probability not be followed.
Cruelty, besides constituting a ground upon which a wife may
seek a dissolution of her marriage, may also be pleaded by a wife
opposing a suit by her husband for restitution of conjugal rights,
Khan J. held in Shakuran AbdulHajeed v.Abdul Majeed
that a wife*s obligation to live with herhusband

Gafurkah^ .

was not absolute,

and she was justified in leaving him,if he ill-treated her or was
otherwise cruel to her and such treatment is a good defence to a
suit for restitution of conjugal rights.

Neither the Qur*an nor the

Prophet, stated his Lordship, approved of husbands beating their
wives and, from the secular point of view, whatever powers of
correction a husband had in times gone by, under which he could beat
his wife, in modern times the rigour of this law had been mitigated.
Thus the law does not recognize that a husband has a right to beat
his wife and this practice must be held *to be cruel and a relic of
barbarism.*

His Lordship added that it might be said that, in a case

where a husband had once resorted to beating his wife, it would be

31.

A.I.R. I960

All. 68*f.

32.

1970.

if.
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better that the two parties should live separately because other
wise a time might come when fthe enraged husband may use such
violence as may place his neck in the hangman*s noose* •

Thus}

leaving aside his Lordship’s rhetoric, it appears that he would
consider that an isolated case of beating would constitute a defence
to a suit for restitution of conjugal rights.

However, in the instant

case, the husband had in fact beaten his wife on no less than 25
occasions, and had turned her out of the house; and, as a result of
one beating, she had been delivered of a dead child.
The most interesting case in which the wife pleaded her husband’s
cruelty as a defence to his plea for restitution of conjugal rights
was Itwari v. Asgari

3h

•

^ The appellant Itwari married the defendant in 1950 and they
lived together for some time.

Then things went wrong and the wife

went to live with her parents.

Itwari made no effort to get her

back and married another woman.

The defendant wife then filed an

application for maintenance under S. 488 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure ,whereupon her husband filed a suit for restitution of
conjugal rights.

The wife pleaded in her defence to this suit that

she had been turned out of the house by her husband, who had formed
an illicit union with a woman whom he later married.

Che further

pleaded that he had refused to pay any dower, beaten her and deprived
her of her jewelry and had thus caused her physcial and mental suffering.

34. A.I.R.

I960. All. 684.
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The munsif at first instance decreed the husband’s suit, holding
that tne wife had failed to prove ill-treatment.

He held that the

mere fact that the husband had taken a second wife raised no pre
sumption that the defendant had “suffered inequitable treatment at
his hands."

The munsif took the view that, if the wife objected

to her husband’s second marriage, she should have obtained a decree
for dissolution and expressed surprise that she had not done so,
thereby adopting what DhavanJ, in the course of his judgement in
the High Court rightly described as "the strange and inconsistent
view that the husband’s conduct in taking a second wife is a good
ground for the first wife to sue for the dissolution of her marriage
and put an end to all the rights of the husband, but no ground for
contesting the husband’s suit for the assertion of the same rights
under the same marriage."

The finding of the munsif was reversed

on appeal by the district Judge, who dismissed the husband’s suit.
He was of the opinion that the appellant had filed his suit only
to counter the wife’s claim for maintenance and observed that the
wife had been living with her parents for some years and the appellant
had taken no steps to get her back, which indicated that he had
never really cared for her.

The husband then appealed to the High

Court, where judgement was given by Dhavan J.
It was argued on behalf of the husband that, in a suit for
restitution of conjugal rights, the question whether the husband had
been guilty of such conduct as would defeat his right to consortium
was a matter of both law and fact, and the High Court on second appeal

could re-examine the evidence and form its own conclusions as to
whether cruelty had been established.

Secondly, the mere fact that

the husband had taken a second wife kas not proof of cruelty, as
every Muslim has the right to a maximum of four wives at one time.
Thirdly, the wife must prove such cruelty on the part of her husband
as would render it unsafe for her to return to him.
These arguments were each examined in turn by the judge, who
first stated that the right of a man to take a second wife was not
in dispute.

The question before the court was whether the court, as

a court of equity, should lend its assistance to a husband who had
taken a second wife, by compelling the first wife to return to him.
If the wife were to disobey such an order of the court, she would
incur severe penalties, imprisonment or attachment of her property,
or both.

35

His Lordship stated that a decree for restitution of

conjugal rights was in the nature of a decree for specific performance,
an equitable remedy which the court was free to grant or refuse in
accordance with equitable principles.

This was laid down in

Abdul Kadir v. dalima^where it was held that in a suit for restitution of conjugal rights the courts in India should function as
courts of equity and be guided by principles of equity which were
well established under dnglish jurisprudence.

One of these was that

the court must take into consideration the conduct of the party

35*

See Moonshee Bugloor Ruheem v. Shumsoonissa Begum (186?) 11, Moo.
I.A. 551.
Abdul Kadir v. Salima (1886) I.L.R. 8. All. 1^9.
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seeking specific performance.

Therefore in a suit for restitution

of conjugal rights by a Muslim husband against his first wife, after
he had taken a second wife, if the court felt, after reviewing the
evidence, that the husband’s conduct in so taking a second wife
would make it inequitable for the court to compel the first wife to
return to him, it must refuse relief.
The husband in the instant case, his Lordship remarked, had
argued that as a ’Muslim could have up to four wives, if the first
wife were to be permitted to leave her husband merely because he had
taken a second wife, this would be a virtual denial of his right.’
But, his Lordship stated, although Islamic law permitted polygamy,
it had never encouraged it and, he observed, quite correctly, the
Qur’an in Sura

verse 3 kac* restricted

might have at one time.

37

the number of wives a man

Also, his Lordship remarked, the right

given by the Qur’an appeared to have

been qualified by v/hat he

described as 'better not advice’ and husbands were enjoined to marry
only one wife, if they were afraid of not being able to treat more
than one equally.

This condition was regarded by some early jurists

as impossible and so they argued that the law had, in practice, dis
couraged polygamy.

Although a Muslim husband could have up to four

wives, it did not follow that Muslim law, as applied to India, gave
no rights to the first wife when her husband had taken a second wife.

37*

In the Jahiilya a man could have any number of wives at the
same time.
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The law had recognized that she could divorce herself from her
husband, if he had delegated this right to her, upon his tailing a
second wife.

Such agreements had been held valid by the courts,

which ha d declared that a contract restricting a husband from
talcing a second wife was not void under S,23 of the Contract Act,
which forbade agreements in restraint of marriage.

In such cases

hia Lordship stated, the wife did not lose her option of repudiation
by failing to exercise it immediately upon her discovery of his
second marriage.

Thi6 had been laid down in Ayatunessa Beebee v.

70

Karim Ali^

when the High Court of Calcutta held that fa second

marriage is not a single but a continuing wrong to the first wife1.
Thus it was clear, in Dhay%i J.’s opinion, that the law did
not regard the husband’s right to compel all his wives to submit to
his consortium as fundamental and inviolable, if it permitted a
wife to stipulate that she could dissolve the marriage if he married
another woman.

Further, the moral foundation of this right was

surely weakened when the Calcutta Iligh Court called its exercise a
’continuing wrong to the first wife’. If the law had regarded the
husband’s right as fundamental and inviolable, it would have forbidden
such a stipulation by the wife as being against public policy.

The law,

by permitting, and indeed enforcing, such agreements, showed that it
preferred the brealcing-up of the first marriage to compelling the
first wife to share her husband with the second.

38.

(1909)

I.L.R. 36. Cal. 23.
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Accordingly his Lordship held that Islamic law a3 applied in
India considered polygamy an institution to be tolerated but not
encouraged and that it had not conferred upon a husband any funda
mental right to compel his first wife to share his consortium with
another woman in all circumstances.

If the husband exercised his

legal right to take a second wife and then sought the assistance of
the court to compel the first wife to live with him against her willf
she was entitled to raise the question whether the court, as a court
of equity, ought to compel her to return to cohabitation with such
a husband.

The court would consider the circumstances in which the

second marriage took place in deciding whether it constituted an act
of cruelty to the first wife.

His Lordship rejected the argument

that a second marriage could never be construed as cruelty to the
first wife.

.
39
He cited Moonshfle Buzloor Kuheem's case
in which the

Privy Council had observed that •Muslim law, on a question of what is
legal cruelty between man and wife, would probably not differ mater
ially from the i^nglish law'.

Thus, his Lordship stated, the law of

India did not recognize various types of cruelty, such as Muslim
cruelty, Hindu cruelty and Christian cruelty.

The test of cruelty

was based on universal and "humanitarian standards, that is to say,
conduct of the husband which would cause such bodily or mental pain
as to endanger the wife's safety or health."

Locial conditions would

determine what the court would consider to be cruel conduct.

39.

(186?) 11. Koo. I.A. 581.
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His Lordship did not accept the argument raised on behalf of
the husband that the denial of his right of suit against his first
wife meant a denial of his right to take a second wife#

A Muslim

husband always had the right to take a second wife; if he did sof
he would not be prosecuted for bigamy; his second marriage would be
valid; the children of it would be legitimate; and he would be
entitled to the enjoyment of his rights under the second marriage.
But* his Lordship heldf it was not necessary for the enjoyment of his
second marriage that he should also enjoy his rights under the first
marriage.
It appears clear* from this extremely forceful judgement
delivered by Dharan J. that if the wife in the case had been seeking
a dissolution on the grounds that her husband had treated her cruelly,
in that he had taken a second wife, he would have granted it.

During

the course of his judgement he observed that the most convincing proof
of the impact of social change on Islamic law in India was the
passing of the ^-dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, which allowed a
wife to obtain a divorce on the grounds, inter alia, that her husband,
having more wives than one, failed to treat them all equitably. "It
is but a short step from this principle" he continued, "to ask a
husband who has token it into his head to have a second wife during
the subsistence of the first marriage, to explain the reasons for
this conduct a&d, in the absence of a convincing explanation, to con
clude that there is little likelihood of the first wife receiving
equitable treatment from him."

3^2.

-

Clearly Dhavan J.*s view, as expressed in Itwari v. Asaari»
is that polygamy is an institution which is not consonant with
present day social conditions in India.

It will perhaps not be too

long before a wife in India will successfully petition for a
dissolution of her marriage under clause (viii)(a), pleading that her
husband had treated her with cruelty, in that he had taken a second
wife*
Clause (ix) is the residual clause of the Act*

It provides

that a wife may obtain a dissolution on '-any other groUnd which is
recognized as valid for the dissolution of marriage under Muslim
lawM* Commentators on the Act have frequently stated that a dis
solution effected under the power of talqq delegated to the wife by
•___

her husband is included in this clause.

However, it is submitted

that the exercise by a wife of a delegated right of talaq cannot be

held to be 'a ground for the dissolution of marriage' in accordance
with the Act.

It is a means of effecting a dissolution, not a ground

for dissolution.

It is subject to the rule^of talaq and does not

apply to judicial dissolution, so it cannot come within the scope
of clause (ix) of the 1939 Act.* In Huraj Mia and Others v. Abdul
ho
Majid
it was held that, when a wife divorced herself by exercising
the power to do so delegated to her by her husband, the dissolution
wo^ld take effect as if it had been pronounced by the husband.

Suraj

Mia, along with others, had been convicted of bigamy and sentenced
under C.^9^ I*P*C.

They appealed against their conviction, on the

*f0.

Tripura 6.

A.I.R.

1953*
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grounds that when Suraj Mia contracted marriage with the female
accused, she had already divorced her husband, Abdul Majid and
therefore the marriage did not constitute an offence under the Penal
Code.

At the time of their marriage, Abdul Majid had delegated to

his wife the power to divorce herself if, inter alia, he took a
second wife and caused his first wife unhappiness.

Abdul Majid took

a second wife, whereupon his first wife divorded herself in accord
ance with her delegated right.

The magistrates took the view that

she should have got her divorce declared valid by a court of law.
The High Court, however, held that this view was incorrect, as it
was not supported by any authority.

It was stated 'where there is a

contract between husband aid wife empowering the latter to divorce
herself in specific contingencies and which she exercises at the
happening of any of them, the divorce will take effect to the same
extent as if it had been pronounced by the husband.
require any declaration from a court of law.

It does not

The power given to her

by her husband is in itself quite sufficient*.

Accordingly the

court quashed the convictions.
Des ite the textbook writers and commentators on the Act, it
appears clear that the High Courts of the sub-continent have not
considered it necessary for a wife who has been granted a delegated
power of divorce }to frame a petition under clause (ix) of the Act.
Cnly if her husband alleges that the power has not been validly exer
cised need there be judicial intervention.

The court will then proceed

to examine the circumstances in which the wife alleges that she has
terminated the marriage, including the reasonableness or otherwise of

3M u
the conditions upon which the power was delegated to the wife.

Accordingly delegated talaq has been dealt with in the ch pter
dealing with talaq.

As will have been seen from that chapter, there

is considerable uncertainty regarding the law applying to delegated
talaq.

It is unfortunate that the legislature, when drafting the

•

Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, did not adopt the procedure laid
down in Art. 1119 of the Civil Code of Iran.

This Article provides

that the parties to a marriage may stipulate any condition in the
marriage, which is not incompatible with the Marriage Act (1931 );
for example, a stipulation that, if the husband marries another wife,
or absents himself for a certain period, or fails to pay maintenance
or makes an attempt on his wife’s life, or treats her so harshly that
life together becomes unbearable, the wife will be entitled to a
decree for dissolution, after establishing in court the fact that
one of the foregoing alternatives lias occurred and after a final
judgement to that effect.

Thus, under the Iranian Civil Code, the

exercise of a delegated talaq was made a judicial matter.
•____

The wife

was required to go to court to prove that the condition for the
exercise of this power had been satisfied.

Great ch rges have been

effected in the law of Iran by the Family Protection

ct, 19&7* but it

is still possible for a wife to be granted the right to seek a dis
solution upon the occurrence of certain specified events, although
the procedure to be followed differs from that under the Civil Code.
The next question which arises is whether the three archaic
procedures of the traditional law - ila*, aihar and li *an are covered

3^5.
by clause (ix) of the Act,

In the traditional law of Tla* a husband

swore on oath not to have intercourse with his wife for a period of
four months or more.

If he resumed sexual relations with her before

the four month period had expired* he was re uired to make expiation
(kafrara).

If, however* he failed to renew sexual relations with her*

then* according to Hanufi law* once the period of four months expired*
the marriage was dissolved automatically.
necessary,

No decree of the court was

According to the other three Sunni schools, however* and

according to the Ithra Asharl sect of the £hl#a* the marriage was not
automatically ter innted by the exjiry of the four months period;
instead the wife had the right to apply to the court, which could then
order the husband to resume marital relations or to divorce his wife.
If he refused to do either, then the judge would pronounce the repud
iation on his behalf.
It would appear that* as in Ilanafi law* the marriage is automat#

ically dissolved by the Ila procedure* it cannot properly be termed
a ground for dissolution and the function of the court would be purely
declaratory.

However* the procedure is now of no practical importance

in either India or Pakistan.

Zihar is a procedure whereby the husband compares his wife to
any of his female relatives who are within the prohibited degree of
relationship to him.

The usual practice was for the husband to compare

his wife to the back (zahr) of his mother.

The effect of Zihar was

that the husband was forbidden to have sexual relations with his wife
until he hid made expiation by fasting for two months* or freeing a

slave* or providing sixty poor persons with their midday and evening

meal*

If the husband reiraiaed marital relations without making due

expiation, he was held to have committed a grave sin, but no sanctions
were imposed upon him by the law*

The wife, in such circumstances,

CO' Id refuse to cohabit with him, but though such refusal would not
be held to be nushuq> she would not be entitled to a dissolution*

If the husband failed to make expiation and continued to abstain from
sexual intercourse, there was an impasse which
to resolve.

only the Kaliki sought

In such a case the Malikis held that if sexual inter

course had not taken place for four months or mox-e, the situation was
the same as if the husband had pronounced Ila*.

Therefore, according

to Kaliki law, but not lianafi law, zihar is a ground upon which a wife
•____

nay obtain a dissolution; so it falls within the scope of clause (ix)*
It may, however, be stated with certainty that zihar is obsolete in
•____

contemporary India and Pakistan*
Jith regard to li*an, on the other hand, the position is differ
ent and there can be no dispute that clause (ix) of the Act covers
dissolution resulting from lV a n .

In traditional law, a husband who

with good cause, believed that his wife had been unfaithful to him,
but who was unable to prove it in accordance with the strict standard
of proof required by the Shari*a, could employ the procedure of 11*an
to accuse her of adultery and to deny the paternity of a child with
which she was pregnant or to which she had just given birth*

klm

In Hanbali law a man could not deny the paternity of an unborn
child and the li’an procedure had to be delayed until its birth*
Kashshaf Vol. Ill, p.251, 301.

3k7.

The procedure of li'an is laii down in the Qur'an, Sura 2k
verse 6.

The husband* who wishes to accuse his wife of adultery

or to deny the paternity of her child but who is unable to prove
it, except by his own testimony, takes four oaths in the name of
God that he is speaking the truth.
God upon himself if he is lying.

Then he invokes the curse of
Then the wife repeats the procedure.

She testifies on oath four times that her husband is lying and she
invokes the curse of God upon herself if he is speaking the truth.
The parties thus avert the penalties for qadhf (false accusation of
unchastity) and for zina (unchastity) respectively, by swearing the
oaths.
The result of lifan is that sexual intercourse between the husband
and wife is prohibited but the marriage is not automatically dissolved
in Hanafi law and Hanhali law according to the dominant doctrine.
After the mutual imprecations the qadl must call upon the husband
•mJL—
to repudiate his wife by talaq; then, if the husband refuses to do so,
.
the qadl will himself dissolve the marriage.

Thus if the husband

retracts his accusation before the qadl has effected the dissolution,
the marriage will continue to subsist but the husband will become
liable for the hadd offence of qadhf, for which the punishment is
eighty lashes.
According to Maliki l a w ^ and the law of the Ithna 'Ashari sect

kZ.

Adultery can be proved only by four eye witnesses to the offence
or by four confessions.

1(3.

al-ghajfral Kablr
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of the Shi*a the marriage is automatically dissolved as soon as the
mutual imprecations have been completed.

The S haft*is also recog

nize that li*an automatically dissolves the marriage and they go
further than the Malikis by holding that the marriage is terminated
once the husband has sworn the oaths and before the wife has done so.
If a husband accuses his wife of adultery or denies the paternity
of her child but refuses to go through the procedure of li*an, the
judge will confine him to prison, until he either takes the oathsor
retracts his accusation.

If the husband takes the oaths but the

wife refuses to take the oaths of denial, then she may be imprisoned
until she either agrees to swear or confesses to her adultery.

kb

The courts in the sub-continent have accepted li*an as a means
of dissolving a marriage but they have not defined li*an in accordance
with the traditional doctrine.

They have regarded a false accusation

of adultery unsupported by oaths as constituting li*an.
The attitude of the courts is illustrated by the judgement of
2*5

Kaikaus J. in Ghulam Bhik v. Hussain Begum.

The wife had been

granted a decree of dissolution by the court of first instance on
the grounds that her husband had falsely accused her of adultery.
This decision was

upheld fcn first appeal andonsecond

appeal to

High Court, which

disregarded the argumentsthat anaccusation of

the

adultery was not a ground for dissolution, unless the procedure of

kk.

Gee Hidaya p.

k$.

P.L.D. 1937.

397 and Fatawa p. 5k0.
Lah. 978.
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li*an was complied with.
solely with this argument.

The Letters Patent Appeal was concerned
Kaikaus J. began his judgement by

explaining li*an with reference to the Quranic verses.
he stated, meant •imprecation*.

Li*an.

The original object of the pro

cedure was not the dissolution of the marriage tie but it was
allowed to the husband as a substitute for the evidence of four
eye-witnesses, required by traditional law as proof of adultery.
At the same time, he continued, li*an averted the punishment for
slander, to which the husband, being unable to produce four eye
witnesses, would otherwise be subject.

The wife, on the other hand,

was allowed li*an so as to avert the punishment for adultery, to
which her husband*s accusation on oath would render her liable.
His Lordship then referred to the hadlth regarding Hilal ibn Uraayya,
9

in which the Prophet ordered separation following li*an. Thus, his
Lordship stated, although the li*an procedure has originally intended
to save the parties from the hadd penalties for slander and adultery,
it subsequently came to be used by wives seeking a dissolution.

When

a husband charged his wife with adultery, she would approach the qadl
who would then call upon the husband to retract his accusation or to
take the oath.

If he withdrew his accusation, he would receive eighty

lashes for slander and if he swore the oaths, the marriage would
then be dissolved by the court.
It was argued before the court that the Prophet had ordained
separation after li*an, not because of the accusation of adultery, but

but because of the li*an procedure.Separation was required, because

after a husband and wife had invoked curses and the wrath of God
if the other spouse was lying, it was no longer possible for them
to live together.

But, replied his Lordship, could it be said

that a harmonious married life was possible, if the husband accused
his wife of adultery and persisted in his accusation despite her
denials?

He continued *1 an unable to see how a difference between

spouses created by the bringing of a false charge of adultery stands
in need of a ceremony of imprecation to be of sufficient force to
render harmonious conjugal life impossible*•
He then considered the other implications of the argument.

One

implication was that, if the husband brought a charge against his
wife and persisted in it, but refused to take the oath, and the
court then found the accusation unproven, the wife would not be
entitled to a dissolution.

Another wo Id be that, if the husband

produced four witnesses, but did not take the oath, and the wife
then took the oath of denial or brought witnesses herself to prove
her innocence, again no dissolution \ould be possible.

So also in

cases where li*an was not possible under traditional law, where the
wife was a non-Muslim, a slave, a minor or insane, if the husband
brought a false accusation of adultery, no dissolution would be
possible.

Again if the husband brought a false charge but denied

having done so, when the wife petitioned the court, and the court
duly found that he was lying, and that the accusation was false, no
dissolution would lie.

"I cannot agree”, stated Kaikaus J., ”that

351.
the intention of the law-giver of Islam was th t in these cases
there would be no right to thewife to dissolve the marriage tie.
The law-giver gives sufficient power to the qadl to dissolve the
marriage, if life becomes intolerable for the wife.”
respect, is completely inaccurate.

This, with

In the cases discussed by his

Lordship, traditional Islamic law as applied by the Kanafi school
would not allow a wife to obtain a dissolution.

A false accusation

of adultery would only serve as a means of dissolving a marriage if
it was followed by the li*an procedure.

Only Maliki law would allow

to a wife a dissolution in the examples cited above on the grounds
of darar.
His Lordship conceded that in cases where a marriage was dis
solved on the grounds of an accusation of adultery, by the courts in
Pakistan, this was not technically a case of lifan, as there had been
no mutual imprecations.

But, he held, li*an had always been under

stood in this sense in pre-partition India and it could not be said
that it was an impossible use of the term, once it was coneeded that
the dissolution in cases of lifan was a result of the accusation.

It

was because the term l^an was understood in this sense in India that in
the Central Shariat Act 1937« which became after partition the Muslim
Personal Law (Shariat) Application (Amendment) Act of 1951* that li*an
was mentioned as one of the grounds for dissolution.

The reference,

he held, to li*an in these Acts could only mean an accusation of
adultery, because the procedure of lifan could not, under the existing
law, be applied at all.
46.

A.I.R.

1927.

His Lordship cited Rahiman Bibi v. Fazal

All. 56.

46

352.
in support of his view.

In this case the judge held that it was

impossible to accept the contention that the jurisdiction of the
court to effect a dissolution arose out of the oath taken by the
husband and not out of the accusation of adultery made by him.
L&
He also cited Zafar Hussain v. Uaraat ur-Kahman » where the
court held that the wife was entitled to a dissolution if the
husband*s accusation proved untrue.
Kuhammad liussain v. Begum Jan

k8

This decision was followed in

, Fakhre Jahan Begum v. Muhammad

Ilamid Ullah Ichaa^ , Kabil Gazi v. Modari Bibi^
Umar sahib v. Umarsahib Anser sahib

51

and Khatija bibi

.

Kis Lordship then held that the contention that the procedure
of li*an should be complied with, before a dissolution could be
granted, was without force, because the procedure of li'an was the
result of circumstances, which no longer existed.

It would be

wholly out of place in the present state of the law and there would
in any case, be no jurisdiction in the civil courts to compel
compliance with it.

The procedure of li*an, he continued, was the

result of the law of Islara regarding slander and adultery and it was not
necessary before the courts in Pakistan because adultery by the wife
was not a criminal offence.

Nor had the civil courts any authority to

force any person to take an oath in the form prescribed by li*an and
to send him to prison for failing to comply.
47.

(1919)

I.t.K.

48.

A.I.R.

49.

(1929)

50.
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His Lordship then passed on to a discussion of the burden of
proof on such cases and he held that the wife must allege that the
accusation of her husband is untrue, but she was not required to
prove that it was false.
was true.

It was for the husband to prove that it

Therefore he gave judgement that a dissolution should be

granted on the basis of an accusation of adultery, which was denied
and not proved to be true.

If the husband had accused his wife on

strong grounds and then discovered that he was mistaken and had
retracted his charge bona fide and not as a means of defeating his
wife’s suit, this might constitute a valid ground on which to refuse
the wife’s petition for dissolution.

However, his Lordship held, if

the charge was brought upon flimsy grounds, even if the husband later
retracted, this would not defeat the dissolution.
Kay mi J. in his concurring judgement, discussed the li’an pro
cedure with reference to the Evidence Act, 1872.

He stated that the

husband had argued that li’an was necessary only to save the husband
from eighty lashes for slander.

However, he remarked nthat is not

how our courts in Pakistan record

evidence.

We do not say an

accusation of adultery by the husband is proved by four oaths and an
62
imprecation".^"

Section 2 of the Evidence Act repealed all the

rules of Islamic law relating to eviaence and the contention that
Section 2, having itself been repealed in 1938, the rules of Islamic
law had been revivsd, was without force, because these rules did not
exist in 1938, having already been repealed in 1872.

52.

Indeed nor do the classical jurists.

He continued,

35^.
"Nothing can come back to life which does not exist, unless it is
revived by a legal fiction.

For from being revised by an express

provision therein, the continued demise was ensured by the general
provisions in Section 6 of the General Clauses Act that the repeal
of an enactment (here Section 2 of the Evidence Act) "shall not
revive anything not in force or existing at the time at which the
53

repeal takes effect"•"

This view of li’an appears to have been accepted by other High
Courts of Pakistan#

Thus in Saleha Khatun v. Siddilmlla

5k

, Rahman J.

remarked that the Bombay High Court in Ahmad Suleman v# Bai Fatima

55

had stated that the doctrine of li’an, as laid down by the traditional
Islamic law, was not available under the procedure followed in British
courts and that it was not necessary when an application for a
dissolution was made on that ground to give an express opportunity
of retraction to the husband, even though such opportunity might have
been granted to him under the strict form of li’an under the tradit
ional law#

53*

Despite this conyincing argument by Kayari J., which is certainly
based on a correct interpretation of the relevant statutes,
it was held in Abdul Ghani v. Taleh Bibi, P.L.D# 1962, Lah. 531*
that after Section 2 of the Evidence Act was repealed in 1938,
the traditional rules of evidence were revivsd. The result
of the interpretation was that achildborn
within six months
of the marriage of the parents was heldillegitimate.

3k. P.L.D.

1958.

Dacca
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62.
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Rahman J. stated that, although li,an was not a ground for
dissolution under the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Actf it was
still applicable as a ground for divorce*

His Lordship appeared

to have overlooked the residual nature of clause (ix)*

Surely as

the courts have consistently held li’an to be a ground for dis
solution in accordance with the traditional doctrine, li’an must be
covered by clause (ix) which provides, as we have seen, that a wife
may obtain a dissolution ’on any other ground recognized by Islamic
law* •
In Lelan v. Rahim Bakhsh

56

, the High Court at Baghdad ul-Jadid held

tliat the procedure prescribed by Islamic law for establishing the
legal rights arising from the doctrine of li’an was not possible in
the courts of Pakistan for the simple reason that the Islamic law
of evidence had been superceded by the Evidence Act*

The court in

this case held that the order of the lower appellate court remanding
the suit, with a direction that, if li’an was found, the trial court
should act according to the rules of the Sharifa, was meaningless
^nd contrary to statute law.

It was clear, the court held, that

lifan was established once a false accusation of adultery was proved*
The courts in India also appear to accept that a false accusation
of adultery v/ithout the swearing of oaths, constitute li’an under
i
the contemporary law and is therefore a ground for dissolution of
marriage.

56.

P i .D.

1951.

B.J• 91
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In Banno Begum v. Inayet Hussein and Others

57 the question

before the court was whether a wife was entitled to a dissolution
on the grounds of li*an.

The court held that, although there was

little case-law on lifan, it could not be said that the doctrine had
mmmrnrn

no place in the Islamic law of the sub-continent or that the doctrine
of li*an should be considered obsolete.

There was a concensus of

opinion that it was an extant doctrine.

The court regarded an

accusation of adultery contained in an application under S.^99 of
the

Indian Penal Code, i860

J constituting li*an.

Teja Singh C.J. and Passey J. of the High Court of Pepsa, in
58
Mst. Ralli v. Kher D i n , also held that it was indisputable that
if a husband brought a false accusation of adultery against his wife,
she might obtain a dissolution from the court.

But, the court held,

somewhat surprisingly, that the onus of proving that the charge was
false was on the petitioner and she would obtain a dissolution only
if she was able to establish the falsity of the accusation brought
against her.

This dictum, of the High Court of Pepsa is directly

in conflict with that of Kaikaus J. in the Pakistani case of Ghulam
Bhik v. Hussain Begum discussed above.

With respect, the dictum -

of the Pakistani court is to be preferred.
Most cases of li>an which have come before the courts of both
India and Pakistan in recent years, have been concerned with the
husband^ right to retract his false accusation of adultery and the

57.

A.I.R.

19**8.

All. Jk.

58.

A.I.R.

195^*

Pepsu

97
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effect of such a

retraction on the wife’s petition for dissolution.

The law appears to be well settled that to defeat the wife’s right
to b dissolution, the retraction must be made bona fide.

This was

stated by Kaikaus J . in the course of his judgement in the leading
Fakistani case of Ghulam Bhik v. Hussain Begum.
In Saleha Khatun v. Siddikulla

59

the husband denied, in his

defence to his wife’s suit for dissolution on the grounds of li’an,
that he had made any allegation of adultery.

He further claimed

that, if his allegations and the complaint which he had brought
against his wife, amounted to an accusation of unchastity, he re
tracted them.

Rahman J. held that, if the retraction were valid, it

would render the husband liable to prosecution for slander.

Retract

ion must imply an admission of having made the charge and acknowled
ging that it was false.

Therefore he held that it was not sufficient

for the husband to say that he did not make the charge and, in
the alternative, that if he did make it, he retracted it.

His Lordship

appears to have considered that in such a case, a husband could not
enter a plea in the alternative, and that he must either plead that
he did not accuse his wife of adultery, or he must admit that he did
make such an accusation and plead that he subsequently retracted it,
thus rendering himself liable to prosecution for slander.
In Abdul Aziz v. Bashiran Bibi

60, Kaikaus J. held that a retract

ion, in order to be effective, must be sincere.

59.

P.t.D.

1958.

Dacca

62.

60.

P.fc.D.

1958.

Lah. 59.

Further, the husband

358.

must show that he brought the charge of adultery bona fide and not
negligently.

A retraction, stated his Lordship, was of no help to

a husband, if he made it solely to defeat his wife#s suit for
dissolution.

"The true effective test is," he held, "when the

husband comes to court and says #I brought the charge bee use I
was misled.

The circumstances were such that one would reasonably

come to the conclusion that my wife was guilty.
innocent.

I am sorry.

I retract the charge1•”

I now know she is
If the dicta of

Kaikaus J • in the two cases of Abdul Aziz v. Bashiran Bibi and
Ghulam Bhik v. Hussain Beguin are followed, then clearly not only
must the retraction be made in good faith in order to defeat the
wife*s petition fordissolution, but the accusation of adultery must
have been also made in good faith and not carelessly or on flimsy
evidence.
The position in India is not so clearly defined unfortunately.
The law regarding effective retraction of a charge of adultery was
discussed at some length by the High Court of Allahabad in 3anno
61
3egun v. Inayat Hussain • The munsif at first instance had decreed
the wife*s suit for dissolution on the grounds that her husband had
charged her with adultery - the charge being contained in an application
under S. *f99 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

The lower appellate

court however found that the charge of adultery had been retracted
and that this was sufficient to put the wife out of court.

The High

Court on a second ap eal held that the lower court was in error.

61.

A.I.R.

19^8.

All. 3^.

The alleged retraction read ’He withdraws the charge made by him
against his wife in proceedings under 3*499 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure under S.240 of Mulla's Mohammedan Law*•

The question to

be decided was whether this retraction was adequate in law or fact.
It was true, the court observed, that the social conscience viewed
with disfavour any attempt to break up a home and the husband had
argued that therefore the court should construe his words as suffic
ient retraction.

3ut ehe court’s o inion was t .at this view #loses

sight of considerations of equal if not greater importance, that the
true conception of a home is one where the parties
and enjoy the confidence of each other.

live in amity

The wife has a right to

enter her caveat atainst an attack upon her character by her husband
and claim compensation for the wrong done to her.

The husband if he

lias once wronged his wife by charging her with adultery, must be
prepared to take all consequences and the only way he can avoid them
is by making an honest admission that the accusation was false'• The
dourt remarked that although Abu Hanifa and bhaybanl had recognized
the doctrine of retraction, Abu Yusuf did not and had declared that,
once an accusation of adultery had been made, the parties v/ere forbidden to each other for ever.
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In the instant case the court held the language used left the
impression that the defendent felt that the charge he had made was
an obstacle in his way, which he should remove.

62.

A}.-Tuduri, Mukhtasar ed* Bousquet, p. 149.
»
.

"One looks in vain"t
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the court heldf "for a frank withdrawal of the charge, which alone
constitutes a valid and ef ective retraction."
Thus this case did not follow the trend of Pakistani law.
The Allahabad court did not require that, for a retraction to be
effective, the husband must have made the original accusation in
good faith, but considered it sufficient if he acknowledged that it
was false.
In Met. Ralli v. Kher DinJ^ the High Court of Pepsu held that
the wife*s suit for dissolution could be opposed, if the husband
was able to show that he had honestly retracted his false accusation
of adultery, before the suit had proceeded to trial.

The court must

decide if the retraction was made with the sole object of defeating
the suit or whether it was made to atone for casting a slur on the
wife*s chastity and with a view to the continuation of the marriage.
In Kahomedali Mahomed Ebrahim guerashi v. Hazrabai

6*f

the husband

was appealing against the decision of the subordinate judge allowing
the wife a dissolution on the grounds of l ^ a n . The wife left the
husband in 19^7, because of ill-treatment, and applied for mainten
ance under b.^88 of the Criminal Procedure Code.
maintenance but the husband never paid any.

Che was awarded

She also asked the court

for a decree that her dower should be paid and this was granted, but
again her husband failed to comply with it.

After the wife had

obtained a maintenance order, the husband filed an application before

63.

A.I.R.

195**«

Pepsu

6*f.

A.I.R.

1933.

Bom.

97*
265.
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the magistrate, alleging that his wife had committed adultery.

The

wife then sought a decree for the dissolution of the marriage, plead
ing inter alia, her husband*s false accusation of adultery.

The

husband then filed a supplementary statement, in which he admitted

that the ctuirge he had made was baseless and he withdrew it.

The

question the court had to decide was the effect of this retraction.
The lower appellate court had taken the view, following Ahmad Suleman

6s
v. nai fatftjq ", that the right accruing to a husband on retraction was
a rule of procedure, which no longer governed the civil courts of
India.

The Bombay high Court however pointed out that this was not

really the effect of the earlier decision, as all the judge in that

case had stated was that there was no longer any obligation in India
to give the husband an opportunity to retract.
there had been a specific retraction.

In the instant case

The court disagreed with

Mulla*s interpretation of the eatiier case, that the court had ruled
that retraction ”had no place in the procedure in British courts’1.
The court held that this statement by Mulla did not correctly express
the effect of the judgement.

All the earlier case had decided was

that, if there had been no retraction by the husband and adecree of
dissolution had been passed, it could not be argued on appeal that the
judge was bound to give the husband an opportunity to retract and that,
because he had failed to do so, the decree was not va^id.
But on the other hand, the court continued, the statement that a

6s.

A.I.R.

1931*

Bom.

76. =

(1931)

I.L.R.

53

Bom. 160.
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wife was not entitled to a dissolution if the husband had retracted
his accusation before the close of the evidence was supported by

66

Itauiman Bibi v. la sal

where suluiman J. stated ’’when a wife appeals

to the qazi and asks fcr a dissolution of marriage on the grounds
that she has been falsely accused by her husband of adultery it is
open to the husband to admit that he made a false accusation and
thereby renders himself criminally liable or to substantiate the
accusations”.

The High Court held tliat, for a retraction to be valid,

three conditions were necessary - the husband must admit that he
charged his wife with adultery; he must admit the c'narge was
false; and he must retr ct the charge before the close of the trial.
The result of the second condition would be to make the
criminally liable
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husband

.and therefore although retraction permitted the

husband to resist his vife*s suit successfully, it penalized him.
In the ins ant case the court found that the three conditions
had been satisfied and therefore it held with regret that the lower
court was wrong in allowing a dissolution.
From this survey it is clear that li*an as understood by the
courts of India and Pakistan is not the
jurisprudence.

11*0:1 of

classical Islamic

The procedure j^escribed By the traditiona 1 law

cannot be followed in the courts of the sub-continent.

66.

A.I.R.

1927.

All. 56.

67.

Under S.^99 I*P.C. i860 which provides:
"whoever by words either spoken or intended to be read, or
by signs or by visible representations, makes or publishes
any imputation concerning any person intending to harm, or
knowing or having reason to believe that such imputation
will harm, the reputation of such person, is said to defame
the person.”_________________________________________________
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As the courts of both India and Pakistan have held that it is
the accusation of adultery which constitutes the grounds for dis
solution and not the traditional procedure of oath taking, it would
surely be preferable if the wife whose husband falsely accused her
of adultery v;ere to pray for a dissolution on the grounds of cruelty
under clause (viii)(a).

She would allege that her husband had made
Uv
her life miserable by cruelty of conduct by falsely alleging that she

had committed adultery.
This, it is submitted, would be a more realistic remedy, for it
is certainly time that the doctrine of li*an
the sub-continent#

became obsolete in

Although the courts of Pakistan appear to have

adopted gin equitable doctrine regarding the effect of a retraction,
the position in India is far from satisfactory.

It is surely inequit

able that a husband should be allowed to defeat his wifefs suit by
retracting his charge of adultery and admitting its falsity during
the hearing of her petition.

It is true that the courts have stated

that this will render him liable to criminal prosecution but this is
no consolation to the wife who is barred from obtaining her dissolution.
Finally we must consider clause (ix) of the dissolution of Muslim
Marriages Act with reference to khul* and Liubara*a#

68

and commentators

Textbook writers
—

on the .ct have stated that both khul* and nubara*a

are covered by the clause.

In the traditional Islamic law however,

khul* and mubara *a are effected by a mutual agreement between the

68.

See A. A. tadri "Pi-solution of Muslim Marriage Act, 1939"•
Delhi, 1961, p«79.

parties, whereby the wife agrees to pay her husband a consideration
to repudiate her.

Th$s neither form of dissolution can be held to be

•a ground* on which the wife may petition for divorce.

However,

since 19&7, khul* has had a different connotation in Pakistan, a
connotation which brings it within clause (ix) of the ict.
new law of Pakistan is discussed in the following chapter.

The
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CHAPTER 9
KHUL* IK PAKISTAN - JUDICIAL R1IRRM
JK,'

Islamic lav has never required that a matrimonial offence
should be proved before a divorce can be effected.

The lav has

always recognised that the arties to a marriage may dissolve
their union by mutual agreement.

In addition the husband, if he

wants a divorce, has always been free to repudiate his wife without
alleging any matrimonial offence on her part.
But what of the position of the wife in Islamic lav?
the picture io quite different.
(Sura 2, verse 228)

Fiere

The Qur'an lays down the principle

"And women hive similar rights to those which

(men) have over them".

The sentence occurs in that section of the

Sura dealing with divorce.

However, the early commentators and

jurists did not interpret it as giving women equal rights to those
which men possessed in this matter.

Tabari9s interpretation is that

women have a right to be maintained and treated kindly by their
husbands, and that married life should be made enjoyable for them.
Another meaning he gives is that revocably divorced women have the
right not to be recalled capriciously by their husbands.^

But tliis

confers no legal right on a woman; it merely places the husband
under a moral obligation not to revoke a divorce unless he intends
sincerely to resume married life with his repudiated wife.
It was never suggested by the jurists that men and women had an
equal right to divorce.

On the contrary, it was firmly established

that it was the husband who had the power of divorce, and for mare

1.

Tabari Jami,al-bayanfan ta9awil al- qurfan Vol.**, p*531»
•*

)

—

■1

than twelve centuries the majority of Muslim women lived not only
under the constant threat of repudiation by their husbands, however
blameless they might have been, but were themselves unable to obtain
a divorce no matter how harshly they were treated or how desperate
their situation.
Modern reformers have attempted to remedy this anomaly, not,
except in Iran, by abolishing the husb <nd*e right of unilateral
repudiation, although attempts have been made to ef ect certain re
forms in this too; but extending the right of the wife to obtain a
dissolution,

kven now, however, there is ouch disparity between

the re pective rights of the spouses*
But the Supreme Court of Pakistan has re-interpreted the verse
quoted above, in a recent decision, as meaning that women have equal
rights with men in obtaining a divorce*

This decision will be exam-

lied in the light of the traditional Islamic law and earlier case-law.
Islamic law as ve have seen, recognises marriage as a contract
vhich can be terminated by the agreement of both parties.

Divorce

effected by mutual arrcesent is known as khul* or mubara,g . (Koughly
speaking, it is known as khul* where

the

aversion is onthe side of

the wife, and faubara,a

where this is mutual) •

Khul* is concluded by

cffer and acceptance.

Thus the wife may

offer to pay acertain sum

(usually the amount of

her dower) to her

husband in return for his

Pleasing her from the bonds of matrimony; or the husband may offer
to divorce his wife in return for a fixed amount of compensation.
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It is not necessary, however, that this compensation shall be
monetary, except in Ahafiti lay.

Whether it is the husband or the

wife who initiated the proceedings is important, especially in Ranafl
law, since if it is the husband who makes the offer, he may not
retract it before the wife has given an answer, because on his side
the offer partakes of the nature of an oath of repudiation which
becomes effective as soon as the wife signifies her acceptance of the
offer; but if it is the wife who makes the offer, she may retract
it at any time before the husband accepts (and may also, according
to the dominant RanafI doctrine, reserve an option of three days in
which she may revoke her offer)*
In the law of the other schools, if the khul* is made subordinate
to a condition such as the payment of compensation, then the same
rules apply as above*

But if it is a simple khul*, without a condition,

it is irrelevant which of the spouses initiates the proceedings and
the husband as well as the wife may retract his offer before accept
ance*
As mentioned above, financial compensation is a usual, but
except in Shaft*i law not an essential part of khul*.

In hanafl

law when a khul1 is concluded, according to the dominant opinion of
2
'
the school all debts existing between the parties and arising from
the marriage itself are annulled*

This applies whether any compen

sation is stipulated or not*

2*

On this point Abu Hanlfa, ShaybanI and Abu Yusuf disagreed
amongst themselves*

It I® considered reprehensible for a husband to ask for more
by way of compensation than the amount paid as dower.

Nevertheless

in lav any amount can be fixed as compensation and thus this type of
divorce is open to abuse by husbands who may demand very large sums
in return for divorcing wives who have no other means of obtaining
their freedom.

This is especially true in the case of IlanafX wives

who, generally speaking, have no means of freeing themselves from a
union, no matter how distasteful or even harmful it h^e become to
them; since ilanafl lav recognises no grounds on which a woman may
apply to the courts to have her marriage dissolved, except the total
incapacity of the husband to consummate the marriage.
The Qur’an (Gura *f, v.35) provides that if discord (shiqaq)
exists between spouses, two arbitrators - one from the family of
each, if this is possible - are to be appointed.

The first duty of

the arbitrators is to attempt to resolve the discord and reconcile
the parties.

In the dominant view in all Sunni schools, except the

halikls, this is the extent of the power of the arbitrators, who are
deemed to be acting on behalf of the spouses, and therefore cannot
effect a divorce without the consent of the husband, or a khul*
without the consent of both parties.

In MalikI law, however, and

according to a variant Shafi’i opinion, the arbitrators are held to
be the representatives not of the two parties but of the court and,
if they fail in their attempt to reconcile the parties, may decide
that the marriage must be ended.

If they find that the husband is

primarily to blame for the break-up of the marriage, they will order
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a divorce by talaq, while if they find that the wife is chiefly to

blame, they may either refuse to grant a divorce and order her to
return to her husband, who oust treat her kindly, or they may decide
that the parties should be divorced but that the wife oust pay
x
compensation to the husband, usually the return of her dower*

some

Thus a KalikI Wife, if persistent enough, could usually rid hers&lf
of an unwanted husband, provided she were willing to pay for her
freedom*

This conferred a right on women which in some measure

lessened the different® between the spouses regarding their right
to a divorce - and the K&likl view regarding shiqaq has been adopted

by a large number of Middle Iastern countries*
Modem reformers in the Islamic world have been concerned with
the need to give to women, especially Hanafi women, the right to
obtain a divorce which the traditional law denies them*

In the Middle

hast there reforms have been effected by legislation, which has given
women the right to go to court and seek a divorce on a number of
different grounds*
In the Indian sub-Continent, as we have seen, the traditional
Islamic law applied until 1939 and, as the majority of the Muslim
population belong to the Hanafi school, women were governed by the law
of the school which is most restrictive regarding a wife#s right to
obtain a dissolution of mirriage.

It was to remedy this situation

that in 1939 the dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act was passed*

3*

Ahmad al-Dardir i Al-bharh al-K.birt Vol.11, pp*307-8*

However, no provision was made in the statute for the type of
divorce known to toaliki law where shigaq was alleged*

But reforms

in Takistan have, since partition, been effected not only by legis
lation such as the Muslim Family LawsOrdinance, but also by decisions
of the courts, which have in some c isee gone back to the original
•uranlc sources and reinterpreted relevant verses in order to effect
changes in the law*
bntil 1939 • therefore, it was impossible for a woman to obtain
a divorce from her husband unless she had a right under the t;iseolution of Muslim Marriages Act or could get him to agree to give her
a khul1* That it was the traditional law regarding khul* which was
considered applicable by the courts in Pakistan is shown by dayeeda
if
Khanum v* Kuhacoad Laad • The facts of the case were that the plaintiff,
the wife, petitioned for a dissolution of her marriage on the grounds
that her husband had failed to maintain her for over two years, that
he had failed to discharge his marital obligations without reasonable
cause for over three years; he had been guilty of cruelty, had made
false accusation of immorality; he had deprived her of her dower,
i

obstructed her when spying her prayers*

"There was a clash of

temperaments; the defendant was of an irritable nature and unreliable
cemeanor, given to imposing his will by force*

further, as a result

of the difference in the temperaments of the spouses, the plaintiff
had begun to hate the defendant•"

*♦.

P*L.D.

(1952), Lahore,

*11;%
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The trial judge found that the wife had failed to prove the
allegation of failure to aai tain* to disch arge marital obligations*
of taking away her dower and obstructing her in saying her prayers*
Regarding incornpatability of temperatments* he held himself bound
5

by the decision in Utaar Bibi v Kuhanr>«ad in

that a Muslim marriage

may not be dissolved on the groun s of incompatability of temper*
niaents dislike or hatred*

However the judge found that there had

been cruelty* as well as false accusation of adultery and he granted
the wife a decree of dissolution*
On appeal the decree was reversed*

The District Judge* after

reviewing the oral evidence* came to the conclusion that no cruelty
had been proved*

He remarked that in his opinion the wife ojas a

9self-willed and self-opinionated woman9 who was anxious to get rid
of her husband*
A second appeal was then initiated in the High Court*

The

single judge who heard the appeal directed that the case should be
placed before the Chief Justice for reference to a larger bench*
The judgement of the full bench was delivered by Cornelius A*C*J*
In this case the question referred to the full bench of the Lahore
High Court was "does incompatibility of temperaments constitute a
ground for divorce?"
Cornelius A*C*J* considered the meaning of the phrase "incom
patibility of temperament"* which had never been defined judicially*

5. A*I*R. 19^«

bail* 51*

He stated that* with reference to the parties to a marriage* the
expression

"must be understood in relation to the various formes

acting on the couple, which compel or induce them in the direction
of a harmonious and happy association"*

He went on to state that

where there is such a lack of agreement between the parties as to fall
within the meaning of the expression "incompatibility of temperament"
this must be traced to "a total lack of sympathy between them such
as induces a resistance to mutual adaptation* despite the various
influences guiding the couple in that direction*

There should and

must be, basically hatred and aversion cai the part of one or both
of the parties to the marriage to produce such a result"*
In the instant case the Acting Chief Justice found that there
was no evidence of incompatibility as he had defined it*

The Judge

then considered whether or not a wife may demand a divorce on the
grounds of discord (shiqaq)*

He held that she had no such right and

that a divorce in such a case must be by khul9, i*e. the husband zmist
consent to the divorce and the wife must pay compensation*
Stated
A *C •J •
Cornelius,/'In khul9* the marriage is dissolved by an agreement between
the parties for a consideration paid or to be paid by the wife to
the husband, it being aloo a necessary condition that the desire for
separation should come from the wife*

.hen the desire for separatica

is mutual, there too dissolution by mutual agreement for a consider
ation to be paid by the wife to the husband is lawful* but it is des
cribed in that case as mubara9a*"
wife on the basis of Qur9an* Jura

It was argued on behalf of the
v*3& that wh- re a wife alleges

discord two arbitrators must be appointed who may* if they consider
the case a fit one, order a divorce, and that this function of the
arbitrators could properly be

exercised by the High Court which

had taken over the functions of the traditional qadi* Cornelius
A.C.J• rejected this argument*
mentioned in the

First he held that the arbitrators

ur9an were not judges but persons from the tribes

of the spouses, who exercised some authority, e*g* heads of tribes
or elders*

He mentioned that in W* Punjab tribal chiefs still

exercise almost undisputed sway over the members of their tribes*
He next discussed the meaning of "shlqaq"*

He held that this

could not mean a slight or temporary difference, but must be con
fined to serious rifts*

Also, he said, the breach must be caused

by the wife9s refusal to obey her husband*
Finally, he held that the arbitrators appointed in accordance
with the Qureaic verse did not have the power to order a dissolution
of the marriage*

He stated that the view of the Hanafis, of Imam

Shafi9! and of Ahmad ibn Hanbal, was that, unless the husband gave
e

•

his permission, the arbitrators could not order a dissolution of
the marriage*

The contrary view was taken by Iman Malik, Imam

Auzai and Imam Ishaq, who held that the arbitrators9 decision
could be enforced*

Nevertheless, his Lordship held that the view

of Abu iianifa, Shafi9i and Ahmad was the correct one*
•

He added,

•

"besides being eminently logical, it also has the merit that it
avoids all confusion of powers and jurisdiction*1'
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Cornelius concluded his judgement by stating once more that
such arbitration, in accordance with Sura U Verse 33% was restricted
to cases where the wife refused to obey her husband without reason
able cause*

hhere she was the injured party, he stated, the case

was governed by aura k Ver c 12, which required an attempt at re
conciliation to be made*

If such an attempt failed then separation

could take place either by khul* or by a judicial decree.

If, on

the other hand, it is the wife1® disobedience which caused the
estrangement, the husband could divorce her by talaq, but he should
first have recourse to arbitration by the tribal elders.
It raust be pointed out that this interpretation by the Acting
Chief Justice of the relevant Quranic verses is not in accordance
with the traditional doctrine.

The Kaliki jurists provide that the

arbitral rxocedure must be followed in cases where the vife alleges
cruelty, which she i© unable to prove in the prescribed manner.
Thus, the Haliki jurists clearly do not restrict the procedure to
cases where it i3 the wife who, by her disobedience, causes the
breakdown of the marriage.

Indeed, one of the functions of the

arbitrators is to determine which of the parties is primarily to
blame for the discord which exists.
Such was the law until the decision in Balguis Fatim v Najra al

6

Ikram gureshj. After the marriage, the parties in jihe case never lived together
Two years and three months later, the wife petitioned asking for a
dissolution on the grounds that her husband had failed to maintain
her and that he had treated her cruelly by associating "with women of

6. P.L.D.

1939.

Lah.

566.
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eyil repute#"

The husband filed a counter suit asking for a decree

for restitution of conjugal rights#

The trial court granted the

wife a dissolution on the groun o of failure to maintain and dis
missed the husband1s suit#

Cn appeal, the District Judge found

that the wife was not entitled to maintenance, because she was
responsible for the fact that the parties had never lived together
since their marriage#

accordingly, he reversed the decision of the

trial court granting her a decree for dissolution#

But he found

that relations between the two parties were so strained that it
would not be proper to make an order for restitution of conjugal
rights#

Both parties then apealed to the High Court#

Cn this second

appeal it was argued on behalf of the wife that she was entitled to
a khul* as a matter of right#

As the judge considered that this

was a question of law of great significance he referred it to a
Full Bench#

The question before the court was "Can a wife demand

a khul1 as of right?"

and this time it was decided that she had

such a right provided the court was satisfied that the marriage had
in fact broken down#

The court held that, as the husband has full

power to repudiate his wife at will, it would be unreasonable if
such power were granted to one spouse and denied the other#

Thus

a wife should not be called upon to prove misconduct on her husband's
part in order to obtain a dissolution of her marriage, but should
have a right comparable to that of her husband#

Her right would,

however, remain subject to an order of the court which, having
attempted to reconcile her to her husband and having failed, may
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order her to repay to her husband all benefits ahe has received
from the marriage, and f en dissolve the union.

The court is not

directly concerned with the causes of the rift.
After the decision of the Lahore High Court in Balquis Fatima
v. Ka^. al Ikrar Qurcshi, the state of the law in Pakistan regarding
a wife's right to a divorce in cases where she was unable to prove

& matrimonial offence was uncertain, since there were these two
conflicting deci dons t one upholding the traditional Hanafi doctrine
%

that a khul' is a divorce by agreement, and that the consent of the
husband io necessary; the other holding that a wife may de!trtnd a
khul' as of right, provided the court is satisfied that the marriage
has broken down, and provided she is willing to return all benefits
she has received from the marriage.

Thie later decision depended

on a re-interpretation of the Quranic verse dealing with khul'. and
had no authority in the traditional law to support it.
It appeared extremely doubtful if Balquis Fatima v. Naja al Ikrars
7
,ureshi would be followed. In Ghulam Hakina v. Umar Baksh indeed the
Supreme Court defined khul' and ciubara'a and held that in both cases
the consent of the husband is necessary, making no reference to
Balquis Fatima's catie.

This case arose frois a claim to pre-emption.

When the ap; ellant and the respondent were married the dower was
fixed at Rs.1,000 in cash and a gold bracelet valued at Rs.^od.

7.

F.L.D.

(196*0, 3.C., U56.
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In 19^1 the husband, Umar Bakhsh, conveyed the half shore in the
house which he owned equally with his brother, to hio wife by way
of hiba b ’il-iuad, in lieu of half the cash dov;er*

In 19^* Umar

Bakhsh bought his brother9s share of the house upon a conditional
sale, the condition being that Umar Bakhsh would reconvey this
half share to his brother, if he paid him Ka*50G within two years*
In 19*+*+ Umar Bakhsh married a second wife and transferred to her
the half share in the house, which he had bought from his brother*
Three years after the marriage* Umar Bakhhh paid ks*2>J to his
brother to cancel the condition regarding reconveying the property*
The first wife Ghulam Bakina then alleged that this transaction was
an out and out sale and brought an action for pre-option as a co
sharer*
Before this action however Ghulam Bakina had left her husband
and gone to live with her father J her husband had filed a suit for
restitution of conjugal rights*

In reply to the husband*a suit,

Ghulam Bakina had filed a counter suit for dissolution of the marriage*
The court gave judgement in favour of the husband*

Ghulam Bakina1s

father, acting as her agent, then reached an agreement with Umar
Bakhsh, whereby the latter consented to divorce his wife and to pay
her ks*BOO, provided tiiat she undertook to maintain the son of the
marriage*

She in her turn agreed to relinquish her rightt title and

interest in the half share of the house transferred to her in 19^1*
Despite this agreement Ghulam Bakina persisted in her claim for pre
emption*
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It was argued on behalf of the husband that his wife could not
accept the divorce and reject the surrender of the house.
The wife replied that the divorce was effected by aubara,a
not khul1 and accordingly no consideration need paoo*

The Supreme

Court then distinguished these two types of dissolution, stating
"the main distinction between khula and mubarraarat is that in the
former the aversion is on the side of tue wife and she desires a
separation but in the latter the aversion is mutual and both sides
desire separation*

decaadly, in a divorce by khula some consideration

must be given by the wife to the husband far her release from the
marital tie*

It is in effect an offer from the wife for her release

on payment of a compensation*’1 The court held that in this case it
was clearly the wife who had sougnt to dissolve the marriage and
therefore the dissolution was khul1 and not aubarata*

Accordingly

the court ruled that it was probable that an agreement kid been
reached; cle^trly the wife gave up her right to half the house and
therefore she had no right of pre-emption*
Q

In Heahaua Bibi v# Ihihaaawd ohafi

the High Court of Azad Jammu and Kash

mir refused to follow the decision in Balquis Tatiiaa1^ case*

The court

held that talaq is a power given by Islam to the husband and the wife
is not vested with such a power, unless it is delegated to her*
Khul* is affected like any other case of talaq, i*e* by a pronounceraent made by the husband,

8. f.L.D.

i'hc court has no jurisdiction, according

196?, A.J. and K.

32.
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to liunafl, ,hafi*i and Hanball law, to order the husband to enter
•
•
into the contract of Khul*; if he refuses to do so, the wife is
without a remedy.

HalikX law, the court stated, does provide for

compulsory khul* but in the instant case the presumption is that the
parties are Hanafla and therefore Hanafi law must apply.
In 1967f however, the iiuprose Court upheld this controversial
9
decision in the case of nhurohid Bibi v, Hum,;.vj;,d teIn,
The facte of this case were that Khurshid Bibi was married to
huhamoad ..tsin during her minority.
married to his sister.

At the same time, her brother was

No children were born of the marriage, and

fcuhamoad .unin took a second wife.

Twenty days after the second

marriage relations became strained and Khurshid Bibi demanded a
separate house which her husband promised to provide; but he did not
implement his promise,

ahe complained of ill-treatment, her brother

took out & warrant under Section 100 of the Criminal procedure Code,
and she left the matrimonial home.

The husband* s father attempted

unsuccessfully to reconcile the parties.

The wife petitioned for a

dissolution of her marriage and the husband instituted a suit for
Khurshid Bibi
\
then alleged that her husband had divorced her orally, and asked the

restitution of conjugal rights, which was successful,

court for a declaration that she was no Ion. er his wife,

alternatively,

she claimed a dissolution of m xrriage by khul* on consideration of

0.

I.L.L.(1967),
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giving up her dower, since it was impossible for the spouses to
live together*

The court found that Muhajmaad Amin had not divorced

her* but held that she was entitled to a khult divorce as there was
no likelihood of harmonious relations being restored*

on appeal the

district Judge held tnat this was not a case in which khul1 should
have been granted*

The wife then appealed for the second time on

the single ground of her right to claim khul1* and the High Court
held that, as Muhammad Amin fs sister was married to Khurahid Bibi9s
brother 9 Muhanmad Amin could not afford to be cruel to her in case
his sister suffered as a consequence, and that the husband1s failure
to provide a separate house was because of his luck of means*

It

further held that ©lie had refused to live with her husband solely
because he had taken a second wife and that this was not a ground
for khul1; so her appeal was dismissed*
A petition for special leave to appeal to the Supreme Court was
made on the grounds that a wife is always entitled to khul* and that
whether her demand is reasonable or not is irrelevant*

The petition

was granted, and the judgement of the lupreme Court was delivered by
S. Auhman and >»ahmo©d J*J* (fazlo-«kbar, iiamoodur k&hman, Muhammad
Yaqub vli J.J* concurring) *
r- 10
The court first examined the relevant terse of the iur*an v
which is considered to be the basis of the law regarding khul* *

10.

lura 2, verse Z2Tj%
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'Such divorce may be pronounced twice; then either retain them
in a becoming manner or send them away with kindness*

,oid it is

not lawful for you that you take anything of what you have given
the© (your wives) unless both fear that they cannot observe the
limits prescribed by Allah*

But if you fear that they cannot pre

serve the limit® prescribed by Allah* then it shall be no sin for
either of the© in what she gives to get her freedom*

These are the

limits prescribed by Allah* so transgress them not; and wiioao trans
gresses the limits prescribed by Allah* it is they that are the
wrong- doers *'*
The worde "if you fear" (Arabic in khiftma) were held by the
court to refer to the jud, e.

Authority for this interpretation was

quoted from fae writings of early Quranic commentators*
The court considered that the clear intention of the verse is
to authorise the judge to dissolve a marriage if he fears that
discord exists between the spouses* and it could find nothing in the
verse which indicated that the consent of the husband was necessary*
Indeed, the court argued that, if the consent of the husband were to
be considered necessary, the verse would be without effect in giving
a right to the wife, so the verse must cover those cases in which the
husband refuses to agree to

a

divorce*

The court agreed that a divorce

could be effected b; a mutual agreement between the spouses but stated
that such a divorce is tocr.nically known as aubarata« while a divorce
effected without the consent of the husband is khul*•
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It is clear that the court misunderstood the traditional law,
according tc which both khul* and isubara1a involve mutual agreement*
In iianafi law khul* and mbara*a have the same effect, according to
the dominant opinion of the school (that of Abu Honlfa himself),
although AbS xucuf and Shaybanl disagree:

both result in an irrev

ocable single repudiation, and cause all debts -arising from the
marriage to be extinguished.

Additional compensation nmy be paid by

the wife in both khul* and cnibara*a but this is not essential

to

the

it

did

validity of either*
The court held that as a khul* is a judicial dissolution
not necessitate a repudiation (talaq) by the husband*

It considered

*

the Tradition in which the Prophet, in ordering a dissolution by
khul*, ordered the husband tc pronounce a repudiation, but held that
tiiis was merely the form in which the divorce was decreed, and not a
necessary condition of khul*.

It acknowledged that in the opinion

of the earlier jurists khul* was a type of talar, but felt itself
free to disagree with their findings*
There was in fact much discussion among the early jurists as
to whether a khul* was a repudiati n (talaq) or m dissolution (faskh) •
1■■■1
The lianafis and tfolikis without hesitation held it to be a talaq
(ba*in baynSna sughra), i*c* a single decisive repudiation*

Al-

Ahafi*i held two views, but finally decided in favour of talaq, and
this became the dcctrinc of the school*

11*

Al- udurl?

The IlanbaliE alone remained

M-r.uk ate sar, ed* Bousquet, et Bercher p*122*
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uncertain, because it was not known which of the two opinions of
Ahmad ibn H:tubal was thelater*
•
•
arbitrators inKalikt law

Evenwhen

khul’ isordered
"~T"

it is talaq* not faskh*
•

by the

Thus the Supreme

_

Court1© opinion that khul* is faskh has only the authority of one of
the two recensona of Ahmad ibn Hahbal*
•
•

Hie court seemed to consider

that it is because -khul9
is faskh
and not talao that the consent of
w — w
r
ithe husband is not necessary*

But in all cases where a wife obtains

a judicial divorce in Kaiiki law it is bj talaq (i.e* a judicial
talaq) and not by faskh*
—

it is in iianafi, ikinbuli and ohafi9! law

— —

#

that a judicial di solution is faskh.

Mah«>od J . commented that khul*

is shown to be a dissolution, not talaq, by the fact that after khul*
the husband may not take back kia wife, while after talaq raj9i he
may; but this overlooks the fact that khul9 is considered os an
irrevocable talaq (ba9in baynuna sughra), not a revocable talaq
(talaq raj9i)*
•___________
The court went on to argue that a khul9 could not involve a
repudiation by the husband because a husband is forbidden by the
Qur9an to take back from his wife anything that he has given to her
when he repudiates her; but, when the divorce is by khul9 he nay do
so*
The court further argued that the period during which a wife is
forbiddeii by law to re-marry (9idda) is different in the two cases
of khul9 and 2'epudiation, being three menstrual cycles in the lattear,
and only one in the former.

This observation of the court is completely

contrary to the traditional Islamic law.

The x^irticular variation
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of the Tradition regarding Jamilat the wife of ^aia ibn Thabit, in
which the lirophct commanded her to keep an *idda of one menstrual
cycle, was not accepted by any of the schools as changing the period
of the *idda in cases of khul*. Malik in the Kuwatta states quite
• •

specifically that the *idda of a woman divorced by khul1 is three
menstrual cycles.^
It was argued on behalf of the husband that, as the jarties were
kanafls, the Honafl lav must be applied, and no authority could be
»
•
found in the texts of that school authorising a khul* in cases where
the husband did not give his consent.

H&hman J. replied by stating

that the fact that nothing could be found in the texts only showed
that the problem had not been expressly dealt with, and was not
proof that the Ianafls regarded the consent of the husband as
necessary in all cases.

But with respect, such an interpretation

cannot be put on the fact that the HanafX texts do not discuss the
case of a wife being granted a khul* without her husband*s concent.
The HanafX law regarding khul* has been extremely well developed
and is indeed very complex.

The problem is not mentioned in the

texts because, for the HanafXa, khul* of necessity involves a
•

“ ri_i

1

autual agreement whereby the husband agrees (or offers) to repudiate
his wife in consideration of compensation which she offers (or agrees)
to pay.

i*

12.

The court did not consider the ilaliki procedure where the

—,

Malik heard that £a*id ibn al-Muoayyab and ^ulairaan ibn Yasar and
ibn ghihab used to ©ay that the *idda of a wooan divorced by a
khul* (sniihtali*a) is the same us that of a woman, livorced by
talaq (mutallaqa), namely three menstrual cycles.' Malik ibn
*nas: Al-Kuwatta* Pt.ll. p.23*
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wife alleges discord, although reference was aade to it by Kraikhaus
J* in Balquis Fatima •s ca:>e**^
ngain, Hr. Justice Kahman appears to be mistaken when he implies
that discord can be a ground for divorce in bhafi* i and Hanbali lav*
The opinion of Cornelius .*C*d. in oayeeda Khanumvs case regarding
the lav of the three non-i*alikI schools is* with respect, correct*
Nor is the MalikI lav followed by the law of Pakistan*

The

M&likls do not allow a woman to go to court and demand a khul* as
of right, but the procedure described above must in all eases be
followed.

In one respect9 on the other hand, the MalikI law is more

favourable to women than is the present law of Pakistan, as ve shall

see*
Neither the full bench of the Lahore High Court in DaXiuis iatima
Y1

^

-

v* Najm al Ikraa Qureshi or the supreme Court in Khurshid Cibi v*
Muhammad Amin felt itself bound to allot the blase for the break-up
of the marriage* Indeed Kraikhaus J*

Ik

states specifically that the

judge must consider if the rift is serious, but not the reason for
it*

If Balquis Fatima had brought her case before a lialikl tribunal>

it seems likely that the arbitrators would have decided on the facta
that she was lar; ;ely to blame for the discord, for she had refused, *
without good cause, to join her husband in the conjugal domicile, and
the divorce would have been by khul* * But in Khurshid Bibi's case,

13.

P.L.D. (1959)ft,.578.

1<U

F.L.i* (1959) £

.593.
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the arbitrators in KalikI law would probably have found that Muhammad
Amin was largely responsible for the discord (because he had beaten
his wife on several occasions4,not because he took a second wife^ )
and would accordingly have ordered Khurshid Bibi to be divorced by
judicial talaq, which would have necessitated no payment of compensettion*
The court having decided that the clear meaning of verse 229
is that a wife may be granted a divorce by the judge, provided he is
satisfied that henceforth married life in accordance with the tenets
of Islam is impossible between the parties, considered on what terms
this should be granted, and ruled that the wife must return all
benefits she had received from the marriage*

This followed the

decision in Balquis Fatima9s case, but has no foundation in tradit
ional law*

The usual practice in traditional law is for the wife to

return the dower, or if the dower is unpaid to relinquish her right
to it*

It is considered reprehensible in a husband to require his

wife to pay more than the dower, although if he does so, and she agrees,
the agreement is valid*

Under the lav as applied in Pakistan, on

the other hand, a wife soeiss to be required to return to her husband
not only any dower he may have paid, but also any gifts and settle
ments*

It would be just to insist upon the return of any dov/er

which has been paid or for the relinquishment of the dower debt in

15*

In lialikl law the fact that a husband has m rried a second wife
contrary to the wishes of his first wife does not necessarily
make him responsible for discord*
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cases where the wife io to blame for the discord, but it seems unjust
that she should be required to make such compensation in cases
where she is the entirely innocent party.

The court would surely

have been wiser to adopt the traditional MalikI law on this point
and give itself an option of awarding compensation or not, depending
upon the facts of the case.
Following the .'Supreme Court decision, the present lav in Pakistan
appears to be therefore that a woman ^who cannot prove a matrimonial
offence under o.2

of the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act,

and who cannot reach an agreement with hor husband far a khul*
divorce (which should henceforth be termed a mbara'a) may come to
the court and demand a khul* as of right, provided that she can show
that there his been such a serious rift between the spouses that
married life in accordance with the tenets of Islam is impossible.
In Rahman J.*s view, acute dislike of the husband on the part of the
wife will be sufficient evidence.

But the court insisted that the

wife’s right is not absolute but dependent on the fact that if a
separation is not effected "the limits of God will be transgressed."
These words are unfortunately vague, and might allow a more tradit
ionally minded judge to distinguish a future case from Khurshid Bibi
v. Muhammad Amin by deciding that on the facta he was not satisfied
that "the limits of God*1 would necessarily be transgressed if he
failed tc order a dissolution, despite the existence of discord
between the spouses.
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Nonetheless, as the Pakistan Muslim family Lav Ordinance has in
no way affected a husband’s right to repudiate d o wife at will, this
decision that a matrimonial offence need no longer necessarily be
proved by a wife before she can obtain a divorce has gone a long way
to making the position of the spouses equal.

On this basis it is to

be welcomed.
15a
In Siddlq v. foarfen the Lahore High Court restricted the scope
of Khurshld Bibi's case by holding that a wife who is guilty of
adultery may not demand a khul' as of right.

the wife filed a petition for dissolution

In j? this case

of her marriage on several grounds - that her husband had falsely
accused her of adultery, that he had failed to maintain her for more
than two years and that he had treated her cruelly by habitaully
assaulting her and associating with women of ill-repute.
The husband denied all these allegations and pleaded that he had
rightly accused her of adultery.
The wife did not ask for a khul* in her petition but this plea
was raised during the course of the proceedings.
The civil judge, at first instance, found against the wife.

He

held that she could not claim a dissolution on the grounds of khul*

as she was living in adultery.
The District Judge reversed this decision on appeal and dissolved
the marriage on the grounds of khul*. whereupon the husband appealed
to the High Court.
Judge: Tent was delivered by Muhatamad Iqbal J •}who stated that in
15a.

P.L.D.

1968.

Lah.

kll.
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Balquis Fatima18 case the wife bid been held to be entitled to a
dissolution of her marriage, provided that she restored to her husband
all the benefits she had received from the marriage*

So also in

Khurshid Bibi v* Muharsroad Amin, the Supreme Court, after decreeing
the dissolution of the marriage by khul*, sent the case back to the
trial court to determine what gifts had been made by the husband to
the wife during the course of the marriage in order that these might
be duly returned to him*
His Lordship then stated that the District Judge had failed to
consider the financial aspects of dissolution £a this ground and
had not ordered the wife to make any repayment*
However, his Lordship added, the District Judge**? decision
suffered from a far more serious defect and he found himself unable
to agree with the views expressed in the lower court that a wife
living in adultery could obtain a divorce by khul*. If such a view
were to be accepted, he stated, *k woman, by her self-confessed guilt
of adultery, could become entitled to a dissolution of her marriage* •
He continued *an twilling wife, who is unable to make out a case
on the grounds contemplated in the Dissolution of Muslim Marriage®
Act, will ask for khul* by admitting adultery*

To allow this runs

counter to the concept of marriage as a sacred tie**
His Lordship then quoted a passage from the judgement of Ka&kaus
J. in the case of Balquis Fatima v. Najra al Ikram Qqreahi, showing
that there is an important limitation to the wife*s right to khul* *

••It is only if the judge apprehend® that the limits of God will not

be observed, that is, in their relations towards one anotherv the
spouses will not obey Gcd, that a harmonious m rried state, as
envisaged by IGlam,, will not be possible, that he will grant a diss
olution*

The 'wife annot have a divorce for every passing impulse.

The judge will consider whether the rift between the parties is a
serious one, though he may not consider the reasons for the rift.”
Thus, stated Muhammad Iqbal J., it is obvious that the judge must
consider the circumstances of each case, before dissolving the
However, he did not appear to agree with the passage which
I
he quoted from the jud ement of Krikaus, for he went on to state
marriage.

that the fact that a rift coasted and the fact that the judge decided
that the parties will not observe the limits of God was not suffic
ient ground to grant a dissolution by khul*. He stated that the
judge must also consider the reasons for the rift between the parties.
This view directly conflicts with that expressed by Kaikaus J* in the
earlier case.
His Lordship then stated that in cases where the court is satis
fied that the cau.r.e of the breakdown of the marriage is attributable
to the husband, a ox. solution may be granted.

Also a dissolution

may be decreed, where neither of the parties ap;>oars to have been
the active Cause of the breakdown, provided the judge is satisfied
that it is impossible for the parties to live together in harmony in
the future.

In such cases “the dissolution of the carriage will have

no repercussions on either the husband or the wife”*

iresumebly

Iqbal J. was referring to financial repercussions and the question

which immediately presents itself is - does this mean that in such
cases the husband will not be required to pay the dower?

If so,

this will surely have •repercussions* on the wife, but, if his
Lordship did not mean to imply that the husb m d does not need to
pay the dower debt, it is difficult to understand what he meant by
his remark, as islanic lav, both traditional and as applied by the
courts of the sub-contincnt, does not impose any duty upon a husband
to pay alimony and all he is required to do is to maintain his wife
for her •idda period.

His Lordship continued “the judge, however, will not dissolve
the marriage for a reason for which the wife is exclusively respon

sible*'.

He then quoted this passage from lingua nl-zawaj by Laulana

Haudoodi, which was also referred to by Kaikaus J. in Balquis
J?atima*s case.
“As regards the abuse of power thus granted to the spouses, the
law places all reasonable restrictions on the exercise of their
power, but then to a^reat extent leaves the matter to the good sense
of the party, and really none but the party or the Almighty can
determine whether the need of the party is real or whether he or
she is only a seeker after sexual enjoyment”• ao, the judge held, it
is clear that a wife who seeks khul* only for sexual enjoyment is
not entitled to a dissolution and although Maudoodi himself stated
that whether or not a party \tas merely a 1seeker after sexual enjoy
ment* could be known only to hi self or to God, his Lord hip felt
that the judge himself •can always go into this question* • furthermore,
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in this particular case, the judge added, the wife is seeking
khul* on the basis of a Quranic injunction and of Islamic lav,
under which law she is liable to a penalty, although the courts in
Pakistan cannot impose it*

Nevertheless it would be anomalous to

dissolve a marriage on the basis of the wife's self-confessed
adultery and thus invoke Islamic law in her aid, whan on the same
facts she has rendered herself liable to a penalty under that same
lav*
I q b a l l u c c o r dingly

allowed the husband* a appeal*

It is clear that, if this decision is followed, the vdfe*s right
to demand a dissolution of her marriage by khul* will be severely
restricted*
The ratio decidendi of Khurshid bibi v. huhauiaad Amin is that
a wife will be granted a khul* in cases where the court is satisfied
that there is such a serious rift between the spouses that, if a
separation is not effected, the limits of God will be transgressed*
It is submitted that the decision in ^iddiq v* ^harfan con
flicts witri. this ratio decidendi*

From the facts of the case, it

was clear that the marriage had irretrievably broken down, the wife
was living with another man and was adamant that she would not go
back and live with her husband*

Clearly in this case the 'limits of

God' had been transgressed and would continue to be transgressed in
the future, as Iqbal

judgement appears to have condemned the unfort

unate wife to continue to live in adultery, until her husband chose
to divorce her*
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Letters Patent Appeal (No*56 of 1968) against this decision by
Muhammad Iqbal J. was admitted 011 the 10th April 1968 by Vahiddin
Ahmad C*J* and lazle Ghani Khan J*
There were three grounds for the appeal:ferstly that the Supreme Court in Khurshid Bibi v* Muhammad
Amin had held that a Muslim marriage is a civil contract and not a
sacrament and therefore it c.on be dissolved for good cause*
Secondly,that the evidence of the parties proved beyond doubt
that the wife had an aversion for her
entitled to seek khul1

husband* Therefore she was

as a matter of right in accordance with the

decision of the 3uprome Court in Khurshid Bibi*3 case*
thirdly that Muhammad Iqbal's judgement was tantamount to forcing
the wife into a hateful union with her husband against the “dearly
«

worded interpretation of the huprene Court in Khurshid Bibi*a case,
which says that a wife

is entitled to Khula as a right if she satis

fies the conscience of

the court that it wouldotherwise mean

forcing her into a •hateful union*•”
At the present ti^e the judgement in the Letters Patent Appeal
is still unreported*

16

Up till the present time it is only in i-unisia and Iran

in the

Islamic v.orld that wives have been put on a complete equality with
husbands in this matter of divorce*

The Tunisian Law of Personal

Status, for example, gives both spouses the right to come to court

16*

Family Protection Act, 19^7*

39*u
and demand a dissolution without chewing cause*

17 In I'akiatan*

on the other hand, while a husband is completely free to repudiate
hie wife after complying with the provisions of

, section 7 of

the Ordinance, a wife still bears the onus of proving that hence
forth married life is impossible between h rself and her husbmd, and
must also be prepared tc repay to her husband all benefits she has
received from the marriage* despite the fact that she herself might
not be at fault*

By contrast in .Tunisia either of the spouses can

be ordered to pay compensation when the court deems it appropriate*
It must be pointed out, however, that in ncjoaae where the husband
has been ordered to pay compensation has the amount exceeded one
year’s maintenance*
The law of Pakistan, therefore, still favours husbands*

It is

not difficult to visualise the case of a husband ^h o might wish to
get rid of his wife but not want to repudiate her and thus become
liable to pay her deferred dower*
extremely unpleasant for Ids wife

Such a husband could nuke life

l8

, while taking care not to commit

an offence under the Dissolution of Kuslira Marriages Act*

He could

then suggest divorce by agreement, in return for the relinquishment
of her dower debt by the wife, and possibly some further compensation*
Or the wife might bo provoked into going to court and making for a

17*

Section 31(iii).

18*

Although• properly speaking, this is regarded by KolikI jurists
as exonerating the wife from paying any compensation to which
she m y have agreed*
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Khul’ as of right, relying on the decision in Khurshid M b i v. Muhammad
Atain*

In t is Case also the husband would not only be freed from

the dower debt, but would also receive back anything lie might have
given to his wife during the marriage*
Further legislation is therefore needed before it will be true
to cay that in Pakistan in the matter of divorce "Women have rights
similar to those which uaen have over them"*

CHAPTER 10
CONFLICT Of LAWS
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss, with reference to
India and Pakistan, two important problems of law*

These are the

application of the choice of law rules and the internal conflict
of laws*
Cases involving internal conflict of laws occur frequently
in countries such as India and Pakistan, where, within one
jurisdiction, several legal regimes apply*

Problems involving

conflict of laws may arise in many contexts, when Muslims belonging
to different schools of sects inter-marry, when a Muslim marries
a non-Muslim woman, when one of the spouses is converted to another
faith subsequent to the marriage, and when Muslims, domiciled in
India or Pakistan, marry under foreign law or divorce their wives,
while they are residing in a foreign country*
In the past, problems involving inter-sect marriages were of
considerable importance*

For example, if a Shafi’i woman wished

to divorce her Hanafi husband, she could do so, if she could
establish valid grounds, provided that the court chose to apply
the Shafi’I law.

On the other hand, if the court chose to apply

the Hanafi law, she might be denied a judicial remedy*

However,

since the enactment of the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act,
1939, which applied a uniform law of judicial divorce to all Muslims,
such problems have largely disappeared*
Traditional Sunni law allows a Muslim male to marry a woman
belonging to one of the revealed religions, i*e. a Christian or a
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Jewess.

He may not, however, marry a pagan woman.

The Ithna

•Ashari sect of the Shi* a are divided on this question, but the
majority view is that a Muslim man may contract a permanent
marriage only with a Muslim woman, although he may contract a
temporary marriage (mut*a) with a Kitablya^.

The law of the

Ismalli sect of the Shl*a is in accord with that of the four Sunni
schools on this point.

2

All schools and sects agree that a Muslim

woman is prohibited from marrying a non-Muslim man, and that, if
she purports to do so, the marriage will be void.
In India and Pakistan, in accordance with traditional law, a
Muslim may not contract a valid Muslim marriage with a Hindu woman.
Such a marriage can, however, be contracted in India in accordance
with the provisions of the Special Marriage Act, 195^» and v/ould,
of course, be recongized as valid in the courts.
The question whether a Bhuddist woman may be conssidered a
Kitablya is undecided, as, when it arose in the case of Abdool
hazack v. Aga Mahomed , their Lordships of thb Privy Council declined
to give a ruling.
A Muslim male may, however, contract a marriage, valid according
to Muslim law, with a Jewess or a Christian.

Examples of the former

are extremely rare. Also, if such a marriage

did take place, it

1.

Shari*at al-Islam p. Vol. II, pp. 10, 19*

2.

Oadi al-Nufman. Dafa'im al-Islam Vol. II
1961. para. 9^2.---- ----------

3.

The Hanafis would regard such a marriage as batil.

P.45'.
k.

(1893)

ed. A. A. A. Fyzee, Cairo,

—
21

I.A.

56.

Mabsut vol.

—
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would present no problems of internal conflict of laws, as Jewish
law would grant no recognition to the marriage and would therefore
claim mo jurisdiction over it.
Marriige^between Christians and Kusliis are, hoi ever, not
uncommon.

In both India and Pakistan the Christian Marriage Act,

1872, is still operative and this Act requires that all marriages
contracted between parties, one of whom is a Christian, must be
solemnized in accordance with the statute.

Section k of the Act

provides that "every marriage between persons, one or both of
whom is or are a Christian or Christians, shall be solemnized in
accordance with the provisions of the next following section; and any
such marriage solemnized otherwise than in accordance with such
provision shall be void.”
The effect of this provision appears to be that a marriage
between a Muslim husband and a Christian wife, solemnized solely in
accordance with the Muslim rite, is void.

In the case of In TC

5
Kolandaivelu the Full Bench of the Madras High Court held, in answer
to an order of referdnce made to it by Napier J., that, when a Hindu
purohit: purported to conclude a marriage between a Hindu and a
Christian, he was guilty of an offence under S.68 of the Christian
Marriage Act, l8?2.

In its judgement the court stated that under

the Act all marriages of Christians must be performed, under pain of
nullity, in one of the forms prescribed in the Act.

3.

(1918)

I.L.R.

*+0. Mad. 1030.
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In a more recent case before the Lahore High Court
Muhammad
Jan J. had to determine the question of the custody of the children
of a Muslim husband and his Christian wife, who had been married in
accordance with the Muslim law.

In the trial court the wife had,

unsuccessfully, sought a dissolution of the marriage under the
Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, 1939.

The husband had asked

for, and been granted, the custody of the children of the marriage.
The wife then appealed to the High Court, where the case came
before Muhammad Jan J.

His Lordship considered that important

questions of law concerning the validity of marriage between parties,
one of whom was a Christian, were involved and referred the case to a
Full Bench.

The order of reference was incorporated in the judgement,

which was read by Muhammad Jan J. with Munir C.J. concurring.
It was argued on behalf of the husband that Islamic law allows
a Muslim to mayry a Christian woman according to Muslim rites.

But

the court held that Islamic law applied only where there had been
no statutory enactment, such as, for example, the Christian Marriage
Act, 1872.

This Act had, stated his Lordship, ’’made material alter

ations in the form according to which a Muslim can lawfully marry a
Christian woman”.

The court considered the decisions of the Madras
7
High Court in the cases of Queen impress v. Fischer , ,ueen Empress v
Yohan^,
6.

Caussavel v. Laurez^, Queen Empress v. Paul^ , and In re

Zarina Tassadeq Hussain v. Tassadeq Hussain PLD 1953 Lah. 112.

7.

(1891) I.L.R.

Ik

Mad. 3k2.

8.

(1894) I.L.R.

17

Mad. 391.

9.

(1896) I.L.R.

19

Mad. 273.

10. (1897) I.L.R.

20

Mad. 12.

Aoo.
Kolandaivelu^ and of the Allahabad court in the cases of Alfred
Robert Jones v. Mst. Titli

12

13
and Emperor v. Hsha Ram, .

In fact, none of these cases was directly concerned with the
validity of otherwise of a marriage.

They were all criminal pro

secutions under S.68 of the Christian Marriage Act.

However, as

Muhammad Jan J. pointed out, in all the cases before the Madras High
Court the Court had held that a person who solemnized a marriage
between parties, one of whom was a Christian, otherwise than in
accordance with S.5 of the Christian Marriage Act, was guilty of
an offence under S.68 of the same Act.
On the other hand, the Allahabad Court in Emperor v. Maha Ram
refused to accept the view of the Madras High Court.

Muhammad Jan J.

dealt briefly with this interesting case, because the court had
refused, on the facts, to find that the party was a Christian.
However, some of the judges* statements were of great interest and
are worth noting, here.

Walsh J. in the course of his judgement

stated (,the object of the Act was not to prevent people marrying as
they wished but to provide certain forms and ceremonies if they wanted
to be married as Christians ... The whole Act shows that it deals with
Christian marriages alone11. He went on to cay **it is submitted that
the Act does not prohibit even a Christian from marrying otherwise
than under the Act, if he wishes to do so.1*

11.

(1917) I.L.R.

12.

A.I.R. 1933.

13.

(1918) I.L.R.

*K3 Mad.

1030.

All. 122.
**0. All.
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After citing these cases, Muhammad Jan J. then held that, in
accordance with

of the Act, a Muslim could marry a Christian

according to Muslim rules, provided that the marriage was performed
in the presence of a Marriage Registrar appointed under the Act*

A

marriage between a Christian and a Muslim, which did not comply
with S*3» would be void under S.k of the Act.

Accordingly the case

was sent back to the trial court to frame and try the issue whether
the woman was in fact a Christian when she married, and if so, whether
the marriage was void, having regard to Ss.*f and 5 of the Christian
Marriage Act, 1872.

The court was also ordered to frame an issue

rmd decide whether the children b o m of the marriage were legitimate,
and if not, to decide who was the proper guardian of an illegitimate
cliild.

The views of Walsh J* quoted above, which coincide with those

which Napier J. expressed in lis order, referring the case of In .re.
Kalandaiyelu
sound

to the Full Bench, are, it is submitted, eminently

* Perhaps it is time for S .k of the Christian Marriage Act

to be amended to read "every Christian marriage, etc.”
Thus in Pakistan it appears to be the law that a Muslim may only
marry a Christian wife in accordance with the Christian Marriage Act.
This has been criticized in a recent article appearing in a newspaper.
The aut or complains that, although Pakistan is an Islamic Republic
by its constitution and although Muslim law recognises a marriage
celebrated in Muslim form by a Muslim husband with a Christian woman,
the law of Pakistan declares such a marriage void.

In India, however,

such a marriage may be concluded in accordance with either the
Christian Marriage Act or the Special Marriage Act, 195^*

This

I

UO2

.
>S

latter statute is of general application and any Indian may avail him
self of its provisions*

If a marriage is concluded in accordance

with this Act, the personal law of the parties is excluded, and both
the incidents of the marriage and its dissolution are governed by
the provisions of the Act*
One of the most important problems which arises when a Muslim
male marries a Christian woman under the Indian or Fakistan Christian
Marriage Act, 18?2, or according to the law of a Christian country,
(e.g* under the Lnglish Marriage Act, 19^9)* is that of polygamy*

The

problem also arises in the case of a husband who was a Christian at
the time of the marriage and who subsequently was converted to Islam*
May a husband in such a case contract a valid marriage with a second
wife, without first obtaining a divorce from the first wife?

The

weight of judicial opinion in both India and Pakistan appears to
support the view that he may do so*

This view, it is submitted, is

correct, as the capacity to contract a marriage depends upon the
personal law of the party at the time he marries*
In the pre-Partition case John Jiban Chandra Datta v* Abinash
l*f
Chandra Sen , the husband and wife were both Christians at the time
of their marriage*

Subsequently the husband was converted to Islam

and contracted a second marriage with a Muslim woman in the Islamic
form*

The court held that this second marriage was valid under Indian

law, because, after his conversion, the husband was governed by Islamic

(1939)

I.L.R.

2 Cal.

12.

**03.
law which permits such a marriage.

15

In the Pakistani ease Farooq Leivers v. Adelaide Bridget Mary

l6

the parties were also Christian at the time of their marriage,
which was celebrated in accordance with Christian rites*

Subsequent

to the marriage the husband was converted to Islam and, when the
wife refused to embrace Islam also, he purported to repudiate her
by talaq*

He then filed a suit for a declaration that Adelaide

#

Bridget Mary was no longer his wife, and therefore a court order

15*

16.

The Privy Council decision in Attorney General of Ceylon v* Reid
(0-963J A.C* 720) SBpptrt* the contention t t the husbands right
to contract a valid polygamous marriage depends upon his personal
law at the time of the second marriage and not upon the lex loci
celebrationis of the first marriage* In 1933 Reid, then a Roaan
Catholic, had married Edna Reid in Budulla, Ceylon. In 1959* he
married Fatima Pansy von Baght before a Muslim marriage registrar
in Colombo, both of them having been converted to Islam 3 days
before the ceremony* Reid was prosecuted for bigamy under S*363(h)
of the Ceylonese Penal Code, which reads "Whoever, having a husband
or wife living marries in any case in which such marriage is void
by reason of its taking place during the life of such husband or
wife, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description
for a term which may extend to 7 years and shall also be liable
to a fine"* He was duly convicted by the district Court, but on
appeal the conviction was quashed by the Supreme Court of Ceylon,
Basnayake C.J* holding that a void marriage as defined by the
Marriage Registration Ordinance, did not include a marriage con
tracted 'between persons professing Islam*• Phis decision by the
Supreme Court was upheld by the Privy Council. In the course of
the judgement of the Privy Council it was stated fwuatever may be
the situation in a purely Christian country, they cannot agree that
in a country such as Ceylon, a Christian monogamous marriage pro
hibits for all time during the subsistence of that marriage a
change of faith and of persona.}. law on the part of the husband
resident and domiciled there ... In their Lordships* view in such
countries there must be an inherent right in the inhabitants dom
iciled there to change their religion and personal law and so to
contract a valid polygamous marriage, if recognised by the laws
of the country, notwithstanding an earlier marriage* •

P.L.D.

1958. Lah. **31.

*fO*f.
ordering him to pay her monthly maintenance was no longer valid#
The point at issue in the instant case was the validity or otherwise
of the talaq and this point will be discussed below.

During the

course of his judgement, however, Changez J* stated (although of
course his remarks were necessarily obiter), that, upon conversion
to Islam from Christianity, a husband acquires the right to take a
second wife, despite the fact that this would be contrary to
the law applicable before his conversion.

"It cannot be disputed",

he stated, "that, as soon as a person embraces Islam, he at once
becomes subject to the Muslim personal and religious law and is
completely cut off from his past ...

4s far as his individual

personality is concerned, there cannot be any doubt about it that
his future in all respects of his life becomes amenable to Muslim
17
law from the conversion to Islam. 1
Thus the dominant view appears to be that, upon conversion to
Islam, a husband domiciled in India or Pakistan acquires the capacity
to contract a polygamous marriage, as capacity is governed by the
law of personal status#
Although the cases discussed above are concerned with husbands
who were converted to Islam after their fir t marriage, the law would
be the same with regard to husbands who were Muslim at the time they
contracted their first marriage in accordance with either the Christian

17#

In support of his contention Ghangez J. cited the following dec
ision: CunuaEammal v. Ameinal, A#I#k. 1927, Mad. 72 , Chidambaram
v#
Me A.I.R# 192$, Rang. 179# hi tar ben v. Maqbul Hasan
Khan, A#I#H# 193&, P.C. 251.
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Marriage Act or the civil law.

In the case of Jatoi v. Jatoi

18,

which will be discussed in detail below, the husband was a Muslim
when he married his first wife under the English Marriage Act, 19^9*
he subsequently married a second wife according to Muslim rites and
the validity of the second marriage was never disputed, v/hen the case
was before the Supreme Court of Pakistan.
Thus, notwithstanding the fact that the spouses married in a
form

contemplating monogamy, e.g. under the Indian or Pakistan

Christian Marriage Act 1872 or the English Marriage Act 19^9» and
notwithstanding the fact that, at the time of the marriage, polygamy
vfas forbidden according to the personal law of both spouses, upon
conversion 0f the husbandto Islam, he

acquires the capacity to contract

a valid polygamous union.
The question which now arises is does the husband, with the
acquisition of his new personal status, acquire also the capacity
to repudiate his wife by talaq?

This question of course also arises

in the case of a husband who, although a Muslim, married his wife
under a law which does not permit the unilateral repudiation of a
marriage and requires a judicial dissolution in all cases.
In Farooq Leivers v. Adelaide Bridget Mar;/, the facts of which
are stated above, Changez J. held that the husband, by his conversion
to Islarn, did not acquire the capacity to repudiate his wife by talaq.
It was argued on behalf of the husband that, upon his conversion to
Islam, the husband should be governed by Islamic law and not the
Christian law under which he had married.

18.

F.L.D.

1967.

S.C.

530.

This point had never been
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decided, said Changez J., by any court in either India or Pakistan.
His Lordship first considered the case law dealing with Hindu and
Christian women who had been converted to Islam and then contracted
second marriages with Muslim men.

He stated that the e appeared to

be almost a concensus of judicial opinion in support of the view
that these women were guilty of bigamy,

This is contrary to the

traditional Islamic law, which holds that, since a Muslim woman may
not marry a non-Muslim man, the marriage of a Hindu or Christian
woman with one of her co-religionists is automatically dissolved
upon her conversion to Islam*
However, as his Lordship remarked, the wealth of case law in
the sub-continent points to the opposite view.
of his contention Re Petition of ham Kumari

20

Gan,,a

19

He cited in support

, Govt, of Bombay

22

. Crown v. Kat. Ruri"'u« and Mst. Nandi v. Crown" , Budansa

Rowther v. Fatima Bi

23

2k
, and Sundari ^ctqni v. Pitambari Letani •

25
He then discussed the case of Ayesha Bibi v. Sutiobh Chakravart:/ ,
in which the High Court of Calcutta upheld the traditional Islamic
law on this point.

In this case the husband and vdfe were both

Hindus at the time of their marriage.
—

The wife subsequently became

r_ s_ 5------------------------------------------------------------------

19. / I.L.R.
(1880)
20. /I.L.R.

18

Cal.

21.

<1919)

5 P.R. (Cr.C.)

22.

(1920)

I.L.R.

1

23.

(1905)

I.L.R.

32

2b.

(1597)

22

25.

A.I.R.

19^9

26b.

b. Bon. 330.

I.C.
Cal.

5.

Lah.

MtO.

Cal.. 871

697.
436.>
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a Muslim and sought a declaration that her marriage with the
defendant, which had been performed according to Hindu rites* was
dissolved upon her conversion.

The court held that, upon the

wife’s conversion to Islam, her marriage was automatically dissolved
after the expiry of three menstrual cycles or three months.

Ormond

J. held that it was not necessary to make a formal presentment of
26
Islam to the husband , and no decree of the court was necessary.
This judgement by the Calcutta High Court was specifically
27
dissented from by Lodge J. in Cayad Khatoon v. M. Obadiah • His
Lordship stated "India is not a Mohammedan country and Mohammedan
law is not the law of the land”, accordingly he could find no author
ity for the view that fa marriage solemnized according to one personal
law could be dissolved according to another personal law simply
because one of the two parties changed religion*• He therefore
held that it could not be just and right to grant a declaration of
dissolution of marriage on the grounds of conversion to Islam by one
party.
26.

27.

In traditional Islamic law if the conversion takes place in the
Par al-harb, the marriage will be automatically dissolved after
the expiry of three menstrual cycles. This is because the
•offering of Islam (*ard al-Islam) to the other spouse is not
possible as the parties*are resident in a non-Islamic state.
However, if the conversion takes place in Par al-Islam. then
the non-Muslim spouse must be ’offered Islam* and if he
refuses to accept, the marriage will then be dissolved
immediately.
al-Kidaya

p.327.

*+9 C.w.N.

7*+5.

eil-Patawa

Vol.I, pp.I>60-36l.
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As Cliangez J. pointed out, t ds decision by Lodge J. was followed

28

in Rohasa Khanum v. Khodadad Somanji Irani " . The parties in
this case were Zoroastriane at the time of their marriage* which
took place in Iran.

The wife subsequently became a Muslim and

sought a dissolution of her marriage on the grounds of her conversion.
Chagla J, who heal'd the case in appeal, agreed that upon her conversion
the wife*s personal law became the Islamic law and that it was un
doubtedly true that under Islamic law her marriage with her husband
would be dissolved once three months had elapsed after her conversion.
But, stated his Lordship* the difficulty arose because the husband
in the case was a Zoroastrian and thus there was a conflict between
the personal laws of the two parties.

Therefore he was bound to apply

justice* equity and good conscience

the case* being a matrimonial

one, did not fall within the arbit of S.112 of the Government of
India Act, 19151 • As his Lordship pointed out* the Privy Council

29

h d interpreted "justice according to equity and good conscience" to
mean that* if there was nc rule of Indian law applicable, then the
rules of English law should be applied* if these were consonant with
Indian society and circumstances.

His Lordship found himself in a

difficulty however* as there were no rules of English law which could
be made applicable to a suit for dissolution by a Muslim wife against
her Zoroastrian husband.

28.

A.I.R.

19^7.

Bom.

272.

29 # Kaghela la.jsanji v. ohekh ha3Indin t l^t I. • 89* and
Paza * v. Abbas Bandi Bibi (1932) 59 I.A. 236.

Muhammad

^09.
Re refused to accept the contention that justice and equity
required him to apply Muslim law.

Accordingly he stated "We hold

that the law to be applied is not Muslim law but justice, equity and
good conscience.

We further hold that it is not in accordance with

justice and right that, on the conversion of one of the parties to
a marriage to Islam, it should be held that the marriage stands
dissolved".
In his Lordship's discussion of the case law concerning female
converts to Islam he apparently overlooked the more recent Pakistani
case of Paiz Ali Shah v. Ghulaci Abbas Shah

3D •

In this case the High

Court of Azad Jammu and Kashmir had to consider the questions of the
validity of a marriage and the legitimacy of the children born of it.
The wife, who was originally a Hindu, was converted to Islam and
Contracted a marriage with a Muslim man while her Hindu husband was
still living.

Abdul Majid J., delivering the judgement of the court,

stated that the main distinction drawn by Muslim jurists was between
conversion to Islam in an Islamic country where both parties to the
marriage may be brought before a qadi and conversion in a non-Islafljic
country which is not subject to Islamic law.

In the former case,

Islam must be formally offered to the uncoverted party by the qadi
f
and, if he refuses to embrace the faith, then the marriage will be
dissolved by the pronouncing of the decree of dissolution by the gad?.

30.

P.L.D.

. A.J+K

1932

32
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In the latter case dissolution will take place automatically after
the wife has completed three menstrual cycles, because in a nonIslamic country it is not possible to demand conversion by the other
party.

In this case the conversion of the wife had taken place in

British India and his Lordship held that British India was not an
Islamic country.

He specifically dissented from Re i etition of Ham

Kumar and Mst. Nandi v. Crown^' which held that India should be con
sidered an Islamic country because friuslims there were governed by
Islamic law and therefore there ijas no lawful dissolution of previous
marital ties ©n Islam had not been actually offered to the unconverted
parties by the court acting as qadi. Abdul Majid J. accordingly held
that the marriage of a Hindu woman who was converted to Islam was
automatically dissolved after she had completed three wenstrual
cycles without any decree of the court being necessary.

Her subsequent

marriage to a Muslim was therefore valid, and the children born of
it were legitimate.
After discussing the law regarding female converts to Islam,
Changez J. stated that there was no direct authority ±n Muslim law
on the question whether a husband converted to Islam could divorce
his wife according to Muslim law.

He himself however was of the opinion,

he ving regard to the injunctions of the Qur'an, that a Muslim is
empowered to divorce his kitablya wife who had been married to him
_

before his conversion to Islam.

31.

32

But the question in the instant

bee Page 4o6.

32. This is a correct statement of the traditional Islamic law.

Pl

ease, said his Lordship, was whether the plaintiff, as a citizen
of Pakistan could divorce his wife in this wav.
If Islamic law were to be applied, the case would present no
problems.

The difficulty arose because the wife was a Christian,

and, according to her personal law, her marriage could be dissolved
only by death or by judicial decree i sued under the provisions of
the Divorce Act, 1869.
MIn such a conflict of personal laws of the parties to a suit
there does not appear to be any justification to prefer the personal
(sic)
law of the plaintiff thf\n/ the personal law of the defendent". Accord
ingly he held that the courts in Pakistan could not recognise such
a talaq.
•____

Five years later, in all Nawaz Gardczi v. Col. Muhammad Yusuf‘S.
the Supreme Court of Pakistan stated that the marriage of a Christian
woman and a Muslim man could not be dissolved by talaq, unless the
•____

woman had been converted to Islam.

This appeal arose from criminal

proceedings under Lection ^97 and *f9&

the P.P.C.

The facts were that nli Nawaz Gardezi, a Pakistan domiciled
Muslim, had married Christa Kenate, a German domiciled Christian, at
hull in England, before a Registrar of Marriages.

..hen the couple

returned to Pakistan, they met Colonel Yusuf, with whom Christa fell
in love.

It was alleged on behalf of the respondent that, after

Christa had become a Muslim, her husband Ali Nawaz finally agreed to

33.

F.L.D.

1963 S.C.

51.
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divorce her and signed a talaqnama, which the colonel himself
had drafted,
married.

shortly afterwards Renate and Colonel Yusuf

All Nawaz, however, denied having given any v.xitten

divorce and filed a complaint under Secs. 497 and 493 i.f.C.

It

was contended on appeal to the supreme Court that a civil marriage
contracted in hngland could not be dissolved by talaq but only
by a decree of the court.

In support of this cirgument, R. v.

Hammersmith superintendent of larriages^ , and liaher v. Malier^.
were cited to show that such a divorce would not be recognised
by the ^nglish courts.

The supreme Court however ruled that this

dictum applied only to an English domiciled woman and referred
36
to the judgement of Acurman J. in Russ v. Russ'" which laid down
that the law of the domicile determined the status of the parties.
In this case the marriage of on Egyptian man and an ^nglish woman,
performed in hngland, was held to have been validly dissolved by
talaq pronounced in accordance with the law of the domicile of
.
the parties, i.e. Egyptian law.

The Supreme Court stated, quite

correctly, that "the trend of modern authorities therefore appears
to be that, if the law of the domicile permits the dissolution of
marriage by the pronouncement of talaq, the divorce may be recognised
•____

as valid under the rules of Irivate International Law!l.

3*f.

1917 1K.B.

35.

1951 P. 3*f2.

36.

196<f F; 315.

654.
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But the court then stated "The case for the respondent is
however not placed on this broad footing.

Christa Iienate herself

stated that she was conscious that her marriage with the complainant
could not be dissolved by the pronouncement of talaq by her husband,
unless she herself had adopted Islam".
surprising.

This statement is somewhat

It poses the question whether the position would have

been different if Christa iienate had not stated that she was aware
that her marria0e could not be dissolved in this way.

*as the

court suggesting that her view regarding this difficult point of
law was in any way relevant?
Be that as it may, the court, being unable to find her allega
tion that she had become a Muslin proved, ruled tiiat "There is no
escape from the conclusion, that, on her own showing (sic) Christa
Renate had not been properly divorced by the complainant, as she
was not a Muslim on the relevant date".
The court gave no reason for this decision and* with respect,
it is difficult to understand its exact weaning.

V.as the court in

fact holding that because the marriage in question had been performed
under the English Marriage «ct 1949 ana because the wife was still a
Christian at the time of the alleged divorce, this divorce was
ineffective?

This, it is submitted, would appear to be a reasonable

interpretation to put upon this somewhat ambiguous statement by the
Supreme Court because, it must be noted, Islamic Law empowers a
Muslim husband to repudiate his icitablya wife by talaq in exactly the
same way as he can repudiate nis Muslim wife.

klk.
Although these remarlis by R&kaan J * were necessarily obiter,
they nevertheless indicate that in 1963 the Lupreme Court of
Pakistan took the view that, although a marriage concluded in the
Christian form could be dissolved by talaq, if this was recognized
•____

by the law of the domicile of the parties, it could not be so
dissolved if the wife was still a Christian*
However in 19^7 the Supreme Court of Pakistan in the case of
37
Jatoi v. Jatoi" took quite a different view and overruled both
farooq Leiversv* /tdelaide Bridget Mary and its own obiter dictum
in Ali Nawaz Gardezi v. Muhammad Yusuf*
The facts of the case were that in 1939 i*arina and Kuruddin
Jatoi married in accordance with the anglisk liarriage Act, 19^9»
before a Registrar of Marriages in London*

At the time of the

marriage the wife was a Christian domiciled in ^pain and the husband
was a Muslim domiciled in Pakistan*

In i960 Nuruddin returned to

Pakistan without Marina and their son, and in 19ol he married a
Swedish woman, after she haa become a Muslim*

He then sent a letter

of divorce (talaq) to Karina, who petitioned the Chelsea Magistrates*
Court for a maintenance order*

This was granted to her in 19&3*

along with the le0al custody of her son, despite the arguments of
Nuruddin that she was no longer his wife, as he had divorced her in
accordance with his personal law*

This order by the Lnglish court

was registered in Karachi under the Maintenance Orders Lnforcement

37*

P.L.D.

196?.

S*C.330.
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Act* 1921.

Despite the order and its registration* Nuruddin

failed to send an,/ maintenance to Karina andso in 19&5 she
travelled to Karachi to seek enforcement.

While she was in Pakistan*

kuruddin sent her another notice of divorce and endorsed a copy of
the talaq to the chairman of his local union council, in accordance
#

with the provisions of section 7 of the kusliia iaaily naws Ordinance*
1961.

He then applied to the District Magistrate for a recission

of the maintenance order* on the grounds that he had divorced
huri na Jatoi.

When 90 days had elapsed after the service of notice

under Lection 7 of the family i,aws ordinance, he sent another appli
cation to the magistrate which was duly rejected,

huruadin then

appealed to the High Court of West Pakistan* which reversed the
ruling of Lhe/listrict court. Kori na then appealed to the Lupreme
I
Court of Pakistan* *here her ap eal was rejected by a majority
decision* wsich held that the second talaq pronounced by her husband
.
had terminated the marriage and consequently her husband was under
no duty to maintain her.
The court held that the lex domicilii of the husband governed
the validity of the divorce.

This view of the court accords with the

choice of law rules which are now accepted by the English courts.
38.

33 -

It Qureshi v. -ureshi (Times Law Heport Oct. 30 1970) Simon P.
held that the court may award recognition to a tr.Iao divorce
pronounced in England and purporting to dissolve a marriage cele
brated in 'ngland between Muslims resident in Lngland. "There
can be no doubt that the law of the domicile is prima facie the
proper law for determining the efficacy of a purported divorce
to bring about a change of status* by bi solving the marriage" *
stated the President.

The Supreme Court held, correctly, that the lex loci cele
brationis of the marriage has nothing to do with the question of

divorce, which is a matter to be determined solely according to the
lex domicilii of the parties at the time of the suit.
The decision by the court to uphold the law of Pakistan, the
lex domicilii of the husband and hence of the marriage, as governing
the validity of the divorce, was unanimous.
The majority decision and the minority dissent part company
however on the question of which law of Pakistan was applicable to the
case.

The court was faced with a problem of internal conflict of

laws and had to make a choice between two conflicing legal regimes the personal law of the husband and the personal law of the wife.
The majority judgement was read by Rahman J., vrith Cornelius
C.J.,

’azle /Ikbar und Hamadoor Rahman J.J.s concurring.

The court

discussed, and declined to follow, the decision in larooq Leivegs v.
Adelaide Bridget Mary in which, as we have seen, a single judge of
the Lahore High Court held that, although under pure Islamic lav/ a
Muslim husband could divorce his Christian wife by talaq, the courts
of Pakistan would not recognise such a divorce, in view of the pro
visions of the Divorce ;ct, 1869, and the Christian Marriage Act,
1372.
It was argued on behalf of the wife that these two Acts taken
together constituted a complete scheme of law, which governed all the
incidents of marriage when one party was a Christian.

417.
However, Rahman J. stated that this contention really rested
on ’’the supposed implication of these Acts and not on any express
provision contained therein”.

He vent on to say ”there is no

provision in these two Acts which in express terms prevents a Muslim
husband of a Christian wife from having resort to his own personal
law for the purpose of the dissolution of the marriage.
of these two

The provisions

cts no doubt provide, a machinery for the dissolution

of marriage through the court but there is nothing in them to show
that the procedure j^rescribed therein for that purpose is to be
regarded as exclusive' •

In his Lordship#s viev;, when a Muslim

husband was married to a Christian wife or to a non-citizen Muslim
woman, there was no reason why theprovi ions of Section 7 of the
Muslim Family Laws Ordinance should not apply.
It was argued on behalf of the wife that, as the Christian
Marriage Act, 1372, invalidated a narriige between a Christian and
another, unless it was solemnised under that Act, consequently such
a marriage could be dissolved only in accordance with that Act read
with the Divorce Act, IG69.

His Lordship however, ruled that this

argument did not appear to be available in the instant case, where
the marriage had taken place in London, in accordance with the
.nglish Marriage

ct, 19^9, which contained no analogous provisions.

The Supreme court accordingly gave judgement that the marriage
between Karina and Nuruddin Jatoi had been validly terminated by the
second talaq

pronounced by Iluruddin and registered in accordance

with Section 7 of the Muslim family Law Ordinance.

The wife*s right

*+18.

to maintenance was therefore ended but, the court ruled, as it had
given its decision on the basis that a Muslim husband can treat his
marriage with his Christian wife as a Muslim one, the wife, in the
instant case, would accordingly be able to claim dower from her
husband, although no dower had been stipulated at the time of the
marriage contract.

The dower to be paid would be the proper dower

(ikJir a i - m i t h l ) •
Yaqub Ali J. uiasented from the majority decision,

ne stated

that ’’There is a fundamental difference between a Muslim marriage
and a Christian marriage.

The latter is a union for life while the

former is placed on the footing of a contract liable to be dissolved
by the husband unilaterally and by the wife by the intervention of
the court.

A church marriage and equally a marriage performed before

the Registrar is accordingly liable to be dissolved, but not by a
unilateral act of the husband, but under the decree of a court11.
Therefore he held that a marriage performed under the Tnglish
Marriage Act could not be assimilated to a Muslim marriage, which
was liable to dissolution by talaq.
.
“Another view of the matter'1, he continued, “is that, if the
husband contracts that the marriage will be a union for life, liable
to be dissolved only by decree of the court, he shall remain bound

by it and is not relieved of that obligation by the pronouncement of
talaq.

Yusuf

35.

39

The decision in the case of Ali Nawaz Gardezi v. Col. Muhammad
proceeds on t. f- preodses that a marriage between a Muslim male

f.L.D.

1963

S.C.

51.
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and a non-Muslim fenale and a non-citizen can be dissolved by the
pronouncement of talaq.

This would be true, if the marriage had

been performed in accordance v/ith Muslim law, but not if the marriage
is performed under the British iiarriage Act, 19^9, or the Christian

Marriage Act, 1872.”

kO*

In fact nowhere in its judgement does the Supreme Court in this
case make sucn a precise statement. As we have seen the court
held, without (riving any reasons, that, because the wife had not
beci* e a Muslim, she could not be divorced by talaq. «hen the
court, durinr the course of its judgement, turned its attention
to Lection 7 of the family Laws Ordinance, it stated:ftAll that the section requires is that the marriage in question
should be dissolved by means of a talaq and it does not seem
necessary to adopt the narrow construction contended for on behalf
of the respondent, that the wife mentioned in the section must
necessarily be a Pakistani citizen.11

The impression given here, it is submitted, “that the marriage in
question should be dissolvable by means oi a talaq11 must then
refer to the earlier part of the judgement when the court add
ressed itself to the question whether the marriage of senate
v/ith Nawaz Oardesi could be dissolved by talaq as she had remained
a Christian. The concluding paragraph of*the court*s remarks
regarding the ordinance reads:
"To hold that the Ordinance could not be pressed into service
except in cases where both spouses were Muslim citizens would
lead to the result that a male Muslim citizen could with impunity
have more than one v.ife, without recourse to the provisions of
the Ordinance, provided that he confined hii^self to non-citizen
Muslim ladies, for larri ge purposes. On this interpretation,
if a Muslim male citizen of Pakistan is already married to a
Muslim non-citizen, he could nurr^, another wife, whether a
Muslim citizen or not, without incurring any penalty under the
Ordinance. Simil rly, he could go on divorcing non-citizen
Muslim ladies, without limit, if he was so minded. Such absurd
results would ap^ orently rob the Ordinance of almost all its
utility and the narrow interpretation whicn leads to such results,
would not, in all probability, be in consonance with the intention
of the Legislature. The policy of the Ordinance seems to be to
provide some curbs on toe facile pronouncements of divorce and
unnecessary or unjustified plural marriages."
As can be seen from t ds paragraph the court appeare(*to be concerned
with the problems posed by marriage with non-citizen Muslim women*
and not with non-Muslims.

420.
Accordingly Yaqub Ali J. took the view that, if a Muslim
marries a Christian woman under either of these two statutes, the
application of the Islamic law of dissolution is excluded.
In order to reach this conclusion his Lordship interpreted
0.2 of the

4l
Divorce Act 1869
in a positive fashion, rejecting the

argument raised on behalf of the husband that it was merely an
enabling provision.

In his opinion the language of the section

must "be construed in the sense that, if one of the parties to the
marriage professes the Christian faith, the marriage can be dis
solved only by a decree of the court.

A contrary view would lead

to anomalous results, such as, if a Muslim husband petitions to
Court under the Divorce Act for dissolution of his marriage v/ith a
Christian wife, he shall have to prove to the satisfaction of the
Court that she lias been guilty of adultery and shall also be obliged
to pay her alimony pendent^ llte and costs of the suit as well as
permanent alimony on obtaining a decree for dissolution.

On the

contrary, if the Muslim lav; applies he can avoid all these obliga
tions by pronouncing talaq and bringing to an end the marriage by
his unilateral act.

No husband would therefore ever make resort to

a Court for dissolution of marriage.

The question is whether it

would be reasonable to attribute such equivocation to the Legislature
in enacting Act IV of 1869*."
With respect to the majority decision of the Cupreme Court,
Yaqub Ali’s dissenting judgement represents the correct approach to

4l.

"Nothing hereinafter contained shall authorise the court to grant
any relief under this Act except where the petitioner or respon
dent professes the Christian religion".

a problem of the internal conflict of laws.

421.
Obiter dicta in both

John Jiban Chandra Patta v. ..binash Chandra Sen

*+2

and Att. Gen. of

lf3
Ceylon v. I-:eid stated that, although upon conversion to Islam a
husband could marry a second wife, he could not divorce his first
wife by talaq.

In the earlier Pakistani case, Faxooq Leivers v.

~
44
Adelaide Bridget Ilary , the high Court of Lahore refused to recognize
that a marriage celebrated under the Christian Marriage act could be
dissolved by the pronouncement of talaq.
.
In such cases involving the internal conflict of laws, when
deciding which law of divorce is to be applied, the personal law of
the wife should be chosen.

To hold otherwise, and recognize that a

husband could inilaterally repudiate his Christian wife whom he had
married according to the Christian form, would allow him to destroy what
Changez J. described as her ’'vested rights” and to affect her status
as a married person.
On the other hand, in deciding the husband's capacity to take a
second wife, the personal law of the husband should apply, as, if he
chooses to exercise his right, he in no way affects the status of his
first wife as a married person.

She would have the choice to accept

her husband's second marriage or to exercise her right of divorce
L \.

5

under a .10 of the divorce i*ct, 1869 ''*
42.

1939.

I.L.R.

2

Cal.

43.

(1965)

A.C.

720.

44.

P.L.D.

1953.

43.

This section provides that a wife may petition for adissolution of
her marriage on the ground that herhusband has"exchanged hispro
fession of Christianity for the profession of some other religion
and gone through a form of marriage with another woman, or has been
guilty of incestuous adultery, or of bigamy with adultery, of of
marriage with another woman with adultery ...H

Lah.

12.

431.

However, following the Supreme Court's decision in Jatoi v. Jatoi,
it is clear that a Christian wife may be repudiated at the will of
her Muslim husband, provided he follows the procedure laid down in
S.7 of the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance,

*-»he will be entitled to no

protection from the Divorce Act, i860, even tuough her marriage was
concluded in accordance with the Christian Marriage i*ct, l8?2.
Although the Supreme Court in Jatoi v. Jatoi declined to consider the
argument that a marriage concluded in accordance with the Christian
Marriage act could be dissolved only under the Divorce Act, because
the parties in the case had, in fact, married under the English
Marriage Act, it is clear from the statement made by the court with
regard to these two statutes

46

that, if the marriage in question had

been concluded under the Christian Marriage Act, the decision would
have been the same.
Following the decision in Jatoi v. Jatoi, the governor of East
Pakistan on 4 November 1969 promulgated an Ordinance entitled
Divorce Act (East Pakistan Amendment) Ordinance 1969*

This Ordinance

amends section 2 of the Act of 1367 to read ’provided nothing in
this paragraph shall be deemed to authorize any court to grant any
relief under this net where the petitioner or respondent is a Muslim’•
This amending section clearly supports the majority decision in
Jatci v. Jatoi and rejects Yaqub Ali’s interpretation of Section 2 in
his dissenting judgement.

46.

F.l.D.

19^7

3.C. 391 (per Hahman J. at p. 602).

There is no judicial authority from India on this point.

The

reason is that, since 1954, all marriages in India between Christians
and Muslims can be concluded under the special Marriage ^ct, 1954,
and accordingly the personal law of both parties would be excluded.
If, however, the parties opted to marrj under the Christian Marriage
Act, there is little doubt that the Indian courts would deny the
husband the right to unilaterally terminate the marriage by talaq,
whether he was a Muslim at the time of the marriage or became one
subsequent to the marriage.

b2k.
CONCLUSION

Beyond doubt, the most significant development in the Islamic
law of the sub-continent since independence and partition, has been
the enactment by Pakistan of the Family Laws Ordinance in 1961,
This short statute, consisting of a mere thirteen sections,
has brought Pakistan into line with the other reforming nations of
the Muslim world*

Pakistan, however, chose to follow the path of

moderation in the matter of reform of the Islamic family law and
consequently adapted measures similar to those enacted by nations

such as dyria, bgypt* budan and Iraq#

There is nothing as radical

in the Pakistan legislation as the provisions in the Tunisian Law
of Personal Status, which declares polygamy prohibited, or that of
the Iranian Family Irotecticn Act, which deprives a husband of his

unilater 1 right of talaq*
•
~
India on the other hand has so far remained aloof from the
movement towards reform in Islamic law.

Nevertheless the government

of India is bound by the Constitution to take steps to introduce a
uniform civil code and this will inevitably involve introducing
changes into the Muslim personal law.

Although it will certainly be

many years before a civil code applicable to all Indians regardless
of their religious allegiance, is completed, the way must be prepared
so thatvhen the code is finally achieved, it will be accepted by all

sections of the community*
welcome chan :es in the law.

Already there are many Muslims who would

Amongst the educated class af Muslims in

India polygamy is not practised .and divorce is rare*

Thus husbands

k25.
do not in practice exercise those rights accorded to them by their
personal law which were, or are, the cause of most suffering to
Muslim wives and which would inevitably be the first tc be restricted
by any new reform.

For this section of the community therefore

reform in the sphere of family law would merely serve to bring that
law into line with social practice.
On the other hand, there are in most parts of India, Muslim
communities who could easily be persuaded to violence and even
revolt by the cry "Religion in Dancer'1•

Thus it is imperative that

the government, when it finally tackles the problem of reforming the
Muslim personal law, does not give the impression of attempting to
impose its will on the Muslim minority.

The government has shown

itself sensitive to this problem and has stood by the principle that
the call

for reform must come from within the Muslim community itself.

A possible approach is for the government to enlist the help of
recruits from among the educated Muslim community to carry out a
propaganda campaign amongst their uneducated co-religionists, pointing
out particularly the evisjT' of unrestricted Talaq.

Emphasis should be

placed on those traditions from the Prophet, which condemn divorce
and which stress the importance of according women their rights.
Information should also be given of reforms undertaken in other parts
of the Muslim world, where changes have been effected in the Eharia
without abandoning it.
There can be little doubt that the majority of Indian judges
would welcome reform in Muslim family Law.

As we have seen, the

Bench has not been hesitant in condemning the practice of polygamy

